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NUCLEAR SAFETY
ASSESSMENT AND
RESEARCH

Actual issues of VVER reactor pressure vessel irradiation
embrittlement assessment
Alexander Kryukov, Vladimir Lebedinsky
Scientific and Engineering Centre for Nuclear and Radiation Safety, Russia, Moscow,
107140, Malaya Krasnoselskaya st. 2/8, bld. 5

Abstract:
The possibility of extending the life of existing NPP is very attractive to utilities. An operational life of
60-80 years is being considered by many utilities in their plant life management programmes. The
RPV is a key component of the NPP. The basic reason of RPV mechanical properties degradation is
the neutron irradiation, resulting in embrittlement of steel, which the RPV is made of. In this paper the
analysis of available data required for a precise prediction of radiation embrittlement of RPV materials
after 60-80 years of operation has been performed. A number of RPVs may be reaching the generic
screening criteria due to significant irradiation embrittlement. The thermal annealing can restore most
of the original RPV steel toughness properties. This paper also devotes to the analysis of the
effectiveness of relatively low temperature thermal annealing for the operated RPVs.

1

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of extending the life of existing Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) is very attractive
to utilities, especially given the public opposition in several countries to construct new plants,
while some governments see them as a way of limiting carbon emissions and power security
and price stability. The long term operation of NPPs has already been accepted in many
countries as a strategic objective to ensure adequate supplies of electricity over the coming
decades. An operational life of 60 years, or even 80, is being considered seriously by many
utilities in their plant life management programmes.
The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) is a key component of the NPP. The integrity
assessment of the RPV is one of the main issues for the safe and long term operation of
NPPs.
The basic reason of RPV mechanical properties degradation is the neutron irradiation,
resulting in hardening and embrittlement of the steel from which the RPV is made. The
prediction of radiation embrittlement is performed usually in accordance with relevant codes
and standards that are based on a large amount of information from surveillance and test
irradiation programmes. Considerable data exists regarding the effect of neutron irradiation
on pressure vessel steels both from mechanical properties and macrostructure features.
The analysis of all available data is required for a precise prediction of radiation
embrittlement of RPV materials after 60-80 years of operation.
This paper presents the analysis of the experimental data from the International Database of
RPV materials. The essential part of the analysis concerns the assessment of irradiation
embrittlement of VVER steel irradiated with high neutron fluence.
So far a number of RPVs may reach the ductile-brittle transition temperature (Tk) limit due to
significant irradiation embrittlement. Considering the NPP long term operation up to 60 years
the mitigation of state-of-the-art or predictable embrittlement level is getting rather urgent.
The thermal annealing cycle at the temperature above the normal operating temperature can
restore most of the original RPV steel toughness properties. This paper is also devoted to the
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analysis of the effectiveness of relatively low temperature thermal annealing for the operated
RPVs.

2

INTERNATIONAL DATABASE ON RPV MATERIALS

Presently, a huge amount of RPV surveillance programme results exist all over the world.
Moreover, there are a lot of data from experiments in test reactors which were carried out to
support the power reactor surveillance programmes. In the framework of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) activities, the International Database on RPV materials
(Database) was created in the nineties, [1]. Fourteen countries, including the USA, France,
and Russia, supplied large amounts of surveillance results and data from national and
international research programmes. The Database covers the major part of the operating and
planned RPV steels (base metal and welds) of light water reactors (PWR and VVER), Table
1.
Table 1: The highest contents of impurities and fluence values both in the worldwide used
RPV steels and in the IAEA Database.
Reactor
type

Cu max,
wt %

P max,
wt %

Ni max,
wt %

Mn max,
wt %

Fluence max, cm-2

Remarks

PWR

0.42

0.025

1.2

2.1

3.7 x 1019, E>1 MeV

PWR lifetime 32 energy full
power years

VVER

0.20

0.042

1.9

1.3

2.4 x 1020, E>0.5 MeV

WWER-440
lifetime - 40
calendar years

Database
surveillance

0.35

0.035

1.9

2.1

~2 x 1021, E>0.5 MeV

Surveillance
specimens

Database
research

0.4

0.045

2.8

2.0

~2 x 1021, E>0.5 MeV

Research
programmes

Through a bilateral agreement, the Database and its maintenance have been transferred
from the IAEA to the EC Joint Reseach Centre – Institute for Energy web-enabled Materials
Database, which was developed for storing materials test data resulting from international
research projects together with other documentation in a related Document Management
database, providing fast access to confidential and public data sets.
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IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF VVER-440 RPV STEELS AT HIGH
NEUTRON FLUENCE

The irradiated change in mechanical properties is a result of microstructural features
resulting from high-energy neutrons impacting the RPV materials, [2,3]. There are the main
embrittlement mechanisms that are manifested through fine-scale microstructural changes:
•

matrix hardening resulting from irradiation-induced point defects inhibiting dislocation
movement;

•

hardening behaviour resulting from the clustering of key elements (such as copper,
phosphorus, nickel, manganese, etc.) creating nanometer-size defects which also
impede dislocation motion.

For some steels the non-hardening embrittlement occurring as elements (such as
phosphorus) collect at grain boundaries resulting in intergranular fracture is also considered.
10

First-generation VVER NPP (VVER-440), which service life has so far exceeded 40 years
established by the project, in accordance with current regulatory and technical
documentation can be operated up to a maximum neutron fluence on the inner wall of the
case of ~ 3 • 1020 cm-2. Upon reaching this value, it is recommended to perform thermal
annealing to extend safe operation.
The analysis of the surveillance test results of 15 VVER-440 RPV operated in Russia and
overseas showed that if the metal has a low content of impurity elements (copper and
phosphorus), the shift of the Tk after irradiation is low, namely less than 100-130°C for the
fluence ~ 5 • 1020 cm-2, Figure 1, [4,5,6]. As a result, the maximum allowable value of the
neutron fluence for relatively “pure” ones (Cu < 0.13%, P < 0.017%) can be increased to ~ 5
• 1020 cm-2. In this case, there is no need for annealing to extend the operational lifetime of
VVER-440 up to 60-80 years.

Figure 1: Irradiation embrittlement of VVER-440 steels at high neutron fluence.

4

4.1

LOW TEMPERATURE “WET” ANNEALING AS AN INSTRUMENT TO
MITIGATE IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF LOW COPPER RPV STEELS
Thermal annealing methods

There are several measures to prevent the reaching of T k allowed value. The irradiation
embrittlement can be mitigated, preferably in the early stages of NPP operation by reducing
the neutron fluence (hence the fluence rate/flux) to the RPV wall:
1. The low-leakage fuel management is applied in most PWRs. Some or all of the peripheral
fresh fuel assemblies are replaced by low reactivity fuel assemblies, i.e. those having spent
one or three cycles in the reactor.
2. Some of peripheral fuel assemblies are replaced by dummy assemblies, which contain
stainless steel. Typically 5-10% of the fuel assemblies need replacing to maintain the
circumferential symmetry.
3. Installation of neutron absorbing materials on the core periphery. For instance, periphery
control rods or burnable absorber rods placed at critical locations can be used to reduce the
flux to RPV wall.
4. The fitting of the irradiation shields or reflectors between the outer fuel elements and the
RPV.
11

In spite of the implementation of some of abovementioned measures, a number of RPVs
may reach the generic screening criteria due to significant irradiation embrittlement.
Considering the NPP long term operation up to 60 years the mitigation of state-of-the-art or
predictable embrittlement level is getting rather urgent.
The thermal annealing cycle at the temperature well above the normal operating temperature
can restore most of the original RPV steel toughness properties.
There are two basic types of RPV thermal annealing: “wet” and “dry”.
The “wet” anneal is performed at temperatures < 350°C. At that temperatures the reactor
coolant water is generally heated by the reactor circulation pumps. The annealing is not as
complicated from an engineering point because primary water temperature is controlled by
pump heat up to the vessel design temperature of 343°C. The internals could be inside the
reactor vessel.
The normal operating temperature of many commercial PWRs is approximately 288°C. The
temperature difference between operation and “wet” annealing temperature 343°C seems to
be not enough to obtain substantial mechanical property recovery. An approach for
annealing that utilizes dry heat to soak the beltline region at a higher temperature can be
applied. “Dry” anneals are performed at higher temperatures than “wet” anneals. The “dry”
anneal requires removal of core internal structures and primary water so that a radiant
heating source can be inserted near the vessel wall to locally heat the embrittled beltline
region. Engineering difficulties are complex and need plant-specific evaluations to assure
that other parts of plant (supports, primary coolant piping, pipe supports, adjacent concrete,
insulation, etc.) are not harmed by high temperatures. Sixteen VVER-440 RPV have been
annealed between 1987 and 2010 in Russia, Armenia, Eastern Germany, Czech and Slovak
Republics, Bulgaria, Finland, Ukraine. The standard dry annealing regime for this RPV type
was 460-490°C and 100-150 hours. The mechanical properties recovery was evaluated as
80-100% [2]. First “dry” annealing of VVER-1000 was performed in Russia in 2018 with
temperature 565 ± 15°C and 100 hours.
The “dry” annealing certainly is more effective than the “wet” one though it more technically
complex and much more expensive. The “dry” annealing was implemented in the late
eighties for VVER-440 because their RPV welds irradiation embrittlement had already
reached a critical value and needed to be mitigated very urgent and rather essentially.
In case of timely annealing application in combination with low-leakage management and
other measures reducing the neutron flux the “wet” annealing could be an easy and
inexpensive method to decrease the embrittlement and extend the NPP safe operation. The
presumptive scheme of Tk shift mitigation for various options is shown in Figure 2. It should
be mentioned that the specific PTS limit for VVER RPV component is determined by
calculation, based on the scenario of the accident and the existing safety systems. It is seen
that for the case considered in the Figure 2 the “wet” annealing ensures the sufficient RPV
lifetime extension. However the predictable degree of the recovery and re-embrittlement rate
after annealing should be entirely evaluated.
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Figure 2: The presumptive scheme of Tk shift mitigation for various options.
4.2

Wet annealing recovery evaluation

In seventies – early eighties the “wet” annealing was seriously considered as a main
instrument to mitigate the irradiation embrittlement of “old” RPVs with high Cu content.
Because the older PWRs are usually constructed of hot-rolled plates, they also have axial
welds in the entire reactor core area. To avoid thermal stresses in annealing, the annealing
temperatures studied have been chosen to be as low as possible. A lot of mechanical test
results came from 343°C annealing research [7-13]. Later in order to elaborate a model for
irradiation embrittlement recovery due to annealing a big amount of PWR annealing results
were gathered in [14]. The basic conclusion was done – the wet annealing was not effective
enough for welds with high copper content.
In this paper we have evaluated the row data presented in [14] in respect to the dependency
of residual after annealing Tk shift (ΔTres) on copper content. The ΔTres is important annealing
efficiency index because it determines the starting point for embrittlement at post annealing
irradiation.
The dependence of ΔTres on copper content after annealing at 343°C is shown in Figure 3.
The neutron fluence values vary from 1 to 6·1019 (E>1 MeV) cm-2. In spite of rather big
scatter (due to different fluences) the tendency of ΔTres reduction with Cu decrease is
definitely seen. As to the point: ΔTres = 47°C for Cu = 0.055%, it has to be noted, in this
experiment the Tk shift is about 85°C and recovery is ~45%. The presented results reveal
that annealing at 343°C could be rather effective for steels with low copper (less than 0.1%)
content.
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Figure 3: The dependence of ΔTres on copper content after annealing at 343°C.
The microstructural examinations of irradiated and annealed VVER RPV steels were
performed in [15-17]. Unfortunately, there are no microstructure results of VVER RPV steel
irradiated and annealed at 343°C. Nevertheless some assumptions concerning the changes
in steel microstructure due to “wet” annealing could be done. As it mentioned before, the
main embrittlement mechanisms are matrix hardening from irradiation-induced point defects
and dislocation loops and are also hardening from clustering of copper and other elements
creating nanometer-size clusters and precipitates. Due to annealing, the elimination of
radiation induced defects occurs. The nano-clusters eliminate at high annealing temperature
450°C and higher [15-17]. The activation energy of matrix defects is less than nano-clusters
and at least part of them has to be eliminated at 343°C. The annealing of eventual
phosphorus grain boundaries segregation is not considered because of the low phosphorus
level in the modern PWR RPV steels.
The presumptive scheme of irradiation embrittlement mitigation by low temperature “wet”
anneal is shown in Figure 4. It is seen in the Figure – the more neutron fluence, the more Tk
shift recovery. In the event of low copper steel the Cu precipitate contribution in irradiation
embrittlement is small or absent and recovery due to annealing is higher.

Figure 4: The presumptive scheme of irradiation embrittlement and mitigation by low
temperature “wet” annealing.
The nickel content in steels, characterized in Figure 3, is not more than 1%. Thereupon the
effectiveness of the annealing at 343°C for highly irradiated low copper high nickel steel has
to be analyzed. The annealing at 400, 460 and 490°C of the highly irradiated low Cu high Ni
VVER-1000 RPV weld is evaluated in this paper, see Figure 5. The experimental points
presented in Figures 5-7 are the test results of specimens irradiated (including re-irradiation
after annealing) in VVER surveillance channels. The presented results demonstrate almost
full Tk shift recovery after thermal annealing at 400°C (ΔTres not more than 20°C). It might be
supposed that a such steel substantial recovery occurs after annealing at 343°C.
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Figure 5: The VVER-1000 RPV weld (0,07% Cu, 1,68% Ni, 0,7% Mn, 0,008% P) irradiation
and annealing.
At present, some RPV steels exhibit a considerable radiation embrittlement, even if the
copper content is low [18]. The formation of so-called “Late Blooming Phases” (LBP) can
occur in highly irradiated RPV steels. The LBPs are clusters/precipitates that contain nickel
and manganese (and sometimes silicon) atoms and are part of a continuum of chemically
complex irradiation induced features that evolve as the result of irradiation time and neutron
fluence and were postulated by Odette as early as 1995 [19,20]. Significant research is
ongoing in this area to include the development of thermodynamic-kinetic models. A recent
atom probe analysis of low-Cu surveillance welds from the Ringhals Units 3 and 4 reactors
have shown Ni-Mn-Si precipitates as the cause of Tk shifts over 160°C at 5 to 6x1019 cm-2
[18]. The copper contents in Ringhals units are 0.05 and 0.08%, the nickel contents are 1.58
and 1.66%. The activation energy of LBPs could be somewhat higher than those traditionally
considered for Cu clusters/precipitates and they apparently do not eliminate unlike matrix
defects due to annealing at 343°C.
4.3

Re- embrittlement after thermal annealing

The re-embrittlement rate after recovery anneal is usually smaller than that observed in the
primary irradiation and depends on annealing temperature [ 7, 21-26]. The Tk recovery and
re-embrittlement of low nickel VVER-440 steels three times irradiated and annealed at 340
and 460°C are presented in Figure 6 [7]. It is seen from Figure 6 that the embrittlement rate
after annealing at 340°C is much less than primary irradiation and irradiation after the 460°C
annealing. It might be supposed that due to annealing at 460°C and re-irradiation the
elimination and re-formation both matrix defects and Cu precipitates occur. In the event of
340°C annealing the more stable Cu precipitates do not change. The reduction and increase
of Tk shift are the results of matrix defects elimination and re-formation. As a result the reembrittlement rate after low temperature annealing is substantially less than after high
temperature annealing.
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a)

b)

Figure 6: The Tk recovery and re-embrittlement of low nickel VVER-440 steels three times
irradiated and annealed at 340 and 460°C, a) – base metal, b) – weld metal [7].
For the low copper RPV steels the Cu precipitates contribution is small and re-embrittlement
rate should not depend much on annealing temperature. This is supported by the reembrittlement of highly irradiated low Cu high Ni WWER-1000 weld annealed at 400°C and
490°C and re-irradiated at 290°C, see Figure 7. The re-embrittlement rate after full recovery
is substantially less than primary embrittlement for both annealing temperatures. It might be
supposed that the re-embrittlement is determined mainly by matrix defects. It is supposed
that for low Cu high Ni steel the re-embrittlement rate after annealing at 343°C is to be
substantially less than primary embrittlement. Undoubtedly, special experiments with specific
PWR RPV steel have to be done particularly for eventual LBP formation.
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Figure 7: The recovery and re-embrittlement of VVER-1000 weld (0,07% Cu, 1,68% Ni,
0,7% Mn, 0,008% P) annealed at 400 and 490°C and re-irradiated at 290°C.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the surveillance test results from IAEA Database showed that if the metal has
a low content of impurity elements (copper and phosphorus), the shift of the Tk is low. Due to
this the Tk maximum allowable value of the neutron fluence for relatively “pure” ones (Cu <
0.13%, P < 0.017%) can be increased from 3 1020 to ~ 5 • 1020 cm-2.
The “wet” thermal annealing at ~340°C mitigates significantly the irradiation embrittlement of
the irradiated RPV steels with relatively small copper content. The most part of irradiation
induced matrix defects eliminate due to the annealing. This leads to the recovery of irradiated
steel mechanical properties that is expressed in the reduction of Tk shift.
The residual after annealing Tk shift depends on Cu content and ΔTres is to be less than 40°C
for low Cu steel. It is supposed that the residual embrittlement results from radiation induced
Cu precipitates, their activation energy is higher and they survive due to low temperature
annealing.
The re-embrittlement rate after annealing at ~340°C is smaller than the observed in the
primary irradiation. It is caused only by re-formation of matrix defects and it is not caused by
Cu precipitation.
The “wet” anneal is performed at temperatures < 350°C. At that temperature the reactor
coolant water is generally heated by the reactor circulation pumps. The annealing is not so
complicated and internals could be inside the reactor vessel.
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RPV integrity assessment – a comparison of regulatory approaches in
nine ETSON member countries
Uwe Jendrich / ETSON

Abstract:
In each country operating LWRs stringent regulatory requirements are defined for design,
procurement, manufacturing, in-service inspection, surveillance programme, and the structural
integrity assessment of the RPV. In the frame of the activities of ETSON, the expert group “Mechanical
Systems” decided to compare these regulatory requirements in those ETSON member states
represented in the group, i.e. in Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Finland, Germany, Russia,
Slovakia, Switzerland and Ukraine. The focus was on the RPV fracture mechanical assessment for the
most severe transients, i.e. Pressurized Thermal Shocks. The main objective was to improve the
mutual understanding of the different approaches and the identification of differences as well as
possible evolutions of the regulations. While most of the regulatory requirements defined in the
different countries are based on similar principles, they differ significantly in many details that will be
highlighted in this presentation.

1

INTRODUCTION

The integrity of the RPV of each LWR has to be proven with high confidence for the whole
lifetime of each NPP. As its failure was not assumed in the design of the plants in operation
today, break preclusion is applied to the RPV. This requires ensuring a very low probability
(or preclusion) of RPV failure by strengthening the first two levels of the defence-in-depth
approach by defining stringent, mostly prescriptive regulatory requirements in the design,
procurement, manufacturing, in-service inspection, surveillance programme, and more
globally in the structural integrity assessment of the RPV.
The ETSON expert group “Mechanical Systems” chose this key issue as a topic for their first
report [1] with a focus on the fracture mechanical analyses. The main objective of the report
is to improve the mutual understanding of the different approaches and the identification of
differences as well as possible evolutions of the regulations. In the main part, the report
describes the general approach and the communalities and differences between the
regulations and their application in the participating countries. In the annexes, many details
are given that might be most interesting for experts in the field, such as fracture toughness
curves, predictive formulas for their changes under irradiation, and a large table comparing
the requirements and assumptions made in all nine countries regarding different items such
as material properties, prognosis of their irradiation induced changes, scope and technique
of non-destructive testing, content and scope of irradiation surveillance programmes, details
of the fracture mechanic analyses, selection of transients, postulated crack sizes, and
mitigative measures applied.
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2

COMMUNALITIES AND DIFFERENCES

2.1

General Approach to RPV integrity analyses

The general approach for the integrity analysis of the RPV is basically the same in all
participating countries. At first the RPV design has to take care of all static loadings (internal
pressure, dead weight, moments) by strength analyses and of all cyclic loads by fatigue
analyses. Both these analyses have to be performed for any pressure vessel and are not
addressed in this paper. In addition, for the RPV, fracture mechanical analyses have to be
performed, as brittle fracture is a concern due to the embrittlement of the RPV beltline under
neutron irradiation.
For this, the most severe loadings of the RPV are analysed for all operating conditions.
Thermo-hydraulic analyses of the different transients (including accident scenarios) and the
evaluation of the heat transfer to the RPV will result in time dependent temperature
distributions within the RPV. The temperature gradients within the RPV create a stress field
analysed by structural mechanic codes mostly using finite elements.
As the existence of defects in the RPV cannot be excluded with absolute certainty and to
show some defect tolerance, cracks as the most detrimental kind of defects are postulated at
the most adverse location and orientation. The loading of the crack during the transient in
terms of a stress intensity factor KI(t, T) is then compared to the fracture toughness of the
material KIc(T) at the end of the lifetime. For some transients and accidents, namely
Pressurized Thermal Shocks (PTS), the contribution of the temperature gradients to KI(t, T)
is much larger at some locations than the contribution of the vessel internal pressure.
Anyway, both have to be superimposed. If the total loading in terms of KI is lower than the
fracture toughness of the material KIc(T) at the same location, then no crack initiation will
occur.
Showing this is mandatory in most countries. Graded safety factors are applied for the
different categories of operating conditions, i.e. larger safety factors are required for more
frequent operating conditions. Major differences between the requirements in the
participating countries exist in the determination of fracture toughness, the selection of
transients and boundary conditions to be considered, the postulated crack size, and applied
safety factors.
2.2

Fracture toughness and Ductile-Brittle-Transition

All ferritic steels undergo a transition from brittle behaviour at low temperature to ductile
behaviour at higher temperatures, see figure 1 for illustration. The temperature range of the
transition between both levels is generally indexed by a ductile-brittle transition temperature
(DBTT). In the traditional approach, the DBTT is determined from results of the so-called
Charpy test, where a small notched bar is broken by the impact of a hammer. Mainly the
Charpy energy, i.e. the energy dissipated to break the notched bar is used as a criterion to
define the DBTT. In Western countries the amount of plastic deformation during the Charpy
test and the results of a drop weight “Pellini” test in terms of a nil-ductility temperature are
also considered to define the DBTT, called here RTNDT.
A generic fracture toughness curve KIc (T) can be adjusted on the temperature axis by this
DBTT of the individual material, i.e. it has the form KIc (T - DBTT). Close to the upper shelf,
where some plastic deformation takes place before fracture, fracture toughness is referred to
as KJc. Next to the curve KIc (T), that is based on data for crack initiation, the US-American
ASME code considers a similar curve based on crack arrest data KIa (T). As crack arrest
takes place at lower KI -values than initiation, the KIa (T) -curve is below the KIc -curve. The
KIa (T) -curve is also referred to as KIR (T) being a common lower bound to all fracture
toughness data.
The degradation of the fracture toughness by neutron irradiation can be represented by a
shift of the DBTT to higher temperature, see figure 1. Experimentally, this shift is mostly
determined from the shift of the Charpy energy versus temperature curve that also behaves
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like figure 1 with “energy” on the ordinate. Based on existing data empirical formulas are
derived in the form ΔDBTT = CF·Fn to predict the shift as a function of the fast neutron
fluence F and a factor CF that depends on the material. This prediction for design purposes
is then validated by test results from surveillance specimens made of materials
representative for the beltline materials and subject to accelerated irradiation within the RPV.
Historically, the curve KIc (T - DBTT) used for the fracture mechanical analyses was created
as a “lower bound curve” to a large number of fracture toughness data KIc (T) by testing
rather large, mostly Compact Tension (CT)-type specimens. This type of specimens is
considered too big to be integrated into the RPV surveillance program. Therefore, these
fracture toughness data were correlated with the DBTT of the same materials determined by
testing the much smaller Charpy type specimens that serve as surveillance specimens to be
installed in the RPV and that are also used for acceptance tests during manufacturing.

Figure 1: Illustration of the temperature dependence of fracture toughness of ferritic steels:
Toughness for crack initiation in the brittle/ductile regime (KIc /KJc ) and for crack arrest (KIa ).
The transition from ductile to brittle is indexed by the Ductile-Brittle Transition Temperature
(DBTT). The curves and arrows in red show the changes of these properties due to neutron
irradiation (“embrittlement”).
The procedure as described above is common to all countries, while the form of the fracture
toughness curves and the way to define the DBTT may differ significantly: Traditionally
Western countries basically use the KIc (T) curve and the “Reference Temperature of NilDuctility Transition” RTNDT as DBTT adopted from the US-American ASME code, while
countries operating VVER plants used the curves and “Critical Temperature of Brittleness” Tk
adopted from the PNAE code of the former Soviet Union. Each of these curves has a fixed
shape, regardless of the value of the DBTT, yet PNAE proposes different curves for weld
metal, base metal of VVER440, of VVER1000, and a lower bound for all materials. While all
the PNAE curves are still in use in Ukraine, Czech and Slovak republic only use the lower
bound curve, as proposed by the EU project VERLIFE [2].
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In the 21st century new curves and definitions of DBTTs were developed and adopted in
some national regulations [1]:
−

Some countries allow to or even recommend using the reference temperature T0 of
the “Master Curve”, that is a probabilistic curve with the same shape for all ferritic
steels in the transition region. Yet, no lower bound can be defined from the Master
Curve but only fractiles, so that for a large number of specimens statistically e.g. 5%
of the data fall below these curves. Furthermore, T0 tends to be lower than RTNDT,
especially for base metal, and the irradiation induced shift ∆T0 tends to be higher than
∆RTNDT. So, if T0 shall be used as an alternative to RTNDT as an index temperature for
the “lower bound” reference curve an additional shift and a margin is used.

−

In the new Russian code, the “Unified Curve” was adopted, that becomes flatter with
increasing embrittlement by introducing a second parameter Ω. While this curve is
considered to be more realistic for highly embrittled RPV steels (i.e. high Tk, low Ω), it
is much more complicated to handle and very close to the shape of the Master Curve
for steels with low to moderate embrittlement [3].

Conclusion: While all these different fracture toughness curves and definitions of DBTT
would give similar values for the same material, the differences between these values are
still significant, and a simple comparison of numbers is not always meaningful.
2.3

Prognosis of irradiation induced changes

In the design phase of the plant, a prognosis of irradiation induced changes of the DBTT is
needed and a predictive formulae ΔDBTT = CF·Fn has to be used. The equations in different
codes have exponents n between 0.28 and 0.6 and a “chemical factor” CF that depends on
the concentration of some of the chemical elements in the individual weld or piece of base
metal promoting irradiation embrittlement, e.g. Cu, P, Ni and Mn. For some VVER materials,
CF may also be defined as a constant.
For safety assessments of the RPV during operation the predictive formula has to be used in
some countries, where the surveillance data only serve to validate the prediction. In other
countries, the curve established on the basis of surveillance data can be used for the
assessment with a margin added. In Germany a “limit value” RTlimit = 40°C that is supposed
to be an upper bound for EOL to all surveillance data of German plants in operation is given
in the KTA standard. This value or the surveillance data may be used.
As each predictive formula was developed experimentally on the basis of data obtained from
vessel materials of a few manufacturers and specifications, it should not simply be
transferred to the vessels of other manufacturers or specifications.
2.4

Scope and techniques for non-destructive testing

During manufacturing all the forgings, welded joints and cladding have to be covered to
100% by ultrasonic testing in all countries. Other techniques may apply for surface testing.
Pre-service inspections (PSI) mainly serve as a baseline for the in-service inspections (ISI).
Their scope covers the whole vessel in some countries while in other countries the
inspections are restricted to the welds and surroundings that are also covered by the
standard ISI.
The ISI of the RPV in Western countries is restricted to ultrasonic testing of the welds and
their surroundings and surface testing of the cladding. In PWRs all inspections are done from
the inside of the vessel. In France the area under the cladding in the beltline is checked in
addition for underclad cracks. Inspection periods are generally 10 years, 5 years in Germany.
Also, in VVER vessels ISI of the RPV is focussed on welds and their surroundings plus the
inner surface of the cladding. In addition, inspections of some part of the base metal in the
beltline are performed in some countries. Inspections are performed from the inside and the
outside, sometimes in an alternating manner. Inspection periods were initially 4 years, they
were extended to 6 or 8 years in some cases.
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While inspection strategies in the participating countries are similar in general, differences
are apparent with respect to the coverage of base metal during PSI and ISI as well the area
under the cladding. In the frame of long-term operation (LTO) a change of inspection scope
or intervals may be considered.
2.5

Content and scope of irradiation surveillance programmes

The type of specimens included in the surveillance programmes is almost the same in all
countries (tensile, Charpy and small fracture toughness specimens of the base metal(s) and
weld in the beltline). There may be some differences in the number of sets, sometimes
dependent on the fluence to be covered, and the amount and kind of fracture toughness
specimens. In some countries, extra sets were introduced or are foreseen to cover LTO. In
addition, the possible embrittlement of RPV support structures close to the core may also be
addressed in some VVER1000.
Some VVER 440 units also have some cladding specimens in their programme, as the
cladding is particularly thick (9 mm nominal) and RPV fluence very high. So, the
embrittlement of the cladding may be significant and have an impact on RPV integrity.
The lead factors, i.e. the ratio of fast neutron flux at the specimen and the maximum at the
inner surface of the RPV, differ significantly between the plant types, reflecting different
surveillance philosophies or design restrictions: Lead factors are very low (1 to 2) in
VVER1000 and French 1300MW plants, about 3 in French a Belgian 900MW units, in the
range of 3 to 6 in German plants, and larger than 10 in the original VVER 440 surveillance
programs. In most VVER440 "supplementary" surveillance programmes with lead factors in
the range of 2 to 6 were introduced later.
While very low lead factors will give results for EOL very late and do not allow for flux
reduction as a mitigative action, very high factors may lead to non-conservative results due
to a possible flux effect, in case the embrittlement is lower at high flux.
2.6

Postulated crack sizes and locations

In general, generic cracks are postulated separately in the weld and base metal at the most
adverse location and orientation assuming material conditions corresponding to the highest
fluence at EOL. The form of the cracks is always prescribed as semi-elliptic, mostly with an
aspect ratio of 1/3, but sometimes also ratios of ½ or even 2/3 have to be analysed. The
postulated size should cover any defect considered possible, i.e. that might have escaped its
detection by the non-destructive testing performed. This results in prescribed depths twice
the crack size that can safely be detected or in absolute numbers ranging from 5 to 15 mm or
in ratios of the wall thickness s for VVERs ranging from 0.07 s to 0.125 s (s = 140 / 190 mm
for VVER 440 / 1000).
Nevertheless, even if the ISI can prove the integrity of the cladding surface, cracks
penetrating the cladding have to be analysed in some countries, while in other countries only
underclad cracks are postulated. Besides, next to brittle fracture of the ferritic base or weld
metal, in some countries ductile tearing of the cladding has to be analysed for postulated
cracks within the cladding and/or for underclad cracks.
In case larger defects are detected, these have to be justified separately using the local
conditions (fluence, temperature, stress). The requirements for the justifications are the same
for postulated cracks and detected defects.
2.7

Use of crack arrest and warm pre-stressing (WPS)

In most countries it has to be proven that there is no crack initiation, yet in some countries
the integrity might also be proven based on crack arrest after initiation. This opens large
margins for fast transients creating a steep temperature gradient in the RPV wall, e.g. large
LOCAs. In these cases, the outer parts of the RPV are still in the temperature range of the
upper shelf. Yet, the predictability of (multiple) crack jumps are questionable.
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Another issue in discussion for a long time is the application of WPS, i.e. the increased KIc (T)
of the material at low temperature after pre-stressing in the temperature range of the upper
shelf. While the existence of the WPS effect is generally accepted, it is codified only in the
German KTA and also in the current version of VERLIFE /VER 08/. Yet it was also applied in
some cases in several countries. The exact boundary conditions to be observed, in particular
the question, if WPS can also be applied for non-monotonically decreasing stress during
cooling, are still under discussion. The expert group “Mechanical Systems” chose this as one
of the next topics for discussion.
2.8

Deterministic versus probabilistic approaches

The general approach described above is a deterministic one in all countries. Probabilistic
approaches are applied as supplemental plant specific analyses in many countries. In
Switzerland the application of probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) is under investigation
with the aim to establish PFM for the assessment of RPVs and piping.
Beside these plant specific analyses, a simplified procedure is applied in Belgium following
the US-American regulations. Based on generic probabilistic analyses for several
representative PWR plants, screening values for the DBTT at EOL (defined as RT PTS) of the
different RPV materials (longitudinal / axial welds, base metal (plate or forging)) are defined.
As long as these screening values are not exceeded by the materials of the individual RPV,
no fracture mechanical analysis is required.

3

CONCLUSIONS

Most of the regulatory requirements related to RPV structural integrity defined in the ETSON
countries represented by the participants are based on similar principles, but their
approaches differ significantly in many details. Therefore, a direct comparison of results from
different analyses should always consider the impact of these details. In the report of the
ETSON expert group Mechanical Systems [1] many details regarding the fracture
mechanical assessment of RPV integrity are described helping to assess these impacts. This
will improve the mutual understanding of the analyses performed in other European countries
according to their national regulations and may help their convergence during future
evolutions.
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Abstract:
The paper informs about the system of evaluation of computational programs for nuclear safety analyses
in the Czech Republic as implemented by the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SÚJB) in the Czech
Republic. The quality and capability of qualified use of computer programs in nuclear safety assessment
processes is as important as the quality and qualification of any nuclear safety-relevant component and
is subject to the legislative requirements contained, inter alia, in SÚJB Decree No. 408 on Management
System Requirements. The procedure for evaluating computational codes is contained in the SÚJB VDS
030 Internal Guideline for Evaluation of Computer Codes for Nuclear Safety Analyses. A key document
of the evaluation process is a test protocol in which the applicant - code user - demonstrates how the
code is able to simulate selected test cases (experiments, operational data, simulations with other
approved calculation codes), as well as its own ability to apply the code competently without a negative
user effect. The test process does not replace validation & verification process done by authors of the
code. As examples, results of test cases for the evaluation of TRACE code in high temperature helium
application, ATHLET code in supercritical water application, and MELCOR code in the application for
selected PHEBUS and THAI experiments are provided.

1

INTRODUCTION

Assessment of nuclear safety using deterministic or probabilistic assessment methods is
undoubtedly one of the processes affecting nuclear safety and radiation protection, as it
demonstrates the level of compliance with nuclear safety and radiation protection requirements
contained in current legislation. The quality and capability of the qualified use of computational
codes in nuclear safety assessment processes is therefore as important as the quality and
qualification of any component relevant to nuclear safety.
The importance of software products for nuclear safety is covered by the requirements of
several separate decrees, which are implementing decrees to Act No. 263/2016 Coll., The
Atomic Act of 14 July 2016, in particular
•

SÚJB DECREE No. 329 of 26 September 2017 on Requirements for a Nuclear
Installation Design, which in § 25 (2) explicitly requires that in the safety assessment
verified methods corresponding to the currently achieved level of science and
technology should be used

•

SÚJB DECREE No. 162 of 25 May 2017 on Safety Assessment Requirements under
the Atomic Act, which in § 3 “General Safety Assessment Requirements”, para (1) also
requires that safety assessment be performed according to current and practical
application proven methodologies in line with current science and technology levels
and good practice, and also
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•

SÚJB DECREE No. 408 of 6 December 2016 on Requirements for a Management
System whose general objective is ensuring and improving the level of nuclear safety
and radiation protection

The procedure for evaluating computational codes introduced to meet these legislative
requirements is contained in the internal SÚJB guideline VDS 030 Evaluation of Computer
Codes for Nuclear Safety Analyses. This guideline implements rules for the evaluation of
computer programs based on the standards ISO/IEC 9126-1 "Software Engineering - Product
Quality" and ISO IEC 14598-1 "Information Technology - Software Product Assessment".
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure an independent evaluation of the quality and
suitability of the computer programs used in safety documentation, including those received
from other countries, while maintaining the rule that quality of computer programs (their
validation and verification) is primarily the responsibility of the origin authoring organization.
The SÚJB's independent evaluation of the quality and suitability of the calculation programs
does not in any way replace the necessary validation and verification of software products on
the part of the author's organization.

2

PROCESS OF EVALUATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The computer codes used for nuclear safety assessment are divided according to VDS 030
into seven areas:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Reactor physic calculations
Thermohydraulic analyses
Calculations of nuclear fuel behaviour
Analysis of severe accidents
Strength calculations of components and piping systems
Calculations of radioactive products propagation
Probabilistic safety and reliability analyses.

For each of these areas, an expert evaluation committee has been established, whose
members are leading experts of the Czech Republic from the main organizations and research
centres in the field of nuclear safety assessment.
The members of the commissions, including their chairmen, are appointed by the SÚJB
chairwoman. There is at least one SÚJB representative in all commissions. The members of
the committee do not represent their parent organizations in the commission. These members
participate in the activities of the Commission as independent experts and their membership
is irreplaceable.
The basic purpose of computer codes evaluation is to provide quantitative and qualitative
results indicating the quality of the software product and the user's ability to use it in
applications to Czech nuclear facilities.
The evaluation of a software product shall commence when an applicant for evaluation asks
in a letter addressed to SÚJB to perform the evaluation of the software product. Request for
the evaluation of is forwarded to an appropriate Commission. Codes can only be evaluated if
the user organizations can prove their legal acquisition.
The request of the submitting organization at SÚJB is documented, inter alia by:
−
−

an evidence that the author’s organization holds a quality assurance document
an evidence that the authors ' organization agrees to carry out the evaluation, which
may be replaced by the submission of a license agreement between the authors' and
the user's organizations on use the code.
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Other key documents for the evaluation of the code that the submitting organization must
provide include:
−
−
−
2.1

Abstract of the code (Code Summary)
Technical report(s) on code testing
User Guide - manual instructions for using the program
Abstract of the Code (Code Summary)

Abstract of the code is elaborated by the user organization using the information of the author's
organization. The abstract contains the following information:
a. Description of the problem or function of the code
b. Solution method
− a brief description of the physical model, listing and discussing all assumptions
and limitations used
− a brief description of the mathematical model used with the analysis of the
compatibility of numerical transcription and verification of the convergence and
stability of the numerical process
c. Factors, limiting the complexity of the problem (constraints arising from the capacity of
memory, maximum number of energy groups, nodes, etc.)
d. Brief characteristics of the code (computer requirements, programming language,
structure, memory requirements, calculation speed, etc.)
e. Testing of the code (technical reports references)
2.2

Code testing technical report(s)

Code verification and correct use of the program is usually demonstrated by submitting a range
of test cases containing simulations of available experimental, operational or other appropriate
reference data, or by a comparison with the results of calculations with other already assessed
computer codes. The technical reports shall include a description of the tests used (test
characteristics, input data, results) and evaluation of the results. They also include
determination of the achieved accuracy of individual computational quantities, specification of
the program usability range, etc.
The scope and elaboration of the testing tasks are assessed by 2-3 independent opponents
who submit their opinions to the Commission. The Commission has the right to request the
processing of additional testing tasks.
If comparative tests do not sufficiently cover the issue (e.g. due to lack of comparative
reference data), the scope of the testing is subject to an individual Commission assessment
which may result in some restrictions on the application of the code.
2.3

User Guide – instructions for using the program

The User Guide, usually prepared by the authoring organization of the code, contains
instructions for the use of the code, (if unreachable, it can be replaced by a description of the
quality assurance of input deck, use of the program, etc.). Opponents can get acquainted with
the user guide in the user's workplace (or from a publicly available source).
2.4

Evaluation process

Documentation, which is the output of the evaluation process
a) Opponent review - elaborated by 2-3 opponents
b) Minutes of evaluation process - to be provided by the chairperson of the Commission
c) "Position of the Expert Evaluation Commission on the use of the evaluated computer
code" signed by the chairperson of the Commission and all opponents. This position
becomes valid only after approval by the SÚJB.
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The computer codes that have passed the evaluation procedure and for which the “Opinion of
the Expert Evaluation Commission” has been approved are recorded and archived at SÚJB.

3

EXAMPLES OF TESTING SELECTED COMPUTER CODES

3.1

Code ATHLET in application for SCW

3.1.1

Code description

ATHLET code (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of LEaks and Transients) is developed by GRS
for the analysis of the whole spectrum of operational conditions, transients, design-basis
accidents and beyond design-basis accidents for nuclear energy facilities. [1]
The code was selected for the simulation of the SCWL (Supercritical Water Loop) designed by
CVR that is intended to be inserted in the LVR-15 research reactor.
This section will present the simulation of SWAMUP (Supercritical WAter MUltiPurpose loop)
facility used in the certification process.
3.1.2

SWAMUP Facility

SWAMUP is a Chinese facility which was built in order to address SCW (Super
Critical
Water) thermo-hydraulic capabilities, reaching conditions specific to future Super Critical Water
Reactors (SCWR). The facility was designed under a Chinese-European nuclear program at
Shanghai University. The parameters and operating conditions of the facility were initially
proposed by CVŘ based on the SCWR Fuel Qualification Test (FQT) facility. [2], [3]
The aim of the SWAMUP facility, ilustrated in Figure 1 is to provide out-of-pile thermo-fluiddynamic data for benchmark activities such as code validation and to study the transition
phenomena between super critical and sub critical conditions. Such facility is one of the closest
research infrastructure to the future Super Critical Water Loop (SCWL) to be inserted in the
LVR-15 Research Reactor. [2]
Cooling
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Figure 1: SWAMUP-II facility [2]
Several experiments have been performed and thermal-hydraulic data has been collected for
evaluation. Further, the data was used to validate a modified system code ATHLET-SC. The
results of the validation concluded that the code can predict SCWR phenomenon.
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3.1.3

Test description

The configuration prepared to perform the experiments is illustrated in Figure 2. The loop is
designed to a maximum pressure that reaches up to 30 MPa, a maximum outlet temperature
of 550 ℃ and a mass flow of 5 t.h-1. The fuel design uses the HPLWR (High Performance Light
Water Reactor) fuel assembly as a reference [4]. The active channel nodalization can be seen
in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Test Section of SWAMUP Facility [2]

3.1.4

Model description of the active channel using ATHLET 3.1A

Based on the technical specification, geometrical details and thermo-hydraulic parameters
from [2], a model was created to simulate the same geometry and SCW conditions using
ATHLET 3.1A. The model is simulating steady state conditions and a transient case presented
in Table 1. The boundary conditions for the steady state are following: heat flux of 428.5 kW.m-2
generated by the electrical coils, water mass flux of 1410 kg.m-2 s-1. The maximum gradient is
-2 MPa.min-1 starting from 25 MPa and arriving to 17 MPa. The whole calculation is performed
with a simulation time of 3000 s.
Table 1: Steady state conditions [2]

No.

Initial
Pressure
[MPa]

Final
Pressure
[MPa]

Maximal Δ
Pressure
[MPa.min-1]

Mass flux
[kg.m-2s-1]

Heat flux
[kW.m-2]

Inlet
Temperature
[°C]

Case 2-D

25

17

-2

1410

428.5

345

3.1.5

Results and conclusions

The heat transfer correlations for the supercritical water simulation used in these analyses
were Gupta, Mokry and Watts-Chou, which according to [5] are capable to predict the steady
state conditions, taking into considerations some discrepancies that were detected during the
end of the transient.
The results of the test case showed that the CHF (Critical Heat Flux) does not occur during the
whole experiment in the transition from super critical to sub critical conditions. The ATHLET
3.1A is able to simulate the steady state conditions before the start of the depressurization at
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125 s. The temperatures, measured with the Thermal Couple (TC) number 6 presented in
Figure 3, are underestimated by 3-5 °C depending on the correlation and according to the
simulation time; the results for TC 6 can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: TC6 Rod Temperature

The general results showed that Gupta correlation has a better agreement with the
experimental values, while Mokry and Watts-Chou correlations under predict the experimental
value up to 5 °C.
The three correlations follow this behaviour until 300 s, as shown in the Figure 3, until they
converge in Dittus-Boelter [1]. Also,the code overestimates the experimental temperature at
the end of the transient. The reason is due to lack of the dettailed information provided in the
deliverables of the project [2] [4].
Generally the DHT(Deteriorated Heat Transfer) phenomenon has still some lack of knowledge
that has to be addressed within detailed analyses and new activities such as international
projects. Further analyses are required in order to improve the correlations and the capability
of the code to predict the heat transfer in supercritical water regime.
3.2
3.2.1

Code TRACE in application for HEFUS3 Facility
Code Description

TRAC/RELAP Advances Computational Engine (TRACE) thermal-hydraulic system code [6]
[7] was adopted for simulating the LVR-15 reactor. In particular, it is considered the successor
of the Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis (RELAP) code by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission of United States (US NRC). It is commonly accepted that computational codes
can be used properly only within their assessment range. The assessment issue of TRACE
system code for thermal-hydraulic analyses of helium cooled systems has been addressed
using selected data from the European Helium Cooled Blanket Test Facility (He-FUS3)
experiments.
The TRACE has been designed to perform best-estimate analyses of loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs), operational transients, and other accident scenarios in pressurized light-water
reactors (PWRs) and boiling light-water reactors (BWRs). It can also model phenomena
occurring in experimental facilities designed to simulate transients in reactor systems. Models
used in the TRACE code include multidimensional two-phase flow, nonequilibrium thermodynamics, generalized heat transfer, reflood, level tracking, and reactor kinetics. In addition,
TRACE is able to simulate several other coolants such as helium and water in subcooled
condition and atmospheric pressure (LVR-15 conditions) [8] [9].
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For this reason, TRACE code was selected and used for the simulation of thermohydraulic
behavior of Helium at 7 MPa with a temperature rise from 200 °C up to 900 °C (nominal
parameters for HTHL). For qualifing the code The correlations adopted in TRACE for
simulating the heat transfer from heat structures to the helium coolant and vice versa are
Gnielinsky and El Genk [9] [10].
3.2.2

He-FUS3 Experimental facility

Italian National Agency for New Technologies (ENEA) Brasimone Research Center (Italy) was
originally created for thermal-mechanical testing of prototypical module assemblies of the
DEMO reactor. Within the frame of the Safety Work Package (WP) 1.5 Task 1.5.3 of the
GoFastR (Gas Cooled Fast Reactor) European Collaborative Project, ENEA has offered
selected experimental data for the organization of a benchmark exercise aimed at the
validation of the System Codes and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes for the gas
reactor transient analyses [11] [12] [13]. During the project, Research Center Řež participated
with CFD code application (FLUENT).
The He-FUS3 facility was selected within the frame of the European Fusion Technology
Program [14] for the thermal-mechanical and thermal-hydraulic testing of prototypical module
assemblies for the European demonstration Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) Blanket
design reactor [15]. Its eight-shaped loop configuration, described in Table 2 and shown in
Figure 4, is trasporting the helium flow to the experimental Test Section (TS). In this section,
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) module mock-up [16] can be
tested. A simplified actively heated test section is available in the facility, which consists of a
7-pin bundle, 3 m high, with a single electrical power of 104 kW. The main performance data
of the He-FUS3 facility are reported in Table 2.
Examples of termocouple positions are shown in the Table 3, summerizing the results obtained
in [9]. All calculated data was in close agreement with the experimental ones, as shown for the
steady state #1 case in Table 4 [9]. The steady state for the case #1 was reached at around
1700 s as shown in Figure 5. The TRACE calculation was run in the null transient mode for
1250 s in order to reach steady state conditions. Measured and calculated helium
temperatures along the loop are shown in Table 4. In most cases, the coolant temperatures of
interest are within their measurement uncertainty range (estimated at ± 3 °C in [11]) and they
present an error <5% with respect to measurements.

Line
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

H
I
L
P

Table 2 - He-FUS3 Pipe Lines Main Characteristics [11]
Insulation
Diameter
Description
(m)
Thickness (m)
From TS to Economizer [orange]
From Economizer to Air-Cooler [yellow]
From Air-Cooler to Compressor [cyan-blue
to violet]
From Tank to Cold By-pass T [lime]
From Economizer to Heater 3 [cyan]
From Heater 3 to Heater 1 [blue]
From Heater 1 to TS [orchid]
Economizer [purple]
From Cold By-pass T to
Economizer and Cold By-pass [sky-blue]
By-pass heater [green]
By-pass Heaters 3-2 [red]
From Compressor to Tank [violet]
Tank [olive]
Test section [yellow-green]
TS inlet [black to red]
TS outlet [red to black]

0.130
0.10

0.16
0.10

Max Temp
(°C)
520
240

0.10

0.06

100

0.10
0.10
0.130
0.130

0.06
0.16
0.16
0.16

140
420
530
420

0.10

0.10

240

0.10
0.10
0.040
0.81
0.080
0.13 to 0.08
0.08 to 0.13

0.10
0.16
0.06
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16

140
420
100
140
520
420
520
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A
=
2.1065
B
=
5.7964
C+P
=
4.9285
D
=
8.3811
E
=
4.6910
F
=
4.4914
G
=
6.5600
H
=
4.2444
I
=
8.6894
L
=
3.5963
Economizer = 4.9660
Heater = 2.2112
Tank
=
6.6382
Test sec = 4.8460
TS inlet = 12.2640
TS outlet = 8.4100

Figure 4 - He-FUS3 Piping Layout 3D Sketch (with height values [m], in black, and length values [m], in blue) [11]

Figure 5 - He-FUS3 nodalization scheme– TS Scheme [9]
Table 3 - Example of He-FUS3 Measured Parameters [9]
He-FUS3 piping layout 3D sketch [9]
Parameter
ID
TR 218
Economizer Outlet Temperature (Hot Side) [°C]
TR 217
Economizer Inlet Temperature (Hot Side) [°C]
TIC 223X
Heater E219/1 Outlet Temperature for Power Regulation [°C]
TE 101
Test Section Inlet Temperature [°C]
TR 221
Heater E219/3 Outlet Temperature [°C]
TIC 222X
Heater E219/2 Outlet Temperature for Power Regulation [°C]
TIC 232X
Test Section Inlet Temperature for Regulation Valves V234/V213 [°C]
TE 102
Test Section Outlet Temperature [°C]
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Table 4 - Example of He-FUS3 Steady State #1 Simulation (a: IDexp-IDcal; b: (IDexp-IDcal)·100/ IDexp) from [9]
He-FUS3 Steady State #1 Selected Parameters

Difference

IDexp

Value [°C]

IDcal

Value [°C]

°C(a)

%(b)

TS Inlet Helium Temperature

TE 101

230

cb_101

234.1

4.1

1.78

TS Outlet Helium Temperature

TE 102

292

cb_102

294.0

2

0.68

Economizer Inlet Temperature (Hot Side)

TR 217

289

cb_217

291.3

2.3

0.80

Economizer Outlet Temperature (Hot Side)

TR 218

122

cb_218

123.1

1.1

0.90

Heater E219/3 Outlet Temperature

TR 221

237

cb_221

240.0

3

1.27

Heater E219/2 Outlet Temperature

TIC 222X

235

cb_222

239.1

4.1

1.74

Heater E219/1 Outlet Temperature

TIC 223X

235

cb_223

237.5

2.5

1.06

TS Inlet Temperature - Regulation

TIC 232X

233

cb_232

236.7

3.7

1.59

Parameter

Fig. 6 – Example of TRACE He-FUS3 thermohydraulic model verification – Economizer; Hot Side; Calc #1_2 [9]

3.3
3.3.1

Code MELCOR in application for Phebus-FPT3 and THAI tests
Code description

The MELCOR code is a fully integrated, system computer code which allows to model the
progression of severe accidents in light water nuclear power plants. This code is developed by
Sandia National Laboratories for the needs of the U.S. (United States) Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. MELCOR is also used to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analyses in different
applications [17].
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The severe accident simulations involve a broad range of phenomena, including thermalhydraulic response in the reactor coolant system and containment; the core overheating, its
degradations and the gradual relocation to the bottom of the vessel; the fission products
release, the hydrogen production and deflagration [17].
3.3.2

PHEBUS FPT 3

The PHEBUS FP programme [18] was the core of an international research cooperation by
performing several integral in-pile experiments of the relavant key-phenomena, which lead to
the progression of postulated severe accidents in LWRs. The FPT-3 experiment was chosen,
because in that experiment a B4C control bar, similar to the VVER models, was used.
In the PHEBUS facility [19] the conditions, similar to those expected in severe accidents of a
real power plant, were reproduced, allowing for an in-depth investigation of the basic
phenomena that determine the release, transport, deposition and retention of FPs. These
phenomena take place in the core region, in the primary circuit and in the containment system
and involve a strong coupling between thermal-hydraulics and chemical/physical processes
determining nuclear aerosol behaviour.
Figure 7 shows the schematic representation of the PHEBUS facility compared with the
nodalization performed with the MELCOR code.

Figure 7. Schematic representation and nodalization of the PHEBUS experimental facility.

The facility provides a reduced-scale representation of the core, the primary circuit (with the
steam generator) and the containment system of a nuclear power plant, allowing for a detailed
analysis of the prototypical conditions expected during a severe accident sequence. The
experimental cell is located in a loop crossing the central part of the PHEBUS driver core which
supplies the nuclear power as is shown in the Figure 7.
MELCOR 2.1 code is capable to follow the progression of relocation of bundle materials during
the evolution of the degradation phase (up to 18000 s). The bundle profile temperatures, are
similar to the reference data, as well as the hydrogen production. MELCOR 2.1 calculation for
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hydrogen production have a good agreement with the reference value, reaching a total
hydrogen production of around 120 g. In addition to the amount of hydrogen production, some
other minor differences are due to the the relocation model (such as the secondary candling
material) that influenced the B4C reactions. The MELCOR 2.1 version is using new relocation
model in comparison to the previous version (MELCOR 1.8x) corrected by some sensitivity
coefficients. However, the simplified model for B4C oxidation with its sensitivity coefficients
leads the MELCOR 2.1 simulation to predict a larger initial reaction for the hydrogen
generation.
The simulation shows an early hydrogen release at around 4500 s (see Figure 8-A) this early
release in the simulation could be due to the reaction of the control rod (boron carbide) with
the steam. A second hydrogen release is detected at around 1000 s (see Figure 8-B) similar
to the experiment and finally a third hydrogen release peak is reached at around 12700 s (see
Figure 8-C).
Despite to the early hydrogen release and the third hydrogen release, the total amount of
hydrogen produced is similar to the experiment.
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A)

B)

C)

D)
Figure 8. Evolution of the simulation of the FPT3 experiment. A) Early H2 release, B) 2nd H2 release, C) 3rd H2
release, D) Maximum fuel temperature just before SCRAM.
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3.3.3

THAI tests

The overall objective of the OECD-THAI project is to address open questions concerning the
behaviour of hydrogen, iodine and aerosols in the containment of water reactors during severe
accidents. The understanding of the processes taking place during such events is essential for
evaluating the challenge posed on containment integrity (hydrogen) and for evaluating the
amount of airborne radioactivity (iodine and aerosols) during such severe accidents with core
damage [20].
From the set of HD-experiments performed in the THAI campaign, three representative
experiments were chosen for the modelling and simulation using the MELCOR code versions
2.1 and 2.2. Hereafter, the simulation with the MELCOR version 2.2 for the HD-24 test is
presented.
The THAI HD-24 test consist of experiment involving homogeneous H2-steam-air mixtures at
superheated and saturated conditions.
For the HD-24 test, the THAI facility has been modelled in four different ways in order to point
out the influence of nodalization. The models were developed starting from a simple
nodalization to a complex one. Two out of four models were discretized by the intersection of
several vertical and horizontal planes, while the other two have a toroidal nodalization pattern.
Figure 9 shows the hydrogen burning rate evolution using a specific nodalization, conical in
the axial direction and toroidal in the radial direction. Using this conical-toroidal nodalization it
was possible to obtain a good agreement between the results and the experiment.

Figure 9. MELCOR 2.2. Model D. H2 Reaction rate.
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Improvement on 900 MWe NPPs in the occasion of the 4th 10-year
periodic safety review on severe accidents
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Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN), Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

Abstract:
In France, EDF is developing a Plant Lifetime Extension (PLE) program for the Gen. II PWRs, which
takes into account the lessons of the Fukushima Dai-ichi accidents and aims at reducing the gaps in
terms of safety with the Gen. III PWRs including the EPR™, as requested by the French Safety
Authority ASN. This program has been analysed by IRSN in the framework of the 4th 10-years periodic
safety review of the 900 MWe series of reactors. The paper presents the main statements of the IRSN
review of the upgraded strategies proposed by EDF in order to reduce the consequences of a severe
accident on a Gen. II PWR.

1

INTRODUCTION

The French electrical utility EDF is currently operating a fleet of 58 Gen II Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWRs) (900, 1300 and 1450 MWe series) built between 1977 and 1999. Periodic
Safety Reviews (PSRs) are conducted every 10 years. These reactors were not designed to
face a severe accident1 and several plants reinforcements have been discussed in France
and progressively implemented by EDF to improve the management of these accidents.
In 2009, EDF presented to the French Safety Authority (ASN) a Plant Lifetime Extension
(PLE) program, in order to extent the Gen II PWRs operation duration beyond 40 years. It
included an ageing program but also some reinforcements to reduce the gap with the safety
objectives of the new nuclear power plants like the Gen III EPR™. This program has been
reviewed by IRSN in addition to the post-Fukushima stress-tests.
In the framework of the operating plant life extension program, the French Nuclear Safety
Authority stated to EDF that the safety objectives of the Gen III reactors (for instance the
Flamanville 3 EPR) should be used as a reference for safety improvements definition.
Indeed, the EPR™ has been designed notably by including specific devices and accident
management procedures to reduce the frequency of occurrence of core melt accidents and
to limit their consequences on people and environment in area and time. For this Gen. III
reactor, concerning severe accidents, low pressure core melt accident situations have then
to be dealt with so that the associated maximum conceivable releases would necessitate
only very limited protective measures for the public.
Moreover, in the framework of post-Fukushima stress tests (2014), ASN formulated
expectations for Generation II reactors on:
•

1

“improvements allowing residual heat removal from the containment without opening of
the containment venting system”;

Accidental situation leading to a significant melt of the reactor nuclear core.
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•

“a feasibility study of improvements able to prevent melt-through of the basemat in the
event of partial or total core melt”.

Today, the PLE and the post-Fukushima programs are combined in a vast industrial project
by EDF with also some important efforts from IRSN and ASN to review the project [1]
through different prims corresponding to the main safety orientations [2]
Indeed, before the 4th ten-year safety review implementation, a core melt accident leading to
a vessel failure without fast safety cooling system recovery would probably cause two main
events which would have a strong impact on radiological releases. The first one is the
basemat melt-through, strongly polluting ground waters. The second is the opening of the
filtered venting of the reactor building to keep containment integrity, resulting in atmospheric
releases of non-filtered fission products (FP), especially noble gas and gaseous iodine,
leading to emergency evacuations.
In accordance with its initial PLE program, the post-Fukushima lessons and the ASN
expectations, EDF has included, in the framework of the 4th 10-years periodic safety review,
two important upgrades in its program for severe accident management and mitigation on
900 MWe reactors:
•

a strategy to allow corium stabilisation without concrete basemat melt-trough;

•

a strategy to remove heat from the containment without venting.

IRSN has assessed these upgrades using a large simulation program based on its Accident
Source Term Evaluation Code (ASTEC V2.1) [3]. IRSN has also reviewed the global picture
of reactor safety status taking into account these modifications. Conclusions have been
presented and discussed with ASN experts standing group on March the 27th and 28th 2019.
The paper summarizes main IRSN statements after the review of the severe accident
management and mitigation strategies proposed by EDF for its generation II PWRs (firstly
900 MWe series).

2

STRATEGY TO ALLOW CORIUM STABILIZATION WHITHOUT
CONCRETE BASEMAT MELT-THROUGH

2.1

Modifications planned by EDF

To limit the risk of reactor basemat melt-through by the corium after the vessel failure, EDF
has retained a strategy based on the following modifications and actions (see Fig. 1 & 2
below):
•

The vessel cavity is modified to avoid any water penetration before vessel failure (in
the existing design, the spray system activation fills the cavity with water);

•

The reactor sumps are filled with water before the vessel failure (taking benefit to the
containment spray system if it has worked or preventively by using the new heat
removal system);

•

In case of vessel failure after core melt, the corium falls and spreads in the dry vessel
cavity and in an adjacent area through a dedicated pipe protected by a concrete plug
that will be ablated. After complete spreading, some triggers are passively activated,
allowing water from the sumps to submerge the spread corium;

•

This water contributes to the corium cooling; the corium progression stabilization
should be obtained if the sump water is cooled down continuously by a specific ultimate
heat exchanger (see section 3).
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Figure 1: schematic view of modifications to allow dry spreading and passively activated reflooding of the corium

Figure 2: schematic representations of different phases of stabilization of the corium: a) slump from vessel to dry
cavitiy, b) spreading in dry cavity and dedicated adjacent room, c) top flooding of corium by water, d) ultimate residual
heat removal

2.2

Main issues adressed by IRSN

IRSN has analyzed the different parts of the disposal to ensure that:
•

the vessel cavity and the adjacent area remain dry before vessel rupture, in order to
avoid fluid-corium interaction (FCI) and to allow a complete spreading of the corium
before the passive reflooding;

•

the timing of the reflooding is appropriate (too fast limits spreading and increases FCI
risk and too slow means a large amount of concrete is ablated);

•

the water height in the sump at flooding actuation is sufficient regarding the reflooding
flowrate and the height of water flooding the corium;

•

the depth of undamaged basemat remains sufficient to prevent a containment failure;

•

the top cooling efficiency is sufficient to allow corium stabilization.

This last point is the most complex to evaluate. Water cooling of corium-concrete mix has
been characterized thanks to integral corium-concrete interaction (CCI) experiments which
have highlighted two different exchange mechanisms Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht
gefunden werden. between the corium and the water. Their efficiency is strongly dependent
on the composition of the basemat concrete progressively incorporated in the corium during
the ablation.
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These heat exchanges are the exchanges through the corium top crust itself including the
water ingression through the cracks and the melt ejection over the crust generating a
coolable debris bed. Efficiency of these mechanisms for a reactor configuration is estimated
thanks to models included in IRSN tool ASTEC V2.1.

Figure 3: schematic view of MCCI under water mechanisms

For limestone concrete, IRSN and EDF results are consistent and show that the ablated
basemat depth is limited (< 1 m). The average basemat thickness being of about 4 meters,
the safety margins are sufficiently high to cover remaining uncertainties on the modeling and
IRSN so considers that the measures planned by EDF are sufficient to prevent basemat
melt-through.
For very siliceous concrete, the amount of gases generated by the concrete ablation is
limited and so will be the efficiency of the corium ejection above the corium top crust. Long
term stabilization of corium thus relies on the efficiency of water ingression mechanism
efficiency that is significantly reduced by the incorporation in the melt of concrete
decomposition compounds. IRSN’s results show a significant concrete ablation (close to 3 m,
as shown in the fig. 4 below), raising doubts on basemat integrity and highlighting again the
impact uncertainties on MCCI that are more important for siliceous concrete Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden..

Figure 4: basemat ablation depth vs time for different types of concrete

2.3

Improvement with additional layer

Because of the cooling efficiency uncertainties for very siliceous concrete, IRSN has
investigated solutions with addition of a limestone concrete layer on very siliceous concrete
basemat in order to limit the ablation in this new layer.
ASTEC simulations performed assuming a 40 cm additional layer of limestone concrete have
showed a significant reduction of ablation depth (about 20 cm instead of 3 m).
To conclude, IRSN considers that uncertainties remain for very siliceous concrete ablation
and top cooling efficiency. In order to warrant robust mitigation of severe accident, IRSN
recommends spreading an additional limestone concrete layer on very siliceous concrete
basemat.
Nevertheless, the more efficient is the corium coolability, the faster the energy is transferred
to the water and the atmosphere of the reactor building which could lead to an over
pressurization of the containment.
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3

STRATEGY TO REMOVE HEAT FROM THE CONTAINMENT WHITHOUT
VENTING

3.1

Modifications planned by EDF

In order to remove the decay heat from the containment without opening the emergency
containment filtered venting system, EDF intends to implement (see Fig. 5 below):
•

•

a fixed circuit (located in the fuel building for the 900 MWe series) including:
o

a pump qualified to extreme external hazards conditions and severe accident
situations;

o

an injection line connected to the cold leg of the primary coolant circuit and
another feeding the sump of the reactor building;

o

a heat exchanger;

o

actuators enabling the disposal activation from the control room.

a cooling mobile device (ultimate heat sink) composed of a mobile pump and hoses
directly drawing up in the heat sink and lined on the heat exchanger by the EDF rescue
team FARN (Nuclear Rapid Response Force).

Figure 5: new containment heat removal disposal

3.2

Main issues adressed by IRSN

This new heat removal system operates in two steps:
•

direct injection: the pump preventively fills the sump of the reactor building with water
coming from the safety injection tank before the vessel failure, allowing to flood the
corium when passive flooding system actuates;

•

recirculation: once the ultimate heat sink has been lined by the FARN, within 24 hours,
the recirculation is activated, allowing to remove decay heat thanks to the heat
exchanger.

Two criteria have to be respected to avoid radioactive releases (by containment leakage or
filtered venting system opening):
•

the containment pressure needs to remain under 5 bar;

•

the sump water temperature needs to remain under 140 °C.
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IRSN has performed simulations to evaluate the grace period during which the two criteria
above are fulfilled, before the ultimate heat sink is settled, thanks to a full coupling modelling
(MCCI and containment thermal hydraulics) available in ASTEC V2.1 code. Computations
have stressed in some cases a grace period significantly shorter than 24h, highlighting some
sensitive parameters.
Firstly, the type of concrete ablated by the corium is an issue. The more the concrete
contains limestone, the more efficient the heat transfer from the corium to the water will be,
leading to faster containment pressurization.
Then, it appears that the initial mass and temperature of the corium falling down when the
vessel failed to be used in the MCCI simulation is an issue. For IRSN, core degradation
simulations are uncertain because it is strongly sensitive to very small variation of the
accident sequence. This is why, in order to design a new heat removal system, it is
necessary to use conservative assumptions for the amount, the temperature and the
composition of the corium to be spread.
Finally, the containment wall concrete thermal conductivity, which is difficult to evaluate with
accuracy for a reactor building, is a very sensitive parameter in terms of kinetics of
pressurization, as shown on the graphic below (Fig. 6). Indeed, during the grace period, heat
losses through the reactor building walls is the main phenomena allowing power removal
from the containment.

Figure 6: reactor building wall thermal conductivity sensitivity on containment pressurization

3.3

Injection of a second tank of water

Taking into account the various sensitive parameters in the simulations, highlighting
uncertainties coming from lack of knowledge on physical phenomenon or difficulty to define
one representative case of the worse accident, a pragmatic solution appeared to be an
increasing of the quantity of water flooding the corium in order to increase the grace period.
Simulations performed by IRSN show that the injection of a second tank of water in the
containment increases significantly the delay before containment over pressurization (see
Fig. 7 below). As a consequence, IRSN recommended preventively filling and flowing as
soon as possible a second tank of water in the containment.
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Figure 7: Impact of injection of a second tank of water on the delay before containment overpressurization

3.4

Sumps clogging issues during recirculation

During a severe accident, various debris are generated and carried towards the sumps by
washout. These debris constitute the upstream source term debris (STD). The sumps are
equipped with a strainer line, ensuring the filtration of the water circulating in the heat
removal system. Debris passing through the strainer line constitute the downstream STD
when the heat removal system works in recirculation mode. The water charged with
downstream STD will pass through the pump, the heat exchanger and some valves to be
reinjected in the primary circuit.
Robustness demonstration of the recirculation function must warrant that:
•

upstream STD will not lead to excessive head loss due to the strainer line clogging,
resulting in pump cavitation;

•

downstream STD does not damage the pump, degrade the heat exchanger
performance or clog other equipments of the circuit like valves, diaphragms…

During the review, IRSN analysed the knowledge obtained from experimental programs and
recognized a need to characterize the water recirculation system efficiency through
experiments performed in more representative conditions and needs of additional analytical
activities:
•

consolidated upstream STD where the fibers inventory for a primary circuit breach of
12 inches appears to be reasonably conservative;

•

representative water chemistry (boric acid or sodium hydroxide) and temperature
(> 80°C).

Investigation on chemical effects which could increase the strainer clogging are expected to
be specifically targeted. This topic was agreed between EDF and IRSN.
Even if the new heat removal system recirculation dedicated to SA shows more margins for
cavitation risk than the recirculation function of the systems dedicated to the design basis
accidents, R&D is still on going on the subject of sump clogging issues
in case of SA on French Gen. II PWRs.

4

IODINE CHEMISTRY IN THE CONTAINMENT

In order to assess the updated 900 MWe PWR safety demonstration, IRSN has also
reviewed EDF evaluation of radioactive releases in the environment in case of a severe
accident. This evaluation relies on evaluations of FP releases from the fuel and behaviour
during their transport through the primary circuits and the containment up to the environment.
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Specific attention is paid to iodine because it is sensitive on doses for people. The review
included a focus on iodine chemistry in the sump and in the containment taking into account
state of the art knowledges on iodine speciation.
According to previous simplified iodine chemistry models used in ASTEC V2.0, evaluation of
iodine species concentrations in the gaseous phase in the containment leads to a fast (~1
day) and complete adsorpsion of molecular iodine (I2) on painted walls and simultaneously, a
fast but partial desorption of organic iodine (ICH3), resulting in a quite stable gaseous
concentration in the containment after about 1 day. Assuming that 5% of iodine core
inventory is released at the breach directly in its gaseous form and 95% remains in the liquid
phase, a large amount of iodine remains in the water in the sump thanks to interaction with
silver coming from the control rods degradation.
Nevertheless, during the last years, knowledge has greatly increased on this topic. Today the
vision on iodine speciation is quite different and gives :
•

a molecular iodine transfer from liquid phase to gaseous phase, enabled by an acid pH
and a partial captation of iodine by silver in the liquid phase;

•

an increasing of iodine concentration in gaseous phase involving another iodine specie,
iodine oxide (IOx), coming from I2 and ICH3 oxidation by the radiolysis products of air.

Firstly, iodine transfer from the liquid phase to the gaseous is enabled because iodine
captation in the liquid phase is not complete, even if the molar ratio seems to be favorable.
Two phenomenons explain this result: first, iodine diffuses only in a weak thickness (~400
angströms) of the silver particles, and second, silver particles oxidation is limited. Then, if
water pH is acid (typicalement about 5), an important and continuous I2 release to the
gaseous phase would occur.
Secondly, the iodine concentration in the gaseous phase is increased because the main
iodine species in the gaseous phase considered with the state of the art model are not the
same than those considered with the previous one: iodine oxides IOx are the main specie
versus I2 and ICH3 in the containment, with a gaseous phase concentration about 10 times
the ICH3 concentration evaluated by the previous model.
These phenomenons, leading to high iodine gazeous species concentration in the
containment, do not occur when water pH is basic. Unfortunately, without any specific
mitigation system insuring that sump water remains basic, in severe accident conditions, it
will be acid.
Iodine concentration in the containment atmosphere evaluated with a state of the art iodine
chemistry model is significantly more important in the containment than used to be. This
source term is very sensitive on radioactive releases due to contaiment leaks. As a
consequence, IRSN recommended measures to significantly reduce iodine releases to the
gaseous phase from the liquid phase in the containment. Targetted is a device to alkalinize
water sump during the accident until iodine concentration has fully decreased without
challenging the water recirculation system efficiency. To that extend the solution that could
finally be retained will be constrained by the results of the investigation of the long term
efficiency of the sump recirculation system.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Improvements on 900 MWe NPPs in the occasion of the 4th 10-year periodic safety review
on severe accidents have been designed in order to tend to safety level of Gen. III reactors.
IRSN review has concluded that these improvements enhance significantly safety of
900 MWe NPPs and has stressed some issues that should lead to further updates. Main
recommandations of IRSN have dealt with :
•

additional limestone concrete layer for very siliceous basemat to prevent melt-though;

•

refill of the tank and injection of this additionnal volume of water before rescue team
intervention to prevent containment over pressurization;

•

modifications to reduce gaseous iodine releases in the containment.
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Abstract:
The construction and commissioning of a subcritical assembly driven by a linear electron accelerator –
a nuclear subcritical facility (NSF) – have been underway in Ukraine for about ten years. This is the first
experience in licensing such a facility in Ukraine. Over this time, the relevant regulatory framework was
developed and implemented, and documents of the operating organization were developed and agreed
by the nuclear regulatory body of Ukraine. In addition, some adjustments were made to the facility
design.
Practically from the very beginning (from the feasibility study stage), SSTC NRS successfully works as
the Technical Safety Organization (TSO), providing support to the nuclear regulatory body of Ukraine
and performing scientific and technical assessments of the documents sent by the operating
organization for state review on nuclear and radiation safety. The paper presents the results of
calculational studies conducted in the NSF licensing and verifying calculations related to nuclear safety.
The calculations are performed for the model of the subcritical assembly core using the up-to-date
version of the SCALE code package.

1

FOREWORD

The Neutron Source is an innovative nuclear facility whose main purpose is to conduct
scientific and applied research in nuclear physics, radiation materials science, biology and
chemistry. In addition, the facility can be used to set up production of medical radioisotopes in
Ukraine. The Neutron Source is a pool-type subcritical assembly cooled by light water.
The official start of construction was announced at the Washington Security Summit and set
forth in the Joint Statement by the Presidents of Ukraine and the United States of America in
April 2010. In May 2013, the facility construction project was approved and later the National
Science Center "Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology" (NSC KIPT) received a
construction permit and a license for the construction and commissioning of the Neutron
Source.
At the time, the nuclear regulatory body, State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine
(SNRIU), faced two major challenges. First, there was no experience in assessing the safety
of such facilities. Second, there were no legal acts regulating the nuclear and radiation safety
of such facilities.
At the beginning of the Neutron Source construction, the Ukrainian regulatory framework
included only three valid regulations of the former USSR with regard to NSF:
•

Nuclear Safety Rules for Subcritical Stands (PBYa-01-75), which was put into force in
1975;
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•

Research Reactor Safety Rules (PBYa-03-75), which was put into force in 1975 as well;

•

General Safety Provisions for Research Reactors in Design, Construction and Operation
(OPB IR), which was put into force in 1988.

However, as seen from the years of their introduction, these regulations did not take into
account advances in modern science and technology and latest international experience.
Therefore, the priority task for the SNRIU and SSTC NRS experts was to study the international
experience in the accelerator – driven systems (ADS). The obtained knowledge was applied
to develop a new up-to-date regulation “General Safety Provisions for Nuclear Subcritical
Facility” [1], which was put into force in 2012.
Regulatory requirements and approaches to safety assessment were elaborated in parallel
with the development of the NSF project. The first steps of interaction between the operator
and SSTC NRS under SNRIU supervision began in 2008, when various aspects and potential
problems for NSF construction, including regulatory documents, were evaluated.
The actual review activities began in September 2011, when the first state review of the
Feasibility Study and the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) was performed. In the
light of international experience, it was decided that operation of the facility would be possible
only if criterion keffmax ≤ 0.98 would be met. Besides, the draft regulation “General Safety
Provisions for Nuclear Subcritical Facility” was developed and was being prepared for
submission for state registration, which the experts relied on.
Upon review of the NSF project, the operational and technical capabilities of the NSC KIPT
and potential risks were identified for the NSF construction and operation, in particular:
- involvement of several foreign companies that could complicate interaction and adjustment
processes: linear electron accelerator - Institute of High Energy Physics, China; sub-critical
assembly - SOSNY R&D Company, Russia; design and manufacture of basic equipment and
safety systems - Argonne National Laboratory, USA; the developer of NSF building and
services - Kharkiv Design and Development Institute “Teploproekt-Soyuz”, Ukraine; the
developer and supplier of I&C systems - Khartron Corporation, Ukraine [2];
- lack of experience at NSC KIPT in the development of licensing, operational, technical and
maintenance documentation.
These factors finally led to a delay in project implementation, numerous revisions of
documents, project changes and consultations of the operator with the SNRIU and SSTC NRS
to make the project safer and more reliable.
For more efficient support to the SNRIU, the SSTC NRS still participates in a number of
projects with STUK, BelV and IRSN with support of the European Commission [3], [4] for
exchange of experience and training of SSTC NRS experts on aspects of ADS operation and
safety assessment. The cooperation covered areas such as gaining a deeper knowledge of
the operation principles and physics of processes in ADS, improving the regulatory framework
for NSF and improving the computer models of NSF that were developed by SSTC NRS.

2

EXPERT SAFETY ASSESSMENT

The state review on nuclear and radiation safety of nuclear installations is carried out by the
SNRIU with support of the TSO represented by the SSTC NRS.
The SNRIU policy of state review of justification materials includes independent verifying
calculations that cover as many nuclear and radiation safety aspects as possible. The verifying
calculations significantly increase the quality of technical review process as part of the licensing
procedure. This provides the regulatory body with reasonable assurance that the justification
materials are developed adequately. SSTC NRS intends to confirm its decisions by
quantitative assessment of the main neutron kinetic parameters. One of the constituent
elements of comparative independent calculations is the use of a computer code that differs
from that applied in justification documents and a computer model developed at SSTC NRS.
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The VVR-M2 fuel assemblies (FAs) are planned to be used in the subcritical assembly. In the
early stages of project development, the maximum loading of NSF was planned to be 43 FAs
with a tungsten target or 38 FAs with a uranium target.
VVR-M2 assemblies have been used in nuclear research facilities since 1963. However, there
are no open sources with validation material such as benchmarks or comparative calculations
for test installations or stands. Nevertheless, SSTC NRS and ANL experts gained good
knowledge of the VVR-M2 assemblies in the transfer to low-enriched fuel of the VVR-M
research reactor of the Nuclear Research Institute in Kyiv (2005-2012) within the Russian
Research Reactor Fuel Return (RRRFR) Program.
An example is the calculation for the most critical situation in terms of criticality safety assuming
the removal of a tungsten target. The SSTC NRS calculations were performed using the
KENO-VI code from the SCALE 6 software package [5], which implements the Monte Carlo
method. The calculations were performed for the NSF core with 38 FAs for the 238-group
cross-section library based on ENDF/B-VI for NSF with design parameters and taking into
account tolerances in the fuel manufacture according to technical specifications.
Table. Results of Verifying Calculations
keff±σ
PSAR (MCNPX [6])

0.97739 ± 0.00012

SSTC NRS calculation (SCALE), average design parameters

0.97533 ± 0.00016

SSTC NRS calculation (SCALE), consideration of fuel enrichment and
density tolerances

0.98477 ± 0.00020

The above table demonstrates a good match between the results of the verifying calculations
and the results reported in the PSAR.
However, since Ukrainian regulatory documents require that accident analysis calculations be
performed taking into account the conservative side (e.g., worst case) of all technological
tolerances and considering only manufacture tolerances for fuel mass and enrichment, the
result of calculating such an accident exceeds 0.98.
To prevent the exceedance of the established criticality criteria, two absorbing rods were
introduced into the NSF project. Their location and absorbing features allow keff≤0.95.
The NSF criticality safety was discussed many times at meetings with representatives of the
NSC KIPT and Argonne National Laboratory. In the framework of close cooperation between
the SSTC NRS, NSC KIPT and ANL, approaches to NSF neutronic calculations were
developed and agreed with the SNRIU.
Moreover, the verifying calculations were and are performed currently not only for the neutronic
analysis but also for the evaluation of thermal hydraulic characteristics (see the Figure below),
radiation exposure and strength analysis of structures.
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Figure – SSTC NRS model for criticality analysis

3

RECENT ACTIVITIES

All construction activities, installation and functional tests of equipment and systems important
to safety have been completed at the NSC KIPT site. The comprehensive tests (with dummy
fuel assemblies) were conducted successfully at the end of November 2018. The operator
developed necessary technical and operational documentation, such as specifications,
instructions, programs, etc., passed their state review and agreed them with the SNRIU. Along
with the development of documents and construction activities, changes were made to the
design.
In particular, the following significant design changes were made to the NSF project:
•

the number of FAs to be loaded into the core with a tungsten target was reduced (38 FAs
versus 43/42 FAs prior to modification);

•

the internal reflector material was changed to two-component beryllium–graphite
material instead of single graphite;

•

the biological shielding design was modified;

•

the number of hinged racks in the NSF tank was reduced from five to three.

Finally, as a result of the above activities, an individual permit for the first nuclear fuel delivery
to the NSC KIPT industrial site was issued by the SNRIU on 12 April 2019, fuel was delivered
to the NSC KIPT site in May 2019 and the NSC KIPT placed the fuel for storage. The next step
now is to obtain an individual permit for the initial startup. In this regard, the NSC KIPT and the
regulatory body with TSO are dealing with new tasks and challenges. One of them is to update
the PSAR based on the construction activities and tests. The implementation of this task
primarily depends on the NSC KIPT’s hard and careful efforts to account for all project
changes, latest operating documents and state review comments. The second task is to
perform subcriticality calculations to justify the safety of the first core loading. The second task
involved both the NSC KIPT and the SSTC NRS. The SSTC NRS proposed approaches to
subcriticality calculations for the first Neutron Source core loading, performed state review of
nuclear and radiation safety of the Technical Decision on the composition of the first loading
(35 FAs) and performed relevant verifying calculations. In 2012-2019, structural elements and
actual FA data were obtained from the NSC KIPT, resulting in the improvement of the NSF
model and more accurate simulation of the system. The results of the SSTC NRS verifying
calculations and NSC KIPT calculations comply with the regulatory requirements and show
good correlation, but slight differences were found for 35 FAs. Based on the review findings,
the SNRIU agreed the Technical Decision on the composition of the first loading (35 FAs) of
the NSF core.
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This allows the NSC KIPT to load the first 35 FAs to the core according to the agreed procedure
set forth in the Initial Startup Program, with all necessary measurements and comparisons of
the experimental results and calculations performed with the MCNPX code. After completion
of the first stage, the NSC KIPT will prepare a report on the results of initial startup with 35 FAs
and send it for agreement. Upon analysis, the computer models will be refined and forecast
calculations for the loading of the next three FAs with realistic approach will be performed.
After agreement with the SNRIU, the final stage of loading 36-38 FAs will be completed in
accordance with the procedure set forth in the Initial Startup Program.
The NSC KIPT is currently preparing to obtain individual permits for the initial startup and trial
operation of NSF. The tentative date for commissioning of the Neutron Source is the
end of 2020.

4

SUMMARY

As a technical safety organization of the regulatory body, the SSTC NRS participates in the
state review of the NSF Neutron Source upon request of the regulatory body throughout the
facility life cycle.
The construction of the NSF Neutron Source has become a challenge not only for the operator
and regulatory body but also for the SSTC NRS. On the one hand, over the years of
construction and commissioning, the SSTC NRS experts gained extensive new knowledge
and became acquainted with the latest international experience in safety justifications of ADS,
which was immediately applied in the review and regulatory activities. This experience
continues to ensure an appropriate level of technical support to the regulatory body. On the
other hand, expert safety assessment significantly increased the quality of the licensing
procedure for the accelerator – driven nuclear facility.
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Abstract
The Safety Research Division of the Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) gGmbH
develops, validates and applies computer codes as well as coupling interfaces between individual codes
or codes modules, which can be used for the safety assessment of nuclear power plants and other
nuclear installations. Due to the German phase out of nuclear energy for electricity generation by the
end of 2022, the research priorities shift from issues mainly relevant for German reactors to issues
relevant for existing or planned reactors in the vicinity of Germany. At a national level, open questions
relevant for the decommissioning phase and selected issues on radioactive waste, particularly in connection with (prolonged) interim storage, are increasingly gaining importance. With view to international
developments, GRS will retain and increase its expertise related to safety analyses of evolutionary reactor designs with advanced safety features (Gen III/III+ reactors) including passive safety systems,
innovative (Gen IV) reactor concepts as well as small modular reactors (SMRs) that are being developed
internationally and have different safety concepts than the plants currently operated in Germany. Other
important, internationally relevant research topics are related to long-term operation, ageing of components and structures, alternative nuclear fuel and cladding concepts as well as new core loading patterns. This article presents selected research results from the above-mentioned topics.

1

INTRODUCTION

After the Fukushima nuclear disaster the German Federal government decided to terminate
the use of nuclear energy for electricity production at the latest in 2022 (13th amendment of the
atomic energy law in March 2011, [BMU11]). The government decided to immediately shut
down permanently eight Nuclear Power Plants (Biblis A/B (KWB-A/B), Brunsbüttel (KKB), Isar
1 (KKI-1), Krümmel (KKK), Neckarwestheim 1 (GKN-1), Philippsburg 1 (KKP-1), Unterweser
(KKU)). Nine Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) continued operation, but the points in time when the
operation permission of the respective NPP expires has been fixed (2015: Grafenrheinfeld
(KKG), 2017: Gundremmingen B (KGG-B), 2019: Philippsburg 2 (KKP-2), 2021: Brokdorf
(KBR), Grohnde (KWG) and Gundremmingen C (KGG-C), 2022: Emsland (KKE), Isar 2 (KKI2), Neckarwestheim 2 (GKN-2)). Under these special political conditions it is important to
illustrate to our numerous national and international partners how the Gesellschaft für Anlagenund Reaktor-sicherheit (GRS) gGmbH continues its safety research [SCH17].
One of the main tasks of the approximately 70 technical experts at GRS’s Safety Research
Division is developing and validating the codes that form GRS’s nuclear simulation chain
[SCH18], which allows the simulation and assessment of all relevant phenomena for the
analysis of operational states, anticipated operational transients, accidents and severe accidents in NPP and in other nuclear facilities. The scientific basis for the code development and
validation activities is built on reliable plant and experimental data, as well as information
gained from operational occurrences or accidents and considers new insights on physical
phenomena. Because GRS operates no test rigs, monitoring and evaluating the results of national and international reactor safety research network projects, and particularly the partici-
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pation in experimental programs, are essential parts of the work. Through its national and
international research and expert activities, GRS is able to consider, in this context, the current
state of science and technology.
In the following contribution selected activities and results in the working fields of neutron
kinetics, thermal hydraulics and structural mechanics are presented.

2

NEUTRON KINETICS

The neutron kinetic activities of GRS are currently pursuing several different lines of research.
Current national and international developments are the planned transition to cores with longer
fuel cycle length, higher burn-up and/or higher fuel enrichment, advanced loading pattern, and
the increasing use of burnable absorbers. Furthermore, new fuels, claddings, and fuel assemblies are developed or already used, which requires further development and validation of the
GRS evidence tools. This is not just a matter of providing new models and procedures that
work on same scale previously considered in simulations. Often the spatial resolution used in
the analyses so far are no longer sufficient for an in-depth analysis of the advanced fuel
elements and core loading patterns. Therefore, GRS develops high-fidelity multi-physics pinby-pin models for the simulation of the aforementioned applications. In the first section of this
chapter an example of such a development will be presented with the simulation of a SVEA96 Optima2 fuel assembly.
Fast reactors are experiencing a renaissance today. In the past, many of the fast reactor developments have been terminated due to lack of economic efficiency in countries like United
States of America, United Kingdom, Germany and Italy. Only the Russian Federation, Japan
and France are still actively pursuing the development of fast reactor technology. Currently a
set of 6 nuclear reactor designs is being researched for commercial applications by the Generation IV International Forum motivated by a variety of goals including improved safety, sustainability, efficiency, and cost competetiveness. Four out of six concepts proposed by the
Generation IV International Forum (GIF) are fast reactors. These are the:
•

sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR),

•

lead cooled fast (LFR),

•

gas cooled fast reactor (GFR) and

•

molten salt fast reactor (MSFR).

The technology readiness level vary extremely. GRS’s motivation for the development of safety
assessment tools is to continuously follow these developments, to review these designs, and
to develop, validate and apply computational tools for (preliminary) safety assessments for
performing preliminary safety assessments at an early stage. The development of safety
assessment tools for fast reactors is therefore the topic of the second section of this chaper.
2.1

High-fidelity Multi-physics Pin-by-pin Modeling of a SVEA-96
Optima2 Fuel Assembly with TORT-TD/CTF

Simulating the physics of BWRs has become more complicated in recent years because
modern fuel assemblies exhibit new sophisticated design features, given by, e.g., part length
fuel rods, strongly varying radial fuel enrichment, and Gadolinium-bearing burnable absorber
pins. The SVEA-96 Optima2 fuel assembly is an example of a complex BWR assembly design
which consists of four sub-bundles separated by a cruciform internal structure (water cross) in
the channel including a central canal. It features fuel rods with 1/3 and 2/3 active length, a not
strictly regular pin lattice and four Gd2O3-bearing fuel rods in each sub-bundle with different
Gd contents (see Figure 2.1). This quarter-channel design may have consequences on the
void fraction distribution across the assembly, e.g., if it is subject to the influence of absorber
blades or if there are different flow conditions between the four sub-bundles. The study of such
local phenomena requires the application of high-fidelity coupled multi-physics simulations at
pin and subchannel scale for accurate and realistic predictions of local safety parameters.
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Figure 2.1

HELIOS model of the upper axial section of SVEA-96 Optima2. Varying enrichment and Gadolinium contents are characterized by different colors.

For the coupled code system TORT-TD/CTF [CRI10], a 3D pin-by-pin neutronic and subchannel thermal hydraulic model of a SVEA-96 Optima2 fuel assembly has been developed. The
thermal hydraulics is simulated by the subchannel code CTF which uses a two-fluid and threefield representation of the two-phase flow. Originating from COBRA-TF [AVR06], CTF is jointly
developed by North Carolina State University (NCSU) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) and provides the best available sub-channel methods. The neutron kinetics is treated
at pin-by-pin level by the transient 3D few-group transport code TORT-TD developed at GRS
[SEU08]. TORT-TD solves the time-dependent 3D few-group transport equation in discrete
ordinates representation with arbitrary number of energy groups, arbitrary Legendre scattering
expansion order and arbitrary number of delayed neutron precursor groups. In addition, it also
contains a fine-mesh diffusion solver which operates on the same arbitrary space-time-energy
discretization of the diffusion equation. Both codes are coupled using an explicit coupling
scheme [CRI10] wherein both codes are compiled to a single executable with a newly developed coupling supervisor. The lattice and depletion code HELIOS-1.12 [CAS91] is used for
the generation of pin cell-homogenized macroscopic cross section libraries. HELIOS is a 2D
general geometry lattice and depletion code which solves the multi-group transport equation
using the current coupling colission probability (CCCP) method. The cross sections have been
generated in eight energy groups, which are parameterized with respect to fuel temperature,
channel water density and bypass water density. For the validation of the neutronics model,
multiplication factors and pin power distributions obtained with TORT-TD using the HELIOSgenerated cross section libraries have been compared to those calculated by an equivalent
Monte Carlo Serpent model using continuous energy nuclear data. It is found that the multiplication factor obtained by HELIOS differs from the Serpent reference result by 278 pcm, 275
pcm and 226 pcm for the lower, middle and upper axial zone of the fuel assembly. Regarding
the pin-wise power distribution, the deviation of the HELIOS solution from the Serpent reference result about 1.1% (RMS) with a maximum of 2.7%. Using the pin cell-wise homogenized
macroscopic cross sections in TORT-TD, the deviation of the TORT-TD pin power distribution
from the Serpent solution is of similar order as shown in Table 2.1 for the controlled state and
in Table 2.2 for the uncontrolled state. It is emphasized that TORT-TD implements a direct pinby-pin solution method, i.e. no pin power reconstruction is applied.
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Table 2.1

Table 2.2

Deviation of TORT-TD pin power distribution from the HELIOS result (lower
axial section, uncontrolled).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

1.6%

-0.4%

-1.4%

-1.3%

-1.0%

-1.0%

-1.5%

-1.3%

-0.5%

1.9%

B
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Deviation of TORT-TD pin power distribution from the HELIOS result (lower
axial section, controlled).
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Initial coupled steady state TORT-TD/CTF simulations of the SVEA-96 Optima2 fuel assembly
in infinite lattice arrangement converge after 5 iterations between TORT-TD and CTF. Axial
and radial distributions of pin power and moderator density have been investigated and appear
physically plausible. It is found that the pin power distribution is highly peaked (see Figure 2.2
left side). In the middle and upper axial sections, the latter without the 1/3 length rods at the
corners, the pin power is maximum at the next-to-corner rods. The relative differences between
the power of the next-to-corner rods and its neighbors exceeds 20%. It is shown that the
presence of absorber blades leads to a strong radial tilt of the pin power distribution (see Figure
2.2, right side), which results in different conditions between the sub-bundles of the same fuel
assembly. First test calculations of a transient of partially rodded assembly initiated by a small
control blades movement show physically plausible power excursions as shown in Figure 2.3
for a 4-by-4 mini core configuration, for which the converged coupled steady state pin power
distribution in the lower axial section is depicted in Figure 2.4.
With the improved 3D coupled neutron kinetics and subchannel thermal hydraulics code
system TORT-TD/CTF, GRS has developed an advanced tool for high-fidelity multi-physics
simulation of local neutron physical and thermal hydraulic phenomena in complex modern
BWR assemblies and so provides a contribution to improved assessment of local safety
parameters in LWR. It is envisaged to transfer the respective know-how and experience to
future applications for the high-fidelity safety assessment of local phenomena in innovative
designs, e.g., liquid metal-cooled reactor systems including SMR.
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Figure 2.3 Transient response by TORT-TD/CTF of a 12,5 cm withdrawal of a partially
inserted control blade (start at 0.2 sec. and end at 0.3 sec.) in the lower axial
section of one assembly in a 4-by-4 mini core configuration.
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Figure 2.4 Converged TORT-TD/CTF steady state pin power distribution in the lower
axial section of a 4-by-4 arrangement of Svea-96 Optima2 fuel assemblies
with different burnups and one control blade inserted (blue/yellow: low/high
power).
2.2

Development of Safety Assessment Tools for Fast reactorS

In fast reactors, the fission chain is sustained by fast neutrons. For this reason they do not use
a moderator (e.g. water, graphite) to slow down neutrons. Fast reactors require fuel with higher
enrichment than thermal reactors and different coolants other than water such as liquid metal.
At GRS, methods and tools for safety assessment for fast reactors were developed in the last
few years. They are based on further developments and improvements of the thermal hydraulic
system code ATHLET [LER19] developed at GRS within the AC2 code package [SCH18] and
on developments and improvements of 3D neutron kinetics codes like PARCS [DOW12] or
DYN3D-MG [ROH16].
Since version Mod 3.1A, ATHLET contains coolant properties for sodium, lead and lead-bismuth-eutectic (LBE), helium and different molten salts, accounting also for sodium boiling and
sodium two-phase flow simulation. However, further validation of the closure equations of
ATHLET is required.
Furthermore, the working temperature range for SFR is higher than PWR. While the typical
inlet/outlet temperatures are 290°C/320°C for PWR, they are 400°C/550°C for SFR. Elevated
fuel temperatures cause the axial expansion of the fuel and cladding and their density
decreasing. This leads to more parasitic absorptions by the cladding and a slight insertion of
the control rods. The typical observed values for this effect are around -0.6 pcm/°C. A rise in
the core coolant inlet temperature causes thermal expansion of the diagrid plate (which is the
core support structure) thus increasing the fuel assembly pitch. This results in more sodium
between fuel assemblies which leads to higher axial leakage and more scattering and parasitic
absorptions by the coolant. The typical observed values for this effect are around -1 pcm/°C.
Material thermal expansion thus plays an important role in reactivity feedback effect in SFR
and has to be taken into account in safety assessment. GRS has extended the PARCS code
to simulate thermal expansion in the 3D neutron kinetics, e.g. radial (diagrid) and axial (fuel,
cladding) expansion, which plays an important role in fast reactors [BOU19]. For the safety
assessment of external source driven subcritical fast reactors, PARCS was also extended by
GRS to simulate time-dependent external neutron sources. More recently, a new diffusion
code, based on few-group 3D finite element solver [SEU16], is under development at GRS for
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future safety assessment of small modular (SMR) with their irregular geometries. Moreover,
the core simulator KMACS [ZIL18], developed by GRS, was also updated for the generation
of few-group macroscopic cross section using the Monte-Carlo Code Serpent [LEP15].
GRS was involved over the past years in several activities regarding SFR and LFR. As
participant of the EU project MAXSIMA, GRS has performed analyses [BOU16] of the reactor
MYRRHA. MYRRHA is the Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications
planned to be built at the SCK-CEN research center in Mol (Belgium) around 2026 and is
cooled by Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE).
Currently, Russia has two out of three SFR in operation in the worldwide. In the framework of
the scientific collaboration between the Russian technical safety organization SEC-NRS and
GRS, several safety analy-ses and simulations were performed using the coupling system
code ATHLET/DYN-3D-MG on those two SFR, the BN-600 [IVA16] and the BN-800 [IVA18].
GRS is participating in the currently ongoing EU project ESFR-SMART, in particular safety and
performance parameters assessments including quantification of nuclear data uncertainties,
assessment of transition from forced to natural circulation using ATHLET/OpenFOAM (system
thermal hydraulic and CFD) coupled simulations and also contri-butes to 3D neutronic codes
calibration and validation by participating in the neutronics and thermal hydraulics benchmark
exercise for the large-power Superphénix core, which was a 1,242 MW el fast breeder reactor
in France, using PARCS and ATHLET [HEN19]. Further ongoing activities are the participation
in the
•

IAEA CRP on neutronics benchmark on start-up tests of the CEFR, which is the China
Experimental Fast Reactor (65 MWth).

•

OECD/NEA Sodium Fast Reactor Uncertainty Analysis in Modelling for the Qualifica-tion
of best-estimate codes and data with uncertainty evaluation for Generation-IV so-dium
fast reactors in a series of static and transient benchmarks,

•

IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation (FRKP) initiative that aims at preventing the
ongoing loss of information related to fast reactors and to collect, retrieve, preserve and
make accessible already existing data and information on fast reactors.

3

THERMAL HYDRAULICS

Different approaches are used at GRS for thermal hydraulic simulations in the reactor coolant
system (RCS) and the containment. These are the application of
1.

the system code suite AC2 with its thermal hydraulics codes ATHLET, ATHLET-CD and
COCOSYS stand alone,

2.

the computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes ANSYS-CFX or OpenFOAM stand alone,

3.

a coupled system and CFD code approach (AC2 codes and ANSYS/CFX or AC2 codes
and OpenFOAM).

The selection of the appropriate approach and code for the investigation of a specific issue is
based on the necessary spatial resolution and current code capabilities.
The AC2 code suite integrates the thermal hydraulics codes ATHLET [LER19], ATHLET-CD
[AUS19] and COCOSYS [ARN19] at the centre of GRS’s simulation chain [GRS19] for the
analysis of nuclear reactors at normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences and
design basis accidents up to severe accident conditions with radionuclide releases from the
containment. Its current version AC² 2019 was released this year in June [WIB19]. The objective for this suite is to provide a state-of-the-art tool for the integral simulation of plant behavior
that can explicitly consider the interactions between reactor core, cooling circuit and containment. AC2 is distributed with further programs, tools and libraries, e.g.
•

NuT library (Numerical Toolkit) [STE19], which provides an easy access to dedicated
numerical libraries to speed up the internal computations of ATHLET and ATHLET-CD,
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•

ATLAS version 5.1 [CES15], which provides a GUI for both interactive control and postprocessing of AC2 code simulations,

•

OpenFOAM interface [LER19], a hydrodynamic interface for single phase ﬂow between
ATHLET 3.2 and OpenFOAM simulation domains allowing multiple coupling locations
between ATHLET and OpenFOAM calculation domains.

The GRS system codes ATHLET, ATHLET-CD and COCOSYS have been developed for four
decades. For validation, GRS uses well-balanced validation matrices with separate eﬀect tests
and integral tests that are derived from OECD/CNSI test matrices for thermal hydraulic codes
[NEA87], [NEA96] and for containment codes [NEA14] and considers relevant state-of-the-art
reports. The validation is complemented by selected plant transient as well as postulated fault
condition simulations, which are checked against available data or for plausibility.
ATHLET and ATHLET-CD simulate the coolant flows of reactors with a one-dimensional approach very efficiently. ATHLET’s newly developed 3D model allows the simulation of selected
phenomena (coolant mixing) in selected components (e.g. the downcomer and the lower
plenum) of a PWR. Using a parallel channel nodalisation the 1D flow model, explicit momentum
terms for the two additional directions (x- and y) are added to the conservation equations, thus
allowing the simulation of complex flow patterns. Relying on the system code models, 1- and
2-phase flow can be handled. Furthermore, the ATHLET 3D model has been successfully
validated for application to large water pools with free water surface [BUS19]. Although these
result are very promising, the space resolution of these models is limited so that local phenomena that need high resolutions to investigate in detail such as turbulence or stratification of
flows are not accessible for these system codes. Similarly, COCOSYS also employs a lumped
parameter approach and is not able to resolve local phenomena or simulate complex threedimensional flow problems in the gas phase and also for water pools.
To overcome these limitations, computational fluid dynamic codes (CFD) can be used. These
allow the in-depth investigation of local and highly complex flow phenomena, particularly for
single-phase flows and with specific capabilities for 2-phase flow conditions. However, these
codes are often several orders of magnitude more expensive in terms of CPU time than system codes. Therefore, it is usually necessary to limit CFD models to parts of a plant or facility,
thus neglecting the feedback of the overall system. For some issues, this is sufficient in which
case the CFD tool needs to be properly validated.
Using a coupled code approach, it is possible to determine the overall reactor coolant system
behaviour by a system code while those parts of a facility being of special interest can be
calculated in a detailed 3D solution. This combines the advantages of system code and CFD
tools, but also requires to split calculational domains and develop an interface between the two
codes that is numerically stable and efficient. In general, the same considerations can be
applied also for the containment [SCH17].
Numerous publications on the development strategy of the GRS Code AC² [WEY19] and the
simulation of advanced reactor designs of Gen III/III+ and light water cooled SMRs [SCH18],
as well as conventional and renewable applications [WIB18] e.g. heat pipes [KRA18] have
been recently published. Therefore, the focus in the following sections is on ongoing and
planned OpenFOAM activities on containment-specific issues (section 3.1) and on the coupling of the AC² code ATHLET with computational fluid dynamic codes ANSYS CFX and OpenFOAM (section 3.2).
3.1

Ongoing and Planned OpenFOAM Activities on Containment-Specific Issues

The German nuclear research community considers the increased use of the open-source
CFD code OpenFOAM (Open Source Field Operation and Manipulation) for research purposes
as an important strategic objective for the future. This decision was ultimately driven by freely
accessible source code, which is not the case for commercial CFD codes.
The major advantage of the open source solution is that the source code is available and new
models can be integrated. Since the implementation and validation of all models required for
containment issues are very extensive in terms of time, man-power and costs, this work shall
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be carried out within a framework of a national initiative together with partners of the German
CFD network (especially universities and other research institutes).
With regard to the model development and validation of OpenFOAM, GRS is currently working
on the
•

simulation of the flow and the composition of gases (in particular H2 concentration),

•

simulation of wall and volume condensation,

•

thermal radiation modelling and

•

simulation of passive catalytic hydrogen recombiners.

In the following results of the first two items are presented.
3.1.1

Simulation of the flow and the composition of gases

An important safety-related issue in severe accidents with H2 release is the investigation if the
gas mixture exceeds the flammability or detonation limits both overall as well as for specific
(containment) compartments. For this it is necessary to be able to correctly simulate the gas
flow with all relevant phenomena. Especially the turbulent flow and mixing must be calculated
with a sufficient accuracy. In particular, GRS dealt with model extension and validation of the
following phenomena:
•

influence of walls and other structures (validation of wall functions and heat transfer wall
/ gas),

•

diffusion modeling (extension and modification of the transport equations for energy and
species mass fractions),

•

validation of turbulence modeling.

In addition to the verification of individual phenomena using simple test examples, a series of
large-scale THAI and Panda experiments (e.g. Panda ST1-4 [MIG10], OECD / NEA-Panda
Benchmark [ADR13]) were carried out, focusing on the dissolution of a stable light gas stratification. In the OECD / NEA-Panda Benchmark a stable helium-layer in the upper part of the
vessel (see Figure 3.1, left side) is slowly eroded by a vertical steam jet (see Figure 3.1, right
side). The gas volume (~90 m3) is discretized using a structured mesh with 1.2 million cells.
The size of the cells differs significant due to local grid refinement in the jet region and in the
region of the Helium cloud. OpenFOAM calculates the erosion time of the helium cloud in good
agreement with experimental data.
3.1.2

Simulation of wall and bulk condensation

In a severe accident with hydrogen release, a large amount of steam is usually released into
the containment. This steam can condense on cold walls or bulk condensation occurs due to
mixing processes. Although a two-phase modeling of these processes within a CFD model
would be possible, the computational effort required for this is not practical, in particular
because of the very fine grid that is required for this approach. To overcome this problem
simplified models can be used. In the basic version of OpenFOAM, there are currently no
models for the simulation of wall and volume condensation suitable for containment questions.
Based on the models developed in past BMWi funded projects and already implemented in
ANSYS CFX, corresponding models have also been implemented in OpenFOAM. Previous
results - with condensation models that may still have to be improved - of recalculations of
small-scale CONAN wall condensation experiments [AMB09] and large-scale THAI experiments (TH-2 [KAN03], TH-24 [FIS11]) are promising, but further work is needed.
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Figure 3.1 Helium concentration (left) and velocity (right) in an OpenFOAM simulation
of the OECD/NEA-Panda benchmark at t = 1000 s.
3.2

Coupling of AC² system codes with Computational Fluid Dynamic Codes

In the last ten years, GRS has developed methods to couple its system codes ATHLET and
ATHLET-CD with both the commercial CFD code ANSYS CFX [PAP10] and the open source
CFD code OpenFOAM [HER16]. The coupling facilitates the exchange of fluid thermal hydraulic data at the coupling interfaces and the control of the coupled calculation. Special care has
been taken to ensure a stable common solution of the coupled solvers. The numerical methods
implemented in the coupling schemes include under-relaxation and quasi-Newton methods
approaches. Two types of coupling interfaces are needed to achieve stable calculation models.
In the first type the CFD-code provides scalar variables (like pressure, fluid temperature,
quality, etc.) and ATHLET responds with vector variables (mass flow or velocity and related
temperature, etc.) whereas in the second interface type the roles are reversed.

Figure 3.2 Multiscale single-phase coupling: fluid dynamic exchange parameters
[PAP14]
The developed coupling methods have been applied by GRS and external organizations to
different reactor relevant geometries. The ATHLET-ANSYS CFX coupling was validated on
the geometry of the TALL-3D experiment [PAP15] within the EU THINS and SESAME projects
[PAP16]. This experiment used lead-bismuth-eutectic as fluid and had a well-instrumented test
section, which was a source of complex 3D flow phenomena, affecting the thermal hydraulics
behavior of the whole primary loop. It was simulated with ANSYS CFX, while the rest of the
loop was calculated with ATHLET. In the coupled simulation in the CFD flow domain not only
the fluid flow was simulated but also the heat transfer with the walls.
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The ATHLET-ANSYS CFX coupling was also applied for the calculation of the Double T-Junction experiment [PAP14] of the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI). The computational results show a
good agreement with measured data. Furthermore, this coupled system was applied for the
investigation of experiments with density variations of the fluid in the ROCOM facility.The
ROCOM test facility is a 1:5 scaled model of a German pressurized water reactor (PWR). The
ROCOM experiments were also simulated with ATHLET-OpenFOAM with good accuracy.
Additionally ATHLET-Open-FOAM was also sucessfully applied for the flow simulation of the
cooling circuit of the fast sodium cooled Phénix reactor [HER19].
All simulations described in this section were numerically extremely challenging. They included
one or more closed circuits, decomposed in 1D and 3D calculation domains, which were split
up between the different solvers. Physical oscillations can be avoided only with suitable
numerical methods. The simulations also differ in the number of coupling interfaces. While for
the simulation of the ROCOM test facility six coupling interfaces were sufficient, the simulation
of the Phénix reactor required seventeen interfaces (for an illustration see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Scheme of calculational domains and interfaces for the Phénix reactor simulation [HER19]
GRS continues with the further development and validation of the coupling methods for system
and CFD codes. Important improvements will focus on a more systematic approach to the
numerical approaches at the coupling interfaces and the extension of the coupling capabilities
schemes for multi-components and multi-phase flows in future. Particularly two-phase flows
pose significant challenges for the thermal hydraulic coupling of system codes and CFD-codes
and there are still a lot of open questions regarding physical models within the coupling
interface and suitable numerical methods for an effective and stable simulation. In this regard,
GRS is also pursuing a collaboration with TU München that explores the use of the generic
preCICE [BUN16] coupling interface between ATHLET and OpenFOAM.

4

STRUCTURAL MECHANICS

In the framework of research on structural mechanics issues GRS develops, validates and
applies analysis methods to investigate the behaviour of metallic components (vessels, piping,
fuel assemblies) and building structures (containment, interim waste storage) under operational, accidental and severe accident loads. This includes safety relevant issues like the integrity
assessment of reactor pressure vessels (RPV) in case of emergency core cooling events, leak
before break assessment of piping, and investigations on vibrations of fuel assemblies coupled
with RPV internals. The structural mechanics codes used are included in the simulation chain
of GRS [GRS19] and are based on analytical methods or the finite element method. In the
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following sections, two codes developed by GRS are described and an application example is
given.
4.1

Integrity Assessment of Piping and Vessels with consideration of Ageing
Mechanisms

For the assessment of integrity and ageing of pipework, vessels and components in NPPs,
GRS develops the fast running computer codes PROST (PRObabilistic STructure Analysis)
and WinLeck based on analytical approaches as an alternative to the finite element and the
CFD analysis techniques, which need much more effort.
PROST is a fracture mechanics computer code for the evaluation of crack formation, crack
growth, leak and break probabilities of pipe components. These approaches allow the consideration of ageing phenomena, such as corrosion, fatigue, and ductile crack growth as well as
the combination of ageing mechanisms under operational or (severe) accident loads. The
code’s fields of application are deterministic and probabilistic fracture mechanical analysis,
assessment of ageing and degradation, as well as analysis of sensitivities and uncertainties
with consideration of technical standards such as the nuclear safety standard (KTA-rule) 3206
[KTA16]. The failure assessment diagrams (FAD) according to the structural integrity assessment procedures for European industry (SINTAP) are applied to evaluate the transition from a
crack to a leak. The growth of wall-penetrating cracks, i.e. leaks, can be treated in PROST,
too. Leak rates can be calculated with consideration of leak detection systems. Deterministic
applications are useful for a fracture mechanical assessment of a safety-relevant finding in the
form of a crack at a facility with prognosis on possible crack growth, leak formation, leak
growth, leak detection and quantification of margins against a break (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1

Schematic illustration of the work flow in PROST with the steps of crack
formation and growth of cracks / leaks due to ageing mechanisms
[HEC19]

Probabilistic applications on the other hand allow the consideration of statistical distributions
of relevant parameters like geometry, material properties and loadings. In this case the code
calculates leak and break probabilities as function of the operation time. The deterministic
models of PROST have been validated by calculations on experiments, on tasks within international benchmark activities, and by comparison with results of finite element calculations.
The probabilistic capabilities were compared successfully in international round robins with
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comparable codes. The PROST documentation includes a user and a theory manual and a
validation report. A more technical overview of the individual models, corresponding references
and generic applications are given in [HEC15].
4.2

Assessment of Leakage in Piping

Pressurized components and building structures may lose their tightness, for example due to
manufacturing defects, ageing effects or overloads. Prominent leakage cases are loss-of-coolant accident scenarios due to postulated crack-like leaks in a main coolant line and loss of
contaminated gas mixtures from the containment building during severe accident scenarios.
Two quantities are essential for the leak rate calculation: the size of the leak area, and the fluid
flow through the leak. Leakages can be found during on-site-inspections and with the help of
leakage monitoring systems in power plants. Thus, a small but detectable leakage could warn
the operators of the plant, allowing shut-down and repair actions to be taken. In this context
the verification of leak-before-break (LBB) behavior is an additional safety attribute. LBB
means the property of a pressure-retaining system area, which ensures that a leakage arising
from a wall-penetrating crack is detected in time and under the operational loadings of steadystate normal operation, and that such a leak is sub-critical regarding instability under all
operational and postulated design basis accident loadings so that safe shut-down of the plant
is ensured before global component failure occurs [KTA16]. In different country-specific regulations, the LBB demonstration is a supplementary safety assessment step, following the defense-in-depth strategy. In addition to design and manufacturing quality standards, with operational surveillance and regular maintenance it is prevented that any safety-relevant component
may catastrophically fail during the specified operational and exceptional load conditions (e.g.
safe-shutdown-earthquakes, SSE). The leak-before-break assessment com-pares the (circumferential) length of postulated leaks, considering the installed leak monitoring systems, and
the stability of the leak (crack) against catastrophic component failure (break). Any leak should
be detected before it can reach a critical size. Figure 4.2 shows a typical scenario for leakage
rate calculation.

Figure 4.2

Schematic illustration of two-phase discharge flow of subcooled water
through a crack-like leakage in a pressurized tube

The GRS code WinLeck includes several simplified models for the computation of the leak
areas and leak rates, based on geometry, material properties, and medium. The optional coupling to the GRS code ATHLET [LER19] provides additional analysis procedures for the assessment of accidental and severe accident scenarios. The options to compare different models
and their predictions are powerful features of WinLeck, which help to identify sources of
deviations and systematic trends, independent of the shortcomings of single models. The code
includes different country-specific assessment strategies for an appropriate computation of a
postulated leakage, especially the procedure in KTA 3206 [KTA16]. The code is a model
collection for the calculations of leak sizes and leak rates in piping components as well as gas
leak rates through reinforced concrete structures with different analytical approaches. For the
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validation of the leak rate models within WinLeck, comparisons with numerous experimental
tests have been performed, showing a good agreement between the measured data and the
models predictions. A more technical overview of the individual models, corresponding references and generic applications are given in [HEC16] and [HEC18]. The WinLeck documentation includes a user manual and a validation report.
4.3

Example of LBB analysis

For a parametric investigation of influences to the LBB behaviour of nuclear piping, generic
components with different pipe diameter were analyzed. For the investigated cases the critical
length of a leak (usually: circumferential length) under accident conditions as well as the length
of the smallest detectable leak under operating conditions have been computed. If the smallest
detectable leak is sufficiently smaller than the critical leak, leak-before-break behavior is
confirmed, i.e. the leak can be detected by the monitoring installations before a catastrophic
failure. If the detectable leak is larger than the critical leak, unnoticed leaks may exist, which
may fail by rupture under sudden exceptional design basis loads.
Circumferential leaks in straight pipes, covering inner diameters from 12.5 to 800 mm have
been analyzed. The material is characterized by a yield stress of 150 MPa and a Young’s
modulus of 180 GPa. An operating pressure of 15.6 MPa at a temperature of 320 °C was
assumed. The wall thickness is designed such that the nominal membrane stress due to
operational loads corresponds to half the level of the yield stress. No additional loads (like
bending) are assumed for the computation of the detectable leak length, i.e. pipe deadweight
and thermal extension during normal operation are neglected. Dependent on the position of
the leak, this may be conservative since the leak opening (and hence the flow rate) is smaller
without additional tensile stresses, which implies that the leak detection is more challenging. It
is assumed that a leak rate of 1 gal/min (63 g/s) can be detected by the monitoring system.
The Henry model implemented in WinLeck was used for the flow computations and for the
critical length, a flow stress concept also included in WinLeck was applied, taking the yield
stress as input. Based on the assumed design criteria the procedure results in a constant
critical angle of 45° independent from the pipe diameter. Figure 4.3 shows that for the detection
threshold 63 (g/s) the pipes of 200 mm inner diameter or larger turn out to show leak-beforebreak behavior, while for the pipes of 100 mm inner diameter or less, leak-before-break behavior cannot be verified. Notably, the assumed detection threshold of the installed monitoring
system plays a significant role in the LBB analysis. Beside the generic value of 63 g/s, the
values of 200 g/s and 20 g/s are taken in the parametric study (see Figure 4.3). More details
are given in [HEC16].

Figure 4.3

LBB Analysis of piping with variation of the detection threshold for the
mass flow rate
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5

SUMMARY

Despite the decided termination of the use of nuclear energy for electricity production in Germany, the German Federal government will support further nuclear safety research at GRS.
Through this GRS remains a stable partner in this area, especially for all topics of code
development, validation and application. But the research priorities will shift at a national level
towards open questions relevant for the decommissioning phase and selected issues on
radioactive waste, particularly in connection with (prolonged) interim storage. With view to international developments, GRS will retain and increase its expertise related to safety analyses
for currently operated reactors abroad and their long-term operation. Furthermore GRS will
further build up competence related to evolutionary reactor designs with advanced safety
features (Gen III/III+ reactors) including passive safety systems, innovative (Gen IV) reactor
concepts as well as small modular reactors (SMRs) currently in the commissioniong phase,
under construction or in the planning stage. The codes of the GRS nuclear simulation chain,
are being further developed and validated in this respect. Thus, GRS will continue to substantially contribute to enhancing the worldwide nuclear safety standards.
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Research in support of the 4th 10-year periodic safety review on severe
accidents
F. Fichot, P. Chatelard, L. Bosland, S. Pignet
IRSN, Institute of Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety (France)

Abstract:
In France, the utility EDF is developing a Plant Lifetime Extension (PLE) program for the operating
Gen. II PWRs, which takes into account the lessons from the Fukushima Dai-ichi accidents and aims
at reducing the gaps in terms of safety with the Gen. III PWRs including the EPR™, as requested by
the French Safety Authority ASN. To review this program in the framework of the 4th 10-years periodic
safety review of the 900 MWe series of reactors, the IRSN collected important R&D data through
international collaborative programs. The interpretation of those data has led to the development of
new models that are implemented in a new version of the ASTEC evaluation code. Moreover new
experiments are planned to fill the gap of knowledge in certain area which will led to additional
validation work and increase the code capability to predict the evolution of a reactor severe accident.

1

INTRODUCTION

The French electrical utility EDF is currently operating a fleet of 58 Gen. II Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWRs) (900, 1300 and 1450 MWe series) built between 1977 and 1999. Periodic
Safety Reviews (PSRs) are conducted every 10 years.
These reactors were not designed to face a core melt accident and several reinforcements
have been discussed in France and progressively implemented by EDF to allow for the
management of severe accidents. Now, in the framework of the 4th 10-years periodic safety
review of the 900 MWe series of reactors, EDF performs an ambitious modifications program
to reduce off-site consequences in case of a severe accident. These reinforcements target
the protection of the containment notably by an ex-vessel stabilization of the corium before
an excessive basemate ablation is reached. Another concern was the evaluation and
mitigation of fission products releases where the EPR has been designed to limit in space
and time the population protection measures. This article presents the R&D activities
conducted by IRSN to support its safety evaluation and can be considered as a mirroring
article of [10]. Evaluation of bounding scenarios using the ASTEC code is an essential
ingredient of IRSN severe accident evaluation.
Section 2 highlights how the ASTEC code was developped to take into account all the latest
knowledge. Then sections 3 and 4 give an overview of the main R&D results obtained on
corium ex-vessel stabilization mechanisms and fission products (FP) releases evaluation and
mitigation respectively and show how those results are used to estimate EDF strategies
efficiency. Some points where uncertainties remain that deserve additional R&D activities are
mentionned in conclusions.

2

ASTEC CODE

The ASTEC code (Accident Source Term Evaluation Code), developed by IRSN, aims at
simulating an entire severe accident sequence in a nuclear water-cooled reactor from the
initiating event up to the release of radioactive elements out of the containment [6,7]. The
ASTEC code structure is modular, each of its modules simulating a reactor zone or a set of
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physical phenomena. Two different running modes are possible: stand-alone mode for
running each ASTEC module independently (particularly useful for module validation) and
coupled mode where all (or a subset) of the ASTEC modules are run sequentially within a
macro-time step. The current version on production is the V2.1.1 .
Focusing on the three main issues that are discussed in this paper, the ASTEC main
modules of concern are those relating to the containment behaviour, i.e. CPA for the
thermalhydraulics in the containment, MEDICIS for molten core concrete interaction (MCCI)
and SOPHAEROS for iodine chemistry and aerosol transport.
Furthermore, one may notice that the MDB (material data bank) library, shared by all ASTEC
modules, groups together all material properties under a unique simple readable format. This
includes: all simple materials of a water-cooled reactor (solid, liquid and gas) and associated
usual properties (enthalpy, conductivity, density…); ideal chemistry (equilibrium reactions);
iodine chemistry (kinetics); FP isotopes (decay heat, transmutation rates…); complex
materials such as molten corium. The MDB library includes all the recent research on the
nuclear material properties done in international projects: for FP, CIT and ENTHALPY FP4
projects, and for corium OECD RASPLAV and MASCA projects. The evaluation of corium
properties is based on the NUCLEA database [3] for corium thermo-chemistry. It also
benefits from a continuous validation at IRSN of the database contents.
The ASTEC V2.1 CPA module simulates thermal-hydraulics behaviour in containment
including hydrogen and carbon oxide combustion [7]. The discretization through a “lumpedparameter” approach (0D zones connected by junctions and surrounded by walls) simulates
simple or multi-compartment containments (tunnels, pit, and dome) with possible leakages to
the environment or to normal buildings, with specified openings to the environment. Several
real compartments can either be combined to become one CPA zone or large compartments
can be divided into several zones to cover flow peculiarities more realistically, e.g. steam or
hydrogen plumes. CPA thermal-hydraulics models describe phenomena such as pressure
and temperature build-up, local temperature and pressure distributions, local gas
distributions (steam and different non-condensable gases), local heat transfer to walls (free
and forced convection, radiation, condensation), 1D heat conduction in structures (plate or
cylinders, consisting of several material layers), as well as gas (hydrogen and carbon
monoxide) combustion. The thermal-hydraulic state of a node is described according to the
non-equilibrium model where deposited and airborne water are separately balanced. Mass
transfer between zones is described separately for gas and liquid flows by momentum
equations (unsteady, incompressible or steady compressible) accounting for the height
differences between zone centres.
The ASTEC V2.1 MEDICIS module simulates MCCI phenomena using a lumped-parameter
0-D approach with averaged melt/crust layers [8]. This module assumes either a well-mixed
oxide/metal pool configuration or possible pool stratification into separate oxide and metal
layers. It describes concrete ablation, corium oxidation, release of incondensable gases (H2,
CO, CO2) and steam into the containment. Most convective heat transfer correlations
available in literature for the corium/concrete interface and the interface between corium
layers are implemented. A robust algorithm for cavity erosion was developed, including the
possibility to represent a multi-layered concrete basemat. In particular, the MEDICIS module
includes the following key-models: 1) a model for the structure of the corium/concrete
interface taking into account, from the pool bulk to the concrete interface, a convective zone,
a possible conductive zone described as a crust and a slag layer; 2) models of evolution of
corium pool configurations, depending on criteria using the superficial gas velocity and on
differences between oxide and metal densities determining the switch between
homogeneous and stratified pools; 3) models of corium coolability in case of water injection
upon the corium pool surface, that notably consider the modelling of a dedicated debris bed
layer above and apart from the upper crust, the modelling of water ingression through the
upper crust and the modelling of corium eruption through the upper crust towards the
overlying water pool.
Moreover, one may underline that MEDICIS uses the MDB package to evaluate the corium
layers thermo-physical properties and to treat the corium oxidation: in that respect, metals
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are oxidized instantaneously in proportion to the mass of available gases with a priority rank
(Al2O3, CaO, MgO, UO2, ZrO2, SiO2, Cr2O3, NiO, FeO).
Besides, in order to adequately take into account the feed-back from MCCI on the
containment thermalhydraulics, a specific prediction-correction coupling approach was
developed in ASTEC V2 between MEDICIS and CPA when representing the cavity as a CPA
volume. First, in the prediction step, MEDICIS calculates the whole behaviour of the cavity
and notably evaluates the gas temperature in the cavity. Besides, the gas flow rates coming
from the MCCI are also taken into account as well as heat exchanges between the upper
crust layer and covering water in case of top flooding. All these heat fluxes are then
transferred to CPA which, in the correction step, calculates again the cavity thermalhydraulics in the same time as the other containment zones, taking into account the gas
mass flow rates entering into this zone (in particular the gaseous sources issued from the
MCCI process) or going out of this zone.
The ASTEC V2.1 SOPHAEROS module [9] simulates the fission products evolution in the
reactror coolant system (RCS) and the iodine chemistry in the containment (Figure 2 and
Figure 3). The thermal hydraulics conditions are given by CPA whereas the dose rate in each
containment zone is calculated by ISODOP and DOSE modules. In the RCS, except for the
I-O-H system for which kinetics are considered, the other species formation (CsI, AgI,
Cs2I2…) are considered based on their equilibrium thermodynamics properties (Figure 2). In
the containment, kinetics are considered for each reactions on Figure 3. It includes the iodine
chemistry in the sump, in the gaseous phase and on the surfaces (Epoxy paint, steel and
concrete).
As to the validation of the containment thermalhydraulics models, the matrix that has been
retained for the ASTEC V2.1 CPA module has been specified to follow a progressive
approach in terms of physical phenomena, from separate effect tests to coupled effect tests,
and to cover the following aspects: gas distribution inside the containment; mitigation
systems (spray and passive autocatalytic recombiner); hydrogen combustion [4]. In
particular, the tests TOSQAN ISP-47, TOSQAN T115, THAI HM-2, PANDA T9, T9bis and
PE1 have been simulated with the ASTEC V2.1.1 version to assess the physical relevance of
the CPA models on gas distribution (gas mixing and stratification) and mass transfers
(condensation and evaporation) [4].
As to the ASTEC V2.1 models dealing with MCCI top quenching, they have been mostly
assessed vs. CCI-7, CCI-8 and CCI-9 experiments [12,21]. FP models chemical and physical
models are strongly coupled. They have been the subject of intense development validation
efforts that have been supported by a large set of experimental programs including large
scale to separate effect tests. Main programs are the PHEBUS-FP program and the
subsequent R&D programs devoted to source term EC/ISTP, OECD/STEM, OECD/BIP and
OECD/THAI programs and follow-up.

3

CORIUM COOLABILITY AND INTERACTION WITH CONCRETE

This section describes the main issues associated with the spreading and cooling of corium
in the reactor pit and in an adjacent room, in order to have a larger exchange surface area.
The type of reactor considered in this paper is the French PWR-900.
3.1

Modelling of corium coolability under water

The total area 𝑆 of corium spreading (reactor pit and neighbouring room) is about 80 m2 for
an initial corium height of 30 cm (assuming an initial corium mass of 200 tons). The
stabilization of corium is therefore essentially a 1D problem, which amounts to estimating
three main quantities: the fraction of residual power transmitted downwards leading to the
ablation of concrete 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑙 = 𝑆. 𝜑𝑎𝑏𝑙 , the fraction of power transmitted to the water 𝑃𝑤𝑎𝑡 =
𝑆. 𝜑𝑤𝑖 . and the thickness of the solidified corium layer (crust) . Depending on the accident
scenario, the residual power of corium 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 is estimated at the time of complete spreading of
corium. It varies in the range between 20MW if spreading occurs 1h after scram (LBLOCA)
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and 15MW if spreading occurs 5h after scram (SBO). After 3 days, the residual power is
reduced by a little more than half, at approximately 7-8 MW. Before spreading, there is a
phase of corium-concrete interaction in the reactor pit that leads to add about 10 wt.% of
concrete in the corium when it fully spreads.

Figure 1: Schematic view of corium and porous crust under water

3.2

Top/bottom partition of power

One of the main uncertainties of the problem is the distribution of corium power in the liquid
pool between the top (upper crust) and the bottom (concrete). In previous CCI tests, this
partition ranged from 90% -10% (CCI-6) to 70% -30% (CCI-3, CCI-8), depending on the type
of concrete and the experimental conditions [12]. For an order of magnitude calculation, in
this paper, we assume a residual power 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠 =16 MW, distributed in 75% (𝑃𝑢𝑝= 12 MW)
upwards and 25% (4 MW) downwards. This gives a heat flux to the top 𝜑𝑢𝑝 = 𝑃𝑢𝑝 /𝑆 =150
kW/m2, and a heat flux of ablation 𝜑𝑎𝑏𝑙 = 50 kW/m2. After 3 days, all those values are
reduced by half.
3.3

Early phase of quenching and limitations of conduction through the crust

Shortly after contact with water, some of the corium solidifies rapidly: it is the phenomenon of
corium quenching (or "bulk cooling") that is very poorly known because it is a fast process
which is difficult to identify in the experimental measures (since experimental images show
only the final state and on-line measurements of steam production cumulate all the
processes). In order to be conservative in the evaluation of corium stabilization, we maximize
the energy of the corium interacting with concrete by neglecting this initial and fast “bulk
cooling”. With this assumption, during the first 2-3 hours, the main cooling phenomenon is
the conductive transfer through the corium crust which grows until it stabilizes around 4-5
cm, when the conductive flux through the crust becomes equal to the heat flux from the
corium. If no additional phenomenon is considered, crust growth remains limited by 𝜑𝑢𝑝 and
the crust progresses only slowly because of the decrease of residual power, which is quite
slow. As a consequence, there remains an unextracted power 𝑃𝑎𝑏𝑙 which would lead to an
ablation of the basemat at a velocity 𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙 = 𝜑𝑎𝑏𝑙 /𝜌∆ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙 = 4 cm/h (or 0.8 m/day). After 3
days, it would still be 0.4 m/day and this would lead to an inevitable failure of the containment
basemat. With the value of 4 cm/h, it takes only 2 hours to reach the mass fraction of 15 % of
concrete (ablation of about 6-8 cm, in addition to concrete already ablated in the reactor pit),
which appears to be an important threshold for water ingression (discussed below).
Therefore, the strategy of stabilizing the corium by flooding it under water can be considered
as reliable only if phenomena such as water ingression or melt ejection are able to
continuously solidify (and maintain solid) a portion of the corium which therefore no longer
participates in the ablation of the concrete. Part of the residual power is then transmitted
directly to the water, which gradually reduces the power transmitted downwards, until the
cessation of ablation if all the corium is made “permeable” by one of those phenomena (or
both).
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Water ingression
Water ingression is a phenomenon highlighted in the SSWICS (ANL,[20]) and CCI (ANL,[11])
tests. SSWICS results indicate that water ingression is not much dependent on the type of
concrete and leads to the formation of a permeable crust into which the water flows. To
evaluate this rate of solidification, it is necessary to know the "critical heat flux" 𝜑𝑤𝑖 that can
be extracted by the water entering this permeable crust. This velocity is proportional to
(𝜑𝑤𝑖 − 𝑄̇ 𝛿 − 𝜑𝑢𝑝 ) according to the theoretical models [11,13] which means that this
phenomenon cannot occur as long as the power transmitted by the corium is too high: the
condition for crust growth is 𝜑𝑤𝑖 > 𝑄̇ 𝛿 + 𝜑𝑢𝑝 .
For a value of 𝜑𝑤𝑖 = 200 kW/m2, the velocity of crust progression is about 7 mm/h, which
would lead to stabilization in about 6 to 8 hours. But for 𝜑𝑤𝑖 = 100 kW/m2, water ingression
would not occur until the residual power is lower than 10 MW, i.e. after about one day.
Therefore, complete stabilization would not be possible before 2 to 3 days.
3.4

Melt ejection

Corium ejection is a phenomenon also highlighted in some CCI tests (ANL, [12]), when the
concrete contains a large fraction of CO2 (limestone or siliceous-limestone concrete). This
phenomenon results in violent but intermittent eruptions, leading to the cooling of a portion of
the corium in the form of debris ejected above the crust. For concrete containing a lot of
CO2, this can lead to a debris bed formation rate of about 5 mm/h (with the Ricou-Spalding
model [23]), which is slower than the crust growth by water ingression. For very siliceous
concrete (absence of CO2), this phenomenon contributes little to cooling (approximately 1 to
2 mm/h). Moreover, this phenomenon decreases with time (in proportion to the velocity of
ablation which also decreases).
3.5

Maximum heat flux to water

The maximum heat flux that can be extracted through the porous crust is the second main
uncertainty of the problem. For water ingression, the extrapolation of SSWICS data indicate
that the critical heat flux could reach values higher than 400 kW/m2 in the absence of
concrete in the corium but it goes down to 100 kW/m2 for a concrete mass fraction of 15%. If
we consider that the mass fraction of concrete is at least 10% after complete spreading, 𝜑𝑤𝑖
is in the narrow range 100-150 kW/m2. Experimental uncertainties may be estimated as +/50 kW/m2. In principle, this uncertainty is of the same order at the reactor scale since it is a
1D problem and the experimental corium thickness is approximately equal to the thickness at
the reactor scale. For concrete containing CO2, the extracted fluxes are always higher
(because of contribution of the corium ejection in particular). So very siliceous concretes
constitute the case for which the stabilization of the corium is the most difficult.
3.6

Conclusions and limitations of extrapolation to the reactor case

Available experimental data show that both water ingression and corium ejection phenomena
may contribute to stop the ablation of the basemat by solidifying an increasing amount of
corium and thus reducing the fraction of power ablating the concrete.
But, in case of very siliceous concrete, it should be noted that corium ejection does not make
a significant contribution. Moreover, for water ingression, there is no obvious margin between
the residual power to be evacuated and that which can be dissipated by the quenched crust
and/or debris: a threshold value of 100 kW/m2 is insufficient to demonstrate a stabilization for
sure (for a highly siliceous concrete).
Below are listed the points which raise uncertainties about the water ingression efficiency for
the reactor cases:
•

In CCI test, to simulate the decay power 𝑄̇ , sustained heating is provided by DEH.
Such method only heat the liquid phase and there is no heating in the solid crust. The
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𝑑𝛿
crust thickness evolution 𝑑𝑡 modeling is then only validated on cases for which 𝑄̇ 𝛿 is
null, which is more favorable for water ingression than in the reactor case; CCI-9 test
does not last long enough to validate the potential growth of the crust up to a few tens
of centimeters which would correspond to the complete stabilization. More generally,
there are no data in the literature about long term (more than 12h) stabilization of
corium;

•

During the test, the mean concrete mass fraction does not exceed 25% whereas
reactor calculations lead to larger amount, after only a few hours. This can affect the
mechanical behavior of the crust and so the water ingression efficiency. Moreover,
there are no data available to distinguish between the amount of concrete in the crust
and in the melt;

•

Some reactor accident scenarios can lead to important amount of metal in corium. This
is not included in the CCI tests. The effect of such metal in the crust is still
undetermined: thermal conductivity of the crust would be larger but the less brittle
mechanical behavior and molten metal in cracks could lead to significantly decrease
the water progression in the fractured crust.

4

EVALUATION AND MITIGATION OF FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASES

R&D about the FP behaviour has led to better understand and model the phenomenology of
the fission products in the reactor coolant system (RCS) and of Iodine chemistry in the
containment. The phenomenology of the FP behaviour in the RCS is shown on Figure 2. It
highlights the main physical and chemical phenomena modeled in ASTEC [9] in order to
consider the behaviour of the FP from the hot leg (left part) to the cold leg of the RCS (right
part).

Figure 2: phenomenology of the fission products behaviour in the reactor coolant system (RCS) in
ASTEC V2.1 code

The state of the art of the iodine chemistry modeling in ASTEC [9] for the containment is
shown on Figure 3. It highlights the thermal and radiolytic chemical reactions for the sump
and the gaseous phase (including the effect of surfaces) and is the result of more than 30
years of R&D that is capitalized in ASTEC/SOPHAEROS.
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Figure 3: phenomenology of Iodine behaviour in the containment in ASTEC V2.1 code

Silver used to be considered as an efficient iodine trap in the sump. Nevertheless, this has
been recently questioned and it is discussed below as it could lead to more gaseous
releases than expected.
The filtration efficiency of the containment venting procedure on French reactors is also
presented for gaseous iodine (organic iodides and I2) and iodine oxides aerosols. In order to
envisage a better mitigation of these gaseous releases, the filtration efficiency of new
devices is presented.
4.1

Influence of the non-complete capture of iodine by silver particle in the sump

For 900 MWe reactors, the degradation of the control rods (made with Silver, Indium and
Cadmium) is expected to bring significant enough amount of Silver into the containment
sump so that dissolved iodine would be efficiently trapped even for an acidic sump.
Nevertheless, PHEBUS FPT-1 test [14] has shown that containment aerosols (coming from
the reactor coolant system and that settle down into the sump) are mostly made with the
control rods degradation material: Silver, Indium and Cadmium and by other fission products
(Iodine, Cesium…). Based on the PHEBUS FPT1 aerosols analysis, it has been shown that
silver oxide (Ag2O) was mostly found in the outer shell of the aerosols whereas silver (Ag)
was mostly found in the inner part of the aerosols. Silver oxide is a soluble compound that
can be dissolved in the sump and react with iodides ions (I-) whereas silver reacts with
molecular iodine (I2). Both reactions lead to the formation of non-soluble silver iodide (AgI)
that is an efficient way to capture iodine, as long as silver is in excess towards iodine.
However, some silver-iodine experiments have shown that, despite an excess of silver, all
the dissolved iodine does not react with silver. It can be explained by the particulate form of
silver aerosols coming from the containment into the sump: the diffusion of iodine into the
silver particles is assumed to be limited by an outer shell and thus limits the availability of the
total silver mass for reaction with dissolved iodine. The outer shell thickness was estimated
to be ≈ 400 Å and implemented in ASTEC code [9] as shown on Figure 4.
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Figure 4: model of Ag2O reaction with I- and of Ag reaction with I2, leading to the formation of AgI

As a consequence, the total silver mass available for reaction with iodine is limited. Even if
the silver amount is in large excess towards iodine, the complete iodine sump inventory
might not react totally with silver/oxidized silver, especially in an acidic sump, leaving iodides
ions (I-) available for oxidation into I2 and its transfer to the gaseous phase [15,5]. Under
irradiation, gaseous molecular iodine is then converted into iodine oxide aerosols compounds
(IOx, known as small aerosols particles) whose formation is continuous, as long as there is a
source of I2 from the sump. Recent IRSN evaluations with ASTEC code have shown that the
suspended IOx mass in the gaseous phase could reach a steady-state (up 250 g in the
containment atmosphere after 7 days) as there is a balance between their formation and
decomposition reactions. In case the containment depressurization needs to be used, IOx
aerosols would be transferred to the sand filter and decompose into gaseous iodine under
the effect of the temperature and irradiation. It is thus necessary to address IOx aerosols
amount in the Source Term evaluation of 900 MW reactors.
On the opposite, in case of an alkaline sump, the faster I2 hydrolysis in the sump [5,1] would
strongly reduce I2 volatility which would limit IOx formation in the gaseous phase which lead
to a specific recommandation of IRSN in his review [10].
4.2

Improvement of the efficiency of the filtered containment venting system
(FCVS)

The filtered containment venting system installed on French PWRs (metallic pre-filter
followed by a sand filter) was designed to keep the containment integrity and trap aerosols
for which the decontamination factor (DF, defined as the ratio between the concentration in
the upstream gas and the concentration in the downstream gas) is high. Nevertheless, it is
rather low for gaseous organic iodides [16]. For the specific case of molecular iodine (I2)
capture by the sand filter, the FUCHIA tests have indicated a value of DF ≈ 10 but it was
found that iodine is mostly retained in the steel surfaces of the pipes rather by the sand itself.
Recent experiments highlighted that I2 is not well captured by the pre-filter (DF < 10) and not
retained by the sand [16] (as DF ≈ 1). The filtration efficiency of the gaseous species by the
sand filter installed on French reactors is thus low. For iodine oxides aerosols capture by the
sand filter, values of DF ≈ 500 were estimated using a simulant having the same
granulometry [18]. However, as trapped IOx aerosols are not stable (thermal and radiolytical
decompositions) on the sand and decompose into inorganic iodine by the temperature and
irradiation effect [17], delayed gaseous iodine release into the environment are expected.
In order to limit the need to use this containment venting procedure, some post-Fukushima
modifications on the reactors are being discussed (like the ultimate containment heat
removal system [10]). Despite the possible implementation of this complementary safety
device, IRSN still estimates the probability (coming from IRSN PSA2 outcomes) to use the
containment venting procedure in case of severe accident at (at least) 18% (at least) in order
to preserve the containment integrity. The improvement of the filtration efficiency of the
venting procedure remains thus an important issue that has to be addressed. To fix ideas a
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reduction by one order of magnitude of the iodine release amount to the environment would
reduce by a factor of three the distance from the reactor within which the distribution of iodine
tablets would be needed.
Some new insights coming from recent R&D programs focused on filtration efficiency of
aerosols and gaseous iodine species are now available [2,16,19,22]. For organic iodides
capture, a commercial silver containing zeolite (with a 35% silver content) has been added to
a sand matrix whose total height is lower than 4 cm. A representative gaseous flow
containing methyl iodide has been passed through at temperature ranging from 80°C to
140°C and representative expected humidities, varying the zeolite mass content in the sand
from 9 to 100%. It was found that DF(CH3I) > 10 for all the configurations tested [22]. As the
sand height in the sand filter installed on PWRs is 80 cm, we might even expect higher
DF(CH3I) values for a representative sand height. These tests demonstrate the ability of
silver containing zeolite to effectively trap methyl iodide. For molecular iodine capture, even
though no specific tests have been performed with zeolite, I2 is well captured by deposited
silver on sand [16], so that we expect DF(I2) > DF(CH3I) for I2 capture by silver containing
zeolite.
The reversibility of molecular iodine capture by a MOF was also studied under irradiation
[19,2] and has shown a very good retention at 120°C and 20% relative humidity as no iodine
was released despite the carrier gas flow.
Whatever the gaseous iodine species considered (methyl organic iodides or molecular
iodine), the PWRs containment depressurization (through the existing sand filter) would lead
to potential significant gaseous iodine releases into the environment. Nevertheless, the
irreversible capture of gaseous I2 and CH3I has been demonstrated in the lab-scale but with
representative conditions with efficient filtration systems like zeolites. IRSN has thus
recommended to implement complementary filters on the existing sand filters on French
PWRs , in order to limit the iodine releases into the environment.

5

CONCLUSIONS

IRSN supports its SA risk assessment by participating and developing R&D programs
(analytical, separate effects and integral experiments) covering the main issues on accident
progression and consequences including their mitigation. Most of the results are then
valorized in the in-house evaluation code ASTEC.
The safety evaluation process led by the ASN is continuous, an important step has been
passed for this 4th PSR of the 900Mwe conducted in the plant life extension and postFukushima Daiichi context.
In particular, the modelling developed on the ex-vessel corium stabilization by top flooding
has been used to review the strategy proposed by the French utility, EDF. This review led to
identify important uncertainties on the efficiency of the thermal exchanges through the corium
top crust in case of siliceous concrete MCCI. The impact of large fraction of metal in the
corium also deserve additional R&D. These topics will be covered by the starting OECD
ROSAU program conducted by ANL. This program will also investigate the corium spreading
underwater.
Also the evaluation of the FP releases in the large range of potential SA accidents scenarios
(identified through deterministic analyses completed by probabilistic evaluation) confirmed
the complexity of the associated modelling as well as the potentiality to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. Proposing new mitigation devices and procedures impose to
develop predictive evaluations. That’s the reason why the IRSN decide to propose the OECD
ESTER program tackling still open issues such as mid to long term releases.
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RELAP5-3D Code Simulation of the Effect from Complex In-Vessel
Flow Patterns on the Performance of Reactor Coolant Temperature
Sensors Located at the Core Outlet and Different In-Core Elevations
Alex Matev
Bel V, Walcourtstraat 148, Brussels, Belgium

Abstract:
Results from experimental programs [2, 3] have revealed limitations in the use of core exit thermocouples’ (CETC) measurements to diagnose core cooling degradation. These tests indicated that
significant delays might appear in the CETC response to changes in the temperature of the coolant
exiting the core. This might hinder the use of CETC readings to both diagnose the onset of an inadequate
core cooling (ICC) condition and to track the evolution of accident scenarios with breaks in the RPV
upper or lower head [3]. One should thus try to examine by using computer codes with state-of-the-art
modeling capabilities how the evolution of such transients affects the sensors’ readings, especially in
conditions with tripped reactor coolant pumps, when multi-dimensional fluid flow patterns could be
established, both in the core and in the upper plenum of the reactor vessel.
Nuclear instrumentation vendors [5, 7] have recently proposed alternatives to CETC, such as thermocouples inserted in the fuel assemblies’ instrumentation thimbles. Such in-core coolant temperature
sensors may provide the NPP operators with an early indication of the appearance of an ICC condition
and may serve as a means to assess how effective are the operators’ actions to manage the accident.
There has been considerable interest lately in using both system-analysis and CFD computer codes for
the assessment of the expected benefits from the use of such in-core thermocouples for accident
management [8, 9, 13, 14].
The objectives of this analysis are:
•

To test the RELAP5-3D code’s ability [10] to simulate successfully free convection of multidimensional coolant flows in both of the core and the reactor vessel upper plenum;

•

To simulate the performance of coolant temperature sensors placed either above the core outlet
(CETC), or at in-core elevations, inserted into the instrumentation thimbles (IITA)

•

Compare different Accident Management (AM) strategies and grade them by using as a criterion
the degree of core damage, defined by parameters as Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT),
thickness of the maximum Local clad Metal Oxidation layer (LMO), mass of hydrogen produced
in a Core Wide Oxidation (CWO), and blockage of flow through the bundles of fuel pins in the
core

This study presents the results from the simulation of Small-Break LOCA scenarios in a generic 3-loop
PWR power plant with an assumed failure of the high-head safety injection capability. The operators
need to depressurize the primary system in response to the onset of an ICC condition, so that the hydroaccumulators and the low-head safety injection systems can provide for sufficient coolant makeup to
recover the core.
KEYWORDS
CETC, COT, in-core instrumentation, RELAP5-3D, MULTID, SBLOCA
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Accident management in NPP

The NPP accident management (AM) concept uses both “preventive” and “mitigation”
measures to implement pre-defined accident management strategies [11]. These measures
may include both manual operator actions and automated sequences of equipment operation,
e.g. primary and secondary systems‘ depressurization, control of the hydrogen concentration
inside containment, containment venting, flooding the reactor cavity to cool and retain in-vessel
the molten corium and thus prevent MCCI, etc.
The guidance, given to the operators in the AM “preventive” domain, is in the form of
prescriptive procedures, often referred to as Emergency Operating Procedures, (EOPs). The
EOPs include descriptions of specfic actions, the timing, and the methods for their
implementation by the operators before significant fuel rods’ damage occurs. The EOPs can
be either “event-based“, i.e. they include sets of instructions how to respond to certain events,
e.g. reactor scram or actuation of safety injection, or are “symptom-oriented“, i.e. they aim to
prevent the loss, or restore critical safety functions, such as core subcriticality, core cooling,
secondary heat sink, etc.
Many PWR plants use the emergence of an ICC condition as a suitable symptom to enter
specific “symptom-oriented“ EOPs and carry out actions to restore core cooling and prevent
fuel damage. If these actions fail to arrest the accident progression, so that extensive core
damage occurs or is imminent, the operators then promptly transit from the EOPs to severe
accident management guidelines (SAMGs) that should prescribe adequate measures how to
mitigate the consequences from extensive core damage. Since the presence of an ICC
condition indicates the imminent onset of fuel clad runaway overheating, the EOPs actions
should be able to terminate it while the core geometry is still amenable to cooling, i.e. before
the cladding of a large fraction of all pins in the core becomes so brittle as to fail during, or
after core quenching.
If the fuel clad overheats, it may balloon and rupture, and thus cause significant blockage of
some coolant flow in-core channels. The clad in the blocked channels may consequently
overheat and may eventually start to oxidize. In its output, RELAP5-3D provides information
where in the core the ballooned clad has blocked the flow and indicates the relative contraction
of that channel’s flow area. The successful implementation of a given AM strategy should result
in placing the reactor in a safe end state, i.e. one for which the calculated by RELAP5-3D code
fuel temperatures remain at an acceptably low value and the core decay heat can be safely
removed for the extended period of time.[4]
One may use RELAP5-3D calculated parameters to characterize the margins to core safety
limits [4]:
1)

Peak Cladding Temperature (PCT) – the safety limit is 1477 K

2)

Local Maximum Oxidation (LMO) – the maximum local relative thickness of the cladding
oxide layer; the respective safety limit is 17% of the initial clad thickness

3)

Core Wide Oxidation (CWO) – characterized by the mass of hydrogen, produced by the
vapor-Zirconium oxidation reaction; the limit is 1% of the mass produced if all fuel clad
oxidizes.

4)

Blocked flow channels in the core as a fraction of the total in-core flow channels – there
is no quantitative limit on the core blockage, but the changes, calculated by the RELAP53D code, in the core geometry shall be such that the core remains amenable to cooling.
[4]
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1.2

Limitations in the use for accident management of in-vessel coolant
temperature measurements

The fuel pins’ cladding heats up as a result of an ICC and the saturated steam, surrounding
the fuel rods, superheats and may rise out of the core into the upper plenum and reach the
CETC. These temperature sensors indicate to the operators the onsert of rapid fuel cladding
overheating by detecting the superheated vapor when it flows past them. The timing of the ICC
indication by the CETCs is adequate if it occurs early enough, so that the operators have
sufficient time to recognize the overheated condition of the core, initiate, and complete
successfully all AM actions, needed to restore core cooling core and prevent fuel damage in
excess of the licensing safety limits, i.e. PCT, LMO, and CWO.
The assessment of the CETCs performance, in conditions with deep core uncovery and
significantly overheated fuel, has involved the use of data from a number of experiments in
integral test facilities [3]. Two general CETC limitations appeared during experiments at the
LOFT facility [2] regarding the ability of CETCs to monitor the core uncovery and to indicate
the ICC appearance:
•

Large time delay from the moment of core uncovery until the time when CETC respond
to it.

The LOFT data analysis led to the conclusion that the CETC’s delay came from the formation
of a film of liquid water that coats the CETCs hot junctions. Consequently, the sensors can
respond to the presence of superheated vapor only after this liquid film gets either evaporated
or stripped away from the hot junction by steam flowing past it.
When an ICC condition arises in commercial PWR systems, such large time delay in the CETC
performance may impede the implementation of AM procedures that use CETC readings to
indicate the appearance of ICC and monitor its evolution. Therefore, one may need to use a
system code as RELAP5-3D to simulate in detail the core and the reactor vessel internals and
assess the effect of multi-dimensional fluid flows on the performance of the temperature
sensors used for accident management.
•

CETC readings are much lower than the maximum fuel clad temperature.

The CETC indication in one of the LOFT tests was about 450 K lower than the maximum
cladding temperature, measured during the transient. A possible explanation [2] is that the
maximum COT reading is rather close to the temperature of the cladding at the top of the core,
while the maximum fuel cladding temperature may be at, or below, the elevation of the core
belt line. Moreover, the “hot spot“, i.e. the location of the maximum PCT, may change in the
course of the transient – it may move away from the core high-power region to a region where
the clad may have ballooned and blocked significantly the coolant flow, [3]. In addition to the
reduced heat removal in the in-core region with blocked coolant flow and ballooned fuel pins,
fragments of fuel pellets may relocate inside the fuel pin to its region with ballooned cladding
and increase the heat flux from the fuel to the cladding.
The LOFT tests led to the conclusion that AM procedures that rely on the response of the
CETCs to monitor the core cooling degradation and fuel overheating, should take into account
the above two limitations. Moreover, the LOFT tests [2] indicated that there might be accident
scenarios in which the CETCs would eather not detect at all the appearance of an ICC, or
reveal it too late to the operators, when the transient would be rapidly escalating towards a
stage with a large-scale fuel damage.
The assessment of other sets of test results [3] led to conclusions similar to those derived from
the LOFT experiments:
•

When CETC readings indicate the presence of superheated vapor, it happens in nearly
all cases with a certain time delay - it may range from twenty to several hundred seconds
- and these readings are always significantly lower (up to several hundred degrees
Kelvin) than the maximum cladding temperature at that very same moment.
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•
•

The CETC performance is strongly affected by the accident scenario that has led to ICC
and the flow conditions established in the core and in that part of the upper plenum,
where the CETC are.
Both delays in the CETC readings and large differences between the sensor
measurement and the maximum fuel clad temperature in the core have appeared in tests
on all experimental facilities and in nearly all studied transient scenarios.

The main causes for these delays are the following [3]:
(i) Fluid temperatures along the core radius differ significantly during the approach to ICC,
both at elevations below and above the upper core plate, where the CETC are located.
(ii) Cooling effect on the vapor from the unheated metal structures in the RPV upper internals:
The massive metal structures in the RPV upper plenum may cause some of the saturated
steam in the upper plenum to condense into liquid and then flow downwards along the
CETC thimbles. The liquid can envelop the CETC hot junction and block the contact
between the CETC and the superheated vapor rising from the core top.
(iii) The low rate of convection heat transfer from the clad surface to the low-velocity steam that
flows past the fuel pins results in having a large temperature difference between the
cladding and the fluid. Low steam velocity inside the fuel pins bundle and in the location of
the CETC increase the significance of 3D flow patterns, e.g. superheated vapor may flow
sideways and thus miss the hot junction of the CETC located above the core upper support
plate.
(iv) Reflux cooling in the SG produces some liquid that flows in reverse direction, (i.e. from SG
towards RPV), along the bottom of the hot legs into the RPV upper plenum. This liquid may
provide some cooling effect that brings down the CETC measurements. This cooling effect
on the CETC is stronger for PWR plants with injection into the hot leg of cold ECCS water.
The CETC indications can be strongly dependent on the actual accident scenario that has
resulted in an ICC. For example, for SBLOCA scenarios with a break located in the top RPV
head, the control rods guide tubes (CRGT) serve as conduit that may direct hot superheated
vapor towards the break, thus allowing it to bypass the CETC located nearby. This “chimney”
effect may lead to having an advanced ICC condition, while at the same time the CETC
readings remain low and may even not indicate the presence of superheated vapor in the
upper plenum. Another example of the significant effect of the accident scenario on the CETCs
readings is the downward fluid flow, away from the CETC, in case of SBLOCA with break
location in the lower RPV head, [3].

2

PWR SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1

Multi-Dimensional Model of the Reactor Core and Upper Internals Plenum

2.1.1

RELAP5-3D Multi-Dimensional Fluid Flow Modeling Capability

The multi-dimensional component “MULTID” in RELAP5-3D allows the user to model the
reactor vessel (i.e. the core, the downcomer) and the steam generator. These components
have solid structures in the fluid path (i.e., core, steam generator), or have a short length in the
radial direction (i.e., downcomer) that cause the coolant flow form loss, coolant-to-wall friction,
and the interphase friction to be the primary source terms in the momentum equations that
define the coolant fluid flow. For these code applications, the viscous stress and turbulence
terms in the fluid flow equations are not as important and they have not been not included in
the RELAP5-3D multi-dimensional flow model.
The functionality of the RELAP5-3D multi-dimensional MULTID component has been under
testing and refinement since it was first applied [16] to study the K reactor at Savannah River
in the early 1990s. A set of approximately twenty verification test problems was devised to
demonstrate the correctness of the numerical conservation equation formulation. All of these
problems have closed form solutions. Until recently, application of the model to experiments
was limited to tests carried out in the L reactor at Savannah River. A program is currently
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underway to expand the validation base to include a wide variety of experiments that exhibit
multi-dimensional flow behavior. One example is a series of experiments conducted at the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [17] to examine the flow patterns in a two-dimensional test
section connected to an air-water loop.
The capability of the RELAP5-3D computer code to perform multi-dimensional analysis of a
pressurized water reactor was assessed [15] by using data from the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT)
L2-5 experiment. The LOFT facility was a 50 MW PWR that served to simulate the response
of a commercial PWR during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Test L2-5 simulated a 200%
double-ended cold leg break with an immediate primary coolant pump trip. A three-dimensional
model of the LOFT reactor vessel was developed. Calculations of the LOFT L21-5 experiment
were performed using the RELAP5-3D computer code. The calculations simulated the
blowdown, refill, and reflood portions of the transient. The calculated thermal-hydraulic
response of the primary coolant system was generally in reasonable agreement with the test.
The results, calculated by using the RELAP5-3D three-dimensional model of the LOFT reactor
vessel, were generally as good as, or better than those obtained previously with the onedimensional RELAP5/MOD3 model.
2.1.2

RELAP5-3D Core and Upper Internals Model

Figures 1 and 2 represent an arbitrary in-core relative power distribution of a three-loop generic
PWR with 157 fuel assemblies in the core, where each fuel assembly has a 17x17 lattice of
264 fuel pins and 25 hollow thimbles. The nominal core thermal power is set at 2775 MW.
Relative axial power distribution
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Figure 1. Relative Fuel Assemblies Powers in Core

Figure 2 Relative Axial Power Distribution in
Core

There are twelve fuel assemblies (Fig.1) with relative powers in the range of 1.40 to 1.434, or
140% to 143.4% of the average power assembly in the core. Each of these twelve assemblies
has eight fuel pins with an assumed relative power of 120% of the average pin power in the
respective fuel assembly. Therefore, the highest assumed relative power, (ie
1.434*1.2=1.7208) of these fuel pins is nearly equal to the limiting value of the maximum
allowed fuel rod power, as given by the limiting “enthalpy rise peaking factor” (FΔH=1.732) in
the operating technical specifications of many currently operating PWR. The relative power
axial distribution is given on Fig.2 and the axial power maximum peaking factor is F Z=1.265.
Therefore, the highest assumed relative power of the core‘s ‘hot spot‘ is:
FQ=FΔH*FZ=1.7208*1.265=2.177, which is close to the limiting value of the volumetric power
peaking factor, maxFQ= 2.3
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Figure 3. Core Model with RELAP5-3D MULTID
components

Figure 4. RPV nodalization with cylindrical
and orthogonal MULTID components

The RELAP5-3D multidimensional “MULTID” component [10] defines a three-dimensional
array of nodes, i.e. volumes, and the internal junctions connecting these volumes. This
RELAP5-3D model uses cartesian “MULTID” components, Fig.3 and Fig.4, to nodalize the
core, so that each fuel assembly, i.e. a bundle of 264 fuel pins, sits in a separate coolant flow
channel. Cylindrical “MULTID” components (Fig.4) represent the lower plenum, ie the volume
below the core, and the volume below the reactor vessel upper head and above the plenum
with the upper internals – these are modeled by using cartesian MULTID components that
have the same x-y nodalization meshes as the cartesian MULTID components used to model
the core.
A cylindrical MULTID component with two radial and six azimuthal meshes represents the
annulus between the reactor vessel inner wall and the core barrel. Such nodalization allows
simulating the circulation of coolant rising along the hot core barrel wall and descending along
the colder reactor vessel wall. Such coolant’s circulation facilitates the movement downwards
of cold water, injected by ECCS, in the downcomer, when a mixture of saturated liquid and
steam fills it up.
For example, the RELAP5-3D component MULTID-010 (and Fig.3) represents three fuel
assemblies: J15, G15, and H15 (Fig.1); hence, its orthogonal nodalization parameters are
MULTID-010: x=1 to 3, y=1, z=1 to 13. MULTID-020 represents also three fuel assemblies:
A07, A08, and A09 (Fig.1) and has nodalization parameters: MULTID-020: x=1, y=1 to 3, z= 1
to 13. Component MULTID-050 represents 81 fuel assemblies and, consequently, its
nodalization parameters are MULTID-050: x=1 to 9, y=1 to 9, z = 1 to 13.
The cartesian MULTID components, used to simulate the upper internals plenum, comprise,
or are “perforated“ by forty-eight RELAP5-3D “PIPE” components that represent the volumes
enclosed by the Control Rods Guide Tubes, (CRGT). These “PIPE” components play an
important role in simulating the coolant flows circulation inside the upper plenum and the
important effect this coolant circulation may have on the performance of the CETC sensors,
especially in the course of a SBLOCA transient with a break location in the top of the RPV.
2.2

Coolant Temperature Sensors Modeling

Modeling the coolant flow past each CETC, or in-core temperature sensor IITA, allows to
compare their performance and to evaluate the effect from a failure of a number of sensors in
the course of the analyzed transient on the timing and efficiency of operators‘ AM actions.
Instead of using COT, i.e. the calculated by RELAP5-3D liquid or vapor temperature at the
core outlet, the CETC sensor model uses the RELAP-3D component “heat structure” that
serves to simulate the transfer of heat to the CETC sensor from fluid inside a mixing device, a
“bowl”, Fig.5A, mounted on top of the Upper Core Plate, (UCP), [12].
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Figure 5A. CETC are mounted on top of Mixing Devices,
sitting on UCP (Upper Core Plate) [12]

Figure 5B. Radial nodalization of heat structure
model of CETC and IITA sensors [12]

The model of the CETC “hot junction” heat structure, Fig.5B, is a solid cylinder of “chromel“
alloy (RELAP5-3D material ‘34‘) with radius of 0.0015 m, surrounded by a layer of artificial
substance (material ‘37‘) that serves to adjust the thermo-couple time constant to t= 2 sec.
Material ‘38’ represents the actual gap between the thermocouple and the inner wall of the
instrumentation thimble in the fuel assembly, or the thermo-well in the CETC sensor. Material
‘38’ has the thermal properties either of stagnant saturated liquid, if the adjacent fluid is at
temperature less than 623 K, or the properties of superheated vapor at pressure 2 Mpa, if the
adjacent fluid is at temperatures higher than 623 K. The so-defined thermocouple “heat
structure“ has an outside radius of 0.0035 (m) and its outer mesh represents a cylindrical wall
of 0.0005 (m) made of inconel-690 (RELAP5-3D material ‘36‘).
In many operating PWR plants the instrumentation thimbles, inside the array of fuel pins of the
fuel assemblies, currently house only movable neutron flux sensors. Some NPP vendors have
considered the possibility to use the instrumentation thimbles for placing there a set of sensors
[5], hereafter referred as IITA, Fig. 5C, to measure both the in-core neutron flux and the coolant
temperature - these IITA sensors are located in core cells given on Fig. 6B.
The RELAP5-3D model of the IITA sensors’
design uses the following assumptions:
•

•
Figure 5C. In-core neutron flux and coolant
temperature sensor (IITA) [5]
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The “hot junction” of in-core thermocouple
IITA-W is placed at the elevation of the
topmost node of the fueled part of the pins
in the respective assembly, Fig. 6B
The “hot junction” of in-core thermocouple
IITA-K is placed at the elevation of the
fuel-free part of the fuel pins in the
respective assembly, Fig. 6B

Figure 6A. Core Exit Thermo-Couples (CETC)
Distribution

Figure 6B. Core locations of in-core neutron
flux and coolant temperature IITA sensors

Figure 6A shows the assumed CETCs locations at the core outlet. Although the IITA
thermocouple model is a RELAP5-3D ‘heat structure‘, identical to the CETC one, there is
important difference between IITA-W and IITA-K sensors - since IITA-W is at the elevation of
the fuel top node in the core, (Fig. 7C), its heat structure exchanges heat not only with the
adjacent reactor coolant via convection, but with the nearest fuel pins via thermal radiation. To
model the radiation heat transfer, each IITA is included in a RELAP5-3D “radiation enclosure”
[10] - a schematic is shown on Fig. 7A, where (1) is the IITA sensor, and (2), (3), (4), …(10)
are fuel pins. For the derivation of the view factors between the radiation enclosure elements,
one can use data from [6].
The schematic on Fig.7C shows the arrangement in the RELAP5-3D model to represent the
CETC and the IITA sensors.

Figure 7A. Actual
arrangement of IITA (1) and
fuel pins (2), (3), (4), …, (10)
[6]

Figure 7B. Simplified
RELAP-3D “radiation
enclosure” model:
IITA (1) and fuel pins
(2), (3)
Figure 7C. CETC in Upper Internals plenum
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2.3

RELAP5-3D Fuel Performance Model

One can use the data, given on Fig. 8A and 8B, to define the axial nodalization of the core
region.

Figure 8A. Fuel pin dimensions
[18]

Figure 8B. Fuel assembly dimensions

The RELAP5-3D model for the simulation of the fuel behavior in the course of overheating
accidents, takes into account fuel clad ballooning and clad burst, the blockage of coolant flow
that clad rupture may cause, clad oxidation, and hydrogen generation. The RELAP-3D fuel
model [10] can indeed simulate the reduction in flow area due to blockage caused by fuel
cladding’s rupture, but it cannot represent the deformation, i.e. the change in geometry of the
RELAP5-3D “heat structure” components that represent the fuel pins. Therefore, RELAP5-3D
cannot simulate the appearance of contacts between the heat structures representing
ballooned adjacent fuel pins. Neither can the code represent how loose fuel pellets’ crumbs
may relocate into pockets, formed by ballooned fuel cladding that has detached from the fuel
pellets. Ignoring these phenomena leads to some underestimation of the peak cladding
temperature that RELAP5-3D cannot quantify.
2.4

Reactor Coolant System Modeling

The RELAP5-3D model represents the SG secondary side depressurization by simulating the
operation of the SG relief valves for steam dump to atmosphere. The RELAP5-3D model uses
for these valves the component “srvvlv”, or servo-valve. Another RELAP5-3D “srvvlv”, servovalve component, represents the operation of the three pressurizer PORV valves. A separate
RELAP5-3D component “accum” represents each of the three ECCS hydro-accumulators that
discharges into a RCS cold leg via a RELAP5-3D component “ECCMIX”.
The reflux flow of condensate, from the SG hot side channel head, along the bottom of the
pretty wide hot leg pipes, Fig.9 [13], can contribute to the removal of heat from the core. When
the low-velocity reflux stream enters the RPV, it slides down the inner wall of the core barrel
and eventually reaches the peripheral rows of fuel assemblies in the core. This inflow of liquid
into the core serves to drive in-core natural circulation loops where high-quality mixture of
saturated liquid and steam rises in the core hottest regions. A stream with lower steam quality
moves then downwards in fuel assemblies in the cooler peripheral regions towards the bottom
of the core hot regions. This circulation serves to distribute heat from the core hot regions to
the adjacent cooler ones. The nodalization of all hot legs and SG primary side, i.e. its hot
channel head and tubes’ bundles facilitates the simulation of the reflux flow from the SGs back
to the reactor vessel by using two parallel “pipe” RELAP5-3D components on top of each other
to represent the separate coolant streams to and from the SG.
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The RELAP5-3D model represents all main heat structures inside the reactor vessel in order
to describe correctly the thermal inertia and the exchange of heat between fluids and
structures, especially near the in-vessel coolant‘s temperature sensors.

3

TRANSIENT DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1

Operators accident management actions in response to ICC condition

The presence of superheated steam inside the reactor vessel indicates the existence of either
a degraded, i.e. a prolonged loss of subcooling, or inadequate core cooling condition, when
the fluid in the core is superheated by several hundred degrees Kelvin. Since the temperature
of saturated steam in the RCS of a PWR plant can never exceed 643 K, one should interpret
a CETCs reading of a COT equal or greater than 643 K as an indication that a certain part of
the core is uncovered, i.e. the heat transfer there is from fuel clad to superheated vapor. When
the CETCs readings reach a COT = 923 K, this indicates that the core cooling condition has
worsened from “degraded” to “inadequate”, i.e. the fuel uncovery is deeper and runaway core
overheating is either imminent or has already begun.
The operator shall then execute sequentially the following AM actions:
a)
b)
c)

Re-initiation of the HHSI
Rapid SG secondary side depressurization
RCPs restart and/or opening of all available pressurizer PORV to depressurize the RCS

“Re-initiation of HHSI“ is the most effective EOP action to recover the core and restore core
cooling. If HHSI flow to RCS cannot resume, or is ineffective in restoring adequate core cooling,
then the operators should reduce the RCS pressure in order to let the ECCS accumulators
and the LHSI pumps deliver sufficient amount of coolant to quench and recover the core. One
of the means to depressurize the RCS is to carry out a rapid SG secondary side
depressurization by opening all available SG atmospheric relief, or condenser dump valves.
The decrease in the SG secondary coolant pressure and temperature will increase primary-tosecondary heat transfer and will cause steam inside the SG tubes to condense. When the
steam condensation rate exceeds the rate of coolant evaporation in the core, the RCS will
begin to depressurize. The liquid in the RPV lower plenum and downcomer will begin to
evaporate and a mixture of liquid steam and liquid will rise into the core, displace the
superheated vapor enveloping the fuel pins, and will thus improve the heat removal from the
fuel.
The continued RCS depressurization will eventually let the ECCS accumulators inject and
temporarily recover the core. To prevent nitrogen ingress into RCS from the ECCS
accumulators, the operators isolate them when the RCS pressure becomes sufficiently low.
After the ECCS accumulators have been isolated, the operators depressurize the SG
secondary side to atmospheric pressure. The RCS pressure will follow the decreasing SG
secondary side pressure and eventually will descend below the LHSI pumps shut-off pressure,
so that make-up coolant can finally begin to enter the RPV and recover the core.
If SG secondary depressurization is not possible, or primary-to-secondary heat transfer
degrades significantly due to a loss of SG secondary heat sink, then the operators may attempt
to start the RCPs. As long as these pumps can run, they will provide a two-phase coolant flow
through the core and temporarily improve the core cooling until the operators restore some
form of make-up flow to the RCS. It is unlikely that the RCPs can run for very long time under
highly voided RCS conditions. Even if the pumps run, one still needs a coolant makeup source
to replenish the lost coolant and recover the core. Such source can be the ECCS accumulators
and the LHSI pumps, provided they are available, and the RCS is depressurized.
If the COT readings still indicate the presence of an ICC condition, i.e. COT= 643 K (for plants
equipped with RVLIS), or COT=923 K (for plants without RVLIS), the operators should
accelerate the RCS depressurization by opening all available pressurizer relief valves
(PORVs), RPV head vents, and any other vent paths that can help to reduce the RCS pressure.
One of the safety concerns related to the presence of an ICC condition is the generation of
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hydrogen that can escape into the containment through the pressurizer relief valves when the
operators begin to vent the RCS. High hydrogen concentrations in the containment can lead
to hydrogen deflagration, or even detonation that can produce a large pressure spike and thus
cause loss of containment integrity, and/or damage to vital structures, e.g. essential pipework,
PAR for hydrogen control, safety-related sensors, etc. If the operators do not succeed to
restore core cooling after depressurizing RCS and initiating some makeup flow to the core, i.e.
the ICC condition is still present, then the AM control over the accident moves from the
“preventive” domain to the “mitigation” one. When selecting the optimum sets of operator
response actions to a transient leading to an ICC, one can evaluate the adequacy and
efficiency of proposed alternatives by comparing the margin to safety limits, once a safe plant
end-state has been achieved after implementing of a given sequence of AM actions. One can
optimize a given EOP by comparing how alternative AM strategies affect RELAP5-3D
calculated parameters such as:
• PCT: the peak cladding temperature reached until the reactor has been brought to a safe
end-state
• LMO: the maximum thickness of the oxide layer on the clad wall
• CWO: the amount of hydrogen produced by clad oxidation until the accident ends.
• Core Blockage: Fraction of the core that has been blocked by ruptured fuel tods‘ cladding
Since the operators will need some time to implement the entire AM strategy, i.e. identify the
onset of ICC, depressurize both the primary and secondary sides, line up and start the LHSI
system, and place the hydrogen PARs into service, one may also have to compare the time
required to complete the implementation of alternative AM strategies, or single actions.
3.2

Transient description

The transient is initiated by the opening of a break with a throat area of 81*10-4 (m2) in RPV
lower head. All “High-Head Safety Injection” (HHSI) pumps and the SG auxiliary feedwater
pumps fail to start up. Two “Low-Head Safety Injection” (LHSI) pumps are assumed available
and each pump is modeled to have a shut-off head of 1.17 (MPa) and is being able to deliver
a flow rate of 360 (kg/s) at a backpressure of 0.38 MPa. The accident scenario includes the
assumption that the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are tripped when voiding appears in the
node representing the pump’s volute and after completing their coastdown, remain idle for the
entire duration of the transient. Assuming the SG auxiliary feedwater pumps have failed, results
in a loss of the secondary heat sink and, bars the operators to initiate controled SG
depressurization at the rate of 55 K/hour.
Since HHSI remains unavailable, and controled SG depressurization is not allowed due to lack
of feedwater flow to the SGs, the operators can respond to the appearance of an ICC only by
depressurizing simultaneously both the primary and secondary sides at the maximum possible
rate.
3.3

Transient study objective

The study objectives are:
•
•

to evaluate the performance of CETC and IITA coolant temperature sensors in the
course of a SBLOCA
to compare two alternative AM strategies by using as a criterian the degree of core
damage

Consider the following definition of “core damage”:
•
•
•

Peak cladding temperature becomes greater than 1475 (K);
The thickness of the oxide layer on the fuel cladding wall exceeds 17% of the cladding
thickness
The amount of hydrogen produced in the course of the accident exceeds 10 (kg)
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This study presents the plant responses to an ICC condition when the operators restore core
cooling by using two different entry symptoms to initiate the same EOP:
a)

Case-1: Core Outlet Temperature indications, produced by the CETC sensors are
becoming greater than 923 (K)
Core Outlet Temperature indications, measured by the CETC sensors, are becoming
greater than 643 (K), while the level of the saturated liquid-steam mixture in the core is
less than 30%

b)

One can use the respective values of the maximum clad temperature, the thickness of
oxidation layer, and the mass of generated hydrogen as parameters to decide which entry
symptom to the emergency procedure is better suited to take the plant to a safe end-state for
a given accident scenario at the cost of a minimum, or no core damage.
3.4

Transient simulation results

The transient begins at time TO=0 sec with the opening of the break at the RPV bottom. The
coolant mass in the core begins to decrease and by time T O+8 (min) the core is nearly fully
voided - one may refer for details to Figures 10-1 and 11-1. If the operators begin to
depressurize RCS at COT=923 K (Case 1), the primary pressure begins to decrease quickly
when the break at the RPV bottom clears of liquid and starts to discharge mainly steam at time
TO+11 (min), Fig.10-2. The RCS pressure becomes lower than the pressure in the ECCS
hydro-accumulators at time TO+27 (min); Fig.10-2.
SBLOCA in RPV Lower Head, (Area= 81 cm2)
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Figure 10-1. Case 1: Coolant mass in Core, RV, RCS,
and ECCS delivery

Figure 11-1. Case-2: Coolant mass in Core, RPV, RCS,
and ECCS delivery

The coolant, delivered by ECCS hydro-accumulators, does not, however, reach the core (Fig
10-1) until time TO+33(min) – it flows mainly into the lowest section of the RCS cold legs, i.e.
the U-bent pipe between the RCPs inlet and the SGs outlet. Opening the pressurizer relief
valves at time TO+33 (min), together with the SG secondary side depressurization, accelerate
the decrease of the primary pressure.
The discharge from the ECCS hydro-accumulators at time TO+33 (min) fills up the core to level
70%, Fig. 10-1. Eventually, the primary pressure becomes lower than the LHSI pumps shutoff head at time TO+33 (min), Fig.10-2, so that the core can be then re-flooded.
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SBLOCA in RPV Lower Head, (Area= 81 cm2)

SBLOCA in RPV Lower Head, (Area= 81 cm2)

RCS and SG Depressurization at COT=923 K

RCS and SG Depressurization at COT=643 K
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Figure 10-2 Case 1: RCS and SG pressure and
pressurizer PORVs discharge

Figure 11-2 Case 2: RCS and SG pressure and
pressurizer PORVs discharge

When the RCS depressurization is started at COT=643 K (Case 2), all SG and pressurizer
PORVs are opened at time TO+11(min), Fig.11-2, and the core is re-flooded by time TO+42.5
(min) when the core level reaches 75%, Fig. 11-1. When the RCS pressure decreases below
the LHSI shut-off head at time TO+32 (min), Fig.11-2, the incoming coolant quenches the core.
When the RCS depressurization is started at COT=923 K, the peak cladding temperature
(PCT) exceeds the first of the acceptance criteria, i.e. PCT=1477 (K), at time TO+27.5 (min),
Fig.10-3.
The remaining two acceptance criteria exceed their respective assumed limits, Fig. 10-4:
•

at time TO+27 (min): the relative thickness of the oxide layer on the cladding becomes
> 17%;
at time TO+30 (min): the mass of hydrogen, generated by clad oxidation, exceeds 10
(kg), which has been assumed to be equal to 1% of the total amount of hydrogen that
can be produced in the reactor by zirconium oxidation

•
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Figure 10-3 Case 1: Peak temperatures: fuel cladding
and vapor at core outlet

Figure 11-3 Case 2: Peak temperatures: fuel cladding
and vapor at core outlet

The onset of an ICC condition in the time interval between TO+33 and TO+37 (min) is signaled
to the operators when the CETC reading exceeds at time TO+33 (min), Fig. 10-5, the setpoint
of 923(K), so that the operators may enter then the repective emergency procedure.
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Figure 10-4 Case 1: Hydrogen mass and clad oxide
layer relative thickness

Figure 11-4 Case 2: Hydrogen mass and clad oxide
layer relative thickness

Note that if the criterion COT=923 K were provided not by CETC, but by the IITA-W sensor,
the operators would enter the procedure at time TO+27 (min); refer to Fig.10-5. When the RCS
depressurization is started at COT=643 K, the peak cladding temperature (PCT) does not
exceed the first of ECCS Acceptance Criteria, i.e. PCT=1475 (K), until time TO+30 (min);
Fig.11-6. The thickness of the oxidized cladding layer is 62.5%, Fig.11-4, i.e. well over the limit
of 17%, and the amount of hydrogen from clad oxidation is 29 (kg) - that is also above the
respective limit of 10 (kg).
For the case when operators commence RCS depressurization at COT=643 K, all COT
sensors have similar trends, Fig.11-5, while in Case-1 the CETC and the IITA-K sensors are
unable to track the rise in the peak cladding temperature.
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Figure 10-5. Case 1: Comparison of COT sensors
performance: CETC, IITA-W, and IITA-K

Figure 11-5. Case 2: Comparison of COT sensors
performance: CETC, IITA-W, and IITA-K

Since both IITA-K and CETC sensors rely only on convective heat exchange with the adjacent
fluid, their readings lag considerably behind the IITA-W indications that are influenced not only
by convection, but also by heat exchange via thermal radiation with the neighboring fuel pins.
The readings of IITA-W sensor show greater stability than these of the other two sensors
Fig.10-5, once the ECCS hydro-accumulators start discharging into the RCS after time TO+27
(min). The inflow of cold coolant into the RCS produces, apparently, large changes in the
temperature of steam that is near the CETC and IITA-K sensors. If the rate of zirconium clad
oxidation reaction intensifies substantially – as it is the case when operators commence RCS
depressurization at COT=923 K – the readings from all COT sensors follow a trend that does
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not track any longer the trend of how the peak clad temperature changes - refer to Fig.10-6
and 10-7.
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Figure 10-6. Case 1: Temperatures of cladding, vapor,
and sensors in flow channels with CETC

Figure 11-6. Case 2: Temperatures of cladding, vapor,
and sensors in flow channels with CETC

When the RCS depressurization is started at COT=643, the rate of clad oxidation reaction is
much smaller than in other case, so the COT sensors indications have the same trends as the
peak cladding temperature until the time when the discharge from the ECCS accumulators
begins to affect the temperature of the steam next to CETC and IITA-K sensors.
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Figure 10-7. Case 1: Temperatures of cladding, vapor,
and sensors in flow channels with IITA

Figure 11-7. Case 2: Temperatures of cladding, vapor,
and sensors in flow channels with IITA

The IITA-W sensor continues to track the rise in the peak fuel cladding temperature even after
the ECCS discharge has started – refer to Fig.10-7 and Fig.11-7. Figures 10-8 and 11-8 present
how the rupture of cladding affects the relative flow area in each fuel assembly in the core.
In Case 1 (Fig.10-8) the fuel pins cladding rupture begins at TO+34.2 (min) and ends at TO+45.1
(min) when the average flow area per fuel assembly in the core has reduced to 83.2% of the
niminal, i.e. unblocked, area.
In Case 2 (Fig.11-8) the fuel pins cladding rupture begins at TO+21.4 (min) and ends at TO+41.1
(min) when the average flow area per fuel assembly in the core has reduced to 84.8% of the
niminal, i.e. unblocked, area.
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Figure 10-8. Case 1: Relative Fuel Assembly Coolant
Flow Area at time To+45.1 (min)

4
•

Figure 11-8. Case 2: Relative Fuel Assembly Coolant
Flow Area at time To+41 (min)

CONCLUSIONS
The RELAP5-3D code is capable of implementing a multi-dimensional approach to
modeling complex flow patterns inside the core and in the upper internals plenum. This
allows to simulate individual CETC and IITA sensors and to evaluate the impact on
operator actions from the postulated failure of a number of sensors;
The proposed modeling approach allows to track for the entire duration of the accident
how phenomena such as: in-core power radial and axial distribution, appearance of
coolant circulation loops inside the core and the upper internals, and inflows of ECCS
coolant into the RCS, influence the readings of individual CETC and IITA sensors.
In addition to the fuel’s peak cladding temperature, (PCT), one may the use of other
RELAP5-3D calculated parameters, e.g. LMO, CWO, and the fraction of blocked in-core
flow channels to compare the effectiveness of alternative AM strategies and to optimize
the selection of certain setpoints in the AM procedures.
RELAP5-3D code is able to simulate the performance of in-core coolant temperature
sensors of type IITA-W, i.e. those having heat exchange with neighboring fuel pins via
thermal radiation in addition to convection with adjacent fluid. The comprehensive
comparison of the performance of the IITA-W and CETC sensors requires a detailed
description of the sensors design and characteristics and a consideration of a wider set
of accident scenarios.
Future activities, related to the topics investigated in this study, may include the validation
of the developed modeling multi-dimensional approach by using experimental data
obtained in the framework of international research projects in which Bel V participates.

•

•

•

•

5

NOMENCLATURE

AM
CETC
CFD
COT
CWO
ECCS
EOPs
HHSI
ICC

Accident Management
Core Exit Thermo-Couple
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Core Outlet Temperature
Core Wide Oxidation
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Operating Procedures
High-Head Safety Injection
Inadequate Core Cooling

LHSI
MCCI
PAR
PCT
PORV
PWR
RCP
RCS
RVLIS

IITA

In-core Instrumentation Thimble
Assembly
Local Maximum Oxidation

SG

LMO

SAMG
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Low-Head Safety Injection
Molten Corium Concrete Interaction
Passive Autocatalytic Re-combiner
Peak Cladding Temperature
Pilot Operated Relief Valve
Pressurized Water Reactor
Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Vessel Level Indication
System
Steam Generator
Severe Accident Management
Guidelines
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Digital I&C – the Analysis and Test System (AnTeS) of GRS
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Abstract:
This paper introduces the Analysis and Test System (AnTeS) of GRS. AnTeS can be used for
investigations, research and method developments in the field of digital I&C of nuclear power plants. It
consists of a real digital I&C (DI&C) system (based on Teleperm XS from Framatome, formerly Areva),
a simulated DI&C system and an additional module for generating and monitoring input and output
signals, including simulated and real front-line systems. AnTeS is used in several research projects for
the development and validation of model-based analysis methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation and control (I&C) systems are applied to monitor, control and protect nuclear
power plants and research reactors. The ongoing shift from analogue hardwired I&C systems
to digital I&C (DI&C) systems is increasing as they allow an easy access to process
optimization, self-monitoring, fault tolerant features, very compact designs and very high
performance /NRC04/, /BFE18/. On the other hand, the reliability of DI&C systems represents
a challenge with respect to test and assessment. These challenges are characterized by, for
example, unrecognized software errors, faulty updates, cyber security gaps and limited
available operating experience /RSK11/. In particular, the lack of operating experience
necessitates a model-based approach to assessing the reliability of DI&C systems.

2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the functional structure of the instrumentation and
control of a nuclear power plant. The conditioned signals (e.g. pressures, temperatures) from
the field are used by the I&C system to drive the actuators (e.g. valves, pumps), either
automatically or as specified by the shift personnel. For this purpose, the corresponding
commands from the I&C system are first prepared (within the drive controls), then optionally
prioritized and then routed via the switchgear to the appropriate actuators.
AnTeS allows the investigation of the overall structure in Figure 1 and consists of three
modules:
•

Module 1: Real I&C system

•

Module 2: Simulated I&C system

•

Module 3: Generation and monitoring of input and output signals
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Figure 1: Functional structure of the instrumentation and control of a nuclear power plant

Both module 1 (real I&C system) and module 2 (simulated I&C system) cover the area marked
“I&C” (including “Unit Interface”) in Figure 1. The lower area in Figure 1 (“Plant / Field”) is
covered by module 3 of AnTeS. The following sections describe these three modules in more
details. An application example of AnTeS is given in chapter 3.
2.1

Module 1: Real I&C System

The hardware and engineering software of the real I&C system of AnTeS (module 1) is based
on components of the Teleperm XS system (TXS) from Framatome (formerly Areva) /TXS19/.
It allows to flexibly realize different I&C architectures and network topologies to implement
typical I&C functions (for the process automation or safety tasks). There are three cabinets
available at GRS (Figure 2 a), b)), thus it is possible to operate a couple of redundant or
(functional) diverse divisions at the same time.
The programming (engineering) of I&C functions takes place via SPACE (SPecification and
Coding Environment of TXS) and can be adapted easily to any requirements. In addition, all
signals within the system can be monitored online (Figure 2 c)). Module 1 can be used to
examine and verify I&C functions in a real environment. For this purpose, among other things,
it is possible to inject faults (for fault injection methods see for example /KIM06/) together with
module 3 and, for example, carry out automatic failure modes and effects analyzes (FMEA –
see for example /LEE17/, / NEA15/).
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Figure 2: a) TXS cabinets at GRS in Garching, Germany b) Interior view of one of the cabinets; c) Detail of a
dynamic function diagram (signal status indicated by different colors)

2.2

Module 2: Simulated I&C System

The simulated I&C system of AnTeS (module 2) is based on Matlab / Simulink /MAT19/. This
module allows to replicate 1:1 all functions of module 1 or to build up simulated stand-alone
I&C systems. For this purpose, the functionalities of the function blocks of the TXS system and
some basic hardware features have been reproduced using Simulink (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The same detail of an I&C function in module 1 (real I&C system, a)) and module 2 (simulated I&C
system, b))

There is no necessary restriction to the functionality of the TXS system when using the module
2 of AnTeS. If desired, the behavior of alternative or generic I&C systems can also be simulated
here. Simulated I&C systems can be used in Simulink directly, distributed on dedicated
hardware (e.g., microcomputers, microcontrollers) or compiled as Windows libraries (dll –
dynamic link library), depending on the current research task and desired combination with
other systems. The same types of examinations as with module 1 can also be carried out with
the module 2 of AnTeS (e.g., fault injection, automated failure modes and effects analyzes).
Due to the possible very fast execution velocity compared to module 1, module 2 also allows,
among other things, Monte Carlo simulations over relatively long simulated time periods (e.g.
simulated 1 million years of operation in about 1 hour of computing time).
2.3

Module 3: Generation and monitoring of input and output signals

Module 3 of AnTeS consists of additional hardware (e.g. “interface” in Figure 2b)), selfdeveloped software for the generation of input and monitoring of output signals and real and
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simulated front-line systems. It is the basis for controlling all analyzes using modules 1 and 2
(e.g., automated failure effects analyzes, Monte Carlo simulations) und comprises the following
components:
•

Interface between the front-line systems and modules 1 and 2
o

Connection of simulated front-line systems

o

Connection of real front-line systems

•

Simulation of a generic fuel pool (Figure 4 b))

•

Simulation of a generic pool reactor (under development)

•

Real valve drives (4 pieces available for AnTeS, Figure 4 a))

•

Real signaling devices (e.g. feedback signals from real valve drives)

•

Self-developed software (in Python, fexibly changeable)

•

o

Manual or automatic presetting of input signals and recording of the output signals
generated by modules 1 and 2

o

Manual or automatic fault injection into modules 1 and 2

o

Automated failure modes and effects analysis for all input signal combinations and
predefined failure modes within modules 1 and 2

o

Monte Carlo simulations within module 2 of AnTeS

SIVAT (SImulation-based Validation Tool)
o

Software from Framatome (formerly Areva) which allows to dynamically test
functions before implementing in TXS hardware

Figure 4: Examples for real (a) and simulated (b) front-line systems of module 3 of AnTeS
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3

EXAMPLE APPLICATION

AnTeS is a versatile research environment that can be flexibly adapted to a wide variety of
requirements and is currently being used by GRS in a number of different projects /GRS17/,
/GRS18b/, /GRS18c/, /GRS19/. This chapter exemplifies the application of AnTeS to a simple
case.
In a previous project /GRS18a/, a number of different I&C architectures have been examined
for their sensitivity to different paramters using fault tree analyzes. For demonstration
purposes, one of the model systems of this project has been recreated using AnTeS modules
1 and 2. The selected model system is a dual-redundant I&C system for monitoring a pressure
value exceeding a limit value (with appropriate triggering of an actuator). Both modules (1 and
2) allow an automated analysis of the effects of predefined failure modes.
A comparison of the results obtained with AnTeS with results from the previous project shows
a perfect match concerning the so-called minimal cuts. In Figure 5 a) the minimal cut sets
(Event 1 and Event 2) obtained with module 2 from AnTeS are listed in tabular form, Figure 5
b) shows the same cut sets obtained with a fault tree analysis using RiskSpectrum /RIS19/ in
the previous project (see columns Event 1 and Event 2). AnTeS module 1 gives identical
results, but due to the limitation to real time in module 1 and the very large number of failure
modes to be investigated (131071 combinations of single faults) in a much longer time
(computation time module 2: approx. 1 s, recording and analysis with module 1: approx. 6 days
10 hours 22 minutes). The specified events in Figure 5 represent predefined failure modes of
the two redundancies of the model system. The abbreviations SF and NSF stand for selfsignaling failures and non-self-signaling failures of specific components (AU – acuisition unit,
PU – processing unit, VU – voting unit) of the model system. For more details see /GRS18a/.

Figure 5: Minimal Cut Sets (MCS) of failures leading to a failure on demand of the model system obtained with
AnTeS (a) and fault tree analysis with RiskSpectrum (b)

One parameter that has been varied in terms of a sensitivity analysis in the previous project is
the time interval between periodic tests of the different redundancies of the model system.
Figure 6 compares the results of Monte Carlo simulations using AnTeS modules 2 and 3 with
those of the previous project (using fault trees). Also this comparison shows a nearly perfect
match.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of the effects of different test intervals on the probability of failure on demands of a
dual redundant model system using fault tree analysis and module 2 of AnTeS

4

CONCLUSION

With the Analysis and Test System (AnTeS) presented here, a flexible and powerful tool for
research and method development in the field of digital I&C is available at GRS. Depending
on the analysis requirements, the modules of AnTeS can be variably combined and adjusted
to the required extent for a wide variety of projects considering different I&C architectures and
components. Conceivable automatic and manual analyzes with AnTeS include, for example,
failure modes and effects analyzes and Monte Carlo simulations. As demonstrated by an
example, these analysis methods are an objective complement to existing external and GRS
developed methods.
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Abstract:

Sorption processes are widely used for spent nuclear fuel and waste treatment to separate
radionuclides and reduce the activity of aqueous solutions. Organic resins may interact with a
nitric acid and nitrates and generate gases and heat that could lead to an explosion and release
of radioactive material. The presence of heat generating radionuclides in a media increases
the potential hazards of sorption systems. The approach for safety assessment of sorption
processes is developed and described in detail. It includes several steps which assist to assess
safety with different levels of conservatism. The developed approach allows analysing failures
such as lack of heat removal or operator errors as well as setting safety limits at an acceptable
level. Examples for the main assessment steps and their implementation are given.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the problems of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and radioactive waste (RW) are limiting
the development of nuclear energy. SNF reprocessing and RW volume reduction are the
options to solve these problems by implementations of efficient methods such as an extraction
and re-use of the major part of the radionuclides and subsequent sorption processes used for
a sophisticated cleaning of water solutions. The most developed technology for the partitioning
of radioactive elements and reduction of RW activity are still based on hydrometallurgical
processes with nitric acid solutions [1, 2]. However, these processes have some
disadvantages such as the possibility of interactions of organic components with nitric acid and
nitrate ions. These interactions could lead to the release of significant amounts of gaseous
products and heat and should be limited by using safety measures as for example, the setting
of safety limits, the design of emergency heat removal systems, properly designed valves etc.
Examples for consequences of such interactions in sorption systems were reasons of incidents
mentioned in [3 - 7]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

26/06/1962 Fontenay-Aux-Roses Dowex 1-X4 resin with Pu in nitric acid
14/07/1963 Rocky flats. Dowex 1-X4 resin with Pu in nitric acid
6/11/1963 Plutonium processing facility, Hanford, USA – Exothermic reactions in a
plutonium-loaded anion exchange resin;
23/07/1964 Brookhaven National Laboratory
30/08/1976 Hanford, USA - Chemical reactions of nitric acid with cation ion-exchange
resin;
17/07/1993 Mayak, Russia - Thermal-chemical explosion at an ion-exchange column.

Assessment of such hazards is complicated due to the technical impossibility of investigation
of these interaction reactions in full-scale experiments and with radioactive elements because
of extremely high costs and due to the need to ensure the safety of the experimentalists. For
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this reason, only a few options are available. One of them is thermodynamic modelling, but
with its own limitations. Another one is the investigation of small real samples with subsequent
simulation of the chemical interactions at full-scale. The combination of these methods is
recommended for the safety assessment of sorption systems for SNF reprocessing processes
by the developed guide RB-125-17 «Fire- and explosion safety assessment of sorption
systems for reprocessing SNF» [8]. The scheme of safety assessment is shown in Fig. 1.

Identification of potentially hazardous
substances and materials
Identification of Тad and V

Identification of possible
deviations

yes

1

Тsub ~ Тad
P < SL

no

Identification of τad
yes

τоp < τad
P < SL

5

2

no

Identification Тcr
yes

Топ<Тcr
P<SL

3

no

Identification of τind
yes

τоp < τind
P<SL

4

no

Sorption system is safe

Fig. 1

2

Sorption system is unsafe

The safety assessment scheme for sorption systems is implemented in
the safety guide

SAFETY ASSESMENT STEPS

The approach implemented in the document is based on gradually decreasing conservatism
in the assessment. On one hand it assists to save resources when parameter values for
processes are far away from the critical points, but on the other hand it allows the safety
specialist to set operational limits on acceptable parameter value levels and justify them. The
scheme could be divided in five general parts shown in Fig. 1 (1-5), and each of them may be
executed using different methods.
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2.1

Identification of potentially hazardous materials and maximum parameter
values

The first part (1) is executing the analysis of the processes such as sorption, desorption,
flushing to determine potential hazardous chemicals. Firstly, it is recommended to find the most
dangerous substance. It might be mixtures with highest concentration of reductants and
oxidants, or heat generating radioactive elements, or the most degraded one, or with lowest
heat transfer coefficient or other with critical properties. Afterwards, parameters such as the
adiabatic temperature (Tad) and the volume of the gaseous products (V) should be calculated
using a conservative approach. Here, it is necessary to make a decision about the acceptance
of the decomposition this substance by comparison of these parameters (P) with safety limits
(SL) such as the pressure value for the damage of the sorption column or others.
For example, for the sorption processes including sulfonic acid ion-exchange resin
(KU-2*8, scheme of chain is shown in Fig. 2) one of the potential hazardous combinations
could be the mixtures of resin and nitric acid solution.

Fig. 2

The sulfonic acid ion-exchange resin KU-2*8

If data about the products of initial components interaction are absent, energy of decomposition
of resin mixtures and nitric acid solution could be estimated by a conservative calculation
methods of heat release maximization, as used in software [9], or other ones, primarily
supposing H2O, CO2, N2 formation. The problem of the estimation of heat of resin formation
may be solved by using Benson group methods [10] or similar. The conservatively calculated
heat of decomposition diagram for the mixture of KU-2*8 with nitric acid for isochoric conditions
is shown in Fig. 3. The following combination of reactions are considered:

n=1.5

16.875Cs+ 0.75N2g+Ss+4.5H2Ol+1.125CH4g

n=7
С18H16SO3Hs+nHNO3l

n=20

12.25Cs+ 3.5N2g+Ss+ 12.5H2Ol+ 5.75CO2g
9N2g+17H2Ol+18CO2g+2HNO3l+H2SO4l

It was suggested that the higher the ratio of resin and nitric acid, the higher the formation of
more oxidized components; lower ratios lead primarily to the formation of water, and the
remaining oxygen forms carbon dioxide.
A conservative calculation shows that for mixtures of KU-2*8 with 4 and 12 mol/l nitric acid the
heat of decomposition is between 1000 and 2000, and 2000 and 4000 kJ/kg, respectively.
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HNO3, mas%

Fig. 3

The composition diagram of the mixture KU-2 * 8 and nitric acid with isolines of
the heat of decomposition

These calculations show that with rapid energy release, the temperature can increase by
hundreds of degrees Celsius (heat capacity less than 4 kJ/kg*°C, which can be dangerous for
the equipment. This means that the kinetics of heat release should be investigated to show
that the reactions do not become a runaway. For this, the following part of the assessment is
provided.
2.2

Assumption of adiabatic conditions

The second part (Fig. 1 (2)) focuses on the determination of the time to reach the maximum
rate of chemical decomposition under adiabatic conditions (τad). In this part information about
the kinetics of the chemical reactions occurring in technical media is needed. There is essential
step of assessment necessary to provide the mathematical kinetic model for the chemical
reactions, which is also most complicated one. In [11] an approach to develop kinetic model is
described.
A formal kinetic description of the thermal analysis data has been used to develop a kinetic
model. Using the data of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), a mathematical reaction
model for decomposition of pyridine resin (VP-1AP) in the nitrate form has been developed,
which produced results that are in good agreement with the experimental data. DSC data and
the model prediction are shown in Fig. 4.
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Heat evolution rate, kJ kg-1 min-1

4 K/min
2 K/min
1 K/min

Temperarure, °C

Fig. 4

Temperature dependence of the specific heat evolution rate at different heating
rates (points: experimental data; lines: calculation)

The parameters of decomposition reactions are shown in Tab. 1 [11].
Tab. 1
Parametr

The parameters of decomposition reactions
(A

B)

(C

D)

(D

E)

31,1±1,1

33,2±1,2

24,6±0,9

Eai, kJ/mol

140,0±4,2

172,1±4,4

151,2±3,9

ni

0,80±0,06

1,35±0,12

3,05±0,35

m

-

-

1,8±0,35

ln(z0)

-

-

0,55±0,021

Qi, kJ/kg

130±18

2090±120

6450±270

ln(k0i),
ln(1/s)

where wi is heat evolution rate (s-1) for i step of decomposition reaction

The predictions of runaway reactions in grams scale tests using the kinetic model based on
differential scanning calorimetry data are shown in Fig. 5 [11].
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Fig. 5

Experimental and calculated variation of temperature in the center of a sample of
VP-1AP resin in the nitrate form at different thermostat temperatures.
Thermostat temperatures in °С: (1) 220, (2) 230, and (3) 243. Solid lines: model
calculations; dashed lines: experimental data

This example also shows that critical conditions can be found with accuracy acceptable for
technical purposes. It was demonstrated by mathematical modeling the critical temperature is
about 240 °C, and experiments confirmed that at 230 °C there is no explosion, but at 243 °C
explosion has been observed. This shows the possibility of developing kinetic models that
could be used for safety assessment.
Using finite element methods or similar for the development of decomposition models for
mixtures, it is possible to calculate the temperature dependence of mixtures as a function of
time for adiabatic conditions. A general view of such a dependence is shown in Fig. 6.
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The temperature of the mixture as a function of time
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By comparing the estimated τad with the time for normal operation (τop), a decision can be made
whether safety (τad >> τop) is ensured or not. If there is a high risk for runaway reactions (τop >
or ≃ τad) the next stage of assessment may be carried out.
2.3

Evaluation of critical temperature and time to maximum rate

The third and the fourth part (Fig. 1 (3,4) are related to each other and for both of them it is
necessary to create a full model of the processes. This model should include all of the heat
sources and losses. In some cases, when the kinetic model of decomposition is simple,
simplified analytical solutions and criteria can be used to evaluate safety as described in
Semenov [12], Frank-Kamenetsky [13] or Todes [14]. In other case, when the kinetic model of
decomposition is complex, numerical simulations are necessary.
The criteria are similar to the previous part, but in the third part, it should be additionally
estimated if there is a general possibility for an explosion under initial conditions. That means
the critical temperature (Tcr) has to be found and compared with operational one (Top).
An example for temperature curves for super- and sub- critical conditions are shown in Fig. 6.
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The evolutions of temperature for super- and sub- critical conditions

For supercritical conditions, the temperature increases exponentially while for subcritical
conditions, the reactions slow down without an explosion. If the safety limits are violated after
the fourth part, the initial conditions are recommended to be considered as dangerous.
2.4

Analysis of deviations

An essential part of each safety assessment is the analysis of possible process parameter
deviation or uncertainties. It is rare under “normal” parameters and without any failures, the
reactions can become the runaway. More often only the combination of equipment failures or
operator errors lead to an accident. For this reason, the analysis should aim to identify such
events or their combinations in order to develop safety measures.
Following major events are recommended to be considered:
•
•

errors or failures that lead to the loading of additional heat sources (increased
concentration of radionuclides);
process shutdown for a long period;
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•
•

contact of the resin with high concentration nitric acid;
errors in reagent dosing sequence.

Other events should be considered, if there is a risk that they can lead to the formation of
unexplored mixtures or affect critical conditions. The safety assessment scheme under
additional conditions (failures) is the same as at the beginning.

3

CONCLUSIONS

For the nuclear industry, the problem of assessing the safety of reactive hazards, as it is called
in [15], is an important part of radiation safety, since such to runaway related reaction events
can have radiological consequences. Evaluation methods should be developed taking into
account the latest achievements of science and technology. The developed approach can be
used to assess safety, since it is based on a scheme of gradual decreasing of conservatism
and implements both time-tested approaches and methods of mathematical simulation. For a
technical support organization, the approach allows to have a choice whether to save resource
when process parameters are far away from critical points, or to carry out detailed safety
evaluation with taking into account many aspects. For sorption systems, the developed
approach allows the operator to determine the critical conditions and enhance safety by
designing additional safety systems.
Developing reactive hazard identification approaches can be associated with improvement of
calculations methods that could solve the problems of the initial separation of a potentially
hazardous substance from a safe one. The improvement of the approach is also associated
with the introduction of methods for determining the consequences, such as the calculation of
shock waves and the prediction of the release of radioactive elements beyond the barriers.
The implementation of probabilistic analysis methods in the safety assessment scheme is
necessary to determine the priorities of the facility modernization from the safety point of view.
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Long-term chemical evolution of wasteforms predicted by
geochemical modelling
E. Wieland
Paul Scherrer Institut, Laboratory for Waste Management, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

Abstract:
In Switzerland, the currently favoured concept for disposing of low- and intermediate-level radioactive
waste (L/ILW) envisages storage of waste packages in a deep geological repository. The near field of
the L/ILW repository will consist of very different waste materials with very different reactivity, such as
metallic and organic wastes, which are encapsulated in cementitious matrices. The barrier function of
the cementitious near field is expected to change with time due to degradation of the waste materials
with time and the interaction of the degradation products with cement paste. This study aims to present
an approach based on geochemical modelling that allows the degradation processes and, related to
that, alteration of the solidifying cementitious matrix in a cement-stabilised model wasteform to be
predicted over the entire period of concern for the L/ILW repository. For the geochemical modelling it
was assumed that the cementitious matrix used to condition the wasteform is fabricated either with
siliceous or calcareous aggregates.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Swiss disposal concept for low- and intermediate-level waste (L/ILW) envisages that
waste packages will be placed in the vaults of a deep geological repository and then
surrounded by cementitious backfill, thus allowing waste isolation by a multi-barrier system in
a stable geologic formation [1]. Cementitious materials will be used as encapsulants and
backfill as well as for construction. The variety of waste materials to be disposed of in the L/ILW
repository and their degradation with time may be of importance in conjunction with long-term
performance of the repository system. Waste degradation and the interaction of the degradation products with cementitious materials could alter performance of the multi-barrier system
with time while it is acknowledged that the impact on radionuclide release may be limited as
the inventory of radionuclides in the L/ILW repository and the radiotoxicity associated with
L/ILW are much less than those in the planned repository for spent fuel and high-level waste.
To the best of our knowledge the effect of degradation processes of waste on the evolution of
the chemical conditions in waste packages has not yet been explored in detail while it was
suggested that state-of-the-art modelling of the performance of waste containers and waste
packages may support safety assessment (SA) [e.g. 2]. Recently, an approach has been
proposed which allows the long-term evolution of the chemical conditions of cemented
wasteforms to be assessed by geochemical modelling [3]. The approach is based on the use
of the Gibbs energy minimisation selektor (GEMS) software package for thermodynamic
modelling and the development of appropriate models for the degradation of waste materials
and the interaction of the degradation products with the cementitious matrix used as
encapsulate. The degradation processes include i) (bio)chemical degradation of organic waste
and the interaction of CO2 (and it bases) with hydrated cement, ii) corrosion of the metallic
waste materials, and iii) internal degradation of hydrated cement due to interaction of alkaline
cement pore water with reactive siliceous aggregate in concrete and backfill [4].
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In this study, the effect of different types of aggregates used to fabricate the solidifying
cementitious matrix on the chemical evolution was explored with the aim of assessing design
options for a model wasteform. Geochemical modelling was performed on the assumption that
either siliceous or calcareous aggregates are employed. The modelling provides geochemical
information (volume and chemical composition of solid, liquid and gaseous phases) over the
period of concern for the L/ILW repository, which is assumed to be 105 years. Note, however,
that the modelling approach is based on the conceptual assumption of a “mixing tank”, i.e. all
materials are evenly distributed in the waste package and further, that transport processes are
not rate-limiting. Hence, the approach does not provide information on the spatially resolved
evolution of the chemical conditions in a waste package and, in particular, it does not account
for the effect of gas production on transport processes in the waste package.

2

WASTEFORM

A potential wasteform produced during decommissioning of nuclear power plants was
considered for this study. Its inventory has been selected from the database for a model
wasteform (Table 1) [5]. The waste will be placed in concrete containers and stabilised by a
solidifying cementitious material. The wasteform mainly contains metals while the inventory of
low molecular weight (LMW) organics and polymeric polyvinylchloride (PVC) is small.
Table 1: Alphabetic order of the materials present in the model wasteform.
Material

Mass (kg)

Material

Mass (kg)

Aluminium

3.17

PVC

0.752

Brass
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Quartz sand

1950

Cement (unhydrated)

1250

Silica fume (“Micropoz”)

375

Clinoptilolite

187

Steel

5930

Copper

139

Urea

4.49

Iron (cast)

210

Water

757

LMW organics

12.92

Zinc

0.557

The solidifying cementitious matrix is made by adding water to a mixture consisting of sulphateresisting ordinary Portland cement (OPC), clinoptilolite, silica fume and aggregate (water-tocement (w/c) ratio of ~ 0.5). It should be noted that only the solidifying cementitious matrix was
taken into account for the modelling while other concrete structures were not considered, in
particular concrete of the emplacement container.

3

DEGRADATION PROCESSES

The relevant degradation processes are schematically summarised in Figure 1. Internal
degradation of the solidifying cementitious matrix is one of the deterioration processes
considered in this study. Silica release from siliceous aggregates is a commonly observed
process in ageing concrete structures. Presence of significant amounts of alkalis in OPC gives
rise to high pH of the pore solution, which promotes the dissolution of the siliceous aggregates.
The modelling scenario implies that the solidifying cementitious matrix will be fabricated either
by using siliceous aggregate (e.g. quartz sand) or calcareous aggregate (e.g. limestone),
respectively. In contrast to quartz and silicates, calcite is stable in cementitious environments
and therefore, the use of calcareous aggregate does not promote internal degradation of
concrete.
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Simplified reaction stoichiometry
SiO2(s) + 2 H2O = H4SiO4(aq)
x Me + y H2O = MexOy + y H2
2 {CH2O} = CH4 + CO2

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 = CaCO3 + H2O
Figure 1: Schematic presentation of degradation processes in the waste package.
The dissolution of quartz, used as surrogate for siliceous aggregate (e.g. sand), was modelled
in terms of a (simplified) pH-dependent rate for neutral and alkaline conditions by considering
grain size and inventory of the aggregate used to fabricate the solidifying cementitious matrix.
The cement-stabilised wasteform contains metals (aluminium, brass, iron/steel, zinc) and likely
air due to voids present in the waste package while no information on the exact volume of air
is available. Oxic corrosion of the metals is likely to occur in the early stage of the evolution of
the wasteform while this stage is expected to be short as the inventory of oxygen is limited and
residual oxygen will be consumed shortly after sealing the waste package. Therefore, oxic
corrosion of metals is considered to be negligible and the corrosion of metals will be anoxic in
humid/wet conditions in the long term, which produces hydrogen gas (H2(g)) (Figure 1). The
corrosion rates correspond to reference values used in connection with SA. They were
estimated by considering the surface areas of the various metallic wastes [5]. In particular, the
rates account for faster iron/steel corrosion in weakly alkaline conditions compared to strongly
alkaline conditions while no pH dependence of corrosion was considered in the case of
aluminium, brass and zinc. The behaviour of copper was considered in terms of thermodynamic equilibrium as no corrosion rates have been reported for the given conditions.
Decomposition of organic matter is one of the most important deterioration process in wasteforms [3]. Organic wastes have been classified as either readily degradable, such as cellulose
and LMW organics or slowly degradable, such as acrylic glass, bitumen, plastics, polystyrene,
PVC, resins and rubber which may be resistant to complete degradation. Decomposition of
organic waste, presumably catalysed by microbes, will produce methane (CH4) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) according to the specific reaction stoichiometry of the individual organics [3]. To
this end, organic matter was characterised in terms of the mean oxidation state of carbon and
the carbon content, which were determined from appropriate monomeric components. The
degradation rates of the organics were estimated on the basis of reference gas generation
rates currently used in conjunction with SA. The rates were converted into degradation rates
of organic matter in accordance with first-order kinetics [3]. Carbon dioxide produced in the
course of the decomposition of organics dissolves in the alkaline porewater, deprotonates to
form its bases (HCO32-, CO32-) and, upon supersaturation, precipitates as calcium carbonate.
Reaction with CO2 (and its bases) gives rise to the conversion of Ca-bearing cement phases,
in particular portlandite and calcium silicate hydrates, into calcium carbonate (Figure 1).

4

GEOCHEMICAL MODELLING

The modelling approach corresponds to that reported in detail elsewhere [6] and it is based on
the following step-by-step procedure: i) The inventory of waste materials was selected from
the database and arranged for modelling, e.g. by merging the inventories of urea and LMW
organics for the current wasteform (Table 1), ii) the initial composition of the solidifying
cementitious matrix used to condition the waste was modelled (Figure 2), and eventually iii)
the effect of the degradation of organic waste, metal corrosion and internal degradation of the
cementitious matrix in the presence of siliceous aggregate on the temporal evolution of the
chemical condition in the waste package was modelled (Figure 3). It is to be noted that the
latter process is not relevant in the case of calcareous aggregate.
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Figure 2: Initial composition of the mix (left) and modelled composition of the solidifying
cementitious matrix after hydration (right).
The phase assemblage and solution composition of the cementitious matrix correspond to a
“low pH” cement as portlandite was completely converted into C-S-H phases by the reaction
with silica fume and clinoptilolite (Figure 2). The initial pH was 12.68 while the initial Ca/Si ratio
of the C-S-H phases was low (Ca/Si ratio = 1.01). Ettringite (AFt), Al/Fe siliceous hydrogarnet
(Fe(III)-bearing phase), hydrotalcite (Mg-bearing phase) and calcite were the main constituents
of the cement paste in addition to C-S-H phases. A positive Eh indicated initially oxidising
conditions. Replacing siliceous by calcareous aggregate had, besides differences in the quartz
and calcite contents, no significant effect on the mineral composition of the paste as well as
the composition of the pore solution at equilibrium. Modelling the composition of the solidifying
cementitious material implicitly assumes that the time required to reach the equilibrium state
of the cement paste is much shorter than the period of concern for the L/ILW repository.
Geochemical modelling of the wasteform was performed by assuming the following scenarios:
1) Use of either siliceous or calcareous aggregate, 2) formation or absence, respectively, of
zeolites, 3) limited or unlimited water availability. Limited water availability implies that only free
water entrapped in the pore space of the solidifying cementitious matrix is available for reaction
while in the case of unlimited water availability, the containment of the wasteform does not
remain “intact” and gas (or water) can exchange through one or more small openings or by
vents, such as small holes drilled in the walls of the drums (mm diameter or smaller). In this
case, availability of water is not limited by free water in the waste package but by the humidity
outside the containment as vapour (or liquid) transport from the surrounding backfill into the
waste package occurs.
Selected results from the modelling scenario with unlimited water availability and the use of
calcareous aggregate are exemplarily displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Time-dependent evolution of the wasteform at unlimited water content, calcareous
aggregate, and possible formation of zeolites, a) waste materials and gravel, b) cement phases
and minerals, c) volume of waste, cement phases and minerals, and porewater.
At unlimited water availability the wasteform was found to react over the entire period of
concern for the L/ILW repository while reactivity of the wasteform already stopped after a few
thousand years if the availability of water was limited [3, 6]. The results further showed that the
use of calcareous aggegate instead of siliceous aggregate prevents formation of zeolites as
conditions in the wasteform remain hyperalkaline (pH ~ 12.7). By contrast, zeolite formation
was observed if siliceous aggregate was used. In addition, a decrease of the Ca/Si ratio of the
C-S-H phases was observed due to the reaction of silica released during the dissolution of
siliceous aggregate with C-S-H phases. Zeolite formation and alteration of C-S-H phases
further alkali binding by solids which lowers the pH (OH- activity) as the alkalis are the main
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charge-compensating cations in solution. In the resulting weakly alkaline conditions, iron/steel
corrosion was accelerated and consequently H2 production. Using calcareous aggregate,
however, iron/steel corrosion occurred at the very low rate relevant to strongly alkaline
conditions (Figure 3a). As a consequence of this, magnetite (Figure 3b) and H2 were steadily
produced with time. Furthermore, production of magnetite with time resulted in a continuous
increase in the volume of the wasteform (Figure 3c).

5

CONCLUSION

The geochemical modelling approach reported in this study allows for an assessment of the
effect of degradation processes of waste materials on the long-term performance of wasteforms. The approach is well suited for “screening” applications as it allows relevance and
consequences of individual chemical processes on the chemical evolution of a wasteform to
be assessed at various initial conditions, such as varying waste inventories and varying
compositions of the solidifying cementitious matrix. However, the approach is of limited use if
exact predictions of the long-term evolution of wasteforms in time and space are required as
the model has been conceptualized on the basis of a “mixing tank”. In particular, the approach
does not account for spatially resolved evolution of the chemical conditions in a waste package
and the effect of gas production on transport processes in the waste package, which requires
new developments in the framework of coupled two-phase reactive transport modelling [7].
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Assessing the performances of engineered barrier systems and rock
masses from large scale in situ tests at the Tournemire underground
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Abstract:
The institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) develops a wide range of scientific
research programmes related to deep geological disposal safety issues in order to support their
technical assessment for the French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN). The research programmes are
organised along key safety questions, drawn from the regulatory review on the “feasibility of reversible
geological disposal in clay”. They deal with various scientific disciplines such as geology, hydrogeology,
geomechanics, geochemistry or physics and are implemented in national and international partnerships.
In this framework and during the last decade, IRSN has carried out several large scale in situ
experiments in its underground research laboratory (URL) located at Tournemire (South France), to
develop and assess new repository monitoring technologies, to quantify the performance assessment
of different engineered barrier systems as well as the confinement capabilities of sound and fractured
shale host rocks. The experimental results gained from these tests have provided IRSN with valuable
independent knowledge and scientific skills in order to assess whether the scientific results, gained by
the waste management organisation and their integration for demonstrating the safety of the geological
disposal, are acceptable with regard to the safety issues to be dealt within the Safety Case.

1

INTRODUCTION

In-situ investigations within the field of deep geological repositories play a fundemental role in
understanding geological, hydrogeological, geochemical, structural and mechanical processes
that occur in or around a potential host rock. The data gained from these experiments allow to
test various parameters in several situations (nominal or altered) to verify the efficiency and
subsequently the safety of specific designs or concepts.
Contrary to laboratory tests, that have well-defined and well-regulated boundary conditions,
and thus, a more theoretical explanation of the processes, in-situ experiments are commonly
constructed in a more pragmatic and simple manner. Nevertheless, in-situ experiments test a
much larger volume of material and are consequently more realistic in terms of
representativeness for evaluating the processes that could occur in a real underground
repository. Though different, the data obtained from these two methods must not be opposed
but combined if one aspires to characterise the long-term properties governing a repository’s
evolution.
In this framework and in order to maintain and develop its expertise function in the field of
radioactive waste management, IRSN has carried out, for more than 30 years, studies and
experiments in its own facilities using a multiscale approach from laboratory, in-situ to
modelling investigations. This approach guarantees IRSN an independent and global
understanding of a wide range of technical skills and complete datasets necessary to ensure
a consistent and high quality technical assessment. The works performed by IRSN with
regards to large-scale field tests are located in the Underground Research Laboratory (URL)
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at Tournemire (South France). The URL is located in a former railway tunnel built over 130
years ago and provides access to a shale formation that has similar geological characteristics
to the site chosen by Andra at the Meuse/Haute Marne URL (France).
The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of several large scale in-situ experiments
carried out at the Tournemire URL during the last 5 years and to show how they have assisted
IRSN in their assessment of the Cigeo project, from a safety point of view. The different
projects presented hereafter deal with the confinement properties of a fractured shale rock
(Fluids and Faults project), the effeciency of shaft sealing systems (VSEAL) and the near field
monitoring of an engineered barrier system (Modern2020 project). The objectives, layouts and
main outcomes of each project will be presented as well as their implication to long-term safety.

2

FAULT SEAL INTEGRITY TEST: “FLUIDS AND FAULTS” PROJECT

The objectives of the "Fluids and Faults" project was to constrain a relationship linking
permeability, pressure, stress and strain in fault zones in order to assess the long-term
performance of fractured shale formations within the context of deep geological disposal of
radioactive waste as well as reservoir and basin modelling for CO2 sequestration. The project
comprised (i) In-situ injection tests performed in the Tournemire URL (ii) Laboratory
experiments on core samples from the Tournemire URL at the ENS Paris, Université CergyPontoise and CEREGE (iii) Numerical modeling of hydromechanical coupling at the University
of Grenoble and CEREGE (iv) Seismic monitoring of the injection tests lead by the université
of Nice (Geoazur).
The Tournemire site was selected for this project as it enables an easy access to a strike-slip
fault zone that cross-cuts the entire Jurassic sedimentry cover and extends lateraly across the
URL for more than 100 m.
2.1

Experimenatal layout

The experiments were carried out in 2014 and consisted of a series of water injections tests in
different intervals of the fault zone, from a central injection borehole surrounded by a network
of sensors installed in observation boreholes (Figure 1). This network included a fluid pressure
measuring chamber, a deformation probe, an electrical resistivity streamer and an array of
seismic sensors (accelerometers and 3-component geophones). The injection borehole was
equipped with a step-rate injection method for fracture in-situ properties (SIMFIP) probe [1].
The SIMFIP probe was designed to isolate an interval of 2.5 m and included an anchoring
system and measurement of optical fiber deformation allowing to measure, with a resolution
of a few microns, the relative movements through the injected fracture zone.
The stress field in the vicinity of the test was defined with a series of leak off tests performed
in a vertical borehole [2] at 50m from the current experiment. The stress regime is
characterized with a σ1=4 ±2 MPa, horizontal and oriented N162° ±15°, σ2=3.8 ±0.4 MPa 7-8°
inclined from the vertical in the N72° direction and σ3=2.1 ±1 MPa 7-8° inclined from the
horizontal in the N72° direction.
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Figure 1: Fault zone architecture and distribution tested intervals along the injection well (de
Barros et al. 2016).
2.2

Main results

Two series of tests were performed on the pre-existing fractures within the fault zone. The first
series used the SIMFIP probe (Test 1 to 4), while then second series (Test 5) was performed
with a single packer system after the partial collapse of the injection borehole.
Two main hydromechanical thresholds were identified from the hydromechanical tests, the first
one FPmin (minimum Fracture Pressure) estimated at 2 MPa corresponds to the state of stress
along the borehole walls and the second one FOP (Formation Opening Pressure), varying from
1.5 MPa to 4.4 MPa, corresponds to the hydraulic opening of the formation beyond, which fluid
injection can be sustained with a steady flow rate. The wide range of FOP in response to the
hydraulic pressurisation of the fault zone appears to reflect the different lithologies on either
side of the fault and the nature of different cements within fractures (calcite, clay smear).
Indeed, the higher FOP pressure measured in Tests 3, 4, and 5 (values of 3.1 to 3.6 MPa)
could be related to the higher strength of the calcite sealed fractures, compared to the highly
polished and striated surfaces enhanced by pressure solution stimulated in Test 1.
This interpretation is also supported by the Tournemire focal mechanisms assymetric
distribution [3] which is seemingly controlled by the structural hetrogeneity within the fault zone.
The focal mechanisms are generally located in the eastern damage zone of the fault where
the lithology is slightly more carbonate rich and the presence of a high density network of
calcite sealed fractures [3]. The aseismic behaviour of the western and damage zone and fault
core is probably the consequence of clay fractions exceeding 50 % and the presence of a few
calcified structures.
The flow channels induced by the pressurisation of the fault never allowed fluid to cross the
entire fault zone, as the flow channels in the western damage zone were never connected with
flow channels in the eastern damage zone and core [4]. However, fluid exchanges were
noticed within the fault damage zones between natural and induced fractures (excavation
damage zone) appear to have taken place and this in spite of the complex architecture of the
fault zone and large lateral variations of the fault core thickness [4]. Furthermore, the boundary
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between the two flow systems (western and eastern zone) doesn’t coincide with the whole
core but rather the western core/damage zone interface.
The results obtained from this in-situ test indicate that the Tournemire fault zone acts as a fluid
barrier and shows heterogeneous hydromechanical properties. This induces modifications on
how stress is transferred from the pressure build up. Furthermore, heterogeneity seems to be
the main controlling factor for the seismic, mechanical and flow distribution. The experiment
suggests that the permeability across such a fault still corresponds to the diffusive regime and
thus remains several orders of magnitude below the permeability of channelised flow system
over a certain time and/or length scale [4].

Figure 2: (Top) Focal mechanisms determined from 16 events (see DeBarros et al., 2016
and seismic monitoring report). A majority of events have a nodal plane coinciding with the
most frequent orientation of calcite veins and small faults (N-S steeply dipping W). Map view
from the east of the location of the microseismic events (P and T axises). Triangles show the
sensor positions, purple area is a schematic representation of the fault core and the injection
zone for test 5 as stars.The slip direction does not correspond to a coherent stress field,
indicating that the stress perturbation caused by the injection of the fluid is sufficiently large
to influence induced seismicity [4].
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3

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS OF SEALS

Vertical sealing systems of a deep geological disposal are one of the key elements in the
containment of this facility, since they constitute the main potential pathway between the
nuclear wastes and the biosphere. Understanding migration processes of gas is of great
importance for performance assessment and long-term evolution of such facilities. If the gas
production rate exceeds the dissolved gas diffusion rate in the pore water of the host rock and
the engineered barriers, a gas phase will form and accumulate until the associated pressure
buildup becomes sufficiently large to migrate through the surrounding material. The transport
of gases in clay-based sealing systems has been the subject of different international research
programs during the last two decades (FP7 FORGE Project). Evidence from laboratory
experiments suggests that transport in bentonite is controlled by the saturation history of the
material, which strongly affects its microstructural features. These changes in the pore network
play an important role on the two-phase flow properties and on the initiation of localized
pathways during the gas phase invasion. Thus it is important to explore these gas migration
properties under different saturation states that can be reached under varying water
pressurisation rates. In this context, IRSN has launched the VSEAL project to investigate the
impact of gas migration on the long term performance of bentonite based vertical sealing
systems, which play a major role. This project relies on two in-situ experiments that will be
emplaced in the Tournemire URL and small-scale tests conducted in laboratory.
3.1

VSEAL layout

The generic layout of VSEAL in-situ experiments is based on a bentonite based swelling core
confined between two lids. The clay core is composed of a mixture of MX 80 bentonite high
density pellets and powder (Figure 3) which are being evaluated as possible sealing materials
in deep geological repositories. All these elements will be inserted in a vertical large diameter
borehole (1 m diameter, 10 m depth), excavated in Tournemire shale. Water will be injected
from the top surface through injection lines connected to the top lid which will slowly saturate
the bentonite core. The upper face of the core will undergo a very rapid hydraulic loading while
the lower part will remain strongly initially desaturated and will gradually saturate itself in a few
years. Under these conditions gas will be injected from the bottom surface to observe the
induced perturbations.
Two VSEAL in situ tests are foreseen. The first in situ test VSEAL_1 will be a reference tests,
used to observe bentonite re-saturation without gas injection to be able to estimate gas effects.
For the second in situ test VSEAL_2 gas will be injected from the bottom surface during the
re-saturation phase at time t0+Δt to observe the perturbation induced by gas. In each borehole
multiple pore pressure, total pressure, and RH sensors will be installed to follow, as best as,
possible swelling pressure evolution and water saturation. Various injection gas phases could
be performed once the bentonite reaches full saturation.
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Figure. 3: A- Schematic diagram of the main components of VSEAL in situ tests. B- Location
of the VSEAL tests in the Tournemire URL. C- View of 32 mm pellet used in the test.
Prior to the in-situ tests a series of laboratory mock up tests have already been undertaken.
Two types of tests have been carried out: (i) mock-up tests focussing on the global behaviour
of the bentonite (fast hydration and gas migration) and (ii) interface tests focussing on the
hydromechanical behaviour of the bentonite/argillite interface. The results gained from these
experiments have enabled to build a quantitative model to gain insight into the coupled hydromechanical response of the mixtures.
The aim of these experimental programs is to provide quantitative data to improve process
understanding and validate / test modelling approaches used in repository performance
assessment. The installation of the in situ test is planned for the end of 2019 and first results
should be available by 2022.

4

MODERN2020 IN SITU EXPERIMENTS

The Modern2020 project (funded by the EU's Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme (2014–2020), co-ordinated by Andra) focuses on providing the means in
developing and implementing an effective and efficient repository operational monitoring
programme for specific national programmes. The work carried out has enabled to define
which parameters could be monitored within an underground repository and to provide a
methodology on how data can be used to support decision making and to plan the response.
In this framework, several full-scale in situ demonstrations of innovative monitoring techniques
have been implemented in 4 different URLs across Europe (France, Switzerland and Finland)
to enhance the knowledge on disposal monitoring techniques and to demonstrate the
performance of new innovative sensors.
The demonstration of technologies in the Modern2020 project is considered as an essential
step to validate the work performed to implement a monitoring strategy into a practical plan
and the development and field assessment of innovative sensing systems, as well as to
establish confidence amongst both technical and nontechnical stakeholders. This need has
led the different partners of the Modern2020 project to build in the Tournemire URL joint
generic in situ tests that aim to assess the performance of new monitoring devices developed
in the project (mainly wireless devices and new sensors) for conditions as close as possible to
those expected in a real repository as well as refining and developing non-invasive monitoring
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techniques. The tested prototypes were placed in or around a multi-barrier system (shale,
bentonite buffer and cement plug) to monitor key safety and performance assessment
parameters (saturation, humidity, temperature, pore and total pressures, deformation and
chemical composition).
4.1

General layout of the tests

The experiment tests (Figure 4) were all based on a series of performance assessment sealing
experiments called SEALEX [5], implemented in IRSN’S Tournemire URL. The general setup
of each in situ test consists in a main horizontal borehole (MB) measuring 60 cm in diameter
and ≈10 m in length backfilled with a 4 m long bentonite buffer and confined by means of a 2
m long bentonite-cement plug. The buffers are composed of bentonite-sand (highly compacted
bentonite-sand blocks and a granular bentonite-sand mixture) or pure bentonite. The buffers
were equipped with several independent artificial saturation mats to accelerate the buffers
saturation.
In addition, auxiliary boreholes were drilled perpendicularly and parallel to each MB:
•

Boreholes drilled perpendicularly to the MB were used to pass the hydration lines and
wired cables from the buffer to the data acquisition system, thus avoiding cables to run
through the buffer and create preferential pathways. These boreholes were PVC cased
and cemented with a high performance resin to avoid any water flow inside the
boreholes;

•

Boreholes drilled around the MB, and were used to house geophysical streamers for
electrical resistivity tomography (ERT).

Figure 4: Location of the Modern2020 experiments in the Tournemire URL. A- General view
of the Tournemire URL and B- borehole layout of the 3 in situ tests (ERT, LTRBM and WTB)
4.2

The Long Term Rock Buffer Monitoring (LTRBM) experiment

The LTRBM experiment (Figure 5) aims to assess the performance of new wireless devices
and new sensors developed in Modern2020 that have never been tested before in a bentonite
buffer under realistic in situ conditions. When possible, the new sensors were installed next to
standard commercial ones to validate their performance.
4.2.1

Data transmission

In addition to the wired sensors that were directly cabled to a single data acquisition unit, three
wireless data acquisition systems were used to transfer data measured inside LTRBM to
receivers placed outside the buffer. Two different types of wireless units were installed inside
the bentonite buffer and were designed to extract data recorded from within the buffer to
wireless receivers located in the adjacent gallery. One (provided by ARQUIMEA) was based
on a high frequency transmission (2.2 MHz), while the other (provided by Andra/ Sakata Denki)
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used a low frequency transmission (below 10 kHz). A third wireless transmission system,
developed by NRG, was installed (temporarily) in the main Tunnel (transmitter) of the
Tournemire URL and on top of the plateau (receiver). The objective of this third wireless
transmission device was to demonstrate in a combined effort a full data transmission solution
that allows transmitting wirelessly sensor readings out of the LTRBM borehole to the earth’s
surface (e.g. across 275 m of clay and limestone rock).

Figure 5: Conceptual view of the engineered barrier layout distribution inside LTRBM main
borehole (sensors are not shown).
4.3

The Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) experiment

The ERT experiment was designed to assess the capabilities of Electrical Resistivity
Tomography (ERT) as a non-intrusive technique to monitor the resaturation of a bentonite
buffer. The bentonite buffer composed of bentonite pellets and powder was provided by
NAGRA. The buffer has been artificially saturated and is equipped with a heater to mimic heat
transfer from waste packages. Local sensors were installed into the bentonite buffer to
measure water content and temperature and are used as a way to perform cross-checking
with geophysical measurements. Two boreholes were drilled on either side of the MB, each
borehole was equipped with an electric probe containing 32 electrodes (0.29 m spacing). For
research purposes, 2 parallel lines of electrodes were also buried inside the main shaft within
the buffer, each line contains 16 electrodes (0.24 m spacing).
4.3.1

Preliminary ERT results

Blank test surveys carried out before the drilling of the main ERT borehole show that the
resistivity of the host rock is homogeneous and less than 100 Ωm. ERT inversions performed
after the installation of the engineered barrier system and after the first phase of hydration,
enables to distinguish clearly the bentonite buffer and cement plug. Additionally, it seems to
be able to detect the narrow rock section between the shaft and electrodes boreholes around
the cement plug section, but not around the bentonite section. This is a consequence of the
high resistivity of the dry bentonite material [6].
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Figure 6: ERT cross borehole survey [3]. The resistivity shown in this survey, from depths 0
to 3.4m are not real, corresponds to the empty borehole. The high resistivity located above the
cement plug towards the borehole mouth corresponds to a highly fractured zone.
4.4

The Wireless testing bench (WTB)

The Wireless Testing Bench (WTB) provides the possibility to evaluate signal transmission
parameters of different wireless technologies for data transmission (short- and long-range
radio waves) under representative in situ conditions. The experimental design enables wireless
units to be introduced and removed within the bentonite buffer. A watertight access to the
bentonite cores (transparent to radio waves), allows testing and continuous improvement of
the wireless units under different saturation conditions. The radio transmission units to test do
not require incorporating sensors, given that the sensors signal is converted to digital data
before being transmitted, but to send equivalent data that will be received at different locations
around the emission point to determine the transmission parameters of interest (length, quality,
strength of signal, etc.).
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Figure 7: PVC casing inside WTB access boreholes. A- Conceptual view of the engineered
barrier layout distribution inside WTB main borehole. B- Access borehole from the
Gal_South_08. C- access borehole end inside the MB before insertion of bentonite buffer.
4.5

Lessons learned for Modern2020 in situ tests

The preliminary performance assessment of the new sensors and wireless transfer units
implemented in LTRBM shows encouraging results. The data recorded from the new sensors
are in general close to the ones measured from the standard commercial ones. Though some
results differ from the general predicted trend, their validity is not questioned as it could be the
consequence of heterogeneous swelling in the bentonite buffer and short monitoring time. Two
out of four wireless transmitters placed in the bentonite buffer worked continuously during the
monitoring period. The lack of received signal from the two nonworking units could be related
to damaging caused by the buffer installation. These results highlight that the performance
assessment of the sensors should be carried out during each step of the installation in order
to prevent possible dysfunctions due to improper handling. LTRBM illustrates the difficulties in
testing new sensors under realistic conditions (embedded in the rock or buffer) as if they fail
no solution is currently available to remove them and repair the defect. A newly proposed
qualification methodology developed in Modern2020 should improve greatly and speed up the
required development process.
The preliminary ERT results during the water injection period are promising, different materials
within the installation are identifiable and changes in resistivity due to saturation and
temperature increase are also visible. Interpretation of resistivity results could benefit from
time-lapse inversions, which are not currently possible [6].
The WTB has offered the possibility of several companies and research institutes to improve
wireless transmission systems. The WTB design not only enables the development of wireless
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devices but also allows a better understanding of the transmission attenuation physics under
different hydromechanical conditions.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Certain types of information and experience that play an important role in ensuring the longterm safety of a deep geological repository can only be obtained through access to the
underground environment. The technical feasibility of such a facilitiy, including it’s design,
material construction, geological environment can only be assessed through carefull
verification and demonstration in an underground facility. The use of such tools are generally
managed by waste management organisations due to their relatively expensive costs of
running. However, generic URLs such as the Tournemire URL, provide an economically
affordable possibility for TSOs to carry out an independent assessment of their national
projects and also preserve and increase their knowledge with their own challenging and
thoughtful in-situ experiments.
The development of large-scale in-situ experiments at the Tournemire URL has provided IRSN
with important technical knowledge in determining the confinement properties of sound and
fractured clay-based rocks as well as the performance of various engineered barriers. The
research carried out has enabled IRSN to understand fundamental mechanisms in
representative conditions which are used to consolidate scientific and technical foundations
for a better safety evaluation.
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Abstract:
In the frame of the public debate on the national plan for the management of radioactive materials and
waste, IRSN carried out a literature review of the main alternatives to deep geological disposal that have
been investigated around the world, up to now, for the long-term management of high-level waste and
long-lived intermediate-level waste. This overview, based on public documents from international or
national organisations and on scientific literature, gives historical and scientific keys to understand in
which context the different options have been examined.
Six main options were identified: storage for centuries, partitioning-transmutation, borehole disposal,
seabed disposal, launching into outer space and disposal in polar ice sheets. The extent of the
international work on each of these is highly variable. All of these have, however, been the subject of
investigations carried out by official bodies, often involving several countries, as well as involving
experimental devices and tests. The present review summarizes the main principles and objectives, the
historical studies performed in the world, as well as the issues encountered for each alternative, leading
to the abandonment of the option or to perspectives and current research programs.

1

INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of the preparation for the public debate on the national plan for
radioactive materials and waste (PNGMDR, 2019-2021), the President of the National
Commission for Public Debate asked the French Institute for Radiological Protection and
Nuclear Safety (IRSN) to provide an international panorama of the research conducted on
alternatives to the geological disposal of high-level (HLW) and intermediate-level long-lived
radioactive waste (ILW-LL).
In line with this request, the literature review conducted by IRSN, based on the use of freely
available information published by international agencies (IAEA, OECD/NEA in particular) or
national organizations, as well as in scientific journals, is not intended to provide IRSN's point
of view (available through IRSN review reports on irsn.fr) on the relevance or feasibility of the
technical options identified. The resulting panorama identifies the main alternatives to
geological disposal explored around the world, historically or currently, to ensure the long-term
management of HLW and ILW-LL (including spent fuel (SF) for countries that consider it as
waste). It provides historical and scientific evidence to appreciate the context within which the
various options emerged and were explored. It also identifies the concerns of technical and
societal natures associated with these options.
The panorama highlights the diversity of alternatives to geological disposal explored since the
1950s. These can be grouped into six major families: storage for centuries, partitioningtransmutation, borehole disposal, seabed disposal, launching into outer space and disposal in
polar ice sheets. The extent of the international work on each family is highly variable. All of
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these have, however, been the subject of investigations carried out by official bodies, often
involving several countries, as well as involving experimental devices and tests.
The use of desert areas or volcanoes has also been suggested by scientists but without
substantial documentation to support them, thus considered herein to be too anecdotal to merit
specific development. Ceasing to produce radioactive waste, sometimes cited as an
alternative, is also not covered by the panorama proposed since it does not, strictly speaking,
constitute an alternative to geological disposal for waste that has already been produced.
For each of the six families aforementioned, the main principles are successively presented,
together with the history of the research carried out worldwide and the current state of the art,
including, where applicable, current research underway and, finally, the work and discussions
more specifically conducted in France in connection with each of the options considered.

2

THE INVESTIGATED ALTERNATIVES TO DEEP GEOLOGICAL
DISPOSAL

2.1

Storage

In nuclear terminology, the storage of radioactive waste constitutes a temporary management
solution (as opposed to disposal, considered as a definitive solution) and falls under a socalled "active safety" principle, that is to say, requiring human intervention (maintenance,
monitoring) to ensure its proper operation, while disposal is based on “passive safety” after its
closure. Many conventional storage facilities for radioactive waste of all categories, located on
the surface or underground, are aleady in operation in the world; they are authorised to operate
for periods on the order of a few decades. For example, the figure below is an illustration of
the Oskarshamm underground underwater storage facility in Sweden (CLAB). Thus, storage
is not, strictly speaking, an alternative to geological disposal as a definitive waste management
solution, since it implies an intent to remove waste again.

The Swedish underground storage facility CLAB (about 30 m deep) for spent fuel in water [1]

However, many countries that have retained geological disposal as the reference solution for
the management of their HLW/ILW-LL, have opted for "long-term storage" (LTS) for the
duration needed to develop their disposal project. In other countries, opting for "permanent
storage" can be a deliberate alternative to respond to the desire to give future generations the
time and opportunity to opt for solutions other than those currently available. Both cases may
require to extend the duration of the storage period beyond a century. A LTS can last up to a
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few hundred years and may correspond to one maintained facility or to successive use of
conventional storage facilities. A permanent storage, sometimes called a "monolith" or
"mausoleum", is likely to remain intact over up to tens of thousands of years.
Unlike the permanent storage [2] which has not really been subject to technical studies,
researches on LTS were notably carried out until the mid-2000s in the United Kingdom [3],
Switzerland [4] and Canada [5]. Finland and Sweden have also examined situations called
"zero-option" that could lead to a lack of decision with regard to the creation of a geological
repository [6]. In France, it has been studied by the CEA [7] as required by the Act of 30th
December 1991, until 2005, but the assessment of these studies pointed out a number of long
term issues, such as the natural ventilation, the durability of concrete, and the long-term
monitoring of the facilities, which cannot be guaranteed for periods longer than a few hundred
years and which postpone the burden of waste management onto future generations. It has
also been suggested by an independant expert in 2006 to build an underground LTS facility
that could be transformed into a repository, after a secular period of observation of the waste
and the environment [8].
Nowadays, LTS is considered as a part of the management of HLW in some countries like
Netherlands [9] and Italy [10] and is examined in the United States [11].
2.2

Partitioning-transmutation

The goal of transmutation is to transform the very long radioactive half-life radionuclides
contained in the spent fuel of nuclear reactors, notably minor actinides (like neptunium,
americium and curium), some fission products (mainly iodine, cesium and technetium) and
activation products, into stable or shorter-lived atoms. It first requires their partitioning from the
other elements in the SF, then their conversion to an oxide or metal element and incorporation
into fuels or "transmutation targets" for irradiation. Transmutation generally consists in causing
neutron absorption by the nucleus of a radionuclide (“neutron capture”), as shown of the figure
below. Such reactions can be induced in thermal or fast neutron power reactors or in dedicated
systems.

Transmutation of an actinide by fission (left) or of a fission product by simple capture of a neutron (right)
(according to [12], modified)

Regarding partitioning, the hydrometallurgical processes benefit from important industrial
experience in Japan and Europe, notably by the CEA in France [6], in continuity of the PUREX
process developed since 1947 in the United States. They have been tested at laboratory scale
for minor actinides and for some fission products, even if new techniques are still investigated
nowadays for improving the performances. Pyrochemical techniques, of potential interest for
the treatment of the strongly irradiating spent fuels of fast type reactors, were developed in
Russia, the United States and France.
The manufacture of targets or fuels for transmutation are nowadays the subject of numerous
studies aimed, in particular, at adapting the processes to the particular constraints of thermal
powers and the high neutron emissions attributable to actinides (in particular americium and
curium), inducing stringent requirements in terms of radiation protection.
Transmutation of activation products is of little interest, because of their presence in limited
quantities in the waste.
Fission products could be transmuted through neutron capture (see figure above) in thermal
neutron power reactors, which constitute most of the reactors installed worldwide. However,
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according to experience feedback [13], the transmutation yields of technetium 99 are low, the
transmutation of iodine 129 raise safety concerns for reactors (unstable under irradiation, fuel
corrosion) [14] and transmutation of caesium 135 would require complex isotopic partitioning
with its stable isotope [15].
The transmutation of minor actinides requires fast neutrons, favouring capture-induced fission:
(see figure above) to obtain sufficient yields. Fast neutrons can be produced inside a fast
neutron reactor (FNR), in which the transmutation targets can be inserted, as studied in the
frame of the “Generation IV International Forum” [16]. Only 4 FNR are currently in operation in
Russia, China and India but nearly 15 have been operated in the past (as Phénix and
SuperPhénix in France), and several are in project in the world. Therefore, a potential industrial
deployment of this option would probably require the development of a new fleet of reactors.
In France, the study of a potential industrial development of a FNR technology is assigned to
the CEA through the project Astrid.
Fast neutrons can also be generated by a linear particle accelerator technology such as the
LINAC (ionized particles accelerated by an electric field), then injected in a reactor dedicated
to transmutation of minor actinides: these dedicated systems are called Accelerator Driven
Systems (ADS). Such concept is the result of researches carried our by the teams of K.
Furukawa, C.D. Bowman and C. Rubbia in the 1980s and the CERN in the 1990s. Several
projects are currently developed in China [17], South Korea, India and Europe, as the
MYRRHA project developed in Belgium.
Finally, an alternative technology to the LINAC for generating fast neutrons would rely on a
laser-generated-plasma-based particle accelerator concept, called Laser Wakefield
Acceleration (LWFA [18]), extremely powerful with reduced dimensions, based on the
technique Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) which won the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics for
G. Mourou and D. Strickland [19]. Recently, the use of this laser technology has been proposed
to accelerate deuterium ions intended to cause a fusion reaction. The neutrons produced
would then feed a molten salt reactor for transmutation [20].
2.3

Borehole disposal

Various disposal concepts involving rock melting have been explored in the United States in
the 1970s for exothermic waste placed in boreholes drilled into magmatic rocks (e.g., [21]).
The heat that waste generates leads to the melting of the surrounding rock, the objective being
that, during cooling, the mixing of waste and rock forms a vitreous mass that traps the
radionuclides. As an example, the Deep Self Burial concept, where the waste sinks deep into
the liquefied rock, is given below.

Concept of Deep Self Burial (see [14], modified)

These concepts are currently no longer the subject of official studies and have not been the
subject of significant work in France. However, a derived option is still under study in the United
States for Hanford caesium and strontium sources, based on the partial melting of a granitebased material ("rock welding”, see e.g. [22]) placed around the waste packages so as to seal
the boreholes.
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It should be recalled that direct injection of waste in liquid form by borehole in porous and
permeable rocks at several 100s metres depth has been operated in the United States
between 1959 and 1979 [23] and is still operated in Russia since 1962 [24]. In France, various
investigations with non-radioactive effluents or of hydraulic fracturing were gradually
abandoned at the end of the 1980s. To our knowledge, rock injection is now not being
considered by any country as a definitive management option for HLW/ILW-LL.
Finally, a first concept of disposal of solid and packaged waste in boreholes of several 1000s
metres depth was developed by the National Academy of Sciences of the United States in
1957 [25]. Following the significant technological advances of the past thirty years, this option,
even if not the reference solution for the management of HLW or SF, is still the subject of R&D
in the United States [26], closely followed in several countries such as Germany, Denmark,
Switzerland, Sweden [27], Finland and the United Kingdom [28].
None of these options of borehole disposal have been the subject of particular work in France.
2.4

Sub-seabed disposal

The present paper will not further deal with the disposal operations at sea, carried out by most
nuclearised countries in the 1950s-1970s: such operations did not involve ILW-LL/HLW and it
is now prohibited by a moratorium on dumping adopted in 1983. The option of burying waste
in the marine sediments was considered more acceptable, in that it consists in confining the
waste in a thick layer of sediments on the seabed with the capacity to absorb the radioactive
substances.
Several options of disposal of radioactive waste in the seabed have been considered, mainly
by depositing the waste in the abyssal plains of the oceans, placed on the seabed in
anticipation of being covered by sedimentation, or sunk in the unconsolidated sediments that
cover the bedrock (generally basalts) by means of boreholes or "penetrators" (heavy
containers falling in free-fall: see figure below), or buried in the bedrock.

Various concepts for placing the waste in seabed sediments using a penetrator (according to Sandia
under the Sub-seabed Disposal Program, modified)

Sediment burial studies began in 1973 in the United States, then at international level in 1976
with the NEA "Sub-seabed Disposal Programme", which notably involved the United States,
France, the United Kingdom, Japan and several other countries [29]. The international
initiatives undertaken to protect the oceans have progressively led to a slowdown in research
on the disposal of waste under the seabed from a boat or an offshore structure and then to
their ceasing [30] following the moratorium on the disposal of waste at sea in 1983 [3, 5, 31]
and the end of the Sub-seabed Disposal Programme in 1986 subsequent to United States’
withdrawal.
Another examined option was to place the waste in of the so-called "subduction" trenches,
where an oceanic plate sinks into the Earth's mantle. It was initially proposed in the 1970s in
the United States [32] and also considered in Canada and in the United Kingdom in the 1980s
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[3, 5]. However, the geologists brought to light the slowness of the subduction phenomenon
[33] as well as signs of strong seismic activity and observed that in some cases, the sediments
on the subducted plate might not penetrate the mantle, but might rather be levelled off during
the sinking of the plate and accumulated on the surface. The subduction zone disposal option
is, to our knowledge, currently not being studied by any of the agencies in charge of radioactive
waste management.
2.5

Launching into outer space

The shipment of HLW resulting from reprocessing of SF into outer space was mainly studied
in the United States notably by NASA [34] in the 1970s and early 1980s for the US authorities
[35], and secondarily by the USSR [36] and Kazakhstan [37]. NASA examined the launching
of packaged waste into a low Earth orbit (150-500 km) on board a space shuttle, and then its
transport to its final destination using a space tug. Several destinations were examined, like
the surface of the moon and an orbit around the sun.
These projects have been progressively abandoned, given the difficulty of reliable space
technology [5], the heavy weight of the waste as well as the requirements for robust packaging
in which it would be necessary to place them, and therefore the energy and financial cost [3,
35] of sending such cargoes into space.
This option has not been specifically developed in France.
2.6

Disposal in polar ice sheets

The disposal of exothermic radioactive waste in the thick ice sheets of Antarctica or Greenland
consists in placing the containers either on the ice or at shallow depths, so as to cause them
to sink gradually by the melting of the ice around them. Several options were investigated by
the United States until the 1980s [35, 38]: disposal in the ice, allowing the waste packages to
gradually descend in the ice or restraining them with cables in order to allow their retrievability,
or at the surface, allowing the heat to dissipate and the waste packages to be retrievable until
the snow finally buries the facility, as illustrated below.

Various concepts of exothermic waste disposal in ice sheets envisaged in the United States in 1974
([1], modified)

After the first investigations, the glaciologists revealed the presence of salted pockets trapped
in the ice that could cause an extremely rapid corrosion of steels, stability problems associated
with the movement of ice as well as the impossibility to rest assured that the ice caps will
remain for the hundreds of thousands of years necessary for the decay of the waste (e.g., [5,
39]). Finally, the possibility of disposal of radioactive waste in the South Pole ice sheets is
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formally excluded by the 1959 Antarctic Treaty and is unworkable for countries committed to
managing their radioactive waste within their national borders [3, 5].
This option has not been contemplated in France.

3

CONCLUSION

The technical difficulties of implementation, as well as the changing ethical considerations and
their legal extrapolation led to the abandonment of several of the options considered
historically. This is the case of seabed disposal, launching into outer space, and disposal in
polar ice sheets, which are no longer the subject of studies and research.
Discussions continue, however, on storage, partitioning-transmutation and borehole disposal.
Regarding storage, which is generally perceived as a standby solution, the work is aimed at
evaluating the possibilities of extending the lifetimes of the facilities and at reinforcing their
robustness. For partitioning-transmutation, the work covers a very broad field of scientific
knowledge and combines developments in fundamental research and studies to establish the
feasibility of deploying the technologies envisaged on an industrial scale. Studies on borehole
disposal deal with the handling and transfer of waste from the surface to the containment area
and with the sealing of boreholes after the waste has been placed inside them.
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Abstract:
The phase-out of nuclear energy in Germany will take place in 2022. A site for final disposal of highlevel radioactive waste (HLRW) has not yet been provided, but a site selection process was restarted
by Act on the Search for and Selection of a Site for a Disposal Facility for High-Level Radioactive
Waste (Site Selection Act - StandAG 2017). This act was based on a recommendation by a
commission which also advised to follow up the development of deep borehole disposal (DBD) as a
possible option for final disposal of HLRW. This paper describes briefly the status of DBD in Germany
and if this option should be pursued in Germany. Although there are some merits of DBD, it can only
be a real option if research and development is supported. The technical equipment for larger
boreholes of the required size will only be developed if there is funding and a feasibility test.
Furthermore, any concept of DBD must be detailed further, and some requirements of the act must be
reconsidered. The paper concludes that despite the possible merits of DBD, that political and financial
support through R&D will only be provided for the time being if it is pushed by interested parties.
Alternatively, if the site selection procedure is not progressing well, than the alternative option of DBD
may find greater interest in the future.

1

INTRODUCTION

The geological disposal of radioactive waste is well set at an international level with the deep
borehole disposal DBD being one of the long known options /CHA 03/, /OJO 14/, /APT 17/. It
is referred by the IAEA as well /INT 03/, /IAEA 17/. DBD for larger volumes of high-level
radioactive waste (HLRW) has not yet been applied and is a controversial topic. Some
authors are supportive /BES 17/, /GIB 14/, /ARN 14/, /DEE / to this technology whereas
others are reluctant to accept this idea for Germany /BOL 18/. It is obvious that the idea of
disposal of HLRW in deep boreholes has some merits in geological disposal, but it also has
disadvantages which need to be discussed and weighted. After a thorough look at it, one can
form an opinion of whether or not there is a possible use of a concept and technology for
DBD for the specific type and amount of waste to be disposed of. The radioactive waste
inventory, technology and a concept, which may be applicable to Germany, have been
presented already in /BRA 16a/, /BRA 17a/ and /BRA 17b/. This paper wants to give a minor
update of /BRA 19/ and overview of the status of DBD for HLRW, discussions and recent
developments in Germany as DBD could be part of the concept of geological disposal of
HLRW within the site selection process. The disposal of LLW and ILW is not considered
here.
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2

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK IN GERMANY AS OF 2019

2.1

General

Nuclear Power has a long history in Germany. The first nuclear power plant was put into
operation in 1962. The Atomic Act has been updated several times since then. In the year
2000 an update included the phase-out from nuclear energy /ATG 18/. The last reactor will
cease operation in 2022. Therefore, the question of disposal of high-level radioactive waste
has been becoming more and more urgent. In 2002 a commission was set up to make a
proposal for a site selection process /AKE 02/. Their proposal was not implemented for
political reasons. After a long political debate, an act on site selection was issued in 2013
/STA 13/, foreseeing a commission to define a detailed site selection process. Subsequently,
a new commission was set up in 2015 to develop a site selection process. The proposed
process is laid down in/KOM 16/ and was issued as a revised site selection act in 2017
/STA 17/. As the regulatory framework and funding /ENT 17/ was revised in parallel, the
institutions (implementer and regulator) were founded and could commence their activities in
2017. The site selections process and the actors are described briefly in the following.
2.2

Site Selection Act

The Site Selection Act /STA 17/ aims to find the best possible site for final disposal highradioactive waste in the geological formation of rock salt, clay or crystalline rock in Germany.
It foresees actors, phases for the site selection process and several criteria for the site
selection. A short description of the process is given below. This is needed for understanding
the status and possibility of DBD in Germany.
2.2.1

Actors in the site selection

The main actors of the site selection procedure include
•
•
•
•
•

German Parliament
Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU)
Federal Office for the Safety of Nuclear Waste Management (BfE)
Federal Company for Radioactive Waste Disposal (BGE)
National Accompanying Body (NBG)

These actors have different roles (Figure 1). The BGE being implementer performs the site
selection and hands over the results of each phase (see below) with proposals to the BfE.
The BfE as regulatory authority ensures participation of the public and approves a final
proposal for each phase. The BMU submits this proposal to the German Parliament for a
final decision and issuance of an act. Currently the BMU is preparing the ordinances on
safety requirements and safety analyses /BMU 19/. During the site selection process, the
NBG has the right to insight and to act as mediator. The NBG is composed of members of
the public selected by the German parliament.
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Figure 1. Roles of main actors in the site selection procedure.
2.2.2

Phases of the site selection process

The site selection process was divided into three main phases as shown in the Figure 2:
Phase 1: Identification of possible regions
Phase 2: Exploration from the surface
Phase 3: Underground explorations and decision for a site
The site selection process started in 2017 with phase 1 and shall be finalized in 2031 with
phase 3 according to /STA 17/. As the "Decide/Declare/Defend" approach failed for the
former intended repository in Gorleben in Germany, a public participation and debates are
foreseen for all phases. This is to be organized by the BfE according to the site selection act.
Phase 1 shall find regions for exploration from the surface applying exclusion and weighing
criteria set in the act. After performing preliminary safety analyses on concepts to be
developed, planning criteria may be assessed. Once the regions have been decided by the
German parliament, phase 2 will start with an exploration from the surface to find sites for
underground exploration. After application of geo-scientific criteria, advanced preliminary
safety analyses, consideration of secondary planning criteria, socio-economics and an
environmental assessment, the sites for underground exploration can be decided by the
German parliament. Phase 3 shall be finished with a proposal of sites based on the results of
underground exploration, application of criteria and detailed preliminary safety analyses and
again considering in second order planning criteria, socio-economics and an environmental
assessment. The German parliament will decide on the site based on the proposal of two
sites, which are the result of phase 3.
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Phase 1 (2017 - ?)

Application of exclusion
criteria
Application of weighting
criteria
Preliminary safety analyses

Phase 2 (? - ?)

Phase 3 (? - 2031)

Exploration from the surface

Underground exploration

Evaluation of results

Evalution of results

Application of criteria

Application of criteria

Advanced preliminary safety
analyses

Detailed preliminary safety
analyses

Planing criteria

Planing criteria

Socio-economics

Socio-economics

Environmental assessment

Environmental assessment

Result

Result

Result

Proposal of regions for
exploration from the surface

Proposal of sites for
underground exploration

Proposal of sites for final
disposal

Decision by the German
parlament

Decision by the German
parlament

Decision by the German
parlament

Planing criteria

Figure 2. Phases within the site selection process.
2.2.3

Containment providing rock zone and deep borehole disposal

The containment providing rock zone (CPRZ) is an important term by the German site
selection act /STA 17/ describing the part of a rock formation in which disposal systems,
which are mainly based on geological barriers, ensure the safe containment of radioactive
waste in a disposal facility in coaction with the technical and geotechnical seals. Minimum
and weighing requirements and criteria have been set for the CPRZ in /STA 17/. Some
possible configurations of a CPRZ are shown in Figure 3.
A containment providing technical barrier is permissible for crystalline rock as given in §23
(1) of /STA 17/.
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Figure 3. Types of containment providing rock zones (not to scale).
2.2.4

Requirements, Criteria, Indicators

The site selection must consider clay rock, crystalline rock and rock salt as possible host
rocks in all phases. Exclusion criteria are applied in the first step. To further narrow down
regions (phase 1) to subareas or specific sites, a preliminary safety and disposal concept is
obviously needed. These concepts will consider either a containment providing rock zone
and / or technical barriers for containment. If these concepts are not available, suitable
subareas may not be assessed. The discussion on safety concepts or disposal concepts has
not currently been started in detail.
The site selection act foresees geo-scientific criteria for exclusion (large scale vertical
movements, active faults, impact from mining, seismic and volcanic activity, age of
groundwater), which can be applied directly to any site in a geological formation even without
a disposal concept.
The minimum geo-scientific criteria provided (permeability of formation, thickness of the
possible containment providing rock zone (CPRZ), depth of possible CPRZ) are to be applied
to rock salt and clay rock in order to narrow down regions with suitable geological formations.
Since a CPRZ is not required for crystalline rock and technical barriers are favored in the site
selection act, not all minimum geo-scientific criteria apply to crystalline rock. This leads to an
inequality for the different host rocks concerning the criteria and complicates the
development and comparison of concepts.
The site selection act lists eleven weighting geo-scientific requirements in three groups
based on /KOM 16/: quality of containment and reliability of its evidence; validation of
containment, and; additional safety-relevant features (see Table 1–3).
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These criteria may be used the compare the different sites and their quality but might not be
decisive in detail as the overall safety is assessed in preliminary safety analyses.
Table 1. Requirements of the weighting group 1: Quality of containment and reliability of its
evidence.
1.
2.

Requirement
No or slow transport with groundwater in the
CPRZ
Favorable configuration of rock body, host
rock and CPRZ

3.

Good spatial characterization

4.

Good predictability of the long-term stability
of favorable conditions

Comment by the author regarding DBD
achievable
achievable
Tools to characterize host rock properties are available
for greater depths but may pose a larger effort
compared to lower depth. The volume of rock to be
characterized for a CPRZ for DBD may be lower than for
a repository depending on the concept.
achievable

Table 2. Requirements of weighting group 2: Validation of containment.
1.
2.

Requirement
Favorable rock mechanics
Low tendency to generation of groundwater
flows in host rock and CPRZ

Comment by the author regarding DBD
achievable
achievable

Table 3. Weighting group 3: Further safety relevant features.
1.

Requirement
Protective composition
of overlying rocks

2.

Good conditions to avoid
or minimize gas
generation

3.

Good temperature
compatibility

4.
5.

High radionuclide
retention capability of
CPRZ
Favorable
hydrochemistry

Comment regarding DBD
achievable
The draft concept for container and casing is using steel, which will
inevitably lead to gas generation. Gas generation may be minimized or
slowed down by choice of suitable borehole fluid or cementation of
containers. A future concept may also minimize the use of steel or may
provide physical gas traps. Gas generation cannot be completely avoided.
The temperature in the disposal zone will be higher than 100 °C due to the
depth. Any safety analyses must consider the temperatures and its
compatibility for DBD.
achievable
achievable

The requirement “Good temperature compatibility” has been discussed intensely. Since there
is a dedicated § 26 in /STA 17/, a maximum temperature of 100 °C at the outer surface of the
containers must be considered in preliminary safety analyses. A strict application of 100 °C
as a requirement would render many safety and disposal concepts as obsolete. However,
there is the clause, that further research may yield other results. A recent study concluded
that setting a regulatory temperature limit prior to the assessment of safety and disposal
concepts would hamper optimization of safety and disposal concepts /BRA 18/.
2.3

Safety requirements and safety analyses

Furthermore, any disposal site must comply with the upcoming ordinance for safety
requirements on final disposal /BMU 10/, which is under revision and has published as a
draft in 2019 for public discussion /BMU 19/. The ordinance outlines how to consider the
requirements and criteria within a site selection for geological disposal. Clearly this ordinance
is drawn up against the background, even mind-set, of a mined repository and is nearly
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inapplicable in some respects to other forms of geological disposal (like DBD). An additional
ordinance will outline requirements on preliminary safety analyses.
The author thinks that most requirements of these ordinances can be met by a concept for
DBD if confinement of radionuclides, integrity and criticality are concerned. The requirement
to provide retrievability of the waste container may also be complied with. Only the
requirement for a possible recovery of the disposed waste for 500 years after closure may
not be reasonably achievable in larger depths even with corrosion resistant containers. This
permanence can be seen as one of the advantages of DBD for safeguards etc. but is a
contradiction to this requirement.
If there were a requirement for a maximum temperature of 100 °C or for a preset assumption
in safety analyses to be applied, this would be nonsense for DBD since the ambient
temperatures at the depths involved can be much higher than this. The capacity to cope with
elevated temperatures, including waste-generated, is one of the advantages of the DBD
concept.

3

GEOLOGY IN GERMANY

Several studies /BRÄ 94/, /JOB 16/, /REI 14/, /HOT 07/, /SCH 15/ have been done to find
geological formations in Germany which could be considered suitable for the final disposal of
HLRW.
The study on crystalline rocks for final disposal showed only the outcrops of crystalline rocks
on the surface /BRÄ 94/. Recently an update for concepts in crystalline rocks was created
referring to the crystalline basement in Germany /JOB 16/. A disposal concept for crystalline
rock could be based on the containment by technical and geotechnical barriers like the KBS3 concept /SKB 15/.
Previous concepts considered mainly domal rock salt for final disposal in Germany /BRA 15/.
Recently a study was done which considered layered rock salt /REI 14/.
Also, concepts for clay rock have been developed in the past /HOT 07/.
Only one study considered layered rock salt as a confining rock zone above a mine
/SCH 15/. One study considered alternative concepts below rock salt formations /SCH 15/.
Although different requirements have been set, all studies have one thing in common - that a
disposal mine is foreseen for disposal. None of the studies considered disposal deeper than
1 500 m depth due to the technological challenges of mining.

4

INVENTORY OF HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HLRW) IN
GERMANY

The HLRW consists mainly of spent fuel elements, currently stored in CASTOR containers,
canisters with vitrified waste and spent fuel pebbles. These waste types are shown in Figure
4. These waste types must fit into a container for deep borehole disposal as they cannot be
handled or disposed of as they are.
The volume of HLRW is limited in Germany due to the phase-out of nuclear energy in 2022
/KOM 16/, /PEI 11/, /BMUB 18a/, /BMUB 18b/. The waste forms are mainly spent fuel
elements from power reactors (approximately 35 000 pieces with about 10 500 Mg spent fuel
or approximately 7 600 m3 if considered as fuel rods only), canisters with vitrified waste from
reprocessing (approximately 8 000 pieces, approximately 2 000 m3) and some spent fuel
elements from research reactors (approximately 2000 m3).
The total volume of high-level radioactive waste in POLLUX containers and canisters is
projected to be around 27 000 m3 in 2080 /BMUB 18a/.
The vitrified waste canisters are unlikely to be changed or reconditioned. This means that a
disposal container must have a minimum diameter to accommodate vitrified waste canisters
or another disposal option must be found for the vitrified waste canisters.
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The reconditioning and repackaging of the spent fuel elements are necessary as the direct
disposal of CASTOR container in boreholes is considered practically impossible and would
require shaft sinking. To minimize the effort for reconditioning and repackaging the spent fuel
rods should remain intact. This is considered possible. Therefore, the container to
accommodate the intact spent fuel rods must have minimum length of about 5 m.
The spent fuel pebbles can be repacked easily because of their size in any container type.
For all containers subcriticality must be ensured.

Figure 4. Types of high-level radioactive waste in Germany.

5

DRILLING TECHNOLOGY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES ON THE
DISPOSAL CONCEPTS

The drilling technology in the field of conventional deep drilling in the oil and gas industry is
well advanced. This led to several proposals to use deep boreholes for disposal for
radioactive waste (see e.g. /BES 17/, /GIB 14/, /NWT 16/, /HAR 15/) and even large
diameters were considered /RIG 17/. These tests were aborted for political reasons /HEI 17/.
The actual maximum borehole diameter that can be drilled depends on the rock type. The
state-of-the-art deep drilling technology allows for the drilling of depths of 5 000 m in
crystalline rock with diameters of up to 17.5'' (44.5 cm). This can be ordered off-the-shelf. For
larger boreholes, larger roller bits must be developed. Alternatively, drilling techniques in
hard rock (e.g. the electric impulse method) would have to be developed or further
developed. However, larger borehole diameters cannot currently be drilled using state-of-theart deep drilling technology at 5 000 m. Adapting deep drilling equipment for drilling into hard
rock and for diameters considerably larger than 17.5'' (44.5 cm) would require considerable
developmental and testing work. The particular challenges are; to provide the large-sized
part with the necessary contact pressure (drill rod design); to continuously clean the cuttings
from the borehole (capacity of the pumps); to manage the heavy drill string (development
and engineering of a special deep drilling rig); and to develop a well design that can cope
with a minimal drilling diameter in the first drilling section (lean casing or mono bore method).
Drilling and disposal technologies are presented and discussed in detail in /BOL 18/ and
/BRA 16b/.
Some concepts have been considered for DBD in Germany in these studies. They vary in the
size of the container and the depth of disposal /BOL 18/, /BRA 16b/ and /BRA 17c/. Three
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concepts with the approximate technical data are summarized below which differ mainly in
borehole diameter and depth of the borehole (Table 4).
The first concept is limited by the biggest possible borehole diameter at 5 000 m according to
the state-of-the-art deep drilling technology. The second and third concept for 5 000 m and
3 500 m depth is based on the minimum diameter needed to be able to dispose of the
vitrified waste canisters, which are unlikely to be changed or reconditioned as stated before.
All three concepts consider a container length of 5.6 m so that the length of the spent fuel
rods of approx. 5 m fits into the container.
The pressure on the container results from the load of the stacked containers and the
hydrostatic pressure of the liquid column (during operation, the borehole must be filled with
fluid for stability reasons). The rock pressure is not considered, as it is assumed that the
borehole casing, together with the fluid-filled borehole, will withstand the rock pressure until
the borehole seal is fully functional. To withstand the loads at a maximum burial depth taking
into consideration the fluid and the casing in the borehole but not the bridge plugs, the steel
containers would need a wall thickness of about 4.5 cm to 10 cm depending on the concept.
The advantage of the first concept of smaller borehole diameter of 44.5 cm is that a further
development of the drilling technology is not necessary and that the state-of-the-art deep
drilling technology can be used. However, the first concept has the disadvantage that a
relatively large number of boreholes is required. Furthermore, this concept cannot
accommodate the radioactive waste, which is already vitrified, from reprocessing as this
would require the containers to have an inner diameter of at least 43 cm. Thus, only the fuel
rods of spent fuel elements from power reactors could be emplaced. If one borehole is filled
with 180 containers, approx. 150 boreholes would be required for about 27 000 containers.
There is still potential for optimization.
The advantage of the second and third concept is that with 31 boreholes (11 000 containers),
the number of boreholes is considerably lower than in the first concept. The disadvantage is
that without considerable further developments in the deep drilling equipment, these
concepts cannot be implemented.
Furthermore, the additional advantage of third concept is that if a lower depth for disposal is
selected, the necessary diameter of the borehole can be reduced significantly. This is due to
the lower hydrostatic pressure of the liquid column on the container. Therefore, a lower wall
thickness of container is needed.
This draft concepts could be used within the site selection process to find suitable regions
and sites.
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Table 4. Technical data for different concepts in Germany (/BOL 18/, /BRA 16b/, /BRA 17c/).
Concept #

1*

2

3

Reference

/BOL 18/

/BOL 18/

/BRA 16b/, /BRA 17c/

Diameter of borehole

17.5“ / 44,5 cm

35.4“ / 90 cm

29.5“ / 75 cm

Maximum depth of borehole

5 000 m

5 000 m

3 500 m

Disposal zone

3 000 – 5 000 m

3 000 – 5 000 m

1 500 – 3 500 m

Space for cementation

44.5 mm

44 mm

25 mm

Outer diameter of casing

14“ / 356 mm

32“ / 812 mm

27.6“ / 700 mm

Wall thickness of casing

21.6 mm

63.5 mm

62.5 mm

Space between casing and container

24 mm

25 mm

25 mm

Outer diameter of container

265 mm

635 mm

525 mm

Inner diameter of container

175 mm

435 mm

435 mm

Wall thickness of container

45 mm

100 mm

45 mm

Length of container

5.6 m

5.6 m

5.6 m

Number of containers

27 000

11 000

11 000

Number of containers per borehole

180

356

356

Minimum number of boreholes

150

31

31

* Spent fuel rods and pebbles only

A proposed container for the second and third concept is shown in Figure 5. This container
would fit the pebbles, the vitrified waste canisters and the spent fuel rods from the
disassembled fuel bundles.

Figure 5. Sketch of the proposed container for deep borehole disposal.
Drilling technology using fluids and a casing for stability for boreholes going down to 5 000 m
with a diameter of 37.5 cm can be ordered off-the-shelf. This would cost about 30 million
Euro /BRA 17b/. A diameter of 70 cm to 3 500 m depth or even 90 cm to 5 000 m depth
would require special equipment which is not currently available off-the-shelf but can be
developed, according to drilling engineers. The price has not yet been calculated but will be
less than a dry borehole with a diameter of 111 cm down to 5 000 m. A dry borehole of that
size would be considered shaft sinking instead of drilling a borehole. A cost estimate yielded
more than 500 million Euro /BRA 17b/. It seems to be out of the question because costs
alone are too high, without even considering its feasibility.
The Table 5 shows a cost estimate, if the HLRW of Germany were to be disposed in 35
boreholes for about 11 000 containers based on the concept outlined in chapter 6. Clearly,
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such cost estimates have a high level of uncertainty and are hypothetical, but it would be less
than the 24,1 billion € which has been paid by the utilities to a fund for disposal of HLRW
/FON 19/.
Initially, a feasibility demonstration is considered mandatory. The effort for site selection and
explorations could be limited if several boreholes were installed at one site. Not every
borehole will be successfully installed, therefore 35 boreholes are assumed. The steel
containers are relatively simple in their design and should not be as costly as CASTOR or
POLLUX containers (each approx. up to 1 million €). This figure may change, if the concept
is modified.
Reconditioning of the HLRW is necessary, but similar costs would also apply for any other
disposal concept. Since the disposal must be performed complying with operational safety
requirements and radiological protection, installation and operational costs are relatively
high, but the operating time is only 2 years per borehole.
The total costs could be less than 10 billion €.
Table 5. Cost estimate.
Task

Number

Costs

Sum

Feasibility Demonstration
Site Selection and Exploration

1
5

500 Mio €/each
200 Mio €/each

0,50 billion €
1,00 billion €

Borehole

35

50 Mio €/each

1,75 billion €

Containers

11 000

0,1 Mio €/each

1,10 billion €

Reconditioning

1

1 Billion €

1,00 billion €

Installation and Operating Costs

35 / 2 years

50 Mio €/each

3,50 billion €

Licensing / safety analyses

35

5 Mio € /each

0,175 billion €

Total

-

-

9,025 billion €

6

OUTLINE OF A CONCEPT FOR DEEP BOREHOLE DISPOSAL IN
GERMANY

6.1

Safety concept

A proposed concept for DBD should comply with the site selection act, which foresees a
CPRZ. Disposal using boreholes in rock salt or clay rock could be type A. Whereas, disposal
using boreholes in crystalline rock would be at least type Bb if overlaying rock salt or clay
rock formations are considered as CPRZ. If exploration can characterize crystalline rock well
enough the assignment of type A could be possible. The disposal technology, whether using
mines or deep boreholes should not be relevant for the assignment of these types.
overlaying of rock salt and clay rock formations are available in Germany /SCH 15/, it seems
possible to have a redundant and diverse multiple barriers system of type Bb when using
DBD.
Therefore, the use of multiple, independent geological barriers formed by e.g. clay and salt
layers together with seals, should provide the main safety functions of a generic concept for
DBD. This means that boreholes must be sealed effectively to restore the functionality of the
geological barriers.
The study /BOL 18/ outlined that it may be possible to install a borehole seal into a dry
borehole. The borehole will be stable while lowering the liquid column in a way that the
sealed area is dry. This allows the use of different materials to create redundant and diverse
borehole seals. Some materials were considered as possible backfilling or sealing materials
like bentonite, bitumen / asphalt, and cement as well as salt suspensions and eutectic molten
salt and barite /BOL 18/. First considerations about how to feed the material into the
boreholes or voids have also been presented /BOL 18/. However, all these technologies still
need to be developed and tested with regard to the special conditions of DBD.
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Furthermore, only very slow groundwater movement should be probable at great depths
which ideally restricts radionuclide migration to diffusion alone. The generalized concept
foresees disposal in the geological bed-rock (which is most likely a crystalline rock) which
should be overlain by at least two redundant or diverse geological barriers acting as CPRZ.
Ideally, an additional geological feature could act as gas trap below these barriers.
The minimum depth for DBD is selected at 1 500 m to allow a suitable geological setting with
barriers /BRA 17c/ to be found. Furthermore, at lesser depths technical features of a mine
could outweigh DBD features. The greater depth of DBD compared to disposal in a mine will
facilitate the finding of sites with several independent geological barriers and exclude glacial
impacts on barriers and waste with greater certainty. The maximum depth for DBD is set at
3 500 m. This is due to the large diameter of the borehole. The technical challenge and costs
increase greatly with depth. A disposal length of 2 000 m seems to be sufficient for an outline
of a concept. Inclined, deviated or horizontal boreholes are not considered at that stage.
The minimum and maximum depth should be optimized by considering geological setting,
state-of-the art drilling, disposal technology and the outcome of safety analyses. A vertical
borehole is preferred over inclined boreholes but multiple and deviating boreholes are
possible.
Possible geological barriers overlying the disposal zone (designated zone) are:
•

Clay rock: bedded clay which can ensure retardation and containment.

•

Salt rock: bedded salt with high sealing capacity and self-sealing ability based on its
visco-plastic characteristics.

These barriers should be combined ideally. At least two independent barriers should be
available. A further possible feature would be porous rock (e.g. sandstone) acting as a trap
for gases which could be released from the disposal zone. Such settings occur naturally in
Germany and can be found undisturbed. A schematic figure is shown in /BRA 17c/.
An alternative concept of DBD was proposed in /BOL 18/ considering a disposal in boreholes
in salt rock (domal salt) at depths of 2 500 to 4 000 m. This would take advantage of some
features of rock salt. For example, the self-sealing features of rock salt are useful as it creeps
under stress. This process becomes even faster with increasing temperatures. Therefore, it
is possible to seal the boreholes very quickly by using the creeping feature of the salt rock.
This is not possible in any other host rock.
6.2

Other aspects for concepts in Germany

Besides challenges such as drilling large boreholes in great depth, borehole stability,
operational safety on disposal and retrieval technology are important when disposing highlevel radioactive waste. Incidents such as the sticking of containers and leakage of
radionuclides from containers must be discussed and managed.
Considering the concept for containment, three rock zones can be defined:
•

Disposal zone where containers are supposed to be disposed of

•

Retention zone, which is the containment providing rock zone (CPRZ)

•

Transfer zone to which the container must pass.

If a container becomes stuck in the designated disposal zone and cannot be recovered, the
container may stay in place and the borehole is abandoned and sealed.
If a container becomes stuck in the transfer zone, a removable liner should have been
foreseen. The liner including the container is recovered.
If a container leaks, the contaminated fluid must be dealt with. Contamination in the
designated or retention zone alone would imply abandonment and sealing of the borehole
without handling of the fluid.
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If a container leaks within the transfer zone, the liner with container and the fluid can be
recovered and treated. A gate / valve using a hydraulic control pipe to separate the fluid in
the liner from the remaining borehole fluid must be foreseen.
This implies monitoring of fluids for radioactivity at any time to detect leakage and to provide
enough storage and treatment facilities.
This concept is supposed to show that technical solutions are available to handle such
incidents. A schematic figure is shown in /BRA 17c/.

7

DISCUSSION

A detailed safety analysis and assessment of a general concept for DBD in Germany has not
been performed. A study on borehole disposal in the U.S. considered a radionuclide
transport around the borehole /ARN 11/. The radionuclide transport from that depth would
exhibit an extremely low release of radionuclides to the biosphere. Still, it must be shown for
a generic concept or site with CPRZ in Germany.
The commission handed over their report /KOM 16/ to the German government
recommending preferably a geological disposal with a mined repository. They also
recommend following up on developments in DBD as the only alternative option as other
options (e.g. partitioning and transmutation) were excluded. Based on this report, the
German Parliament updated the site selection act in 2017 and restructured the duties of the
different actors. The act provided many requirements which must be fulfilled in each phase
prior to the selection of regions, areas or sites.
There are exclusion and minimum criteria which must be fulfilled by any region, area or site.
These criteria can also be met by a site using DBD. Furthermore, the site selection act does
not limit the depth.
Weighting criteria are applied if there are several possible sites. Only three aspects of about
12 criteria must be considered more specifically in detail for DBD.
The first one is the gas compatibility. There is a lot of steel put underground using containers
and casings which may generate gas. This can be addressed in a concept.
The second one concerns the temperature. The site selection act requires that a safety
analysis should be done for temperatures of 100°C on the outside of the container. If the
temperature is higher, further research must show that it is also safe and feasible. At depths
of more than 1 500 m, the temperature underground is already high and will raise in most
cases beyond 100°C when disposing HLRW. Therefore, detailed safety analyses on this are
needed for DBD compared to disposal in a mine.
The third aspect refers to the requirement of geochemistry of the disposal zone and CPRZ.
These zones do not coincide in the configuration of type Bb. Therefore, an interpretation is
needed, and how it can apply to DBD must be discussed in detail.
Apart from these weighting requirements, recovery of radioactive waste for up to 500 years
after sealing of the boreholes is required in the site selection act. This will remain a challenge
once the waste is disposed of in deep boreholes and the boreholes are sealed. This
requirement could be changed as it can been seen to be in contradiction to safeguards and
possible proliferation.
The requirements stipulated by the relevant legal regulations in Germany are listed and
analyzed also in /BOL 18/. It was concluded that applying current legal provisions and
requirements to DBD would cause an impediment as these provisions refer to disposal in
mines. Thus, some legal requirements can and should be revised or redrafted in such a way
that they also apply to DBD. This is political and not a technical issue.
The site selection process is performed in several steps to find the best suitable site. In later
steps draft concepts are needed to select regions, sites for underground exploration and to
perform the required (provisional) safety analyses. If a draft concept for DBD is not included,
this may exclude favourable regions and sites.
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Research and development is needed for DBD if it should ever become a feasible option for
Germany. This concerns the conceptual design and safety concept as the former studies
were general. Moreover, a technical feasibility study with practical demonstration is required.
The container design can be further improved and optimized. It is still necessary to discuss
the requirement of recovery.
Further open issues are: Is long-term monitoring needed and how can it be done? Also, there
is a need for an operational safety analysis.
Some advantages of DBD are; a multiple barrier system due to its great depth; the fact that
no man must go underground as it is man-less disposal technology; several sites being
possible provided that the geology is suitable; proliferation not being likely once the waste is
disposed of; the cost possibly being less, and the implementation possibly being quicker.
However, the biggest issue for DBD in Germany is that no major actor (which are BGE and
BfE) is currently interested in following up developments in DBD nor in supporting further
research on it. All actors intend to stick to the exact wording of the site selection act.
Although it is not foreseen in the site selection act to follow or support developments of DBD,
it is also not forbidden to do so. Any work on DBD could rely only on the recommendation of
the commission /KOM 16/. Therefore, it will be difficult for any organization to get enough
funds for further research, development or feasibility studies on DBD in Germany.
Disposal of high-level radioactive waste remains a very political topic. The political
agreement, which has been made when issuing the site selection act, seems to be stable. If
the site selection procedure performs successfully in the next few years, no one will seek an
alternative option. Therefore, it is not expected by the authors that politics will change details
(e.g. requirement on recovery, temperature issue) to facilitate pursuing DBD.

8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present article summarizes the background and status of DBD in Germany as it can be
concluded from two studies /BOL 18/, /BRA 16b/, final report of the commission /KOM 16/
and the site selection act /STA 17/. Supporting ordinances to site selection act are to be
issued soon in 2019. These regulations will not likely prescribe the follow-up of other options
such as DBD, which has been mentioned in /KOM 16/.
As no major actor (BGE, BfE) in Germany is currently interested in following up
developments in DBD or in supporting further research on it, DBD is likely to only be followed
up at a very low-level in Germany. That is, if there are significant developments or progress
in other countries. Even then, active support in DBD by research, development or feasibility
studies is not expected in Germany as skepticism is high, especially when considering the
requirement of recovery and the discussion of maximum container temperatures.
Nevertheless, the German oil and gas industry has a lot of know-how and the appropriate
specialists to carry out developments of DBD if asked.
Only if the site selection procedure is going to fail for whatever reason by 2031, may DBD
become an interesting option. Results of the site selection procedure from later phases will
hardly apply fully to this option, as the geological settings have not been considered in the
concepts which are needed to perform a site selection for DBD.

9

OUTLOOK

There is still a chance that DBD to be followed up on at a very low level in Germany. If the
site selection procedure is not progressing well, than the alternative option of DBD may find
greater interest in the future.
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decommissioning of the Finnish TRIGA FiR 1 1
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Abstract:
The operation of the FiR 1 reactor ended in 2015, after which the reactor has been in permanent
shutdown, used fuel still at the facility and partly in the core. VTT as the operator applied for a license
for decommissioning in June 2017. FiR 1 is the first nuclear facility to be decommissioned in Finland.
Going from operation to decommissioning requires organizational changes and improvements in the
quality management system of the reactor. New procedures for free or controlled release of materials
and equipment from the reactor are being developed and implemented. We review the evolution of FiR 1
decommissioning plan, waste management plans and project duration and cost estimates over years
1988-2018. The estimates for manpower, duration and costs have increased significantly along with
more detailed planning and identification of additional needs. Lack of operational services for the nuclear
waste from FiR 1 has caused project delays after 2014, implying additional cost increases, e.g. in
planning and in maintaining the reactor facility.

1

INTRODUCTION

The State of Finland procured the 250 kW TRIGA Mk II reactor FiR 1 from the United States
in 1960 for educational and research purposes at the Helsinki University of Technology. VTT
Technical Research Centre of Finland has administered the reactor since 1971. The reactor
has been operated in the Otaniemi campus area located in Espoo, Finland, about 10 km from
the Helsinki city centre, since 1962. In the early days, the reactor was mainly used for neutron
and reactor physics research and national education. At a later stage, intensive use was made
of its radiation for chemical element analyses, including soil and lunar soil samples. In the
1990’s, the reactor was complemented with a boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) facility
using moderator material technology developed by VTT, and utilised for patient care.
Radiotherapy ended in January 2012, when the company organising it went bankrupt. We
describe the history in more detail in [2].

2

LICENSING FIR 1 FOR DECOMMISSIONING

VTT shut down the reactor permanently on 30 June 2015, and two years later, in June 2017,
submitted to the Finnish Government an application according to Section 20 of the Nuclear
Energy Act [3,4] to decommission the FiR 1 research reactor 2 and to possess, use, handle and
store nuclear waste and existing nuclear materials as is necessary for decommissioning [5].

1

Published previously in the RRFM2019 Conference [1]. Minor updates have been made to this version.

In the 2018 amendment of the Nuclear Energy Act, an additional Section 20a Licensing Decommissioning of a nuclear facility was introduced. However, as VTT submitted the application prior
to the amendment, the applied license is formally an operating license (for decommissioning) as defined
in Section 20.

2
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The contents of the application follow the requirements of the Nuclear Energy Decree [6,7] as
described in Fig. 1. Already prior to the shutdown, VTT carried out an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for decommissioning in 2013–15. As the competent authority, the Ministry
of Economic Affairs and Employment of Finland (MEAE) gave its final statement on the EIA
report in February 2015. A few stakeholders provided MEAE with their remarks on the report,
which VTT has accounted for in the detailed decommissioning planning and replied to in the
license application.

Fig 1. Structure of the licensing documentation for FiR 1, following the Finnish Nuclear Energy Decree.
Orange: application and appendices according to Section 34 of the Decree. Blue: Technical
documentation according to Section 36 of the Decree. Grey (bottom layer): Fundamental topical reports
prepared mostly by VTT for the EIA and license application. Grey (middle layer): Detailed technical plans
contracted by VTT, forming the basis for the decommissioning plan.

3

ITERATIVE REFINEMENT OF DECOMMISSIONING PLANS

3.1

Finnish requirements for waste management and decommissioning planning of
nuclear facilities

The Finnish Nuclear Energy Act regulates decommissioning and nuclear waste management
planning during the operation of a nuclear facility.
The purpose of the decommissioning plan is to assess the sufficiency and appropriateness of
the technical solutions for dismantling and waste management. Unless otherwise provided in
the licence conditions, a plan for the decommissioning of the nuclear facility shall be presented
every six years. Therefore, all operators, including VTT, have prepared several editions of
preliminary decommissioning plans for their facilities. As an exception from these rules, during
the last years of operation and during preparation for decommissioning of FiR 1, the authority
has required VTT to update the plans annually.
The waste management plan includes basic (final) solutions for SNF and decommissioning
waste, and the authority uses it also to quantify the financial provision obligation (amount of
deposit in the national nuclear waste management fund VYR) of the licensee. The plan for
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carrying out nuclear waste management shall be presented to the authority (MEAE) every
three years, unless otherwise provided in the licence conditions. The plan shall also include a
general plan for the following six years.
3.2

Evolution of VTT’s technical decommissioning plans

During operations, VTT maintained a generic decommissioning plan, which discusses possible
dismantling methods and available waste management options as well as gives rough
estimates for the cost and duration of decommissioning and for doses to the workers. As an
example of that plan, we show a planned dismantling sequence and schedule in Fig. 2. The
plan relies on inventories and other data that have been obtained from other reactors and
scaled to the dimensions, thermal output etc. of FiR 1. In waste management planning, the
underlying assumption has been that VTT (being a state research centre at that time) would
have access to the waste management facilities of Finnish NPP’s in a relatively straightforward
and inexpensive manner.

Fig 2. An example of an estimated project schedule from 2005 (originally from 1988). In the 2018 plan,
the duration of the highlighted phase (reactor dismantling) has expanded about 4-fold due to more
detailed consideration of all sub-tasks.

In 2007, VTT contracted from the Finnish company Platom a consultation on potential
decommissioning strategies, including various options to execute the project, and a review of
VTT’s decommissioning plan for FiR 1. This work yielded suggestions for developing the plan,
in particular by using experiences from Frankfurt TRIGA decommissioning in Germany.
In 2013, VTT contracted Platom a preliminary dismantling plan, which reviews available
dismantling and demolition techniques and gathers systematically experiences and data from
several decommissioned foreign research reactors (German HD-2, Danish DR-2 and Korean
KRR-1). This work constituted one of the background reports for the EIA.
In 2016, VTT contracted the German company Babcock Noell GmbH to carry out detailed
dismantling planning, using all specific background information from FiR 1, in order to obtain a
documentation suitable for the procurement of the dismantling works. The work was completed
early 2017, and the resulting technical reports and work instructions (about 540 pages)
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constitute a significant part of the topical reports submitted to the Finnish Radiation and
Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) as part of the decommissioning licensing process. On a more
general level, VTT prepared the first version of the decommissioning plan to be approved by
STUK and a draft safety assessment report (SAR) for decommissioning. These documents
were largely based on the dismantling plan but included additional information on waste
management.
There are further needs to refine the detailed dismantling plan in order to include all practical
considerations related to site logistics, taking waste acceptance criteria fully into account, and
integrating the dismantling, waste management, radiation protection and security operations
at the site. The remaining planning work belongs to the scope of decommissioning and nuclear
waste management services that VTT is currently contracting. As a prerequisite for starting the
dismantling, STUK requires that the final planning documentation has been delivered for
review 6 months earlier and approved by STUK. VTT estimates that this allows starting the
dismantling in mid-2021, provided that the SNF has been repatriated to US by that time.
3.3

Evolution of VTT’s cost estimates for decommissioning

The financial provisions for decommissioning and nuclear waste management are based on
plans presented by the licensees and approved by MEAE. VTT’s approved estimates between
1988–2018 are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Evolution of decommissioning cost estimate 1988–2018. In 2018, VTT revised the cost estimate
radically by including SNF interim storage with necessary licensing, investments and related further time
delay at a Finnish NPP site.

The cost estimate of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) management has been based on the other
hand on published US DOE SNF return fee for TRIGA fuel [8,9] and on references of shipping
costs in similar cases in Europe; on the other hand on an estimation of FiR 1 share in the
Posiva SNF final repository in Finland. In the past, cost estimates on the domestic option have
been lower than the US option, so in the waste management plan the costs of the US option
have been used for conservatism.
The cost estimates for decommissioning waste have evolved from 0.758 M€ (2005) to
3.413 M€ (2018). Main cost drivers are: (i) inclusion explicit costs of a separately licenced
intermediate storage phase before final disposal; (ii) explicit inclusion of the licensing and
construction costs; (iii) recognizing that NPP operators are presently indicating pricing on a
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commercial basis (while early estimates assumed that they would service VTT essentially on
a cost price basis); and (iv) adding an uncertainty of 30 % on top of the base estimate.
The amount of realized planning and paperwork exceeds significantly the original estimates.
In the original plans, the need for a full re-license for nuclear facility was not foreseen, but VTT
assumed that an amendment of the conditions of the existing license would be sufficient. In
2016, MEAE required that VTT must apply for a new license, which triggered the preparation
of all documentation described in Fig. 1.
From 2014, the project has suffered from prolonged schedule due to uncertainties in waste
management solutions (both SNF return to US and decommissioning waste in Finland).
Maintaining the project and the fully licenced nuclear facility requires several hundred thousand
euros annually. Analogously, the cost of decommissioning work increased mainly due to the
longer execution time.

4

BEST PRACTICES AND ACHIEVEMENTS DURING PLANNING AND
LICENSING PHASE

4.1

Impact on national regulation and practices

As FiR 1 is the first nuclear facility to be decommissioned in Finland under contemporary
legislation 3, also many parts of the legislation and regulation are now entering practical testing
for the first time. To facilitate efficient preparation and review of the licensing documentation,
VTT carries out regular information exchange with authorities (MEAE and STUK). In addition
to the official correspondence between licensee and authority, VTT and authorities arrange
technical expert-level meetings to discuss the licensing process and regulatory details, which
need interpretation. In many cases, VTT’s hands-on experience has yielded interpretations on
how to apply specific requirements to achieve the safety goals while maintaining reasonable
means to implement the requirements in practice. MEAE and STUK have also already used
experiences from VTT’s project in the development of legislation (the 2018 amendment of the
Nuclear Energy Act put significant focus on decommissioning). In addition, MEAE recently
reported on the results of a national working group aiming at enhancing the practices for
nuclear and radioactive waste management in Finland [12]. As one outcome of the work,
MEAE added a license condition to Olkiluoto NPP’s operating license for years 2019–38, which
allows the licensee to store on the site nuclear and radioactive low- and intermediate level
waste originating also from other sources than NPP itself. The operating and decommissioning
waste from FiR 1 and VTT’s radioactive structural materials’ research laboratory are the largest
such waste streams in Finland.
4.2

Experience gained in the project organization

Already VTT’s early decommissioning plans include benchmarking to foreign research reactor
decommissioning projects (inventories and doses). Much of the existing decommissioning
experience has been imported from Germany, a significant step in the project being the
detailed decommissioning planning by a contractor with experience on the decommissioning
planning and execution for a similar reactor. During this planning project, VTT took a role of an
active owner, investing significant effort of own employees, which created a fruitful interaction
with the contractor and facilitated efficient transfer of knowledge to VTT’s project organization.
VTT simulated radionuclide inventories in an early phase [13], which has proven to be an
invaluable basis for several planning tasks related to dismantling methods, packaging, waste
management (space requirements), radiation protection, measurements for waste
classification and clearance as well as long-term safety analyses. However, the modelling
3

The predecessor of FiR 1, a subcritical pile YXP (Ydin Exponential Pile), operated next to the FiR 1
site between 1958–1974 and was dismantled in a quick and practical manner before present legislation
[10,11]. Decommissioning of YXP was completed in 2018 by delivering the fuel (natural and enriched
uranium) for further use in the Czech Republic.
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suffered from insufficient information on materials compositions. Some minor impurities like
chlorine and europium are often neglected in in materials specifications, but their activation
products may have a significant contribution to the total activation or long-term safety in
disposal.
Based on the simulated inventories and improved measurement capabilities, new procedures
for free or controlled release of materials and equipment from the reactor are being developed
and implemented. A more thorough approach is required during decommissioning than during
operation when the yearly waste production has been minimal.
4.3

Adapting the organization to decommissioning

While VTT has retained all personnel of the operating organization, a few key recruitments
have been important in strengthening the competences in waste management planning,
licensing framework knowledge and radionuclide measurements. The project organization is
relatively small and involves all staff of the previous, still maintained part-time operating
organization. In 2017–18, VTT carried out a safety culture assessment [14] by VTT’s own
independent experts. The assessment confirms that the organization is competent and
committed, but that the systemic uncertainties described in this paper (time and cost) can also
jeopardize the safety culture by creating tension between economic and safety aspects. In
addition, the assessment recommends VTT’s organization to put additional attention on
competence and information management to ensure that no critical knowledge is lost during
the long decommissioning project.

5

MAIN CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED DURING PLANNING AND
LICENSING PHASE

VTT’s main challenge in FiR 1 decommissioning has turned out to be the uncertainty over
waste management solutions (both SNF and dismantling waste) at the time of final shutdown.
This reflects to licensing as long preparation and review times and to planning as slow
convergence of the plans due to the lack of fixed boundary conditions for waste management
and project timeline.
The earlier plans for the waste management of FiR 1 decommissioning were based on rational
engineering solutions and plans made in the 1980’s. An example is storing all the
decommissioning waste in containers in an appendix of the Loviisa NPP underground storage
facility until moving them to the large final disposal space of the NPP itself. None of these
solutions was licensed. Now all relevant plans have changed and require extensive licensing
work.
Current radioactive waste management regulation and practices at the waste receiving sites
require a good knowledge on the waste constituents and all the included radionuclides. To
produce all this data on a nearly 60 years old facility is a cumbersome task. Especially the
requirement for the data in the planning phase are tedious to meet.
The Finnish radioactive waste management system does not yet have any operational or ready
solutions for the dismantling waste. The above-mentioned change in the licensing policy to
open the radwaste facilities of the NPP´s also for other than their own waste – including the
FiR 1 decommissioning waste – is a first step, but the technical solutions and their licensing
still lie ahead.

6

SUMMARY

We have reviewed the experiences gathered up to now in the FiR 1 TRIGA research reactor
decommissioning project, still in the licensing phase. The reactor in Otaniemi university
campus, Espoo, Finland, has been a key nuclear energy training and research facility for
almost two generations. The first decommissioning of a nuclear reactor in Finland will be
implemented safely, and the waste management will be performed in collaboration with NPP
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operators. The lessons learned during the decommissioning of the research reactor can be
applied to the preparations for the decommissioning of nuclear power reactors.

7
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Abstract
Section 27(4) of the Act on the Search for and Selection of a Site for a disposal facility for high-level
radioactive waste (Site Selection Act - StandAG 2017) sets a draft temperature limit of 100 °C on the
outer surface of the containers with high-level radioactive waste in the disposal facility. This draft
temperature limit shall be applied in the preliminary safety analyses provided that the “maximum
physically possible temperatures” in the respective host rocks have not yet been determined due to
pending research.
This paper discusses the temperature dependence of thermohydraulical, mechanical, chemical and
biological processes as well as on issues related to retrievability and recovery.
Based on databases for features, events and processes (FEP-databases), several temperaturedependent processes have been identified and assessed for possible impacts of temperature on the
processes. Based on these impacts, temperature limits for different components (e. g. the outer surface
of the containers) can be derived. However, the interactions of safety relevant processes must be
considered in a disposal concept in order to determine a temperature limit on the outer surface of the
containers.
The temperature limits may vary for disposal facilities in the following host rocks: rock salt, claystone
and crystalline rock.
Technical solutions for retrieval and design options for recovery seem to be viable up to 200 °C with
different downsides. Therefore, no temperature limits could be deduced from issues of retrieval and
recovery.
However, technical solutions and design options for containers must still be developed and checked for
their practicability and feasibility.
The conclusion is that temperature limits on the outer surface of the containers should be derived
specifically for each safety concept, design of the disposal facility and the respective host rock. General
temperature limits without reference to specific safety concepts or the disposal facility design may
narrow down the possibilities for optimisation of the disposal facility and could adversely affect the site
selection process in finding the best site.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

The current draft limit on the temperature at the outside of containers for highly radioactive
waste in a disposal facility is stipulated by the site selection act § 27 (4) /STA 17/. This value
must be used for drafting disposal concepts and performing safety analyses until further
research shows that higher temperatures are feasible. This requirement is based on a
recommendation made by the commission on storage of high level radioactive waste
/KOM 16/, which has been a political comprise. This compromise has been heavily disputed
and criticized /FIS 16/, /KUD 16/, /REI 17/. The main statements were:
•

Temperatures below 100 °C are not necessarily advantageous for safety /RÖH 17/.

•

Advantages and disadvantages of disposal concepts with different design or draft
temperatures shall be shown in order not to exclude potential sites /WAT 17/.

•

Research and development concerning this issue was recommended, since the
requirement of a temperature limit has a large impact on the development of concepts
(e. g. size of the facility, dimension of the barriers) for the site selection process
/RÖH 17/.

The following paper presents and exemplifies some of the temperature depending
themohydraulic-chemical-mechanical-biological processes (THCMB-processes), which could
be considered for the development of concepts and for assignment of temperature limits in
different components.
1.2

High-level radioactive waste (HLRW) in Germany

The volume of HLRW is limited in Germany due nuclear energy being phased-out in 2022
/KOM 16/, /BMUB 18a/, /BMUB 18b/. The waste forms are mainly: spent fuel elements from
power reactors (approximately 35 000 pieces with about 10 500 Mg spent fuel or
approximately 7 600 m3, if considered as fuel rods only); canisters with vitrified waste from
reprocessing (approximately 8 000 pieces, approximately 2 000 m3) and spent fuel elements
from research reactors (approximately 2000 m3). The HLRW generates heat and will raise the
temperature in a disposal facility after closure.
The total volume of HLRW, if conditioned in POLLUX containers and canisters, is projected to
be around 27 000 m3 in 2080 /BMUB 18/.
If these containers are disposed, the heat generation will lead to an increase of the temperature
in the disposal facility (Fig. 1). As a temperature increase may lead to failure of the barrier
systems, a maximum design temperature at a specific point (e. g. container surface) must be
set.
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Fig. 1
1.3

Temperature on the outer surface of a single container and in a disposal field in
a generic HLRW-concept for rock salt (modified after /DBE 16/)
Background

Temperature limit
The term “temperature limit” is provided by the § 27 (4) of the Site Selection Act /STA 17/. This
section specifies that “for precautionary reasons a temperature limit of 100 °C at the outer
surface of containers shall be assumed as long as the temperatures, which are maximal
physically possible in the host rocks, have not been determined by pending research work”.
As there is literally no “maximal physically possible” temperature available in physics, the
understanding of this paragraph must relate to safety analyses based on safety concepts, to
which a specific temperature limit must be applied, designed or developed for. Therefore, the
“maximum physically possible” temperature must be related to a maximum temperature, which
must not be exceeded in a safety concept by considering safety requirements and technical
measures in its design.
On the one hand, the precautionary reasons have not been outlined in the act or in its
explanatory statement /BT 17/. However, it can be assumed that for higher temperatures
unfavourable outcomes in safety investigations may be expected. This could affect long-term
safety, operational safety, retrieval or recovery.
On the other hand, based on results from research, it can be concluded that it is possible to
apply temperature limits higher than 100 °C.
Design temperature
Apart from the “temperature limit” at the outer surface of containers, “design temperatures” for
components are needed for the planing and optimisation of the design of a disposal facility.
These temperatures shall ensure a safe operation and long-term safety. The latter must neither
be exceeded nor fall below the designated temperature (ranges) at certain areas and/or
components of the facility or at certain times. The design temperatures at reference points may
differ from the temperature limit at the outer surface of containers.
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Weighting criteria
The site selection act § 24 (5) refers to safety relevant features, which are assessed by
weighting criteria. One of the weighting criteria is dedicated to temperature compatibility:
The rock formations affected by temperature changes due to the emplacement of
radioactive waste should be such that the resulting changes in rock properties and
thermomechanical rock stresses do not lead to a loss of integrity and the formation
of secondary permeabilities in the repository area.
Indicators for this are the tendency to form heat-induced secondary permeabilities
and their expansion as well as the temperature stability of the host rock with regard
to mineral transformations.
Apart form the indicators, /BT 17/ also explains the following criteria:
Since temperature changes in geotechnical barriers and surrounding rock can
trigger, accelerate or intensify processes with different positive or negative
consequences for repository safety, the determination of host rock-specific or even
generally valid temperature limits and their application are only conditionally
suitable for the reliable avoidance of adverse consequences for repository safety.
Therefore, the requirement of a “temperature limit” by § 27 (4) of the Site Selection Act is
somewhat in contradiction to this statement for § 24 (5), which restricts the applicability of a
“temperature limit”. It is outlined further in /BT 17/, that safety requirements will be issued for
the application of temperature limits for the design of the disposal facility. Furthermore the
current draft of the safety requirements /BMU 19/ is in accordance with /BT 17/ regarding the
requirement on “temperature limits” for safety analyses, without specifying a value for the
temperature limit on the outer surface of containers.
Retrievability/Recovery
§ 2 StandAG /STA 17/ requires that the disposed waste containers with radioactive waste
must be retrievable during the operating phase. The retrievability must be planned (§ 13
/BMU 19/) and refers to the active process of removing waste containers from the repository
during the operating period (Fig. 2).
According to § 2 StandAG /STA 17/, recovery is defined as the unplanned retrieval of
radioactive waste from a repository after closure of the disposal facility. This must be possible
for 500 years /BMU 19/. It is considered as an emergency measure. Furthermore, the
discoverability, identificability, the manageability of the waste containers (tightness for
aerosols) is required.
This distinction between retrievability and recovery on the basis of the period under
consideration exists in this form exclusively in Germany.
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Fig. 2

Time frame for retrievability and recovery (modified after /ESK 11/)

Components
Repository components are: waste, canister, container, geotechnical barriers (backfill, buffer,
drift and shaft seals), geological barriers (host rock) and geological environment. Repository
components (e.g. the outer surface of a container, buffer, host rock, etc.) serve frequently as
reference points as the repository components are subject to a temperature influence due to
the heat input of the high-level radioactive waste. The Site Selection Act refers in § 27 (4) to a
temperature limit with the reference point at the outer surface of a container. From a safety
point of view, however, temperature limits may also be based on other reference points.
Temperature field
The storage of containers with HLRW leads to a heat input within the repository due to
radioactive decay and thus to an increase in temperature of the host rock and its geological
environment compared to the original rock temperature. The specific temperature at the outer
surface of the container depends mainly on: the loading of the containers; the thermal capacity
of the waste (after burn-up and interim storage); the storage design and the thermal material
properties of the geotechnical barriers as well as of the host rock and the heat flux in the
geological environment. The temperature field calculations (numerical model calculations)
determine the (peak) temperatures in time and space, e.g. on repository components.
Temperature field calculations are a necessary part of the technical design of a disposal
concept and are used for its optimisation regarding e.g. size, spacing, etc.

2

NATIONAL REGULATIONS REGARDING TEMPERATURE IN A
DISPOSAL FACILITY

Some site selection procedures (as in Switzerland) consider the thermal compatibility of host
rocks as a criterion to be considered in the selection of a site. This is similar to Annex 8 § 24
(59) StandAG /STA 17/. Other countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, Sweden) consider
the safety-related effects of an increase in temperature or the heat effect of the heat-generating
waste on the repository components. However, this is done within the scope of the design and
optimisation of a disposal facility. The regulations of these countries do not provide concrete
temperatures in the sense of a " temperature limit " prior the determination of a concept, site
or a host rock.
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Only in France a temperature of 100 °C at the boundary of the container and its surroundings
is recommended in a guideline by the Autorité de Sûreté Nucléaire (ASN), due to it being
considered as favourable for safety /BOD 08/. However, this temperature limit does not
represent a regulatory requirement. It is seen as an orientation value for further optimisation
of disposal concepts and this temperature is related only to the host rock-specific disposal
concepts in clay rock.
Germany has set a unique requirement by § 27 (4) /STA 17/ that a temperature limit on the
outer surface of the containers has to be applied for preliminary safety analyses without
specifiying the host rock, disposal concept or site. In all other evaluated regulations such a
temperature pre-determination is missing.

3

DISPOSAL CONCEPTS REGARDING TEMPERATURE

In the following, the statements on the design temperatures, which have been determined by
the disposal concepts of various countries, are summarised with regard to the resulting
temperature on the outer surfaces of the waste containers.
The disposal concepts in Belgium, Switzerland and France for clay rock and in Spain for
crystalline rock were initially based on the temperature limit of max. 100 °C for the backfill
material bentonite. The reason was that the buffer material loses sealing properties at higher
temperatures. In the Swiss concept, the design temperature for the outer half of the buffer was
increased from 100 °C to 125 °C /JOH 02/. The peak temperatures for the outer surface of the
containers could therefore reach 140 - 160 °C according to /JOH 02/. In France, it was
stipulated that for the specific disposal design that a maximum temperature of 90 °C is
permissible at the buffer/claystone contact in order to fall below a temperature of 100 °C in the
buffer /WEI 08/.
Most concepts which use clay-containing materials as barrier material are designed for a
temperature of up to 100 °C in the clay-containing material (design temperature). In
Switzerland, higher temperatures in the clay-containing buffer are also regarded as
conceptually feasible. Accordingly, peak temperatures in the range of 80 - 150 °C are
permissible on the outer surfaces of the containers in disposal concepts with mainly clay-based
barrier systems.
The literature survey revealed some significant differences for the peak temperatures on the
outer surface of the containers related to the disposal concepts. The highest peak temperature
in a disposal concept is up to 230 °C, which was derived from an inner temperature of 350 °C
in a waste container. This peak temperature was applied for the design of the disposal concept
in tuff (Yucca Mountain), which does not consider backfill in its disposal design /PAP 99/,
/REC 14/. For Great Britain, Japan, Russia, Spain and South Korea, no statements on
temperatures on the outer surface of the containers were found which were related to a
disposal design.
No indications were found in the evaluated literature which would require a maximum
temperature to be specified on the outer surface of the containers based on the features of
containers or processes which lead to the failure of the container as barrier (e.g. corrosion).
Furthermore, the melting of barriers, for example, would need much higher temperatures than
those discussed and considered reasonable in the disposal concepts.
Tab. 1 lists the area required for generic disposal facilities in different host rocks for the
inventory of HLW in Germany according to /DBE 16/. It shows an increase of the disposal area
when the temperature in rock salt is lowered from 200 °C to 100 °C. The area is increased
further when clay or crystalline rock is considered for this temperature.
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Tab. 1

Size of disposal facilities depending on temperature and host rock /DBE 16/

Temperature

Unit
°C

Rock salt
200

Rock salt
100

Clay rock
100

Crystalline rock
100

Minimum disposal
area for containers

km²

0.80

1.63

4.87

2.21

Minimum disposal
area applying safety
distance

km²

0.23

0.40

1.08

1.03

Minimum area for
infrastructure facility

km²

0.25

0.25

0.63

0.32

km²

1.28

2.28

6.58

3.56

Total area for
disposal

4

TEMPERATURE AND THCMB PROCESSES

A change in temperature (or heat flux) does not only affect the specific thermal properties (heat
conductivity, specific heat capacity), but can simultaneously have effects on:
•

Mineralogy (e.g. structural changes due to illitization, mineral composition, sorption
capacity),

•

Hydraulics (e.g. viscosity, density and surface tension; relative permeability of the water
phase),

•

Mechanics (e.g. strength properties; cracking due to drying out; swelling capability),

•

Chemistry (e.g. diffusive transport; cation exchange; pH value, reactions)

Since the temperature impacts all processes, the entire system behaviour can only be studied
by considering thermo-hydromechanical-chemical-biological coupled processes.
With regard to different host rocks, FEP-catalogues (features, events and processes) have
been compiled for disposal concepts. These FEP-catalogues are supposed to cover all
relevant processes for systems analyses, including those features and processes which have
a temperature dependence. Geological or climatic events are not considered here as
temperature dependent, as those are not triggered by the heat flux of the disposed radioactive
waste. The available FEP-catalogue for crystalline rock was generated differently compared
to rock salt and clay rock.
As the relevance of specific temperature dependent processes for long-term safety depends
on the host rock and the disposal concept, some examples are given and discussed for their
relevance for different host rocks.
4.1

Salt rock

Crushed salt is used for backfill of drifts in disposal concepts in rock salt /BOL 11/. The process
of compaction of the backfill restores the sealing capacity of rock salt to confine the containers.
Immediately after being placed in the repository, crushed salt has a porosity of approx. 35 %
/ROT 99/. The porosity (or pore volume) decreases as a result of the compaction due to the
convergence. The compaction rate depends on the specific conditions at the site (e.g. stress
conditions, humidity, fluid pressure, offset resistance and temperature). High temperatures
increase the convergence and thus accelerate the process of compaction. With increasing
compaction (i.e. decreasing porosity), the thermal properties of crushed salt approach those
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of undisturbed rock salt. This increases the thermal conductivity of the backfill of crushed salt
with progressing compaction.
The relationship between the imposed pressure (stress) and the porosity (void ratio, the
quotient of pore volume to solid volume) describes the compaction behaviour of crushed salt
down to small void ratios of 0.1 (Fig. 3). This relationship also depends on the temperature.
Higher temperatures have a favourable effect, i.e. small porosities (void ratios) can be
achieved with a lower stress (pressure) at a constant compaction rate. Nevertheless, as the
porosity decreases, the stress must increase to achieve compaction.

Fig. 3

Stress versus void ratio of crushed salt for different temperatures in compaction
tests with constant compaction rate /STÜ 04/.

Since the input of heat has a positive effect on lowering the void ratio of crushed salt (which is
desirable from safety considerations for the enclosure of the containers) this process does not
require an explicit maximum temperature limit to be set. However, a minimum temperature
could be desirable for this process to achieve the containment in a specified time period. This
may be demanded by a safety concept. The detailed determination of parameters is only
possible with knowledge of the site specific conditions and the disposal concept.
4.2

Clay rock

Bentonite is commonly used in disposal concepts in clay rocks as buffer for geotechnical
barriers and backfill. Smectites and Illites are two clay mineral groups which compose
bentonite. The cation exchange capacity of smectites is much higher than that of illites and
more favourable for the sorption of radionuclides. In addition, smectites have a high swelling
capacity, which also give bentonite a high plasticity and sealing capacity, while illites are less
swellable. The conversion of smectite into illite in a so-called smectite-illite reaction in a
geotechnical barrier (bentonite) or in the host rock (clay rock) can, therefore, have a negative
effect on the favourable properties of bentonite or clay rock.
The smectite-illite reaction is clearly detectable under geological conditions at temperatures
above approx. 60 °C /THY 11/, /GOU 16/. When a clay rock has reached a temperature of
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Smectite [%]

approx. 100 – 120 °C during its diagenetic immersion history, its pure smectite-containing
mineral phase is lost and the proportion of smectite-layers in the illite-smectite intercalation is
reduced to approx. 35 - 50 % /POL 93/, /ŠUC 93/, /SCH 96/, /COL 11/, /VÁZ 14/ (Fig. 4).

Temperature [°C]
Fig. 4

Smectite fraction of the illite-smectite intercalation (I/S) of a bentonite rich clay
rock (○) and other clay rock / shale (•) as a function of the in-situ temperature
(depth) /ŠUC 93/.

The smectite-illite reaction in bentonite-rich clay rock progresses much more slowly than in
other clay rock /ŠUC 93/, /MAS 01/. Therefore, the transition of bentonite-rich clay rock to low
proportion of smectite (35 %) shifts to a temperature of approx. 150 °C. Then, the difference
of the swelling capacity between bentonites and clay rocks becomes negligible /ŠUC 93/.
According to the literature on diagenesis, the next transition takes place at a smectite content
of less than 15 % at 150 - 190 ºC /POL 93/, /VÁZ 14/. If the potassium supply is insufficient,
this transition temperature shifts to 240 °C /ARO 06/. Furthermore, a complete transformation
of the smectite layers into illite layers was only detected at approx. 270 °C /ARO 06/.
In addition, a high salinity in interaction with a temperature above 80 °C was recognized as an
accelerating factor influencing the smectite-illite reaction /HON 04/. At high pH values, (e.g.
13.4) and a potassium concentration of 1 M, the smectite-illite reaction is observed in the
laboratory at 50 °C over 30 days /DRI 02/. These site-specific effects must be assessed when
a disposal concept is developed.
4.3

Crystalline rock

During its genesis, crystalline rock was exposed to very high temperatures over very long
periods of time. For example, the rock units in the area of continental deep drilling are
characterized by a medium pressure metamorphosis at approx. 600 - 800 MPa and 650 - 700
°C /ROH 11/. Therefore, no significant safety-relevant THMCB processes are expected for the
crystalline rock in the range of the design temperatures discussed in disposal concepts. The
properties thermal conductivity and thermal capacity (as e.g. described in /KNU 83/, /SKB 10/)
are to be considered for the repository design. Possible implications from other temperaturedependent processes would result rather from the materials used in the repository and the
(geotechnical) barriers (e.g. bentonite, containers), fluids (geochemical environment) and
fissure fillings, if the latter were assigned a safety-relevant barrier function in the disposal
concept.
Corrosion refers mainly to the chemical or electrochemical reaction of a metal with substances
from its environment. In the case of steel corrosion of container, corrosion reactions are
controlled by the pH and the availability of oxygen. Anaerobic corrosion of steel generates
mainly hydrogen gas. The aerobic corrosion rate is much faster than the anaerobic corrosion
rate. However, the corrosion rate and corrosion products depend not only on the composition
of the metal, the prevailing geochemical environment but also – since it is a chemical reaction
– on the temperature.
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Therefore, the impact of metal corrosion depends on the disposal concept (in particular the
container materials and design) and the geochemical conditions in the host rock. However,
corrosion processes have never been used to justify a temperature limit according to our
knowledge.
In disposal concepts for crystalline rock, bentonite is used as a buffer and assigned as a barrier
function. In principle, the temperature dependencies and limitations mentioned for clay rock or
bentonite also apply for disposal concepts in crystalline rock if they consider clay-containing
buffers as barriers. Temperature-dependent processes of clay-containing barriers are already
known (microbial activity, saturation and swelling behaviour, flow processes, diffusion) and are
therefore not covered here. Since disposal concepts in crystalline rock (Sweden, Finland)
consider the clay-containing buffers and containers as essential geotechnical barriers for longterm safety, the temperatures for the design of a repository is reviewed more restrictively than
in other disposal concepts (Switzerland).
The hydrothermal alteration processes may have an impact on fissure fillings. If the features
of the fissure fillings have been assigned a safety relevant barrier function (e.g. sorption) in a
disposal concept, the design of a repository has to consider these processes by means of
THMC calculations, e.g. in order to avoid undesired mineral transformations.

5

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

For most disposal concepts using clay-based materials as barriers, a maximum design
temperature of up to 100 °C was set for the clay-based material (buffer). Only in Switzerland
higher temperatures in the clay-based buffer are considered in the disposal concept. The
maximum temperatures on the outer surface of the containers in different disposal concepts
using clay-based materials range between 80 - 150 °C. This shows that there is some flexibility.
Apart from the positive impact of higher temperatures on the compaction process, the
temperatures for a disposal concept in rock salt were justified by the mineral properties of the
minerals containing water (so-called hydrate salts) to exclude the release of water from the
hydrate salts. These salts may occur in the surroundings of the disposal area. The minimum
distance of disposed containers to the hydrate salt formations was determined for the disposal
concept by means of a temperature field calculation. This took into account the temperature
limit on the outer surface of the containers (e.g. 200 °C). This example shows that the
applicable temperature limit depends on safety and disposal concepts, which may include a
minimum distance to hydrate salt formations.
In addition, the literature review revealed some significant differences with regard to the
maximum temperatures on the outer surface of the containers in various disposal concepts.
No indications were found in the literature to justify a disposal concept exclusively on the basis
of a given temperature limit at the outer surface of the containers or the properties of the
containers.
There are many other THMCB processes for the host rocks; rock salt, clay rock and crystalline
rock which can be used to derive temperature limits for disposal concepts /MEL 16/. Almost all
relevant processes are listed in FEP catalogues (e.g. /NEA 19/).
With the exception of the temperature behaviour of gap fillings in crystalline rock, the
temperature-dependent processes for crystalline rock are identical to those for clay rock. If gap
fillings are considered as a barrier in safety concepts for repository systems in crystalline rock,
a more detailed evaluation is needed.

6

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the temperature-dependent properties and individual processes considered for
known disposal concepts in different host rocks /MEL 16/, a general temperature limit can not
be justified. Any temperature limit will depend on specific safety and disposal concepts
considering advantages and disadvantages of barriers /BRA 18/.
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The temperatures discussed so far - related to the outer surface of the containers and used
for design of a disposal facility - are in the range of approx. 80 to 230 °C. Overall, this
temperature range appears to be plausible from a safety point of view according to the current
state of knowledge.
Temperature limits on the outer surface of the containers which can be justified as being safe
can only be derived on the basis of a (possibly provisional) safety and disposal concept. This
can take into account the various temperature-dependent properties and processes of barriers
as well as impacts on retrievability/recovery.
For this reason, any general "temperature limit" for the host rocks; rock salt, clay rock and
crystalline rock would hamper the development of safety and disposal concepts and their
optimisation in the course of a site selection (see also /ALT 16/).

7

OUTLOOK

Using a safety concept and a preliminary disposal concept, "design temperatures" can be
derived using comprehensible assumptions based on the state of the art in science and
technology for host rocks, barriers and other components. These design temperatures can be
justified in terms of safety and can be used to set a specific temperature limit by the regulatory
authority.
It became obvious that temperatures and effects within the containers after disposal have not
been investigated or extrapolated. However, knowledge is required in order to be able to
ensure container manageability for recovery. Evidence for sufficient manageability of
containers, which have experienced high(er) temperatures externally and internally in the long
term, has not been found in a literature review. Corresponding conceptual work and material
research appear necessary.
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Abstract:
Characterization of contamination in soils resulting from nuclear activities is a crucial issue for site
remediation. A classical approach consists in delineating the contaminated zones based on a
geostatistical estimation calibrated from measured activities, but it results in high uncertainties when the
number of measurements is low and/or the spatial variability of the studied variable is governed by
complex processes. In order to reduce these uncertainties, a novel approach, called Kriging with
Numerical Variogram (KNV), is developed: the variogram is computed from a set of physically-based
flow-and-transport simulations rather than from the measurements.
The KNV approach is assessed on a two-dimensional synthetic reference test case reproducing the
migration of a tritium plume within an unsaturated soil with hydraulic properties highly variable in space.
In this case, the KNV method reduces the mean absolute error by 50% to 75% compared to classical
geostatistical approaches, depending on the sampling scenario. The performance of KNV regarding the
classification into contaminated or not-contaminated zones is yet sensitive to the contamination
threshold.
The KNV approach could thus help to better estimate volumes of soils to be decontaminated in the
context of remediation of nuclear sites. This approach can be transposed to other scales of
heterogeneities, such as systems with several geological units, or other pollutants with a more complex
chemical behaviour, as soon as a numerical code that simulates the phenomenon under study is
available.

1

INTRODUCTION

Kriging is used to map contamination in soils and groundwater by providing estimates of
pollutant concentration at unsampled locations (e.g., [1] and [2]). However, the quality of the
kriging estimator strongly depends on the ability to model the spatial structure of the studied
variable through the variogram or the covariance function. In particular, the kriging estimator
is often poorly accurate if the number of sampled values is low or if the spatial variability of the
studied variable is governed by complex processes ([3] and [4]).
Physically-based numerical simulations of flow and solute transport are another widely used
approach to assess contaminated soils and groundwater (e.g., [5] and [6]). Such simulations
take into account complex processes governing contamination spread but they require a
relevant definition of initial and boundary conditions, as well as internal hydraulic properties.
Within the unsaturated zone, the inference of these hydraulic properties is difficult, timeconsuming and the induced uncertainties result in a lack of accuracy in the characterization of
the contaminated areas ([7]).
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The present study aims at combining kriging and flow-and-transport simulations, by computing
the mean of experimental variograms from outputs of numerical simulation (hence they are
called numerical variograms), in order to improve the characterization of a contaminant plume
under a complex configuration, i.e., by considering transient unsaturated flow and highly
variable hydraulic properties.

2

KRIGING WITH NUMERICAL VARIOGRAM (KNV)

Ordinary kriging is widely used to map pollutant concentrations in soil and groundwater. The
estimate of the variable of interest Z at a target point x0, Z*(x0), is a linear combination of the
observations:
𝑁𝑁

𝑍𝑍 ∗ (𝑥𝑥0 ) = � 𝜆𝜆𝑎𝑎 𝑍𝑍(𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 )
𝑎𝑎=1

where λa are the kriging weights to be determined and xa are the locations of the N
observations. Ordinary kriging assumes that (i) the mean of the regionalized variable (Z) under
study is constant but unknown; and (ii) the variance of any increments, i.e. the variogram
function is known for any pairs of points in the studied domain ([8]).
Instead of computing the variogram from observations, numerical variograms are computed
from several realizations of Z. These realizations result from a physically-based model, e.g.,
flow and transport simulations of a contaminant plume for the application presented in this
study. The numerical variogram γ between two points x and x’ is the average of the increments
computed on the P realizations:
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where Zp(x) (resp. Zp(x’)) is the value of Z at location x (resp. x’) for the p-th simulation.

3

METHOD

In order to assess the KNV approach, a synthetic reference test case is considered. This
reference case consists in a two-dimensional vertical domain of 100 m large by 15 m deep in
an unsaturated zone contaminated with a point source of tritiated water, and it is built as
follows:
•

A triplet of random fields describing the proportions of sand, silt and clay (i.e., soil textural
properties) are generated by considering (i) a normal distribution of these proportions;
and (ii) a spatial variability implemented through an exponential variogram with
anisotropy between the horizontal and vertical directions.

•

The textural properties are converted into Mualem-van Genuchten hydraulic parameters,
governing unsaturated flow ([9] and [10]), by means of the rosetta3 pedo-transfer
function ([11]).

•

The hydraulic parameter fields are used as inputs to MELODIE flow-and-transport
numerical code ([12]) for simulating the evolution of the tritium plume during five years.

Both the soil texture and the tritium activity are sampled in seven boreholes crossing the
reference case (Fig. 1). The KNV approach is then carried out to estimate the tritium activity
within the whole domain from these punctual sampling:
•

The sampled soil textures are used to compute experimental variograms, which allow
the generation of 2,000 triplets of conditional fields of sand, silt and clay contents.

•

The textural property fields are converted into hydraulic parameter fields by means of
rosetta3 pedo-transfer function.
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•

The hydraulic parameter fields are used as inputs to the flow-and-transport code to
simulate 2,000 tritium plumes (all the other model parameters are kept constant
compared to the reference test case).

•

The set of 2,000 simulated plumes is used to compute the numerical variograms between
each couple of points needed to build the kriging system.

The KNV estimates are compared to the activities of the reference test case and two other
kriging methods are used as benchmarks, ordinary kriging (OK, [8]) and kriging with an external
drift (KED, [13]).

Fig. 1. Reference test case: simulated tritium plume (a); and activities sampled for assessing
the KNV approach (b).

4

RESULTS

The maps of estimation are almost similar for the three methods (Fig. 2). Yet, the errors are
higher for OK (Root Mean Square Error, RMSE = 161 Bq.m-3H20) and KED (RMSE = 138
Bq.m-3H20) than for KNV (RMSE = 89 Bq.m-3H20).

Fig. 2. Map of estimation obtained with the OK (a), KED (b) and KNV (c) approaches; and
maps of corresponding estimation errors (d, e and f).
The proportion of false-positive (i.e., contaminated on the estimation, not contaminated on the
reference) surface is smaller for KNV that for OK, whatever the contamination threshold (Fig.
3a). This proportion is reduced of 10%, except for contamination thresholds above 1,000 Bq.m3
H20. The proportion of false-positive surface is smaller for KED than for KNV for very low
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contamination thresholds (below 20 Bq.m-3H20); for higher contamination thresholds, KNV
leads to smaller proportion of false-positive surfaces than KED.
The proportion of false-negative (i.e., contaminated on the reference, not contaminated on the
estimation) surface is slightly higher for KNV than for OK and KED for contamination thresholds
below 500 Bq.m-3H20 (Fig. 3b). For higher contamination thresholds, KNV performs better than
OK and KED.

Fig. 3. Proportion of false-positive (a) and false-negative (b) surfaces in function of the
contaminated threshold.

5

CONCLUSION

The KNV approach, consisting in using flow-and-transport simulation outputs to compute
numerical variograms, appears to perform better than standard geostatistical tools to improve
plume characterization. Additional tests show that KNV appears to be particularly interesting
when the available observations are scarce (when reference test case activity is sampled in
four boreholes, OK RMSE is 348 Bq.m-3H20; KED RMSE is 174 Bq.m-3H20; and KNV RMSE is
147 Bq.m-3H20).
The assessment procedure detailed in this study is based on a synthetic case study with
boundary conditions supposed to be exactly known. The next step will be to carry out the
method on an actual contaminated site.
This work is part of the Kri-Terres project, supported by the French National Radioactive Waste
Management Agency (Andra) under the "Investments for the Future" Program.
More details about this work are given in a research article submitted for publication in a
scientific peer-review journal ([14]).
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Abstract:
Synergetic use of state-of-the-art synchrotron-based measurement techniques from the macro- down to
the nano-scale together with standard laboratory analytical methods are a unique approach to determine
uptake processes of radionuclides onto cementitious materials and to explore micro-scale processes
supporting predictions on the long-term performance of cement-based structures. Cement is foreseen
in many countries as an engineered barrier within the concept of geological disposal of radioactive waste
and it is also used for the solidification of low- and intermediate-level waste.

1

INTRODUCTION

Synchrotron radiation-based analytical techniques embrace a high number of powerful
methods capable of providing molecular-level information of chemical speciation, mineralogical
composition and mechanical properties of cementitious materials. Among these techniques,
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) probes the local environment of an X-ray absorber atom,
while X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments probe the long-range order of crystalline samples.
The strength of the XAS technique lies in the wide application possibilities: it is non-destructive
and it can provide in-situ measurements in different sample environments, such as solid, liquid,
suspension and gaseous as well as crystalline and amorphous materials. The information
gained from XAS concerns the type of neighbouring atoms, bond length and coordination
numbers from the absorbing atom. Furthermore, the method is capable of distinguishing
different oxidation states of the X-ray absorber by the X-ray absorption near-edge spectra
(XANES). The latter enables also the identification of the coordination environment by using
the fingerprinting method. During the past years, with the further development of powerful
codes, the synergetic use of XANES and ab initio calculations enables to get detailed
molecular-level information comparable to extended X-ray absorption data (EXAFS). The
approach is very useful in those cases where EXAFS data are not collectable. This is, for
example, the case when chemical elements contained in the system are energetically to near
to each other or the absorber concentration is very low (as low as a few tens of ppm). The
approach is applicable from the macro-, to the nano-scale. On the micro- and nano-scale the
synergy with synchrotron-based micro-XRF (microXRF) is desired in order to determine
spatially resolved elemental distributions and elemental correlations, which then can be
complemented with the simultaneous registration of micro X-ray diffraction (microXRD)
patterns. The latter are complex images in which many crystal grains from different structures
can contribute. The quality of the diffraction data ranges from almost perfect individual single
crystals to microfine powders or even non-crystalline materials. This study presents several
applications of synchrotron radiation-based techniques to answer pertinent questions related
to the safe disposal of radioactive waste.
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2

IDENTIFICATION OF THE CONTAMINANT SPECIATION WITHIN
CEMENT-BASED WASTE MATERIAL

The use of synchrotron-based techniques on the macro-scale and, in particular, of XAS
enables to detect the major speciation of an absorbing atom. Vespa et al. [1] have shown, that
in the case of Ni within hardened cement pastes (HCP) a Ni-layered double hydroxide was the
major component formed within the highly heterogeneous system and was the solubility
limiting phase for thermodynamic processes. These results obtained from the macro-scale rely
on the assumption that immobilisation processes and the fate of contaminants are primarily
determined by sorption reactions on the most predominant mineral phase in the investigated
system. However, this assumption breaks down when highly reactive mineral phases are
present as minor components. Neglecting the major role of such minor minerals would result
in significant errors in calculations of the retardation of contaminants in the environment. The
work on Co uptake by HCP by Vespa et al. [2] and Dähn et al. [3] indeed showed that different
processes are responsible at the macro- and nano-scale. At the macro-scale the major
detected speciation were Co(OH)2 and CoOOH with oxidation state 2+ and 3+, respectively.
On the micro-scale (5x5 µm2) elemental distribution maps performed by synchrotron microXRF combined with micro-XAS investigations revealed that the two oxidation states were
spatially resolved. The Co3+ phases were always present in form of a ring, whereas the Co2+
as highly enriched Co spots. The originally Co2+ added to the cementitious system had partly
oxidized due to oxygen entering the system during the cement production processes, in
particular the mixing of clinker phases with water [2]. Nevertheless, due to the heterogeneity
of the cement system and its particle size, which can reach the nanometer range, not all Cocontaining regions observed by micro-XRF could be identified as Co(OH)2 and CoOOH. The
breakthrough was achieved by using highly spatially resolved absorption techniques, i.e.
scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM). The technique enables to radiograph the
material at the nano-scale (20x20 nm2) along the absorption edge range of the element of
interest creating absorption distribution maps of the region of interest. From every single pixel
of such a map, a XANES can be extracted. By using the finger-printing method, i.e. comparison
of experimental and reference spectra, the speciation can be pinned down. These studies have
shown that at the nano-scale a further Co2+ speciation was present, i.e. Co-pyllosilicate [3].
Therefore, three different speciation have to be considered for Co immobilisation processes in
cementitious system and for thermodynamic calculations.

3

CHARACTERISATION OF CEMENTITIOUS PHASES

Cementitious materials are very heterogeneous with discrete particles, typically in the size
range of about a few hundred nanometers up to a few hundred micrometers, which may vary
in crystallinity from crystalline to amourphous state. In many cases, well-established laboratory
techniques, such as XRD, thermogravimetric analysis/differential thermogravimetry, solidstate nuclear magnetic resonance or scanning electron microscopy [e.g., 4] are suitable to pin
down the physical and chemical properties of the cement structure. These techniques allow
gaining information on the elemental distribution, but are limited towards speciation. For the
latter, XAS is the tool of choice. EXAFS is possible when the absorber atoms, such as transition
metals, are energetically far from the major elements present in cement, such as Al, Ca, Si.
The latter are energetically so near that only XANES can be collected. Wieland and co-workers
[5] have employed this technique combined with micro-XRF in order to investigate the spatial
resolution of ettringite and monosulfate on the macro-scale. They have used the fingerprinting
method combined with different specific XAS analytical tools, such as principle component
analysis, target transformation in order to identify the Al and S-bearing phases. The study
revealed that on the micro-scale the monosulfate was hardly co-existing with ettringite, and
that the latter was a minor component. Additionally the hydrotalcite was identified in few
reactions zones of the cement.
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XANES data are very complex and contain a large number of information. Over the past years,
the amelioration of computational codes and increase in computer power allowed to developed
advanced computational codes specifically to pin down the information included in XANES
data. Recent studies have shown that by combining XANES with ab initio calculations using
the FDMNES code new possibilities open up for the identification and characterization of the
local chemical arrangement of the elements that dominate the cement matrix [6]. The identified
semi-amorphous Mg-bearing phases (M-S-H) formed at the reactive interface between cement
and clay material. Due to the great similarity between natural Mg-silicate bearing phase and
the M-S-H phases the use of the fingerprinting method is limited. The latter allows identifying
the oxidation state of the investigated phase, but it cannot pin down the molecular structure.
The use of the FDMNES code enables to calculated XANES spectra from a well-defined
starting model, which is subsequently redefined during several steps, until the model reflects
the experiment. Vespa and co-workers [7] have shown that in the case of the M-S-H phases
Mg is present in at least two geometrically distinct octahedral sites arranged in a structured
layer. This layering is composed of a tetrahedral-octahedral-tetrahedral and a Mg-hydroxide
layer, organized similarly to the structure of talc and brucite, respectively. Furthermore, they
have proofed that Ca may be enclosed in the structure. A question, which has been strongly
debated in the literature [8-15]. This technical and methodological approach opens up new
possibilities for the identification and characterisation of the local chemical arrangement of the
light elements that dominate the cement matrix.

4

IDENTIFICATION OF ALKALI-SILICA REACTION PRODUCTS

The complexity of cementitious materials is related to its highly heterogeneous physical and
chemcial system and its extreme variation in particles sizes. Many chemical reactions within
the cementitious system are related to processes at the micrometre scale. The alkali-silicareaction (ASR) is a deterioration of concrete in outdoor structures exposed to water or
moisture, e.g. dam walls or bridges. ASR takes place over decades and damages are initially
only visible on the micro-meter scale. The understanding of the processes leading to the ASR
products and the expansion mechanisms within the concrete have been very challenging,
especially due to the small sizes in the micrometre range of these products.
Recent technical developments performed by Dähn and co-workers [16] in the setup of
synchrotron micro-XRD measurements for spatially resolved samples open up a large number
of possibilities. Dähn et al. have applied a particular experimental set up for the synergetic use
of synchrotron-based micro-XRF with micro-XRD techniques on thin sections. The micro-XRF
was employed in order to identify the regions of the reaction products mainly present in veins,
whereas by micro-XRD the crystalline phase was identified. The particularity of the technique
is that the thin section was rotated during the collection of several micro-XRD frames in order
to gain the maximum of characteristic reflections from the investigated phase. The challenge,
which has to be overwhelmed, is to keep a steady X-ray beam position on the spot of interest
while rotating the sample and collecting micro-XRD frames at each point of rotation. All these
frames are than convoluted into a composite patter and transformed to a conventional onedimensional XRD pattern to be used for Rietveld analysis.
This methodological approach was applied to investigate a Swiss infrastructure built in 1969.
The results show that the ASR products form a new layered-framed phase with the chemical
composition {Ca5.34 K4.6Na0.74·Fe0.22·7.66H2O}[Si19.34Al0.66O48] similar to minerals of the
mountainite family. The identification and understanding of the crystalline structure of phases
formed by ASR will unequivocally contribute to the development of new technical treatments
inhibiting the formation of these products.
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Abstract:
Since its signature in 1957, EURATOM has promoted improvement and harmonization of emergency
preparedness and response to potential radiological accidents. The FP7 EURATOM NERIS-TP
project, through a collaboration of industry, research and governmental organisations, has further
consolidated a self-sustaining “European Technology Platform” to improve EU response by coupling
the decision support systems with the early notification system ECURIE (the JRC’s highly reliable
web-application for the creation of notifications under the 87/600/EURATOM Council Decision).
EURATOM has also liaised with IAEA for the implementation of the FASTNET (FAST Nuclear
Emergency Tools) project: knowledge management, dissemination and education & training through
the set-up of a database of all potential severe accident scenarios.
FASTNET is improving the methodology and the tools required for rapid response to emergencies at
nuclear power plants. These tools will enable emergency centres to provide a quicker and more
appropriate response to radiological risks. In particular, the capabilities of tools and methods have
been extended to cover a complete set of “reference accident scenarios” for the main types of
operating water-cooled nuclear power plants in Europe (including a generic concept for spent-fuel
pools). By the end of this H2020 project, the database of potential nuclear accident scenarios will be
transferred to the IAEA where it will be maintained and extended to non-European nuclear
technologies, and finally made available to emergency centres in all IAEA’s member countries.
The current EURATOM Work Programme 2019-2020 is further focussing on the need to minimize
radiological risks by improving plants’ operational safety by use of Emergency Mobile Equipment
(EME) and adapting emergency preparedness and response to these challenging scenarios (topics
NFRP-02, NFRP-03 and NFRP-12: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/20182020/euratom/h2020-wp1920-euratom_en.pdf). This area will be also tackled by the MUSA project,
started last July, by investigating the practical elimination of risks, with related uncertainties, of
operational EU nuclear plants.
Furthermore, the regulatory guidelines of several EU countries call for a continuous development of
safety in plants under operation, as well as in construction and in design such to guarantee that “any
event that may result in a release requiring measures to protect the population in the early stages of
the accident shall be practically eliminated”. In other words, current legislation and regulatory
guidelines require the elimination of evacuation plans around the plant. EURATOM has tackled this
issue for Gen II&III operational plants (for example with the sCO2-4-NPP and the R2CA projects) as
well as for Gen III+ as the European Pressurised Reactors (EPRs) under construction (e.g. with the
“Network of Excellence” SARNET). Currently EURATOM is also focussing on safety assessments for
Gen IV new designs of Small Modular Reactors (the SAMOSAFER project).
Future EURATOM work programs might need to further focus on social science and humanities
(SS&H): the very recent HoNESt project has concluded that nuclear energy could become accepted
as a viable low-carbon source of power, and therefore remain an important contributor to the energy
mix, only if safety assessments and EU emergency procedures would be able to demonstrate the
elimination of any potential power plant impact on surrounding population.
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1

EURATOM RESEARCH

Since the signature of the EURATOM treaty in 1957, the European Commission has
focussed on the improvement of the safety of nuclear installations by promoting integration
and harmonization of research at EU level.
As from the same year, EURATOM has been the legal basis for:
1)

the establishment of the first EU joint research organization, the Joint Research Centre,
JRC where EU scientists have been directly working together to provide independent
scientific advice and support to EU policy, and

2)

the work of the Directorate-General for Research & Innovation (RTD) which focusses
on the definition of the European Union's research and innovation policy and the
coordination of research activities (with a view to achieving the goals of the Europe
2020 strategy and its key flagship initiative, the Innovation Union (Ref.1).

Under the current EURATOM programme, research and training in nuclear safety and
security, radiation protection, radioactive waste management and fusion energy is
implemented through (Ref.2):
–

direct actions in fission — i.e. research performed by the Commission’s Joint Research
Centre (JRC), and

–

indirect actions in fission and fusion — i.e. via competitive calls for proposals (fission
safety, waste management and radiation protection), and a comprehensive namedbeneficiary co-fund action (fusion energy) managed by the Commission’s DirectorateGeneral for Research & Innovation (RTD).

EURATOM fission research falls under both direct and indirect actions, while all Euratom
fusion research falls under indirect actions managed by the RTD.
The 2014-2018 Council Regulation provides a budget of EUR 1 603 329 000 for the
implementation of the Euratom programme. This amount is distributed as follows:
•

indirect actions for fusion research: EUR 728 232 000;

•

indirect actions for fission, safety and radiation protection: EUR 315 535 000;

•

direct actions: EUR 559 562 000.

The adoption of the EURATOM work programme for 2019-2020 (Ref.2) foresees the
financing of DG RTD indirect actions with a maximum Union contribution set at EUR
477 167 500.
For the next long-term EU budget 2021-2027, the Commission is proposing EUR 100 billion
for research and innovation. The indicative budget distribution for Euratom (2021-2025) shall
be (EUR 1 675 million):
•

for fusion research and development (indirect actions): EUR 724 563 000

•

for nuclear fission, safety and radiation protection (indirect actions): EUR 330 930 000

•

for direct actions undertaken by JRC: EUR 619 507 000

The new programme – Horizon Europe – will build on the achievements and success of the
previous research and innovation programme (Horizon 2020) and keep the EU at the
forefront of global research and innovation. Horizon Europe is the most ambitious research
and innovation programme ever.
Carlos Moedas, Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation, has recently stated:
"Horizon 2020 is one of Europe's biggest success stories. And the new “Horizon Europe”
programme aims even higher. As part of this, we want to strengthen the EU's global scientific
leadership and reengage citizens by setting ambitious new missions for EU research as well
as modernise funding for ground-breaking innovation in Europe”.
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2

THE CURRENT BASELINE FOR EMERGENCY AND PREPAREDNESS
RESPONSE: THE FP7 EURATOM NERIS-TP PROJECT

The NERIS-TP project (Towards a self-sustaining European Technology Platform on
Preparedness for Nuclear and Radiological Emergency Response and Recovery) has, since
February 2011, combined eleven leading research organisations in the nuclear emergency
management area with four SMEs and four governmental organisations from 13 countries.
Within the three years of operation, the project has achieved results in the following areas:
•

Operation of a European platform on emergency and post-accident preparedness
and management (The NERIS Platform) to further improve emergency response and
recovery preparedness in Europe;

•

Development of a screening model to test the new International Commission
Radiological Protection (ICRP-103) recommendations in respect to national
implementation plans;

•

Improvement of the two late phase modes ERMIN (inhabited areas) and AgriCP
(agricultural production) to better deal with the request from the end users;

•

Coupling of the emergency information system of the IAEA with the existing
European Decision Support Systems (RODOS/ARGOS) by developing an interface
and a meteorological model chain that provides meteorological data from freely
available world-wide data;

•

Strengthening of the preparedness at the local/national level by setting up dedicated
fora for the improvement/adaptation of the tools developed within the EURANOS
projects.

Besides, several dissemination workshops and exercises have been conducted to distribute
the information on the new tools to all interested parties. This resulted in national exercises
testing the new tools and providing feedback to the developers. A dissemination workshop
with 82 participants was conducted at the end of the project bringing together national and
international experts as well as local stakeholders from 20 countries.
A good sustainability was achieved as 49 members joined the NERIS platform (and so far 20
of them are “supporting members” providing fees for the operation of the secretariat). The
platform will also play an important role in identifying future research needs at European
level. In this way, the NERIS-TP projects helped to achieve a greater harmonisation in
Europe by improving European decision support systems and establishing a sustainable
platform that combines all important players in emergency and post-accident preparedness
and management in one single organisation.
2.1

Early warning information systems

The European Community Urgent Radiological Information Exchange (ECURIE), and
internationally, the Unified System for Information Exchange in Incidents and Emergencies
(USIE) of the IAEA are the two most used early warning information systems. The country
where an incident/accident happens, issues an early warning message that is immediately
further distributed by one or both of these systems. Information includes its location and
potential releases of radioactive materials.
ECURIE is the interface to the EU early notification and information exchange system for
radiological emergencies. It is the technical implementation of Council Decision
87/600/EURATOM, which obliges EU Member States to urgently inform the European
Commission of any radiological emergency for which they intend to take countermeasures. In
addition ECURIE may be used to disseminate information regarding other events with
radiological consequences on an urgent basis.
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The system is operated by the Directorate-General Energy (DG ENER) of the European
Commission in Luxembourg. Access is restricted to nominated national Competent
Authorities (CAs) and Contact Points (CPs) as well as to international organisations with
responsibilities regarding the response to radiological emergencies.

3

THE H2020 EURATOM FASTNET PROJECT

FASTNET is improving the methodology and the tools required for rapid response to
emergencies at nuclear power plants. These tools will enable emergency centres to provide
a quicker and more appropriate response to radiological risks. In particular, the capabilities of
tools and methods have been extended to cover a complete set of “reference accident
scenarios” for the main types of operating water-cooled nuclear power plants in Europe
(including a generic concept for spent-fuel pools). By the end of this H2020 project (end of
2019), the database of potential nuclear accident scenarios will be transferred to the IAEA
where it will be maintained and extended to non-European nuclear technologies, and finally
made available to emergency centres in all IAEA’s member countries
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/infocentre/article_en.cfm?artid=50311).
When dealing with emergency, two issues with fully different time requirements and
operational objectives, and thus different methods and tools, have to be considered:
emergency preparedness and emergency response. The FASTNET project has addressed
both issues by combining the efforts of organizations active in these two areas to improve the
capabilities of identified deterministic reference tools and methods to categorize accident
scenarios in main types of operating water-cooled NPPs in Europe.
After the identification of several main categories of scenarios and the formulation of a
methodology for the description and the development of a database (of scenarios), the
diagnosis of accidental situations has been also performed with probabilistic approaches
based on Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) in order to complement operational deterministic
methodologies and tools.
By the end of the project, both approaches should be assessed against the above mentioned
database of scenarios. Finally a comprehensive set of emergency exercises has been
developed and proposed to be run by a large set of partners.

4

RELEVANT PROJECTS UNDER THE EURATOM WORK PROGRAMME
2019-2020

The lesson learnt from the Fukushima accident has further pushed towards emergency
responses relying on the use of mobile equipment. Consequently, the current EURATOM
Work Programme 2019-2020 is explicitely focussing on the need to minimize radiological
risks by improving plants’ operational safety thanks to the use of Emergency Mobile
Equipment (EME) and adapting emergency preparedness and response to these challenging
scenarios.
Topics NFRP-02, NFRP-03 and NFRP-12 of the last EURATOM work
programme
are
tackling
these
issues:
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2018-2020/euratom/h2020wp1920-euratom_en.pdf.
However, it is clear that EME should be available from the very onset of the accident and,
above all, plant personnel must be well trained to its use.
4.1

The Fukushima lesson

Following the tsunami (Ref.7) and the total station black-out (SBO), there were multiple
equipment failures on-site, and a range of portable equipment and heavy machinery was
provided to cope with the situation. Some of this equipment was supplied by TEPCO and
some other heavy equipment was provided by local and prefectural organizations (e.g.
firefighting brigades).
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Many types of portable equipment were delivered, such as: mobile AC power generators;
equipment for power restoration (mainly cables and transformers); mobile pumps (engine
driven), such as fire engines with all of the associated fittings and equipment; mobile air
compressors; radiation monitoring vehicles; batteries of different types, voltages and sizes;
and portable lighting equipment. In some cases (especially for batteries and equipment to
restore electric power supply), a logistical procurement team was established near the
Fukushima Daiichi site to manage the request and/or procurement of the equipment needed.
However, the delivery of equipment was hampered by multiple problems. Fear of
contamination from radioactive material deposited on vehicles impeded the transport of
supplies necessary for the response. On-site emergency workers encountered difficulties in
obtaining authorization from the police to travel on roads leading to and from the site. Truck
drivers abandoned deliveries or retreated, requiring on-site emergency workers with driving
licences to replace them. Receiving, managing and organizing the arrival of deliveries was
logistically very challenging.
In conclusion, the emergency response at the Fukushima Daiichi plant has been ineffective
with the inability to inject water into the reactor from ECC systems.
A different result was obtained at the Fukushima Daiini plant, only 10 km far away, also
thanks to the partial availability of electric supply (Ref.8). There, the plant staff was able to
cope with the situation and updated strategies for emergency preparadness and response
have indeed benefitted of this lesson.
4.2

Elimination of events leading to an impact on population

As stated above, the Fukushima lessons are at the basis of important improvements in the
field of emergency preparedness and response.
Furthermore, the regulatory guidelines of several EU countries call for a continuous
development of safety in plants under operation, as well as in construction and in design
such to guarantee that “any event that may result in a release requiring measures to protect
the population in the early stages of the accident shall be practically eliminated”. In other
words, current legislation and regulatory guidelines require the elimination of evacuation
plans around the plant also for Gen II & III plants under operation.
As an example, efficient provisions have been implemented at Finnish operating NPP units,
constructed a long time ago, in order to significantly decrease the frequencies of early
releases and large releases (Ref.9): “It is a significant achievement of Finnish licensees that
the core damage frequencies of older NPP units approach and even reach the quantitative
criteria set for new NPP units. The definitions and interpretations related to “practical
elimination” may sometimes be vague, but it can be demonstrated that the results and
practical applications can be robust and not sensitive to the definitions”.
To be noted that the Finnish nuclear research organization VTT, as well as the FORTUM
operator have contributed to the demonstration and dissemination of the “practical
elimination of risks” in the framework of the EURATOM “In-Vessel Melt Retention”, IVMR
project (the IVMR strategy was already adopted for the VVER 440 type 213 based on
thorough
research
work
for
the
Finnish
Loviisa
NPP:
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/196923/factsheet/en).
The in-vessel melt retention and coolability is based on the idea of flooding the PWR vessel
cavity or the BWR drywell with water to either submerge the vessel completely or at least
submerge the lower head. The PWR or BWR lower head containing the melt pool is cooled
from outside, which keeps the outer surface of the vessel wall cool enough to prevent vessel
failure. As said, this concept is employed in the Loviisa VVER-440 in Finland, where it has
been approved by the regulatory authority STUK. More recently the IVMR concept was
adopted at all VVER-440 units operated in Central Europe.
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The concept is also employed in the Gen-III PWR designs: AP-600, AP-1000, Korea’s
Advanced PWR-1400, Mitsubishi’s 1700 MW APWR, in the 1000 MWe BWR design of
AREVA, and Hitachi’s ABWR which was already approved by the US-NRC.
The state-of-the-art of the demonstration of the IVMR concept for these reactors of higher
power (>600MWe) is well summarised in one of the deliverables of the IVMR project: “InVessel Melt Retention Analysis of a VVER-1000 NPP, JRC technical report”
(file:///C:/Users/passart/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.MicrosoftEdge_8wekyb3d8bbwe/
TempState/Downloads/ivr-jrc_tech_report_final_online.pdf ).
4.3

Current EURATOM projects (WP 2019-2020)

EURATOM has always promoted safety improvements i.e. a constant reduction/elimination
of risks, through for example, two “networks of excellence”, the SARNET and SARNET2
projects.
SARNET2 (Severe Accident Research NETwork of Excellence - Phase 2) has involved most
of the “severe accident” expertise in Europe, plus Canada, Korea and the United States (41
partners). In particular, the project has optimised the use of the available means, e.g. the
European ASTEC computer code able to predict NPP behaviour during a postulated severe
accident (to be noted that the above-mentioned FASTNET project has largely benefitted of
the results of the SARNET network of excellence and in particular of the development of the
ASTEC code).
A further “practical elimination of risks” is currently tackled in a number of new EURATOM
projects:

•

MUSA, sCO2-4-NPP and R2CA projects for Gen II&III operational plants, and

•

SAMOSAFER and ELMSOR projects for Gen IV new designs of Small Modular
Reactors.

4.3.1

The MUSA (Management and Uncertainties of Severe Accident) project

CIEMAT is coordinating an innovative approach for accident mitigation means in operating
plants (including storage pools) by fostering and coupling BEPU (Best Estimate Plus
Uncertainties) assessments in the severe accident (SA) domain with accident management
(AM).
The MUSA project proposes an innovative research agenda in order to move forward the
predictive capability of SA analysis codes by combining them with the best
available/improved UQ (Uncertainty Quantification) tools and embedding accident
management as an intrinsic aspect of SA analyses.
The target is to avoid adopting conservative assumptions and allow identifying safety
margins, quantify likelihood of reaching specific acceptable values and, through the
distribution variance, provide insights into dominating uncertain parameters.
To do so UQ methods are to be used, with emphasis on the effect of already-set and
innovative accident management measures on accident unfolding, particularly those related
to ST (Source Term) mitigation. Therefore, ST related Figures Of Merit (FOM) are to be used
in the UQ application.
Given the focus of FOM on source term, the project will identify variables governing ST
uncertainties that would be worth investigating further. All the ingredients necessary to
conduct the project are already available: analytical tools, experimental data, postulated
reactor accidental scenarios and, technical and scientific competences.
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4.3.2

The R2CA (Reduction of Radiological Consequence in design-based
Assessments) project

The R2CA, led by IRSN, is focussing on the radiological consequences of design accidents
and their management strategy.
The project targets the development of harmonized methodologies and innovative
management approaches, as well as safety devices able to support evaluation and
reduction of consequences of Design-Based Accidents (DBA) and DEC-A accidents in
operating and foreseen nuclear power plants in Europe. DEC accidents are Design
Extension Conditions which fall into two different subdomains: the DEC-A for which the
prevention of significant core degradation can be achieved and DEC-B (significant core
melting) which has a much lower probability of occurrence.
The R2CA project will reassess the safety margins of DBA and DEC-A using less
conservative approaches and considering for relevant accident scenarios the gap, and
associated risks, between the original design and the design extension phases (beyond
design accidents). This will reinforce the confidence on these safety margins for conditions
up to the extended design domain, will allow the identification of new accident management
measures, new potential devices/barriers and new insights for the optimization of the
potential emergency response to reduce the burden of population protection measures.
The project will include also innovative actions to estimate the pros and cons of potential new
accident management measures and devices, to explore the potential switch of prognosis
evaluation tools to the diagnosis of on-going fuel cladding failure and to explore the
potentiality for these accidental situations for advanced fuels.
4.3.3

The sCO2-4-NPP (Innovative SCO2-based Heat Removal Technology for an
Increased Level of Safety of Nuclear Power Plants) project

The main aim of the EDF-led sCO2-4-NPP is to bring an innovative technology based on
supercritical CO2 (sCO2) for heat removal in nuclear power plants (NPPs) closer to the
market. sCO2-4-NPP builds on results of the previous H2020 sCO2-HeRo project, where the
technology was first developed and brought to TRL3.
The sCO2-4-NPP technology will be a backup cooling system, attached to the principal
steam-based cooling system, which will considerably delay or eliminate the need for human
intervention (>72 hours) in case of accidents such as Station Black-Out, thus replying to the
need for increased safety in NPPs.
Thanks to the compact size and modularity of the system, it can be retrofitted into existing
NPPs but also included in future NPPs under development. Through a close collaboration
between major industrial actors and highly-skilled academic institutions, the sCO2-4-NPP
partners will bring the full system to a TRL5 (while parts of the system will reach a TRL7) by
carrying out experiments, simulations, design, upscaling and validation of the technology in a
real NPP PWR simulator.
Regulatory requirements will be considered in the conceptual design of components and the
system architecture to increase the chances of acceptance by European nuclear safety
authorities and speed up the road to the market. Detailed technical, regulatory, financial and
marketing roadmaps will be developed for bringing the technology to industrial uses after the
project. The sCO2-4-NPP technology will increase NPP safety, decrease the plant overall
environmental footprint, thus increasing the competitiveness of European NPP operators.
4.3.4

The SAMOSAFER (Severe Accident Modelling and Safety Assessment for
Fluid-fuel Energy Reactors) project

The Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) is considered a game-changer in the field of nuclear energy
and a strong asset in the combat against climate change. The expanding R&D programmes
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in China, EU, Russia, and the USA, lead to a vibrant atmosphere with many bright students
entering the scene and new start-up companies eager to commercialize this technology.
The MSR typically consists of a reactor core with a liquid fuel salt, and an integrated
treatment unit to clean and control the fuel salt composition. Due to the liquid fuel, the MSR
excels on safety and can operate as a breeder with thorium or uranium, or as a burner of
spent fuel actinides.
The SAMOSAFER projects targets the demonstration of the inherent safety of the reactor,
the feasibility of the fuel cycle facilities, and the path towards licensing and deployment. In
particular, safety assessments will be performed to determine if new safety barriers are
required as well as to verify the reactor behaviour during severe accident contitions. New
simulation models and assessment tools will be developed and validated with experiments.
The project will cover the modelling, analysis and design improvements for:
•

Prevention and control of reactivity induced accidents;

•

Redistribution of the fuel salt via natural circulation and draining by gravity;

•

Freezing and re-melting of the fuel salt during draining;

•

Temperature control of the salt via decay heat transfer to the environment;

•

Thermo-chemical control of the salt to enhance the radionuclide retention;

•

Nuclide extraction processes, such as helium bubbling, fluorination, and others;

•

Redistribution of the source term in the fuel treatment unit;

•

Assessment and reduction of radionuclide mobility;

•

Barriers against severe accidents, such as fail-safe freeze plugs, emergency drain
tanks, and gas hold-up tanks.

The main objective is to ensure that the MSR can comply with all expected safety
requirements in a few decades from now.
4.3.5

The ELSMOR (Towards European Licencing of Small Modular Reactors)
project

The VTT-led ELSMOR project aims to create methods and tools for the assessment and
verification of the safety of light-water small modular reactors (LW-SMR).
ELSMOR advances the understanding and technological solutions pertaining to light-water
SMRs on several fronts:
• Collection, analysis, and dissemination of the information on the potential and challenges of
Small Modular Reactors to various stakeholders, including the public, decision makers and
regulators;
• Development of the high level methods to assess the safety of LW-SMRs;
• Improvement of the European experimental research infrastructure to assist in the
evaluation of the novel safety features of the future LW-SMRs;
• Improvement of the European nuclear safety analysis codes to demonstrate the capability
to assess the safety of the future LW-SMRs.
Establishing education and training in the field of innovative nuclear reactors for young
professionals is also emphasized.
The ELSMOR industrial partners include utilities, small medium sized enterprises as well as
the consortium in charge of the development of the French LW-SMR (F-SMR design). The
licencing approaches and methods used by the partners of the ELSMOR project are
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expected to be directly utilized by SMR designers like the French consortium. The outcomes
should make the licensing process more fluid and comprehensive; this should also be true
from the regulator point of view.

5

NUCLEAR ENERGY, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE:
THE HONEST PROJECT

HoNESt (History of Nuclear Energy and Society) was a three-year interdisciplinary research
endeavour funded by EURATOM (the project ended in March 2019).
HoNESt's central objective was to understand how societies have engaged with nuclear
energy, and how the nuclear energy sector has engaged with societies, and how this has
changed over the course of the past 60 years.
Based on a critical examination of past experiences, HoNESt has underlined the need of “a
transition to a sustainable, secure, and clean energy provision in the future”… including safe
innovative nuclear energy systems as stated in several HoNESt deliverables
(http://www.honest2020.eu/).
HoNESt has also confirmed that nuclear acceptance is possible only in countries where there
is a good public participation to the decision process AND a good level of trust towards
decision-makers.
Therefore, the results of the HoNESt project should be used by the nuclear community in
order to correct the public-perceived «psychological irrationality» of the nuclear sector (i.e.
the image of a dangerous and unsustainable energy source) and tackle the main, simple,
incorrect question of the large public: if risks are unavoidable, why to use nuclear energy?
The nuclear community should take into account the two main reactions of the large public:
•

the loss aversion, in other words the negative psychological impact we feel from a
specific issue if interpreted as a danger/ loss rather than interpreted as a gain (this is a
cognitive bias that arises from heuristics which makes the negative impact estimated at
least twice as strong as the positive impact);

•

the challenge of knowledge, i.e. the polarized attitude of people who believe that they
are knowledgeable on a specific issue. Thus, in a context of a general opposition/
negative opinion towards nuclear energy, telling people about the benefits of nuclear
energy is more likely to generate protest rather than support.

For the above reasons, the nuclear community should put in place a bottom-up public
engagement by supporting the so-called « Citizen Science » (the quest for truth by the large
public) with « Scientist Science » and, above all, by adopting a common, coherent
communication providing quality over quantity (HoNesT: “only increasing the amount of
engagement, if the methods employed are ineffective or unjust in the experiences of the
large public, is unlikely to build knowledge, trust or support”).
Future EURATOM work programs might need to further focus on social science and
humanities (a potential follow-up of the HoNESt project?) by suggesting to assess whether
nuclear energy could become accepted as a viable, clean source of power and therefore
remain an important contributor of the clean energy revolution (Ref.12). According to this
target, safety assessments and harmonization of EU emergency procedures must
demonstrate the “practical elimination of risks” associated to the use of the nuclear
technology.
EU citizens have the right to access the results, for example, of half a century of studies in
the field of radioprotection which have underlined that cellular adaptive responses are
conveying beneficial effects to the organism exposed to low doses (million of years of
adaptation to natural doses). This view is reflected in a statement by the US Health Physics
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Society: “for doses below 100 mSv (10 rem) risks of health effects are either too small to be
observed or are non-existent“ (Ref.10).
Besides, the fear of (low) radiation doses could even impair the use and development of
medical nuclear applications, therefore there is a need for correct information: “there is no
evidence of [medical applications] low-dose carcinogenicity. These claims themselves have
adverse public health impacts by frightening the public away from medically justified exams.
It is time for the medical and scientific communities to be more assertive in responding to
sensational claims of health risks” (Ref.11).

6

CONCLUSIONS

EURATOM has the mission to guarantee and improve the safety of nuclear installations
which are part of the energy mix of sovrain EU member countries. In particular, the EC has
“shared competences” inferred by the EURATOM treaty and, under this principle, may only
act to attain shared objectives.
Therefore, within this framework, EURATOM, through the Work Programs implemented by
DG RTD, has put in place a “shared” strategy aiming at a viable and safe use of nuclear
energy in those EU countries which intend to use this energy source.
In the last 30 years EURATOM has funded world-leading research and scientific cooperation
(e.g. the PHEBUS FP programme which has been the largest severe accident research
programme carried out in the world). During this period of time, the total EC financial
contribution in the area of severe accidents and emergency preparedness has been more
than EUR 200 million (without including funding of research in radioprotection).
EURATOM research is currently demonstrating the further reduction of radiological risks
thanks to the use of Emergency Mobile Equipment (EME) for example during Fukushima-like
Station BlackOut scenarios and promoting specific emergency preparedness and response
to these challenging scenarios: it is clear that “standardized“ EME should be available from
the very onset of the accident and, above all, plant personnel must be well trained to its use.
Last but not least, in today’s battle for reduction of CO2 emissions, climate policy experts
believe that it's time to overcome longstanding fears of the nuclear technology: the nuclear
community could indeed contribute by providing “Scientist Science” against “Citizen Science”
(a justified quest for truth).
In conclusions, nuclear stakeholders must guarantee high level of plant operational safety
but also pay attention to a coherent, “psycologically rational” communication aiming at an
improvement of public acceptance, by underlining for example, that:
•

the use of nuclear power rather than fossil fuels has saved some 1.84 million air
pollution-related premature deaths, while saving the emission of 64 billion tonnes of
carbon dioxide (with up to a further 7 million lives to be potentially saved over the
following four decades should a "reasonable" new nuclear programme be initiated
globally, Ref.13),

•

future nuclear builds (as the Gen III+ European Pressurised Reactor, EPR and Gen IV
innovative designs), as well as plants in operation (Gen II & III for which measures of
“practical elimination of risks” have been implemented) will not impact on surrounding
population since all potential accidents will not allow releases requiring evacuation
plans, and

•

the consequences of any potential accident at EU plants (i.e. low doses to the
population) are comparable to the effects of natural doses (and often much lower than
the effects implied by linearity from high doses).
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Abstract:
The European Commission recently launched a cooperation project in the frame of the Instrument for
Nuclear Safety Cooperation (INSC) to support the ANRA, the nuclear regulator of Armenia, to
establish a state-of-the art automatic on-line Early Warning Radiation Monitoring Network (EWRMN)
around the Armenian nuclear power plant (NPP) and to install and customize the JRODOS decision
support system at the Emergency Response Centre (ERC) of the regulator. The monitoring stations of
the ERWMN will be located around the Metsamor NPP (mostly at distances between 2 km and 5 km
with others at more distant strategic locations or centres of population) and will provide gamma dose
rate and gamma spectrometric data, as well as meteorological data through a GSM (3G) network.
Measured data will be transferred to the Monitoring and Management Centre (MMC), located at the
ERC of the ANRA) and will be further processed and displayed. The ERC will also include a JRODOS
installation for supporting the experts of the ANRA and its technical support organisation (TSO) in their
accident prediction and decision making activities during nuclear and radiation emergencies. The
internationally acknowledged and widely used JRODOS tool will be customized to the specific
conditions in Armenia, e.g. hydrological, meteorological, map (geographical), population and radioecological data, and JRODOS will be updated according to the local conditions. The new network will
be able to exchange monitoring data with the European Radiological Data Exchange Platform
(EURDEP). The ERWMN is designed, equipped and integrated by the Bertin Technologies Gmbh
(Germany) as winner of the EU tender for the supply of equipment and provision of services. The
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) – as the official JRODOS developer and supplier – was
contracted to install and customize JRODOS at the ERC of the ANRA. The Nuclear and Radiation
Safety Center (NRSC, the TSO of ANRA) participates in both projects as a local subcontractor.
The paper first provides a brief overview of INSC activities, focusing on cooperation projects
implemented in Armenia during the last 5 years in the areas of nuclear and radiation safety and
radioactive waste management. Then the current state of environmental radiation monitoring and the
present Armenian nuclear emergency preparedness and response (EP&R) provisions are outlined.
Details of the ERWMN are then discussed, focusing on network architecture and functions, the stateof-the-art measuring equipment, as well as data communication and processing methods. JRODOS
implementation details are also outlined, together with some details of its customization and the
intended future use of the system during nuclear or radiation emergencies in Armenia. The paper
concludes with a brief evaluation of the expected benefits of the EWRMN and JRODOS on the EP&R
capabilities of Armenia.
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1

INSTRUMENT FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY COOPERATION AND RECENT
INSC PROJECTS IN ARMENIA

1.1

Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation

The Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation (INSC) is a funding instrument established [1]
and operated by the European Union (EU). The INSC supports the promotion of a high level
of nuclear safety, radiation protection, and the application of efficient and effective
safeguards of nuclear material in eligible third countries. The geographical scope of the INSC
covers all third countries, but priority is given to accession and neighbouring countries. The
INSC finances projects supporting
•

the promotion of an effective nuclear safety culture and implementation of the highest
nuclear safety and radiation protection standards, and continuous improvement of
nuclear safety;

•

responsible and safe management of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel and
remediation of former nuclear sites and installations;

•

the establishment of frameworks and methodologies for the application of efficient and
effective safeguards for nuclear material.

In the current implementation period (i.e. between 2014 and 2020) the instrument provides
support to enhancing regulatory frameworks in African countries, as well. The basic aim in
Africa is to ensure that ongoing and future uranium mining activities respect high safety and
environmental standards. Initiatives to improve the situation of the population around
Chernobyl (Ukraine) continue. A special programme for dealing with the uranium mining
legacy in the most affected parts of Central Asia shall be implemented together with the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The instrument disposes a
financial budget amounting to €225 million in the current 7 year period.

Figure 1-1. Main thematic areas of the current INSC projects around the world

1.2

Recent INSC projects supporting Armenia

One of the INSC focal areas is the cooperation with national nuclear regulatory authorities
and their technical support organisations (TSOs) to enhance their regulatory skills by
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improving licensing and safety assessment capabilities, to reinforce the national nuclear
safety infrastructure and to transfer of best EU practice and international experience. Starting
from 1991 Armenia continuously received EU nuclear safety assistance in the frame of the
TACIS project. In addition to the cooperation with the Armenian Nuclear Regulatory Authority
(ANRA) and its TSO, the Nuclear and Radiation Safety Centre (NRSC), considerable efforts
were targeted to improve the safety of the Armenian nuclear power plant (ANPP) by
providing support to the Armenian nuclear operator.
The ANPP is located at the Metsamor site, 30 km west from Yerevan, the capital of Armenia
(see Fig. 1-2). The plant has two power generating units, but only Unit 2 is in operation, while
Unit 1 is kept in long-term shutdown condition since 1989. Although the ANPP did not suffer
damages, both units were shut down in early 1989, as a precaution after the Spitak
earthquake occurring in December 1988.

Figure 1-2. View of the Armenian NPP with the cooling towers in the background

In the early 1990s Armenia suffered an extreme shortage of energy and the Government of
Armenia decided the restart Unit 2 in order to tackle the energy crisis by using a domestic
option. Unit 2 was restarted in November 1995, following a preparatory period when a large
number of safety upgrade measures had been implemented.
Both ANPP units are VVER-440/V-270 type reactors; their design is based on the first
generation of Soviet VVER-440/V-230 reactors. Due to the seismic features of the Metsamor
site, the original V-230 design was seismically reinforced and this resulted in the V-270
variant. Note that Unit 2 started its commercial operation in 1980. On the average the
operating Unit 2 accounts for about 40% of the domestic electricity production in Armenia.
According to the decision of the Government of Armenia, activities aimed to extend the
ANPP Unit 2 design service time have been started. No INSC support is provided to the
ANPP in connection with the planned long-term operation (LTO), but the Armenian nuclear
regulator is assisted in performing its tasks arising from reviewing and assessing the large
number of licensing documentation submitted during the preparation and implementation of
the LTO.
As mentioned above, Armenia received substantial INSC support in the past and the nuclear
safety cooperation is being continued today with concrete and ambitious plans for the future.
Table 1-1 summarizes the Armenian INSC projects in the last 5 years, indicating projects
supporting the ANRA and the nuclear operator, as well.
Table 1-1. Overview of recent INSC projects supporting Armenia (2014 – 2019)
Beneficiary
ANRA

Project ID
A3.01/16A

Project title / description
Enhancing the capabilities of the
Armenian NRA and its TSO in reviewing
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Contractor
RISKAUDIT +
SÚJB, IRSN,

Status
On-going

ANRA

A3.01/15A

ANRA

A3.01/15B

ANRA

A3.01/13

Ministry of
Energy and
Natural
Resources
ANPP

A4.01/09

A1.01/16B

ANPP

A1.01/11

ANPP

A1.01/09
(components
C&D)

documents demonstrating the long-term
safety of Unit 2 of the Metsamor NPP
Supply of an Early Warning Radiation
Monitoring System (EWRMS) and
computer hardware equipment for the
implementation of JRODOS in Armenia
Enhancing the capabilities of the
Armenian NRA in preparedness for and
response to a nuclear or radiological
emergency
Enhancement of ANRA and NRSC
capabilities for safety review and
assessment of radioactive waste
management facilities and activities
Development of radioactive waste and
spent fuel management strategy for
Armenia
Support to the Nuclear Operator of
Armenia – Provision of on-site
assistance to the ANPP
On-Site Assistance to Armenian NPP –
Contributions to the ANPP operator for
the implementation of the Stress Tests
for Armenian NPP, Unit 2
Decommissioning planning and
licensing development at ANPP and
pilot decommissioning project at ANPP

GRS, SSTC,
TECNATOM
Bertin GmbH

On-going

Karlsruhe
Institute of
Technology
(KIT)
ITER Consult +
ISPRA, VTT,
SOGIN

On-going

ITER Consult +
SOGIN, STUK,
ARAO

Finished

ENCO

On-going

ENCO

Finished

NUKEM +
EWN, Worley
Parsons

Finished

Finished

2

CURRENT STATUS OF NUCLEAR AND RADIATION EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE IN ARMENIA

2.1

Current status of radiation monitoring around the ANPP

The environmental radiation monitoring aspects are addressed in and regulated by laws and
governmental decrees [2-7]. The “Radiation safety norms” stipulates the dose limits for the
public and the risk for workers and public from radiological point of view [5]. The issues
related to radiation safety at ANPP, including release criteria, monitoring requirements,
measures to complete the radiation safety requirements and dose constraints for the relevant
critical group, the optimized levels of airborne releases for noble gases, iodine and long-lived
radionuclides, as well as the optimized level of liquid effluences are established in and are
regulated by [7].
The initial assessment of environmental radiation situation ("zero background
measurements") at the ANPP site was performed before the construction of power plant in
middle of 1970s.
The radiation monitoring at ANPP site is implemented in accordance with the “Technical
specification on radiation monitoring of Armenian NPP” which specifies the conditions and
limits of radioactive releases and effluents (source term). Currently, the environmental
radiation monitoring implemented at ANPP for the supervised area within 10 km is performed
according to a program approved by the ANRA. The monitoring incudes periodic (the
periodicity depends on the subject: weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly basis)
measurements of atmospheric air, fallouts, water and the sediments from open pools, soil,
grasses and the vegetation, dose rate at the sampling points, total beta and total alpha,
gamma spectrometry and concentration of 90Sr in the environmental samples. The monitoring
results in monthly, quarterly and yearly bases are submitted to ANRA for review and
assessment. The stationary gamma dose rate monitoring stations (BABUKA system) were
installed around ANPP in the end of 1990s. Currently, the BABUKA system is out of
operation because of technical reasons, and it is impossible to restore/re-operate it.
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The environmental radiation monitoring of facilities in the Armenian NPP supervised area
and the methodology to distribute the areas for taking samples are determined taking into
account the climatic, geographic, economic, demographic and other factors of the area
where the Armenian NPP is located.
The external exposure control of the population in the Armenian NPP supervised area is
performed by regular dosimetric measurements. According to the results of the periodical
measurements the gamma dose rate in the supervised area (external exposure) varied within
0.097 µSv/h - 0.13 µSv/h (open areas), which is almost the same as mentioned in the report
on radiation situation surveillance dated 1976, i.e. before the Armenian NPP commissioning
(0.10 - 0.12 µSv/h).
The airborne releases from the Armenian NPP are controlled by the measurement devices
located on the ventilation stack (150m height), and the liquid effluents are controlled by
taking samples from the bore-holes located outside the boundary of the Armenian NPP
rainwater and sewerage systems. The measurement frequency is described in the technical
specification for radiation monitoring. The airborne releases volumetric beta activity trends
are 100 times lower than the authorized levels of releases from the Armenian NPP.
The main contribution to the releases comes from the following radionuclides: 60Co (25.2%),
Cs (8.2%), 90Sr (0.5%), 131I (20.0%), 58Co (1.9%), 110mAg (41.0%), 54Mn (0.21%) and 103Ru
(2.1%). The 60Co, 58Co, 110mAg and 54Mn isotopes are corrosion products, while the 137Cs, 131I
and 90Sr isotopes are produced in the fission process.

137

There are no laboratory capabilities available to ANRA for independent monitoring of
atmospheric and liquid releases of radiation pollutants (ANPP, RWM facility and others), as
well as to monitor the environmental radiation situation in Armenia, including ANPP
supervised area. There are a few hand-held radiation measuring equipment at the NRSC
(technical support organization of ANRA), that are also available to ANRA for environmental
radiation monitoring. These are mainly used to monitor the radiation protection conditions of
facilities using ionizing radiation sources (for instance medical facilities). A mobile gamma
dose rate monitoring system SPARCS (Spectral Advanced Radiological Computer System)
is also available to monitor the in-situ gamma dose rates (see Fig. 2-1). Actually, the current
monitoring program is only a small part of the national environmental radiation monitoring
program and doesn’t cover overall objectives of the environmental radiation monitoring
activities. Currently ANRA is verifying the ANPPs environmental radiation monitoring results
only by means of regulatory inspections without independent monitoring capacities.
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Figure 2-1. Gamma dose rate scanning implemented by NRSC in Yerevan using SPARCS

2.2

Current organisation and functions of the emergency preparedness and
response in Armenia

The basic framework for preparedness and response to nuclear and radiation emergencies
in Armenia is established in a number of legal acts dealing with separate issues concerned
with the emergency preparedness (notification, organization and implementation of
evacuation, transportation, emergency radiation monitoring, medical response, possible
agricultural countermeasures and so on) [2-3, 5-11]. According to the existing framework the
emergency preparedness and response plans are divided into on-site and off-site parts. The
National Plan on Population Protection in case of nuclear and radiological emergencies at
Armenian NPP (off-site plan) provides with the detailed assessment of organizational
measures and allocation of the functions and responsibilities of the operator and the national
and local authorities implementing response measures in case emergencies at the ANPP [8].
For the effective implementation of emergency planning and response actions, currently,
according to existing regulations, the area around nuclear installations is divided into
emergency planning zones as follows:
•

Precautionary action zone (PAZ). This is a predesignated area around a facility in
threat category I where urgent protective action has been preplanned and will be
implemented immediately upon declaration of a general emergency.

•

Urgent protective action planning zone (UPZ). This is a predesignated area around a
facility in threat category I or II where preparations are made to promptly implement
urgent protective actions based on environmental monitoring data and assessment of
facility conditions, the goal being to avert doses specified in international standards.

•

Long-term protective action planning zone (LPZ). A zone around a facility in which
plans and procedures are in place for taking effective protective actions to reduce the
long-term exposure due to deposited radionuclides in the event of an accident.

The main actors and corresponding functions based on National Plan on Population
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Protection (the off-site plan) are listed below:
•

The Armenian NPP is responsible for classification of emergency situation at NPP, prompt
notification on the occurrence of emergency situation, bringing the reactor into a safe
condition and NPP personnel protection.

•

The Ministry of Emergency Situations of the Republic of Armenia (MES) is responsible for
warning the national response organizations and the population, coordination of
population protection measures, organization of emergency radiological monitoring and
performing rescue actions in emergency situations.

•

The ANRA is the national advisor in the organization of response and also the National
Warning Point under the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident. The
actions to be carried out by ANRA in case of a nuclear and (or) radiological accident at
the ANPP are as follows:
−

Assessment of the situation at the ANPP and its adjacent territories based on the
data received from the ANPP and emergency radiological monitoring results.

−

Prediction of the possible change of the situation based on situation assessment.

−

Submission of recommendations on implementation of necessary protective
measures to the Ministry of Emergency Situations of the Republic of Armenia.

−

International operative warning on the nuclear accident in accordance with the
convention on operative informing on a nuclear accident.

•

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the RA is responsible for providing information received
from the ANRA Emergency Response Centre (ERC) on the emergency to the embassies,
foreign representative offices and the embassies of the RA in other countries.

•

The Ministry of Defense of the RA is responsible for conducting emergency radiological
monitoring, deployment of forces and resources necessary for rescue operations and
deployment of decontamination and special treatment units.

•

The Police of the RA are participating in the warning and notification of the population,
responsible for protection of property and assets of the settlements in the contaminated
area and maintaining public order in the settlements, organizations, evacuation points,
and transportation routes.

To cope with its task the ANRA operates an appropriately equipped Emergency Response
Center and has appropriately trained emergency personnel. The functions of the ANRA ERC
groups are:
•

The Emergency Commission – management of the ERC operations;

•

The NPP technological assessment group – assessment of nuclear reactor condition,
prognosis on possible changes of the reactor condition, estimation of radioactive
releases and discharges and conditions based on on-line access to the NPP control
parameters;

•

The Radiation Situation Assessment and Prognoses Group – assessment of situation
at the facility or place where the accident took place, prognosis on possible changes of
situation, development of recommendations on protective measures based on a
simplified assessment tool (PUMA).

•

The Information and Public Relations Group – receiving from and sending to
information of the emergency commission, providing information to the IAEA,
communication with public and mass media.

There are relevant emergency procedures established to ensure functioning of the ANRA
ERC groups. Among others there are procedures specifying the sequence of implementation
of reactor condition and source term assessment, assessment of radiological situation of the
Armenian NPP and adjacent territories, prognosis on situation change, development
recommendations on radiation protection of the Armenian NPP personnel, emergency
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personnel, population and other.
These procedures are periodically revised during/after the regular table-top exercises within
the ANRA. The Emergency Response Structure of the ANRA is provided in the Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Scheme of ANRA's emergency response and interaction with external organizations

3

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EARLY WARNING RADIATION
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

3.1

Design architecture, configuration and functions of the EWRMS

The objective of Bertin is the design and installation of a complete EWRMS, which will be
established around Metsamor NPP (in two circles at distances of about 2 and 5 km) in order
to obtain the necessary data to be used by national and international experts for an effective
response to any future nuclear or radiological emergency. In addition computer hardware
and related equipment will be delivered by Bertin. On this real-time decision support system
the JRODOS will be installed (see chapter 4 for details).
In general the radiation monitoring systems of Bertin are developed for continous monitoring
in routine conditions and for the case of emergency. Especially in cases of emergency it is
very important that the system continues to operate in order be able to inform the population
and to support decision makers.
The system around Metsamor NPP will consist of 32 gamma dose rate measurement probes
(GammaTRACER XL2-2) and two mobile devices for radionuclide identification
(SpectroTRACER Air/Soil). All probes can be connected to external power and in addition
they are equipped with an autonomous power supply via batteries and solar panels. The data
transmission of the probes is performed via 3G and radio transmission. All probes are
equipped with internal sensors (for temperature, humidity, movement, etc.) and an external
rain sensor.
The stations will be installed inside and outside of the secured area of the NPP and for each
site local demands are considered: in some cases (for 14 stations at least) concrete sockets
and fences have to be installed for theft protection. 17 probes will be fixed at walls and one
probe installation is on the top of a roof. External public displays can be used, so the ambient
dose rate is also directly readable at a distance of about 5 meters.
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The on-site installations have to be in accordance to local regulations and will be performed
by NRSC (ANRA’s TSO and subcontractor of Bertin). Also a study about the radio
transmission signal quality of each site had been carried out by Bertin together with NRSC in
order to ensure best signal availability. Beforehand a simulation of the radio signal
propagation was performed, taking into account the topography of Armenia and the
surroundings of the Metsamor NPP. Concerning the mobile network availability each site was
visited and the signal quality was tested. It turned out that different cellular providers have to
be used at different stations and that only 3G is available, which is sufficient for a reliable
data transmission of the Bertin stations.
3.1.1

The GammaTRACER XL2-2

The GammaTRACER XL2-2 is equipped with two Geiger-Mueller-tubes – a low dose tube
and a high dose tube – to measure the ambient equivalent dose H*(10) covering a range
from 10 nSv/h to 10 Sv/h. It has got a hermetically sealed housing (IP68), which is covered
by nano paint. This paint contains nano particles in order to reduce the adhesion of
radioactive particles. The dimensions are: Ø 98 mm, Ø of flange 130 mm, length depends on
interface configuration (minimum 580 mm). The parts of the GammaTRACER XL2 are shown
in Fig. 3-1.
The probe is designed for operation under harsh environmental conditions: the operating
temperature range is from -40°C to +60°C. It is seismic tested according to IEEE Std.
344:2013, par. 8, IEC 980: 1993, par. 6 and IEC 17025:2005. It is fully galvanic isolated at
3000V for RS232/485 and power supply, to assure a very high level of safety against EMC
influences, according to IEC61000. Thanks to the ultra low power consumption, very small
solar panels can be used. Even without solar panel the station can be operated for several
months. To ensure availability of data specially in emergencies, a redundant data
transmission using radio modem and 3G cellular modem is implemented.
Table 3-1. Radiological data of the GammaTRACER XL2-2 device
Measurement range

10 nSv/h to 10 Sv/h

Energy- and angular response

45 to 2000 keV (±40%)

Calibration accuracy

0 to 0.1 mSv/h < 6%

> 0.1 mSv/h < 15 %

Figure 3-1. All electronic and sensitive parts of the GammaTRACER station are inside the
hermetically sealed enclosure, including rechargeable battery
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3.1.2

The SpectroTRACER Air/Soil

The properties of the two SpectroTRACERs, which will be delivered, are given in Table 3-2.
Similar to the GammaTRACER it has got a hermetically sealed enclosure. The housing has
got a length of 540 mm and a diameter of 120 mm and 160 mm at the flange. Two
independent measurement cycles (free adjustable) are available. The transmission cycle is
also free adjustable. The SpectroTRACER operates fully automatic and autonomous. The
station calculates the dose rate from the gamma spectrum, performs nuclide identification
and calculates the soil activity (Bq/m2), as well as air activity (Bq/m3). All measurement data
and spectra are transmitted to the central system using a 3G cellular modem.
Table 3-2. Radiological data of SpectroTRACER Air/Soil
Crystal type

NaI(Tl) 2’’ x 2’’ inches

Measurement range of ambient dose rate

1 nSv/h to 200 µSv/h

Energy range

30 keV to 3 MeV

Resolution

< 7% for 137Cs

Figure 3-2. Left: SpectroTRACER Air/Soil with connection box (with solar charger and battery,
solar panel and heavy tripod stand); Right: Inner parts of the device

3.1.3

Data transmission

Past experience showed that large area powerdown and outage of the public cellular network
are the most critical topics for availability of data during emergencies. To ensure high
reliability and availability a redundant transmission using radio modem and 3G cellular
transmission will be implemented.
A mast for the radio data transmission will be installed on top of the roof of the ANRA
building at the NPP as it is shown in Fig. 3-3. The received measurement data is then
forwarded to the ANRA control center using a fixed line. The transmission cycle is adjustable
for specific needs and the GammaTRACER can automatically switch from standard to alarm
mode. The data transmission via radio is secured by using a proprietary protocol encrypted
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by AES128. Each transmitted protocol contains a history of past dose rate values to be able
to observe any inconsistency.
The data transmission by 3G cellular modem is secured by using a standardized secure ftp/s
protocol (for Gamma- and SpectroTRACER). Bidirectional communication allows simple
remote setup by the central software DATAEXPERT 10.
Table 3-3. Data storage and transmission
Storage capacity

Up to 10.000 values (GammaTRACER XL2),
≥ 2 GB (SpectroTRACER)

Interfaces for data transmission

Infrared, RS 232, radio, 3G/4G/GSM

Radio transmission power (GammaTRACER)

100 mW

Radio frequency used in Armenia

157,025 MHz

Figure 3-3. Left: Antenna with mast, receiver and weather station, Right: One station with
GammaTRACER XL2-2, external display with small solar panel, rain sensor and antenna

3.2

System implementation and the use of the measured information in the EP&R
activities

The main architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 3-4.
The measurements at the NPP are collected at ANRA’s office on the NPP site. The data
measured at public sites and the data of the SpectroTRACER Air/Soil are sent to ANRA
Emergency Response Center (ERC) in Yerevan. The central supervision software
DataEXPERT 10 performs automatic collection, storage and analysis of data. All data is
checked for technical or radiation treshold violations, alarms are automatically generated and
can be forwarded to the responsible team members. The completely web-based design of
the user interface allows data analysis from different workplaces, even from internet and by
tablet or mobile phone. Visualization of data in tables, charts and on maps allow comfortable
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analysis and report generation. All measurement data are exported using IRIX 1.0 format to
the JRODOS decision support system and EURDEP platform.
The installation and operation of a comprehensive and integrated state-of-the-art system
within ANRA will allow Armenia in general and ANRA in particular providing a timely and
effective response to nuclear and/or radiation incidents/accidents at ANPP site. The final
locations of monitoring stations provide the possibility of 7/24 technical decision support and
control of a radiation emergency situation in PAZ, in the nearest populated sites from ANPP
and in the biggest city of Armenia, Yerevan (see Fig. 3-5). EWRMS provides a valuable tool
for ANRA emergency response center personnel and decision makers, in particular in
displaying informatively the forecast or actual extent and levels of radiation and radioactive
material in the environment and how these may vary with time, and for evaluating how
remedial measures (e.g., sheltering, evacuation, iodine prophylaxis, food restrictions,
decontamination, etc.), in both the short and longer terms, can mitigate the radiological
impact.

Figure 3-4. Overview of system and data transfer
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Figure 3-5. Final locations of the monitoring stations (the red and green signs indicate the two
different cell providers that will be involved in the data transmission)

The configuration and the design of EWRMS will allow providing information from the
monitoring stations at two different sites (ANRA emergency center and ANRA’s backup
emergency center) which will allow making a data backup and performing an independent
assessment of the radiation situation.
The system allows the provision of restricted information from the monitoring stations to other
involved parties of the emergency response off-site plan through separate data channels,
and to public throw ANRA’s web site.
3.3

Outlook

The final installation, commissioning and the Site Aceptance Test (SAT) of the complete
system is planned for March 2020. In parallel a training program of local staff is carried out in
order to optimise the maintenance of the system.

4

INSTALLATION AND CUSTOMIZATION OF THE JRODOS DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEM IN ARMENIA

4.1

JRODOS decision support functions and the configuration installed in
Armenia

During the Chernobyl accident in April 1986, many deficits in emergency management and
response were revealed in how to deal with an event of such magnitude. As a consequence,
actions were initiated within the European Union’s research and development programmes.
One of these programmes has led to the development of the non-commercial real-time online decision support system RODOS (Real-time On-line DecisiOn Support, [12]). At present,
its successor, the JAVA based RODOS system named JRODOS is the operational version to
be installed in emergency centres [13]. At present JRODOS is operated by about 30
organisations in more than 20 countries in Europe and elsewhere [14]. Installations in China
and Ukraine were completed recently, installations in 8 ASEAN countries and Armenia,
supported by the European Commission, are ongoing. INSC support to enhance EP&R
capabilities is also provided to the six Gulf countries (members of the GCC), as well as to six
West Balkan countries (see Fig. 1-1).
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Figure 4-1. Time integrated air concentration of Xe-133, following a hypothetical release from
the Metsamor NPP

The JRODOS system contains a suite of simulation models for the terrestrial and aquatic
environment. Forecasting modules predict how radioactive contamination would spread
following atmospheric and aquatic releases of radiation. A set of models calculate the best
estimate of the current and evolving radiological situation in contaminated inhabited and
agricultural areas. Dose models predict the dose to individuals and communities for all
exposure pathways not related to ingestion, both with and without the application of
countermeasures. Special food chain models predict the contamination of terrestrial and
aquatic food stuffs and the resulting dose to people. Additional decision aiding components
can facilitate the ranking and selection of alternative options using decision analysis
procedures.
To respond quickly to an emergency, the Emergency Model Chain (EMC) was created as the
main module of JRODOS to be operated in the early phase of an event. This EMC facilitates
the operation of an atmospheric dispersion model, a dose model, the early countermeasure
model and the food-chain model in one instance with a user interface that guides to operator
from input to input. Fig. 4-1 shows a characteristic result of the dispersion model of the EMC.
In the later phases, countermeasure models for food production systems and inhabited areas
allow developing countermeasure strategies for long-term post accidental remediation of the
affected areas.
One important aspect of the operability of the system is the set of features and tools that
allow adapting models and data bases, as well as the user interface to national conditions
and user preferences.
4.2

Customization of JRODOS to the Armenian conditions and the related data
needs

The adaptation of JRODOS to national conditions is the key task when installing the system
in a country. By default, JRODOS contains databases allowing operation all over the world.
However, these databases were developed using openly available data. National data
typically have a higher quality and are most up-to-date. Customisation is performed for the
following categories:
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•

Nuclear power plant and site data: This comprises typically the location of the NPP,
building geometries, installed capacity, radioactive inventory, default source terms and
further characteristics of the site.

•

Prognostic meteorological data: JRODOS supports several common formats (e.g.
GRIB1 and GRIB2, netCDF) for numerical weather forecast data. The system foresees
coupling to data from national weather services and supports the use of globally
applicable weather data that are publicly available from the American NOMADS
server 1.

•

On-site meteorological data: Meteorological real-time data from the site (tower of
SODAR) are typically provided in an arbitrary format. JRODOS uses internally a
specific format, thus a conversion routine has to be developed for integration of these
data into JRODOS.

•

Measurements (source term monitor data, radiological data): JRODOS supports
the EURDEP format 2 as well as the IRIX format 3. In Armenia, the IRIX format will be
used.

•

Map data: Map data with information on political boundaries, streets, important
buildings etc. can be integrated in geo-referenced TIFF format. Thus national data will
be collected in the “shape” GIS exchange format that can be converted in any GIS
system to the geo-referenced TIFF format.

•

Statistical data (e.g. population, food production): Statistical data, in particular
population distribution should be collected at least around the NPP. Format of the data
is also geo-referenced TIFF.

•

Parameters for food-chain models and radio-ecological regions: The foodchain
and dose model terrestrial (FDMT) has the ability to be operated under different
conditions. To facilitate this, so called radioecological regions can be defined. They are
characterized by similar vegetation and dietary conditions assuming that the model
parameters are constant. For each region the full set of parameters has to be defined
for all food- and feedstuffs; the parameters are then applied for all locations within the
region. The parameters encompass foodstuff related data like consumption rates or
food processing factors, vegetation related data such as growing times of crops or the
transfer factor soil-to-plant, and animal related data, for example typical feeding diets
for domestic animals producing milk and meat. JRODOS currently models 34 types of
terrestrial foodstuff and 21 types of terrestrial feedstuff. Data collection will concentrate
on main feed- and foodstuffs. For the remaining ones, default data from the database
will be used.

•

Hydrological data: JRODOS contains a suite of hydrological models ranging from a
compartment model describing the contamination in a lake up to a three-dimensional
model for complex flows and the marine environment. Unlike the foodchain models, no
baseline customization is available here. Therefore, any river, catchment or lake
system has to be defined from scratch. Customisation strongly depends on the link with
the national hydrological service and data availability. To demonstrate the functionality
of the hydrological model chain, customization is envisaged for a river close to the
Metsamor NPP. This will also include the catchment that is linked to that river.

•

National criteria for intervention or protective actions following a nuclear or
radiological emergency: These data will become part of the countermeasure
simulation model.

1

data from the Global Forecast Systems (GFS), cf. http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/index.php?branch=GFS

2

https://eurdep.jrc.ec.europa.eu

3

wwwns.iaea.org/downloads/iec/info-brochures/13-27431-irix.pdf
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•

User Interface: JRODOS provides the means to customise the user interface to the
national language. This includes any character type including Armenian.

To support the customisation, the Contractor provides all the necessary documentation and
performs workshop to discuss the data to be selected as well as workshops demonstrating
the integration into the JRODOS database.
The customisation process starts with the first installation of the system in the premises of
ANRA. Fig. 4-2 provides an overview of the hardware used and the links to external data
such as the monitoring system and the weather data.
The first installation with the default database on the hardware indicated in Fig. 4-2 is
accompanied by the basic training of the system and the first customisation workshop that
highlights the most important parameters to be collected and how the data collection should
be performed. In the frame of the project, further workshops are envisaged to discuss the
progress in the data collection and focus the support of the Contractor to topics needed.

Figure 4-2. Indicative configuration of the JRODOS hardware (without showing UPS and with
arrows indicating network connections)

Further work activities comprise methodological support in applying JRODOS to nuclear and
radiological emergencies, training for operators and system administrators, demonstration to
end users, testing of the customised system and final verification at the end of the project. In
this respect, the operational and customised JRODOS system, connected to monitoring and
weather data, should become available to ANRA 24 months after the start of the project.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The technical desing and implementation details of a new environmental radiation monitoring
system were summarised in our paper, including the expected effect of this state-of-the-art
monitoring tool on the Armenian nuclear emergency preparedness and response capabilities.
It is believed that the advanced radiation monitoring network, as well as the installation and
customisation of the JRODOS decision support system will enhance EP&R capabilities in
Armenia to a great extent and it will be raised to a level comparable to other European
countries utilising nuclear energy. The local experts of the Beneficiary and its TSO participate
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in the project with great enhusiasm and provide valuable input to the design, installation,
customisation and utilisation activities. According to the – rather tight – project schedule, the
site acceptance test will be in March 2020 and the complete system should be operational
before the end of 2020. Selected experts of the Beneficiary and its TSO will receive a
comprehensive training on the use, maintenance, configuration and further customisation of
the monitoring network and the associated JRODOS configuration, thus ensuring the longterm sustainability of the new system.

6
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Abstract:
The H2020 FASTNET (FAST Nuclear Emergency Tools) project, coordinated by IRSN (France), started
in October 2015 for a period of four years. The project involves a Consortium of 20 partners from 18
countries (including Unites States of America, Canada and the Russian Federation) as well as the IAEA
as a third party. When dealing with nuclear emergency, two issues of very different timeframes and
operational objectives, thus including the use of different methods and tools, have to be considered: the
emergency preparedness and the emergency response. The FASTNET project addresses both of these
issues by combining the efforts of several organizations to make substantial progress on already
identified reference tools and method. In particular, the capabilities of these method and tools will be
extended to tackle the main categories of accident scenarios in the main types of operating or foreseen
NPPs in Europe (PWR, EPR, BWR, VVER and CANDU), including a generic concept of Spent Fuel
Pools (SFP). Current expertise methodology (3D/3P method) as well as tools to assess source terms
used in France (PERSAN) and in Sweden (RASTEP) were extended to these 5 NPPs’ designs operated
in Europe. The project partners also worked on the inclusion of functionalities to produce or integrate
atmospheric releases data in a standard format (IRIX) in order to link them with other initiatives focused
on atmospheric transport, radiological consequence assessments and data assimilation. In addition, an
accident scenarios database was developed and contains more than one hundred description of
scenarios including assessment of atmospheric releases performed by partners using best-estimate
computer codes like ASTEC, MELCOR and MAAP for the 5 NPPs’ designs operated in Europe and a
generic concept of SFP. At the end of the project, a comprehensive set of emergency exercises was
developed and proposed to a large set of partners in order to demonstrate the operational capabilities
of the FASTNET method and tools for emergency response. This demonstration was achieved through
two distinct exercise activities: (i) A first exercise addressed source term evaluations, to be compared
to the reference source terms from the scenario database; (ii) A second exercise focused on the main
emergency objective of protecting the population. These FASTNET method and tools will enable
Emergency Centers to provide a fast, organized and reliable prediction of accident development and
the anticipation of the atmospheric releases in order to protect better the population around most of
European NPPs.

1

INTRODUCTION

The H2020 FASTNET (FAST Nuclear Emergency Tools) project, coordinated by IRSN
(France), involves a Consortium of 20 partners from 18 countries (including USA, Canada and
the Russian Federation) as well as the IAEA as a third party. The project implementation is
over four years (October 2015 to September 2019) [1]. It is one of the two EURATOM-funded
projects on Emergency Preparedness and Response in the last 6 years [2].
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When dealing with nuclear emergency, two issues of very different timeframes and operational
objectives, thus including the use of different methods and tools, have to be considered: the
emergency preparedness and the emergency response. The FASTNET project addresses
both of these issues by combining the efforts of several organizations to make substantial
progress on already identified reference tools and methodologies. In particular, the capabilities
of the current expertise methodology (3D/3P method) as well as tools to assess source terms
used in France (PERSAN) and in Sweden (RASTEP) were extended to tackle the main
categories of accident scenarios for the main types of operating or foreseen NPPs in Europe
(PWR, EPR, BWR, VVER and CANDU), including a generic concept of Spent Fuel Pools
(SFP). The project partners also worked on the inclusion of functionalities to produce or
integrate atmospheric release data in a standard format (the IAEA IRIX format [3]) in order to
link them with other initiatives focused on atmospheric transport, radiological consequence
assessments and data assimilation.
A database was developed to contain the detailed descriptions of accident scenarios including
assessment of atmospheric releases. The results to the database were provided by project
partners who performed accident analyses using computer codes (ASTEC, MELCOR and
MAAP) for the main types of NPP in operation in Europe and a generic concept of SFP.
At the end of the project, a set of emergency exercises was developed and proposed to a large
set of partners in order to demonstrate the operational capabilities of the FASTNET method
and tools for emergency response. Two distinct exercises were implemented: (i) a first exercise
addressed at source term evaluations, to be compared to the reference source terms from the
scenario database; (ii) a second exercise focused on the main safety objective of population
protection.
This paper provides qualitative information on the key outputs of the project.

2

SEVERE ACCIDENT SCENARIO DATABASE

In the severe accident scenario database [4], more than one hundred scenarios are stored
covering 4 types of NPPs (PWR, VVER, CANDU and BWR). The pre-calculated data for the
database were provided by 10 project partners, who agreed to share their results. The main
advantage of this database is that it includes much more information than a source term of
radionuclides to the environment. The database includes all the supporting information
produced by the accident analysis performed with best-estimate SA computer codes. It
includes all information on the response of the reactor core, the reactor coolant system
(primary and secondary circuits), and the containment as well as the status of the safety
systems. It also includes the timing of the key events during accident progressions, e.g. core
uncovery, rupture of reactor pressure vessel, etc.
All the above mentioned behavior data can be viewed in graphs or downloaded as xml file and
opened in tabulated format with MS Excel for further analysis. All the information stored in the
database provides many opportunities for the development of the training programs of the
emergency response teams in all countries around the world. As well, such detailed information
may enable further validation of the predicted accident progression and the efficiency of the
accident management actions assumed to be taken during the accident scenario.
The isotopic composition of the source term is based on the recommendations of IAEA, which
includes a list of 55 isotopes in total to be used for the assessment of the radiation doses to
the population [4].
Access to the database was provided for all project partners who were able to test it and
provided comments for improvements. The partners’ comments helped in developing the final
version of the database.
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3

3D/3P METHODOLOGY

3.1

Overview of the French methodology

More than 12 years ago IRSN, together with the main French NPP operator, developed a
methodology with the objective of:
-

giving structure to the evaluation process of the Emergency Technical Teams,

-

allowing focusing on key parameters for a pertinent and global assessment,

-

facilitating dialogue and information sharing with other Emergency Teams,

-

allowing anticipating the potential evolutions of the situation

-

answering the main question: “What about releases”?

The IRSN approach 3D/3P (triple diagnosis/triple prognosis) is based on the design of the
French nuclear reactors (PWRs), where there are three physical barriers set up between the
radioactive products and the environment.
From the analysis of the three barriers it is possible to define the actions on the plant to mitigate
the accident and to calculate the consequences in the environment in order to decide the most
effective actions to protect the population. The aim of this methodology is to detect, as soon
as possible, any different event likely to lead to a future release of radioactivity into the
environment. The ease to extend this methodology to other reactors or nuclear facilities is its
strength. The first and most important step to extend the methodology is to know how to identify
the different barriers set up between the fission products and the environment and the safety
functions associated with them.
3.2

3D/3P methodology

The 3D/3P methodology consists of periodically assessing the status of the three barriers
(triple diagnosis) and forecasting their developments (triple prognosis) to characterize the
present and/or possible future release of activity into the environment. For each barrier, a
diagnosis phase followed by a prognosis phase can be distinguished:
-

-

diagnosis phase:


the condition of the barrier is assessed,



the barrier’s protecting functions are characterized in terms of margins and,



the systems fulfilling the barrier’s protecting functions are identified;

prognosis phase:


the future availability of the systems supporting the barrier’s protecting functions is
examined (without taking into account additional failures whose cause might be
independent of the accident),



the future development of the protecting functions is then deduced from the future
availability of the systems and,



the future condition of the barrier is deduced from the future condition of the
associated protecting functions.

In addition, it is necessary to quantify the available time delay prior to the beginning of the
possible radioactive releases and to assess the quantity of nuclear activity released into the
environment.
For a PWR reactor, the traditional three barriers are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – The three barriers of a PWR
The first barrier consists of the cladding of the fuel rods and the fuel matrix itself. The second
barrier is comprised of the reactor coolant system (RCS) envelope (waste tank and connected
circuits included). Lastly, the third barrier is made up of the containment and its extensions that
isolate the nuclear steam supply system from the environment. The containment is constituted
by the building itself, the penetrations of this building (equipment hatch, lock chamber,
penetrations, transfer tube), their isolation organs and its extensions.
A nuclear reactor accident is characterized by the failure or risk of failure of one or several of
these three barriers. It can thus be noted that there can be a significant release of radioactive
particles into the environment only if the integrity of at least two barriers is compromised.
Once the barriers for a given reactor type have been identified, the associated “safety
functions” need to be recognized. Several safety functions are associated with each barrier.
When these safety functions are assured, the integrity of the barrier is assured. In other terms,
the safety function(s) associated with each barrier relate to one or more conditions that must
be checked so as to maintain the integrity of the barrier itself (see Table 1).
Table 1. Safety barriers and associated safety functions
3 barriers

Associated safety
functions

#1

#2

#3

Fuel and
cladding

Primary system
envelope

Reactor building and its
extensions

Subcriticality

Removing heat from
the primary system

Containment

Primary liquid
inventory

Removing heat from
primary pump seals

Removing heat from
the reactor building

The diagnosis and prognosis are then collected into appropriate tables, or “grids”, for ease of
use. Within FASTNET, the 3D/3P methodology has been extended to the following reactor
types or facilities:
-

VVER (three barriers are defined),

-

BWR (three barriers are defined),

-

CANDU (four barriers are defined),
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-

Spent fuel pool (three barriers are defined) and,

-

EPR (same three barriers as for the PWR).

In Appendix 1 the grids for these reactor types are reported.

4

DETERMINISTIC APPROACH USING PERSAN

4.1

Overview of the PERSAN software

PERSAN (Program for Evaluation of Radiological Source term in case of Accident on a Nuclear
power plant) is part of the SESAME software system developed by IRSN. This system of
emergency evaluation tools is used at the Technical Crisis Centre (TCC) of IRSN to produce
in real-time an assessment of any accidental situation on a nuclear power plant, based on a
diagnosis of the situation and a prognosis of its evolution through the application of the 3D/3P
method, previously described.
Within the SESAME system, PERSAN is the “final” module, dedicated to performing a fast (few
minutes) deterministic evaluation of the real or potential atmospheric radiological release,
taking into account the real-time data from the installation, and/or their predicted values
provided by other SESAME modules.
The PERSAN source term is computed for a set of more than 1800 isotopes and is given in
terms of release kinetics and chemical speciation, namely for halogen elements, with
consideration of ingrowth/decay on the overall set of isotopes, during their migration from
damaged fuel of the core or spent fuel to the atmosphere.
Once the source term is computed, it can then be forwarded to the Radiological Consequences
Unit of IRSN TCC, as an input to dispersion models to produce consequence mapping, then
iterated with on-site dose measurements, etc. This mapping underpins recommendations of
the French regulatory body (ASN) to local authorities in charge of population protection
countermeasures.
The underlying physics and chemistry of PERSAN are based on state-of-the-art knowledge of
severe accident phenomena. Namely, PERSAN includes:
-

a predictor of core, or spent fuel, degradation and melting kinetics,

-

a physical model of fission product release from damaged fuel to primary circuit,

-

a chemical model of halogen (iodine and bromine) speciation in the reactor building
(homogeneous chemistry in the liquid and gas phases, heterogeneous chemistry of
chemisorption on organic compounds),

-

a physical model of aerosols deposition and re-emission from corium during molten core
concrete interaction, coupled with containment spray system operation,

-

a leak distribution model from reactor building to auxiliaries buildings,

-

a general mass balance equation that takes into account the above computed
phenomena coupled with ventilation/filtration systems operation,

-

a generalized ingrowth/decay model that operates on this general equation at each time
step and in each building.

Each model has been treated to give a conservative response towards residual uncertainty of
the evaluation of each phenomenon with a best-estimate approach. The global validation of
PERSAN has been achieved by benchmarking results with integral codes, namely the ASTEC
code, which is developed by the Severe Accident Department of IRSN. A comparison of results
between PERSAN and the US-NRC fast-running code RASCAL is given in [5].
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4.2

Input and output interfaces of PERSAN

Figure 2 shows the main input interface of PERSAN, where the fuel degradation events,
containment pressure and containment spray system flow are set (by the user, or automatically
from the real-data stream, when available).
Ventilation/filtration parameters of auxiliary buildings are also set in this interface and other
assumptions, such as molten core concrete interaction, ultimate containment venting systems
or user-defined leaks, in case, for instance, of failure in containment isolation.

Figure 2 – Main assumption interface of PERSAN
Figure 3 and 4 exhibit the main output interface of PERSAN, where results are compiled at a
given time (Fig. 3) or from the beginning of the accident (Fig. 4). Beside these visualization
interfaces, some .txt and .csv files are also created, containing the overall source term.

Figure 3 - Results interface of PERSAN (at required time)

Figure 4 - Results interface of PERSAN (from beginning)

4.3

Development of PERSAN within the FASTNET project

4.3.1

New plant models

PERSAN includes a powerful nuclear power plan editor, which was used to develop new power
plant models within the FASTNET project, using data and parameters provided by various
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partners. Seven new plant models have been created, with their containment systems
specificities, and their typical radiological inventories (core and spent fuel pool):
-

BWR ABB-II

-

BWR ABB-III

-

BWR Mark-1

-

CANDU-6

-

VVER V213 440

-

VVER V320 1000

-

EPR

These new models are illustrated in Figure 5.
4.3.2

Response analysis of the new models

Several accidental sequences were provided within the FASTNET project. They were used by
IRSN to perform a response analysis of the newly implemented models and check whether
they give satisfactory results with respect to those from integral computer codes (e.g.
MELCOR, ASTEC and MAAP). This analysis is summed up here after.

ABB

VVER 440

CANDU

Mark 1

VVER 1000

EPR

Figure 5: New power plant models developed in PERSAN within the FASTNET project
The new models implemented in PERSAN were found to match the results given by integral
codes with a very good agreement (see Figure 6). Therefore, IRSN has concluded that no
further developments are presently required to consider the direct operability of these new
models in emergency situations.
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Figure 6: Comparison of PERSAN results with integral code results for different reactor types

4.3.3

New output results export (IRIX file)

As part of the FASTNET project, the PERSAN computed source terms can now be exported
in the international IRIX format, which can be used by many atmospheric dispersion codes.
The functionality has been added directly to the output interface (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: New IRIX source term export interface

5

PROBABILISTIC APPROACH USING RASTEP

5.1

The RASTEP tool

RASTEP (RApid Source TErm Prediction) is a software tool, developed by Lloyd’s Register in
cooperation with the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM), with the aim of providing stateof-the-art decision support in nuclear emergency situations [6]. RASTEP is a dynamic tool
capable of modelling causes and effects in complex cases with lots of free variables, missing
or incomplete information and where the level of uncertainty is high. The tool combines a
Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), representing uncertainty as probabilistic relations among
observations, events and variables, with deterministically pre-calculated source term data.
BBNs represent an established method of modelling uncertain relations among random
variables and capturing the relationships between these variables using Bayes’ theorem. The
BBN approach is to take prior beliefs at the outset and when information on the progression of
an event becomes available, modify and update those beliefs. In the nuclear power plant
accident application, BBNs can collect a multitude of probabilistic relations between an
observation and different events and can become a "filter" that is fed with observations and
creates a likelihood-ordered ranking of a list of pre-calculated accident scenarios – and of the
source term connected to these scenarios. The tool thereby provides a best estimate of the
atmospheric release for the situation at hand even though data may be sparse and the level
of uncertainty high. The RASTEP user answers a series of questions regarding the status of
the affected nuclear power plant. The questions can be answered without highly specialized
severe accident and plant knowledge. The answers are fed into the BBN, mapping the
interconnections between significant systems. As circumstances develop, new or updated
information on specific system parameters are entered by the user, creating a continuously
updated diagnosis, including the atmospheric releases. Today, RASTEP is in use at the
emergency response center of SSM together with plant specific models for the nuclear power
plants currently in operation in Sweden.
The graphical user interface is shown in Figure 8. Different panels provide real-time information
on system status, predictions of source terms and visualization of radiological releases over
time, with one section set aside for dialogue with the user. Data for off-site radiation dose
assessment and atmospheric dispersion calculations can be easily exported e.g. using the
internationally used IRIX format.
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Figure 8: RASTEP graphical user interface
5.2

Method

A RASTEP plant model is built around a selection of key plant features:
-

Source term volumes and release routes, as shown in Figure 9. Here, the volumes can
represent features related to the release and transport (including trapping, re-suspension
etc.) of fission products. Connections between the volumes represent the failure of
fission product barriers or, in case of venting, deliberate mitigation actions; they define
the release path created during a severe accident.

-

Key safety functions are defined to build information on mitigation options into the model.
Plant safety systems related to the specified safety functions are defined, along with the
parameters used to monitor the system. In addition, probabilities for operability or
availability of these systems are defined to fit them into a BBN model.

-

Observable parameters that are monitored during an accident are identified. This type of
information is relevant to the BBN in order to determine the plant status and corresponds
to the questions asked by the RASTEP user interface. In order to correctly determine the
state of the plant, it is essential to know which information is reliable during accident
conditions as well as which information is possible to obtain.
RASTEP models include two main components:
-

A BBN including initiating events, barriers, safety functions and a number of predefined
release categories.

-

Customized, pre-calculated source terms based on deterministic simulations of predefined plant-representative release categories.
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Figure 9: Example of a release path diagram (VVER440-213)
5.3

Development of RASTEP within the FASTNET project

Within the FASTNET project, existing models for Swedish BWR and PWR plants have been
modified to create generic reactor models for BWR, PWR, VVER-440, CANDU and for an SFP.
For these reactor types, FASTNET project partners have provided detailed information on (i)
source term volumes and release routes; (ii) key safety functions and plant systems; (iii)
observable parameters; and, (iv) initiating events. Based on the information gathered from the
partners and from publicly available information sources, Lloyd’s Register has created specific
BBNs for each generic plant type.
The material generated in FASTNET comprises, for the different reactor types,
-

release path diagrams;

-

BBN models, with explanatory tables of nodes in the model, see Figure 10 left. These
nodes have a conditional probability that can

-



be based on generic PSA data ("PSA")



be based on expert judgment ("BELIEF")



contain only zeros and ones ("DETERMINISTIC")

a list of questions for providing observations and measurements from the affected plant
(see Figure 10 right).

The input used for the calculation of source terms for the models within the FASTNET project
is collected from the database created in WP1. This database contains calculations performed
by severe accident codes such as MAAP, MELCOR or ASTEC.
As part of the FASTNET project, the RASTEP software can now export the result into the
international IRIX format which can be used by most atmospheric dispersion codes available.
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Figure 10: PWR BBN model. Extract from the list of network nodes (left), and extract from the
list of questions posed to the user (right).

6

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS EXERCISES

6.1

The FASTNET Exercises

Another objective of the FASTNET project was the demonstration of the operational
capabilities of the proposed methodology for emergency preparedness and response. In
addition, an important step in the dissemination of the approach was through the two exercise
activities focused on, in the first instance, generation and evaluation of best source term
estimates and the evolution of the scenarios and, in the second instance, the protection of
populations.
The first exercises was based on scenarios derived from the database developed during the
FASTNET project. It consisted in the digital distribution of technical data to participants who
were then required to respond with a series of estimates of the released activity at various
times after the initiating event. Participants were also required to provide information as to the
nature of the accident and the progression of the situation. The second exercise was a table
top activity where participants were asked to progress from developing an understanding of
the accident sequence, through an estimation of the released activity and ultimately providing
descriptions of the preventative measures required to protect the population and an estimate
of the extent, spatial and temporal, over which these measures would be necessary. Prior to
these exercises, a 3-day training was organized at the IRSN in Paris in May 2018 to introduce
participants to the FASTNET method and the tools developed within the project for evaluation
of source terms, namely, the BBN-based tool RASTEP and the deterministic tool PERSAN and
its associated 3D/3P method.
6.2

Exercise 1 – Estimation of source terms

The first exercise was held during December 2018 with the specific objective of comparing the
FASTNET tools (RASTEP & PERSAN) with respect to the generation of source term estimates
for a series of accident scenarios and collation of feedback from users as to their experience
with the tools in this context. Four accident sequences were selected from FASTNET database
for use in the exercise:
-

Case 1: PWR 1300 MW: 6 inches LOCA
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-

Case 2: ABB BWR: Steam line break

-

Case 3: CANDU: single unit SBO

-

Case 4: VVER 440: SBO

All necessary information to characterize the scenarios were provided to participants (safety
system availability, chronological sequence, core temperatures, water levels, etc.).
Participants were required to report on template forms the following: estimates of the releases
of 52 different isotopes at three different times after the accident (PERSAN) and estimates of
a shorter list of isotopes over four phases after the accident (RASTEP). Participant results
were compared with those generated by a reference user (primarily the developers of the tools)
and those contained in the FASTNET database. Participants were also asked to complete a
questionnaire as to their experiences with the tools and methodology. In total, 23 organizations
participated. The exercise commenced on the 1st of December 2018 with a reporting deadline
on the 31st of the same month. An overview of participant responses as compared to those of
the PERSAN reference user are displayed in Figure 11. A majority of participants were able to
generate results from PERSAN and/or RASTEP indicating the benefit of the 3-day training
period before the exercise which facilitated the participants being in a position to use the tools
unaided during the exercise itself. Analysis of reported source term estimates indicated some
gaps linked to the misinterpretation of sequence data provided during the exercise, user
inexperience, or in relation to specific technology types, which was highlighted as a source of
deviation in the source term predictions. Targeted training would be required to improve the
use of the tools and consequently the confidence in their output. The extension of PERSAN
and RASTEP, from PWR and BWR respectively, to other reactor types was demonstrated
satisfactorily. Results obtained by both tools were coherent with estimates yielded by integral
codes (MAAP, MELCOR, ASTEC), extant differences being not significant regarding the
application of the FASTNET tools in emergency situations. Participant feedback suggested
specific improvements that could be made to the tools and formed an important basis for the
developers in further enhancement of the tools.

Figure 11: Dispersion range for participant responses relative to those for the reference user
for PERSAN. Clockwise from top left: Case 1, Case 2, Case 3, Case 4.
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6.3

Exercise 2 – emergency preparedness

The second FASTNET exercise, held on the 22nd of February 2019 at the University of Natural
Resources and Life Sciences (BOKU) in Vienna, was a 1-day table top activity focused on
implementation of the tools within response to an emergency situation. In all, 18 different
organizations participated in the exercise, being divided into a series of discrete groups for the
actual exercise. Preparation of Exercise 2 was conducted at four separate meetings between
September 2018 and February 2019. Exercise 2 differed from Exercise 1 in contextualizing
the use of the FASTNET tools and methodology within emergency response oriented towards
protecting populations and the processes and procedures in fulfilment of that objective. For
Exercise 2, the predefined exercise scenario, based on PWR technology but not drawn from
the FASTNET database, was happening in “real time”. The scenario was focused on the
Gravelines facility in France and the meteorological data to be used was that from the week
starting on the 7th of February (participants having stored the relevant data in advance).
Participants played the role of the French authorities in responding to the accident and French
regulatory limits were employed throughout. Prior to the exercise, a briefing was held to
establish the rules of the exercise.
Each participating group was required to analyze the data delivered regularly during the
exercise and then apply the FASTNET methodology based on the appropriate use of the 3D/3P
method, if needed, and one of the FASTNET tools. The participants then had to provide one
or several estimations of a source term suitable for consequence evaluations for the given
scenario. The source terms were to be provided in IRIX format to allow for interfacing the
FASTNET tools with relevant dispersion models. In addition, participants were required to
provide estimations of consequences with the different decision support systems and
dispersion models usually employed by participants and to report regularly throughout the day
to hypothetical decision makers and suggest protective actions based on their deliberations.
The scenario that formed the basis for Exercise 2 was a fire in an electrical building of the
facility at 07:00 on the exercise day, which progressed through a series of developments,
resulting in core melt at 13:20 and failure of the vessel at 16:30. Technical information typical
of that which would be available was provided periodically throughout the day and participants
were required to report on the results of their assessments and discussions at various times.
In addition to reporting on the day of the exercise, participants were required to provide
comprehensive analyses of the situation and its likely consequences within 1 week of the
exercise and complete a detailed questionnaire as to their experiences with the FASTNET
tools and methodology. These data could then be compared with equivalent information
generated by the developers of the exercise material. Examples of the results generated by
different groups are displayed in Figure 12.
Most participants successfully estimated source terms with the FASTNET tools while there
was some evidence of a lack of experience with the 3D/3P method. The tools outputs were
successfully incorporated with the decision support and dispersion systems used by the
participants. Regardless of the decision support system used, there was a general agreement
among groups as to the affected geographical area of the scenario and the suggested
protective measures. The exercise indicated that with well-established and mature tools such
as those of the FASTNET project, all groups were in a position to generate consistent and fitfor-purpose results. Both PERSAN and RASTEP were deemed by the participants as useful
components in an emergency preparedness system and could be used as a support tool
directly during crisis situations. The advantages and disadvantages of both tools were
highlighted during the exercise and this information was fed forward to the developers for
incorporation in future versions.
The exercise indicated the utility of the IRIX format in exporting and importing data from the
PERSAN and RASTEP tools to decision support systems such as ARGOS and JRODOS.
Specific problems in using the IRIX format with certain dispersion modelling systems were
identified and could be addressed satisfactorily by the groups.
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Figure 12: Comparison of group responses for estimation of the second source term of
Exercise 2 (left) and estimation of consequences as a function of distance from the facility
based on those estimates as inputs to the dispersion tools employed (right).
The exercise functioned to highlight the importance of experience and practice in effectively
using the FASTNET tools and while both tools were capable of providing fast and reliable
estimates of source terms, further training would be advantageous in establishing confidence
amongst the user base. The usefulness of the 3D/3P method in examination of accident data
and in the early stages of diagnosing what is happening was adequately demonstrated by the
exercise and the necessity to iterate the method application with the on-site evolution of the
accident and off-site environmental and radiological data was viewed as an important aspect
to be addressed.

7

CONCLUSIONS

An accident scenarios database was developed, containing more than one hundred
descriptions of scenarios, including assessment of atmospheric releases performed by
partners using reference computer codes (ASTEC, MELCOR and MAAP) for four designs of
NPPs operated in Europe (PWR, BWR, VVER and CANDU) and a generic concept of SFP. At
the end of the FASTNET project, the database will be hosted by IAEA and extended to other
NPP designs.
Current expertise methodology (3D/3P method) as well as tools to assess source terms used
in France (PERSAN) and in Sweden (RASTEP) were extended to five (PERSAN) or four
(RASTEP) designs of NPPs operated in Europe. The project partners also developed the
functionality to produce or integrate atmospheric releases data in a standard format (IRIX) in
order to link them with other initiatives focused on atmospheric transport, radiological
consequence assessments and data assimilation.
The extension of these method and tools was improved and validated through:
-

a training session which was organized in May 2018 in Paris, gathering 38 participants
from 22 European or non-Europeans countries;
the realization of two exercises:

the first dedicated to the best calculation of atmospheric releases and held in
December 2018. 23 participating organizations registered; 18 using PERSAN, 19
using RASTEP and 13 using both;
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the second including more widely the management of the protection of the
population and organized on February 22, 2019 in Vienna. 17 participating
organizations; 5 using PERSAN, 9 using RASTEP and 3 using both.

The extended version of the rapid source term tool PERSAN is now implemented in the
Technical Crisis Centre of IRSN (France). SSM uses plant specific RASTEP models for the
NPPs in operation in Sweden.
The social and economic benefits arising from the project are, on the one hand, the
capitalization and the dissemination of an accident scenarios database including a uniform
description of all scenarios. On the second hand, these FASTNET method and tools will enable
Emergency Centres to provide a fast, organized and reliable prediction of accident
development and the anticipation of the atmospheric releases in order to better protect the
population around most of European NPPs.
The high ambition of this large project was met through the organization of numerous meetings,
workshops, trainings and exercises, to enhance the interaction between experts from the areas
of severe accident management and of emergency management. All these occasions gave
them the opportunity to develop a common language and facilitate their appropriation of the
FASTNET tools and method. The implementation of the two exercises added an enormous
value of the project.
In order to strengthen the developed links between these two communities, it would be
interesting to organize in the future:
-

further operational trainings based on every technologies and the feedback of these
exercises;
a new series of exercises targeting the protection of population and having a higher level
of reality (table-top or full-scale formats, scenarios based on every technologies and
provided by different partners …).

The scenarios database could be further extended by including more CANDU and VVER
scenarios.

8
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Figure 13: 3D/3P grid for PWR.
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APPENDIX 1

In this Appendix the 3D/3P grids developed within the project for PWR, VVER, BWR, CANDU
and SFP are reported. It should be noted that for CANDU reactors the method and grid have
been renamed to 4D/4P, given the four barriers present in this reactor design.

Figure 14: 3D/3P grid for VVER.
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Figure 15: 3D/3P grid for BWR.
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Figure 16: 4D/4P grid for CANDU.
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Figure 17: 3D/3P grid for SFP.
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Abstract:
The radiological environmental monitoring using stationary gamma stations is largely used by
governmental networks of European Countries and all data are collected by the European
Commission which established European Radiological Data Exchange Platform (EURDEP) [1] the
central data management system for the automatic exchange of radiological data.
After the Fukushima accident, the new concept of citizen science set up new monitoring stations
managed by non-governmental networks and crowd sourced data have rapidly increased.
The radiological measurements by people disseminates in accordance with the expansion of
technological developments of cheap devices and of the readiness of the software for the uploading of
data. Furthermore, the number of measurements is related with the perception of the risk in nuclear
field in different countries and community.
The EMPIR project “16ENV04 Preparedness, Metrology for mobile detection of ionizing radiation
following a nuclear or radiological incident” [2] includes the Work Package 3 “Monitoring of ionizing
radiation by non-governmental networks [3].
In the first step, a study of the non-governmental networks was conducted, and six web sites were
identified and analysed [4]. The partners of Preparedness project PTB, NPL, ENEA and VINCA
selected and acquired 16 different type of measuring instruments used in non-governmental networks
(MINNs) to investigate the congruity of dose rate data provided in term of ambient dose equivalent
H*(10) rate with a metrological approach. Currently, testing of the MINNs is conducting by PTB, NPL,
ENEA and VINCA in laboratory condition and the response of all types of MINNs is investigated in the
PTB facilities (UDO II, climatic test cabinet, secondary cosmic field and plume simulation sites). A
comprehensive study on the possible use of dosimetric data of non-governmental network for dose
rate monitoring will be the final task of the project.

1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the nuclear or other radiologically incidents or accidents, including intentionally
events caused by malicious acts, could release radioactive materials and cause damage to
the workers, the public and the environment. In emergency phase the national competent
authorities in nuclear and radiation protection field and other decision makers need quick and
credible information on release and contamination because the protection of the of the public
against exposition at radiological risk.
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The confidence of the public in governmental emergency preparedness and response
depends on the availability of reliable radiological data. There is a growing phenomenon of
the people or groups, either organised or not, that could use portable instruments to monitor
the presence of ionizing radiation with the main purpose to verify or integrate the dose rate
data of governmental networks. The main advantage of numerous measurements from nongovernmental monitoring networks consists in the reduction of computable statistical
uncertainty for mean value of data referred to homogeneous areas, even if used detectors
are not optimized for measurements of ambient dose equivalent rates. The synergic work of
the two networks could produce a more accurate evaluation of the movement of the
radioactive plume and could show small dispersion of radioactive material due for example to
a malicious act.
The EMPIR 16 ENV04 “Preparedness” project serve the purpose to establish a metrological
basis for mobile detection of ionising radiation to support adequate protective measures in
the aftermath of nuclear and radiological emergencies. The project is structured in six work
packages and the Preparedness consortium comprises 17 institutions from 12 European
countries. In the framework of the Work Package 3 on Monitoring of ionising radiation by
non-governmental networks, the objective is to investigate the feasibility to use (quasi) real
time dose rate data provided by open-access non-governmental networks for preparedness
and response purposes.

2

NON-GOVERNMENTAL RADIATION MONITORING NETWORKS

The non-governmental radiation monitoring networks are created by private company or nongovernmental organization (NOG) with the aim of monitoring the radiation level in the
environment, collecting data from different location through the world.

Figure 1 Maps on web-pages of non-governmental networks most widespread networks in Europe and
example of portable measuring instruments for radiation monitoring.

In the framework of Preparedness project five different organizations were analysed, the
study focused on a selection of the available most widespread networks in Europe listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Networks general information [6]
Network and Website

Responsible commercial company (website)

Safecast
https://blog.safecast.org/
GMC Map
http://www.gmcmap.com/index.asp
Radmon
http://radmon.org/
Radation network
http://radiationnetwork.com/
Radioactive@home
http://radioactiveathome.org/en
uRadMonitor
https://www.uradmonitor.com/

Non-governmental organization
GQ Electronics (USA) (http://www.gqelectronicsllc.com)
Creative Systems Inc. (USA) (http://www.creativesysinc.com)
Mineralab, LLC (USA) (http://www.mineralab.com/)
Non-governmental organization (BOINC Polska Foundation /
Poland)
MagnaSCI (Romania) (http://www.magnasci.com/)

The networks allow users to submit data to the network’s database in automatic or in manual
way. In Table 2 are listed the data submission technique used by the networks considered,
the data format required by the network to submit measurements from detectors, the type of
data displayed and frequency of data uploading/updating.
In all the site are used fixed stations with the exception of Safecast in which are collected
data by mobile devices.
Table 2 Data transmission information [6]

Networks

Safecast

Data
submission
technique
Automatic (in
Japan) and
manual

Network’s
database
submission
format

Network’s
displayed
data

Frequency of data
uploading/updating

CPM 1

μSv/h

Collection of data as often as
possible
Period (in minutes) is the
frequency for uploading data
and is defined in the activation
of the device

Automatic and
manual

CPM and
ACPM 2;
µSv/h (only in
automatic
mode)

CPM or μSv/h

Automatic and
manual

CPM

CPM or μSv/h

Radation network

Automatic

CPM

CPM

Radioactive@home

Automatic

uRadMonitor

Automatic

GMC Map

Radmon

1

Count per Minute

2

Average Count per Minute

CPM, µSv/h

CPM
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Sampling time 1 minute, latest
6 hours readings are specified
in the box of the station
The time and date stamp at
the bottom centre of the Map
defines how recently the
radiation levels have been
updated to the map (every
minute)

μSv/h

Sampling time 1 h, last
updated measurement
specified in the box of the
station

μSv/h

Sampling time 1-minute, last
updated measurement
specified in the box of the
station

Other details useful for completeness of information are present in the sites, i.e. off line stations (out of
working) in GMC Map and uRadMonitor, information about the colours of stations points related to the
magnitude of ambient equivalent dose rate measurements in Safecast, Radioactive@Home and
uRadMonitor or updating time of the data in GMC Map .

3

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS USED IN NON-GOVERNMENTAL
NETWORKS (MINNs)

In order to investigate the status of the measurement of ionising radiation (and
concentrations of radioactivity) in non-governmental networks, the first step was an overview
of electronic devices and the basic methods used for data acquisition and evaluation (see
Table 3).
Table 3 Measuring Instruments used in non-governmental Networks in Europe [6]
Example of MINNs

Supplier

Networks

uRAD Monitor Model A

Magna SCI

uRad Monitor

GMC-600

GQ Electronics

GMC map

bGaiger Nano

Safecast

Safecast

Radalert 100

International Medcom

Radiation Network/Safecast

GMC-320 Plus

GQ Electronics

GMC map / Radmon

GMC-500 Plus

GQ Electronics

GMC map / Radmon

uRAD Monitor model KIT1

Magna SCI

uRad Monitor

Monitor 4 Geiger Count KIT

S.E. International Inc.

Radiation Network

GMC-300 Plus

GQ Electronics

GMC map

RADEX 1212

Quarta-RAD Inc.

GMC map/ Radex Read Radiation
Mapping

PMR 7000

Mazur

Radiation Network

Monitor 200

S.E. International Inc.

Radiation Network

uRAD Monitor Model D

Magna SCI

uRad Monitor

MyGeiger ver.3 PRO DIY

RH Electronics

Radmon

Inspector Alert

International Medcom

Radiation Network

Rad 100

International Medcom

Radiation Network/Safecast

The operational quantity used for area monitoring in radiation protection is the ambient dose
equivalent H*(10) [7] and its unit of measurement is sievert (Sv), so it is recommended to
calibrate these instruments in terms of these quantities.

4

TESTING OF THE MINNS IN LABORATORY CONDITION AND PTB
FACILITIES

In the framework of Preparedness project, the feasibility study on the use of non-official
dosimetry data for preparedness purposes is based on the results of a metrological
investigation and comparison of measuring instruments used in non-governmental networks
by using reference facilities for dosimetry of PTB, ENEA, NPL, and VINCA.
The linearity and the energy dependence of typical MINNs were tested at 8 radiation qualities
in an energy range from about 60 keV to 1250 keV. Each partner used his own X-ray and
gamma-ray irradiation facilities. The elaboration of the data is in progress. It is expected that
some MINNs show a strong energy dependence of their response to ionising radiation,
because simple gamma counters do not have the energy compensation, which is required for
dosimeters that are in agreement with appropriate standards.
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A measurement campaign was organized in Germany by PTB in June for determining the
response of the MINNs types to the terrestrial components as well as to the comic
component of the natural radiation and the inherent background of the instrument.
Measurements will be performed in an almost pure secondary cosmic radiation field, realised
by a floating platform constructed from material of low radioactivity, on a freshwater lake (see
Figure 1).

Figure 2 PTB‘s floating platform constructed from material of low radioactivity on a lake

The inherent background (reported dose rate in case of no external ionising radiation) of the
MINNs was tested by performing measurements in the underground laboratory UDO II of
PTB (see Figure 2).
At PTB’s reference site for plume simulations (see Figure 3), various MINNs were
investigated and the sensitivity to small dose rate changes was been experimentally
determined using two different photon fields (137Cs and 60Co). The sensitivity of the MINNs to
small variations was tested because it is well known that radioactive plums as well as nonnegligible ground contamination levels (some 10 kBq/m2) cause small increases in the
ambient dose equivalent rate; i.e. a few nano sieverts per hour (nSv/h) on top of a natural
background radiation level of the order of about 100 nSv/h.
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Figure 3 Underground laboratory UDO II of PTB

Figure 4 PTB’s reference site for plume simulations
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The measurements for testing the dependence of MINNs performance from environmental
conditions are in progress at PTB climatic test cabinet.

5

CONCLUSION

The results of the measurement in laboratory condition and of the PTB measurement
campaign could summarise advantage and disadvantage in the use of the MINNs in nongovernmental networks and explore the possible new use of non-governmental networks for
dose rate monitoring.
The promotion of the harmonisation of the measuring methods and online information for
emergency preparedness, also in non-governmental radiation monitoring networks, could be
considered a big benefit for European authorities and decision makers.
The improvement of the public confidence in the decisions of national governments and the
reduction of the risk of socio-economic damages could be strictly related with the promotion
of independent measurement of radioactivity and radiation dose by citizens, thus endorsing
the transparency, education and acceptance of science.
A training support for operators and users of non-governmental networks web sites is
desirable to disseminate an accurate citizen-science on the basis of the results of the
metrological investigation defined by WP3 of Preparedness project.
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The software implementation of the method for determining the level of
nuclear and radiological events in the INES scale
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Abstract:
In accordance with the requirements of international standards SF-1 and GSR part 7 the operating
organization is responsible for informing the public about accidents in the installations associated with
the civil nuclear industry. For example, in accordance with the requirement of the IAEA standard
GSR part 7 it is necessary to “Provide instructions, warnings and relevant information to the public for
emergency preparedness and response”. International Nuclear Events Scale (INES) is supposed to
simplify communication with the public on matters of the safety significance of different events
associated with nuclear facilities.
However. the INES rating procedure is time-consuming to a significant extent. Therefore. the
“INES Classifier” computer program was developed by Scientific and Engineering Centre for Nuclear
and Radiation Safety (SEC NRS) in order to carry out an express assessment according to INES
methodology. The “INES Classifier” computer program is based on the methodology outlined in the
Guidelines for users of the International Nuclear and Radiological Events Scale 2008 edition. The
“INES Classifier” computer program was successfully tested at the Federal Environmental, Industrial
and Nuclear Supervision Service of Russia (Rostechnadzor) Information and Analytical Center during
emergency response drills at nuclear power plants. This article presents an overview of the developed
“INES classifier” computer program and examples of its application.

1

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Application of INES is established in the IAEA documentary requirements. According to the
terms of IAEA Standards SF-1 [1], protection of public and environment against nuclear
facilities impact is based on safety principles. One of these principles is emergency
preparedness and response for nuclear or radiation incidents.
The given principle is implemented by compliance with the IAEA GSR part 7 [2] terms
stating:
−

operating organization shall ensure that arrangements are in place to provide the public
who are affected or are potentially affected by a nuclear or radiological emergency with
information that is necessary for their protection, to warn them promptly and to instruct
them on actions to be taken (Requirement 10).

−

nuclear or radiological emergency and the emergency response shall be analysed in
order to identify actions to be taken to avoid other emergencies and to improve
emergency arrangements (Requirement 19).

In order to facilitate the process of providing information about nuclear or radiological
emergency to the public the INES was developed. The scale classifies accidents according
to levels affecting the safety. Accidents classification stated in INES allows to assess the
level of emergency and to make urgent decision about the necessity of organizational and
technical measures application directed to emergency response and mitigation of harmful
effects. Moreover, INES is a basis for procedure of investigation the causes of radiological
emergency and establishment of emergency arrangements.
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It should be mentioned that IAEA Standards requirements were implemented in Russian
Federation legislative and regulatory framework. In accordance with Application to Ministry of
Emergency Situations of Russia Order on 8th of July 2004 No 329, emergency information
shall contain the level of accident according to INES. Also, according to Russian federal
requirements and regulations in the field of use of nuclear energy NP-004-08 [3], NP-014-16
[4], NP-027-10 [5], NP-047-11 [6] and NP-088-11 [7] in case of radiological accident, the
message containing the hazard assessment under INES shall be sent to all the organizations
managing emergency response. Besides, in accordance with the federal rules and
regulations [3 ÷ 7] commission that is responsible for investigation of nuclear facility incidents
shall report the level of emergency according to INES.
However, it should be mentioned that INES is a communication instrument responsible for
mutual understanding between nuclear specialists, mass media sources and public on the
safety questions. The INES shall not be used as a basis for emergency response actions.
The purpose of the INES is to develop understanding of the emergency safety significance
while preparing the emergency reports. The emergency reports shall be issued immediately
to avoid misinterpretation and wrong emergency assessment in mass media and public. The
INES shall not be used for comparing the safety level of different facilities in different
organizations and countries.

2

DESCRIPTION OF INES LEVEL OF NUCLEAR AND RADIOLOGICAL
ACCIDENTS DEFINITION METHOD

The INES with its full description (published in user manual (manual) [8]), was firstly
presented by IAEA and EAEC international expert team in 1990. The scale is mainly used for
NPP emergency classification. Later the INES was improved and adjusted for all the types of
radiological accidents within civil nuclear industry. Particularly, the INES can be applied to
any accident within transportation, storage and utilization of nuclear and radioactive materials
and wastes, lost or unauthorized removal of radioactive sources or packing, detection of
unclaimed sources and radioactive exposure within other types of practical activities (for
example, mining and oil refining industries).
Figure 1 shows generic criteria of INES emergency classification.

Figure 1. Generic criteria of INES emergency classification
It is noteworthy that INES is logarithmic i.e. emergency severity ascends by one order of
magnitude with the level extension. At the present moment the INES contains seven levels of
emergency classification: levels 4÷7 are classified as “accident”, levels 1÷3 are classified as
“malfunction” and there are some accidents with level 0 that are classified as “no safety
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significance incidents”. Such situations are not substantial for safety. The given classification
is aimed to provide public with information.
The INES emergency level is determined according to the scope of criteria coupled by
principles of influence of assessed emergency on “people and environment”, “radiological
barriers and controls at facilities” and “defence in depth”.
Definition of INES emergency level in “people and environment” category is implemened on
the basis of radionuclides activity that is released in environment. This activity is calculated
with the use of whether conversion factors for different radionuclides or the number of
exposed people and values of doses. “Radiological equivalence” concept is applied for
determination of INES emergency level from radionuclides activity. In accordance with this
approach radionuclides activity in the release is converted into I131 with the use of conversion
factors.
The INES emergency level related to influence on “people and environment” is determined
according to amount of emergency release, which is calculated by means of radionuclides
release conversion factor or is based on the number of radiation exposed people and the
rate of exposure dose. For determining INES emergency level according to the emergency
release the concept of “radiological equivalence” is used. This concept allows to convert
emergency release degree, consisting of the different radionuclides, to the value of
radiologically equivalent emergency release of I131.
Some criteria based on the number of the exposed people and the rates of exposure doses
is stipulated as well. Within the approach to the determination of INES emergency level the
criteria relating to the nuclear facility workers and public is applied. It is noteworthy that the
rates of exposure doses differ from slightly exceeding year dose threshold exposure to the
actual deterministic effect. INES emergency level determination on the basis of emergency
release rate differs from the people exposure approach. In the first case the INES level of
emergency severity is ranged from 4 to 7 levels and in the second case it is ranged from 1 to
6 levels. It means that the approach to the INES emergency level determination based on the
number of radiation exposed people and the degree of their exposure is considered to be
more common.
INES criteria related to “radiological barriers and controls at facilities” is associated with the
accident classification of two types:
−

accidents resulting in severe damage to such physical barriers as fuel matrix, fuel
element cladding and primary-system boundary;

−

accidents resulting in radioactive release or dose rate increase. Fuel matrix, fuel
element cladding and primary-system boundary remain undamaged.

Determination of INES emergency levels depends on the degree of physical barriers
degradation, exposure and room contamination levels. INES emergency level depending on
room contamination level is determined by means of “radiological equivalence” concept; in
this case I131, Cs137 and Mo99 are used as fiducial radionuclides.
INES criteria referring to the emergency impact on levels of “defence in depth” are
distinguished depending on the type of nuclear facility or type of activity in the field of nuclear
energy uses. For example, NPP referring criteria are based on emergency frequency and the
elements and safety systems abilities to perform safety functions. In this case emergency
frequency is determined on the basis of information, provided by nuclear facility project
documentation and INES boundary criteria. It is noteworthy that according to manual [8], an
element or a safety system failure will not always result in INES emergency level increase,
since a large number of elements and systems is responsible for safety.
Finally, the maximum INES emergency assessment is determined on the basis of all the
criteria (“radiological barriers and controls at facilities”, levels of “defence in depth” and
impact on “people and environment”) and defines the total INES emergency assessment.
Practically in case of violation of normal nuclear facility operation, accidents or emergency
response exercises, the process of INES emergency level determination is quite time
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consuming. The professional assessing the emergency level shall be experienced qualified
and shall have advanced knowledgebase regarding the assessed nuclear facility. It should
be mentioned that for more effective assessment of INES emergency level, the professionals
shall use the following criteria: radiation consequences, physical barriers and defence in
depth levels. As a result, total time taken for the INES emergency level assessment can be
reduced, but it takes large human resources. Consequently, time expenditure is reduced.
however labor necessity is increased.
Figure 2 shows one part of a flow chart, containing the criteria for the INES emergency level
determination relating to radiation consequences. The given flow chart is only a component
of a complex flow chart which allows to assess INES emergency level.

Figure 2. Part of a flow chart, containing the criteria for the INES emergency level determination
relating to impact on “people and environment”
For accurate INES emergency level assessment, professionals shall handle large ammount
of data on the emergency and make calculations for assessment of emergency release [8] in
radiological equivalent of I131. All these actions should be performed immediately. Moreover,
human factor, which can affect the assessment result, shall be taken into consideration.
The example of INES use is emergency response exercises of NPP operating organization.
Within this procedure NPP operating organization specialists and specialists of
Rostechnadzor assess the simulated emergency according to the INES. It is quite time
consuming to determine radiation exposure within these emergency response exercises. The
reason for that is that additional estimation shall be used for assessment of personnel and
public exposure doses by means of specialized software (for example, Nostradamus [9],
RECASS [10]). Moreover, some additional emergency information is often required, for
instance, the ways of radionuclides diffusion in nuclear facility rooms, qualitative and
quantitative characteristics of radionuclides and many other factors required by INES
methodology. For another example, physical barriers criteria can be used. For the level of
physical barriers damage assessment, neutronic and thermohydraulic calculations shall be
performed. To perform the calculations, the specialists shall work with great volume of
original data and have ready models for reducing time expenditures connected with INES
calculations and assessment. It should also be mentioned that the INES methodology
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consists of many flow charts that are even more complicated than one mentioned in the
Figure 2. Consequently, the INES is much more complicated than it seems to be and it
requires great scope of work which influences on the final INES emergency assessment.

3

DESCRIPTION OF THE INES EMERGENCY LEVEL DETERMINATION
SOFTWARE

Considering the importance of INES emergency assessments and great time expenditures
during the assessments, the necessity for assessment process computerization has
appeared. Special software which doesn’t have any analogue was developed for this
purpose. The “INES Classifier” computer program was developed at the SEC NRS for this
purpose.
The “INES Classifier” computer program is developed on the basis of programming language
C# for Windows. It is planned that in the nearest future the software will be presented as a
web-application that will avoid the operation system specialities and keep the access to all
the software functions.
The “INES Classifier” computer program has user-friendly interface, it is able to promptly
perform the INES emergency level assessment and reduce the human error probability.
The “INES Classifier” computer program interface consists of a vertical buttons set, each of
the button comprises criterion, execution (or non-performance) of which creates the total
INES emergency level assessment. It should be noted that the INES emergency level
assessment mechanism is implemented in accordance with the manual [8]. The
demonstration of the software interface is presented in figure 3.

Figure 3. “INES Classifier” computer program interface
During the work with the “INES Classifier” computer program the INES emergency levels or
the text of the manual [8] are constantly displayed in left part of the screen, and there are
vertical buttons with criteria for determination of INES emergency level in the right part of the
screen. By results of performance or non-performance of the criteria “the criteria tree” (which
is a visual display of manual block diagrams [8]) is formed. It should be noted that vertical
buttons with the criteria do not appear at once, but they are consistent depending on
performance or non-performance of the previous criterion, at the same time the total INES
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emergency level assessment which is displayed in the lower right part of the screen acts as
the final result. The built in manual can be used by the specialist performing the INES
emergency assessment in case of controversial issues when choosing one or another
criterion. Besides, the user-friendly color scheme is implemented in the “INES Classifier”
computer program. The program automatically paints elements of “the criteria tree” in the
color corresponding to the INES level.
Also the “INES Classifier” computer program forms the reports containing the short
description of the emergency scenario and total emergency assessment, at the same time
the description of the scenario is formed automatically in process of filling the fields and
typing the answers in pop-up windows. The automatically generated report allows to
significantly expand the applicability of the given software. Such reports are considered by
the group of Rosteсhnadzor management during decision making on the nuclear facility
regulating impacts and on informing mass media.
The “INES Classifier” computer program can be used during work on the analysis of reports
on the violations in work of nuclear facility for assessment of correctness of the assesed
INES emergency level.
It is noteworthy that the “INES Classifier” computer program went through approbation in
Rosteсhnadzor IAC during the emergency exercises and trainings on NPP. Moreover, due to
the interest of operators and regulatory bodies from various countries, the “INES Classifier”
computer program, is transferred to the Nuclear Energy Agency Databank in accordance
with the Memorandum [11]. On the official website of the OECD, authorized users can submit
a request for receiving the “INES Classifier” computer program.

4

THE EXAMPLE OF THE “INES CLASSIFIER” COMPUTER PROGRAM
USE

Using the “INES Classifier” computer program the level of the accident at the Fukushima
Daiichi NPP on March 11, 2011 was obtained on the INES SCALE.
According to information from the IAEA report [12] and the report by IAEA CEO [13]
earthquakes (magnitude 9) and tsunamis caused multiple failures and destruction at the
Fukushima Daiichi NPP site on 11.03.2011. The main was the failure of external power
supply systems at the NPP site and, therefore, cooling systems of the reactor core in Units 1
÷ 3 overheated.
To assess the level of event at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP in the category of “defence in
depth”, the following criteria must be used (taken from the manual [8]):
−

the event occurred at the nuclear power plant operating at nominal power;

−

the initial event required the action of certain security systems designed to overcome
the consequences of the initial event;

−

the frequency of the initial event is unlikely, because according to [13] during the
design of Fukushima Daiichi NPP an earthquake with a magnitude of 9 points was not
considered by developers to be a probable earthquake;

−

the performance of safety systems is rated as “insufficient”, because according to [12,
13], systems designed to ensure the safety of nuclear power units (for example, the
core cooling system and emergency diesel generators) did not do their job.

The results of the event assessment in “defence in depth” category using the
“INES Classifier” computer program are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The results of the event assessment in “defence in depth” category using
the “INES Classifier” computer program
Thus the “INES Classifier” computer program evaluated the accident at the Fukushima
Daiichi NPP in “defence in depth” category as level 3 event.
According to [14] during an accident at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP most of the reactor core
in Units 1 ÷ 3 was melted. Therefore, in order to evaluate this accident level with “radiological
barriers and controls at facilities” category it is necessary to use the criterion [8]: “An event
resulting in the melting of more than the equivalent of a few per cent of the fuel of a power
reactor or the release of more than a few per cent of the core inventory of a power reactor
from the fuel assemblies” (see Figure 5). Thus, the “INES Classifier” computer program
evaluated the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP in “barriers and controls at facilities”
category as level 5 event.
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Figure 5. The results of the event assessment in “radiological barriers and controls at facilities”
category using the “INES Classifier” computer program
According to [12, 13] during an accident at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP radioactive release
was estimated at 400 PBq for the I131 and 20 PBq for the Cs137. Therefore, in order to
evaluate this accident in “people and environment” category it is necessary to calculate the
total activity of the release in units of radiological equivalence of I131. The table 1 shows the
values of the release of I131 and Cs137, as well as the results of conversion of the release into
the radiological equivalent of I131.
Radionuclide

Release by [12],
Bq

Multiplication factor
(table 2 [8])

Release in units of
radiological
equivalent I131, Bq

I131

4×1017

1

4×1017

Cs137

2×1016

40

8×1017

Amount

1,2×1018

Table 1. The values of the activities of iodine and cesium that were released during accident
at the Fukushima Daiichi NPP
The results of the event assessment in “people and environment” category using the
“INES Classifier” computer program are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The results of the event assessment in “people and environment”
category using the “INES Classifier” computer program
According to Table 1 and Figure 6 total release of radiological equivalent of I131 equals
1.2∙1018 Bq. Total release value exceeded the value given in paragraph 2.2.2 of the
manual [8]. Thus, on the basis of the criteria “people and environment” the given accident is
evaluated as 7th INES emergency level.
Total INES emergency level assessment is formed on the basis of the maximum assessment
received by the criteria relating to radiation exposure, physical barriers and levels of defence
in depth. Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident is treated as the seventh INES level that
corresponds to information [8].

5

CONCLUSION

Nuclear facility violation assessment according to INES is an important element of
emergency reaction and investigation of violations according to requirements of federal
norms and rules of nuclear energy use. The applied software “INES Classifier” computer
program is developed for express assessment of nuclear facility emergency classification
according to INES; it has a number of advantages:
−

minimizes the risk of human errors during determination of the INES emergency level;

−

simplifies the process of interaction with INES emergency level assessment method;

−

reduces necessary time and human resources during INES emergency level
assessment.

The software “INES Classifier” computer program allows forming the reports containing the
short description of the emergency development scenario and total emergency assessment.
The software can be used by specialists of regulatory bodies and operators for estimation of
incidents and preparation of operational messages.
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The software “INES Classifier” computer program went through approbation
Rostekhnadzor IAC during the emergency exercises and trainings on the NPP [15].

in

In accordance with the Memorandum [11] “INES Classifier” computer program is transferred
to the OECD/NEA Databank.
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Abstract:
At the end of September 2017 and in the following weeks many monitoring stations have detected
unexplained levels of Ru-106 in the atmosphere over Europe. The concentration of the radioactive
cloud was not dangerous for the health, but it could not be connected to any known episode of
release in any nuclear power plant or factory that deals with radioactive material over the area that
registered the abnormal concentrations.
In this paper we present some analysis of this release using the Lagrangian particle dispersion
model implemented in the FLEXPART code. This code is able to model forward atmospheric dispersion of (non-)radioactive material on long distances and predict deposited concentrations in air
and deposited to the ground on a Cartesian grid and at relevant sites. The code is also capable
of recovering the inverse trajectories of the pollutant particles in order to determine the origin and
timing of a release starting from the measured concentrations at different sites. In order to perform
these forward and backward simulations, an extensive set of meteorological data, obtained from the
ECMWF archive, must be retrieved and manipulated to fed the FLEXPART code.
The paper includes also a comparison between the simulation results and some of the detection
data available from different Italian and European sites in order to assess the performance of the
code and compare possible emission sites and release dates.

1

INTRODUCTION

The origin of the Ruthenium-106 concentrations measured in the air over Europe is still unknown.
Many studies have been devoted to the analysis of this phenomenon, starting from IRSN in the early
2018 [1]. In the following months, other papers have tried to recover the origin of the Ruthenium
cloud [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], with a large degree of agreement on the identification of the possible source,
time of release and magnitude. Most of the works relay on some kind of backward/inverse modeling
of the measured data to identify the source term and its point and time of release.
In this framework, ENEA has tested its capabilities in independently conduct similar analyses and
determine the source term retroactively with the use of simulation codes for the dispersion of radioactive pollutant in the atmosphere.
All the simulations shown in this paper have been performed using FLEXPART, that stands for
FLEXible PARTicle dispersion model. This code is a long-range atmospheric transport code based
on the Lagrangian approach. In this type of modeling the evolution of the distribution of a pollutant
is simulated through the use of a large number of particles that are dispersed in a fixed grid that
describes the atmospheric conditions. A stochastic process is used to simulate the effect of the
turbulence and the dispersion in the atmosphere. The code is also capable of modeling wet and dry
deposition, together with radioactive decay [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Different approaches can be adopted to model this type of releases, such as the Gaussian approach, or the Eulerian model. The main advantage of the Lagrangian approach is the complete
absence of numerical diffusion, that is inherently introduced in Eulerian models. FLEXPART can
perform forward and backward simulations in time, adding the possibility to recover an emission
starting from some receptor values.
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Another advantage in the use of Lagrangian codes is the easiness in performing backward simulations, where the measured data become the source term and the simulated cloud represents the
probability that connects each point on the computational grid to the measured values [12]. FLEXPART is used in this capability also in the CTBTO for detecting potential radioactive releases in the
atmosphere.
FLEXPART requires an extended set of meteorological data as a driver for the simulation of the
dispersion of the radioactive cloud. The set of variables include surface quantities, ranging from
pressure to cloud cover and convective and large scale precipitation, and model level quantities,
such as temperature and wind velocities, defined at several levels above ground.
FLAXPART has been developed to work with different sets of meteorological weather data, such as
ECMWF, GFS and WRF. In the following, FLEXPART has been used exclusively with weather data
from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast [13]. In particular, the reanalysis
data from the ERA-5 database, at a resolution of 0.25◦ for the region between longitudes 0◦ E and
70◦ E and latitudes 30◦ N and 70◦ N and 137 model levels, have been retrieved from the ECMWF
servers for the period between the 25th of September 2017 and the 5th of October of the same
year.
Each of the upcoming simulations requires about an hour to simulate 10 days of atmospheric transport, when using 10 million particles, on a workstation with high performance consumer-grade processor and fast storage devices.
All the times reported in the following sections are in the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

2

BACKWARD SIMULATIONS OF MONITORING DATA

2.1

Monitoring station data
LOCATION
Stockholm
Stockholm
Stockholm
Udine
Udine
Udine
Udine
Udine
Prague
Prague
Prague
Prague
Prague
Prague

START DATE
2017-09-30 08:43
2017-10-01 08:43
2017-10-02 08:43
2017-09-29 00:00
2017-10-02 00:00
2017-10-03 00:00
2017-10-04 00:00
2017-10-05 00:00
2017-09-29 06:45
2017-10-02 16:40
2017-10-02 20:25
2017-10-03 08:10
2017-10-04 07:55
2017-10-05 08:05

END DATE
2017-10-01 08:43
2017-10-02 08:43
2017-10-03 08:43
2017-10-02 00:00
2017-10-03 00:00
2017-10-04 00:00
2017-10-05 00:00
2017-10-06 00:00
2017-10-02 16:35
2017-10-02 20:25
2017-10-03 08:10
2017-10-03 15:00
2017-10-05 08:05
2017-10-06 06:40

VALUE [mBq / m3]
0.032
17
9.8
12.3
49.1
30
5.2
3.3
15
1.6
1.1
0
0
0

UNCERT. [mBq / m3]
—
—
—
3
12
9
1.5
1.5
—
—
—
0.04
0.05
0.012

Table 1: Measured Ru-106 concentrations that have been used in the FLEXPART simulations. the
data were extracted from [1, 14, 15].
In the final week of September 2017 and in the first week of the following October many readings
of Ruthenium-106 have been reported around Europe [1, 14, 15]. A small selection of them is
reported in Table 1. The data reported in the table are the only data that have been used to perform
the simulations described below.
The selection has been made based on several principles:

• Magnitude. The three sites (Stockholm, Udine and Prague) show relevant values of the Ru
concentration, at least for a range of days in the selected period.
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Figure 1: Backward tracking of measured data in Stockholm. The time steps visualized starting
from upper left to lower right are: 2017-10-03h00, 2017-10-01h12, 2017-09-30h00, 2017-09-27h00,
2017-09-26h12, 2017-09-26h00, 2017-09-25h12 and 2017-09-25h00.
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Figure 2: Backward tracking of measured data in Udine. The time steps visualized starting from upper left to lower right are: 2017-10-05h00, 2017-10-03h00, 2017-10-01h00, 2017-09-27h00, 201709-26h12, 2017-09-26h00, 2017-09-25h12 and 2017-09-25h00.
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• Duration. We are interested in measurements that extend for short periods of time, especially
when the concentration values are high, in order to capture local maxima of the moving cloud.
• Consistency. Differently from the selected above, many of the measurements do not clearly
state the start and end time, making it difficult to properly define the value in time.
Among the selected values, the data coming from Stockholm and Udine have been used to perform
the backward simulations and determine the original release point, while the data from Prague are
only used to assess the forward simulations.

2.2

Backward simulation from a single origin

In order to establish the release location of the Ruthenium cloud FLEXPART can be used in backward mode to trace back the measured concentrations inverting the time and moving the cloud
towards its original release point.
The backward simulation using only the data coming from the Stockholm station are shown in Figure 1. The release is split in three constant contributions, corresponding to the three measurements
from Table 1, with an amplitude proportional to the measured value.
In the picture, Stockholm is marked with a red dot, together with Mayak, that has been a-posteriori
indicated as the region of release. The pictures show the resident time at a given instant, that
can be assimilated to the probability that a release at that given time and place will produce the
expected concentrations in Stockholm at the measurement intervals. The trajectory of the cloud
travels South of Stockholm and splits in different contributions, before heading East towards Mayak,
that is reached around the beginning of the 26th of September. In the final part of the backward
simulation, the cloud travels North towards the Arctic Sea.
In Figure 2 the equivalent process is demonstrated for Udine, using all the measured data from
Table 1. Also in this case, Udine and Mayak are marked with a red dot. The cloud initially moves
West, before coming back and enveloping the whole northern part of Italy. Starting from the 1st of
October, the cloud starts to travel East before stationing in the Mayak region for more than 2 days.
A smaller, separate cloud develops about 200 km West of the main one, with a probability far lower
than the other.

2.3

Combined backward simulations

The use of a single source cannot be used to reliably determine the point of release, since the cloud
evolves and expands covering a larger and larger part of the map with lower extrema, as can be
seen in Figures 1-2.
In order to properly infer the origination point multiple backward simulations should be used. In
particular, different types of combination of backward tracking give useful information that help in
pinpointing the location of the release and the time interval in which it occurred.
In Figure 3 we can see the sum of the two contributions from Stockholm and Udine. Since all the
effects that are simulated in FLEXPART are linear in the concentration, this is completely equivalent
to perform a single backward simulation where both the Stockholm and Udine measurement points
are taken into account simultaneously for the whole range of days in which those measurements
are available. We can see in fact that the clouds are initially separated and resemble the shapes
obtained in the single source location cases seen above. The two main clouds starting from the two
locations start to merge at about the 29th of September and then travel together towards Mayak.
The final state, at the beginning of the 25th of September, shows a large cloud that spans from
Mayak up to the Arctic Sea, signaling that the release should have happened later in time. In fact,
the maximum across Mayak is reached between the 26th of September at 12 and 24 hours before.
Figure 4 shows instead the intersection of the clouds generated by the two single measurement
points. This combination of the two single sources gives a measure of the agreement on the point
of origin between the two sets of data. In fact, the probability cloud is negligible in the first part of the
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Figure 3: Combination by sum of backward trackings from Stockholm and Udine. The time steps
visualized starting from upper left to lower right are: 2017-2017-10-01h00, 2017-09-29h12, 201709-28h00, 2017-09-27h00, 2017-09-26h12, 2017-09-26h00, 2017-09-25h12 and 2017-09-25h00.
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Figure 4: Combination by intersection of backward trackings from Stockholm and Udine. The time
steps visualized starting from upper left to lower right are: 2017-10-01h00, 2017-09-29h12, 201709-28h00, 2017-09-27h00, 2017-09-26h12, 2017-09-26h00, 2017-09-25h12 and 2017-09-25h00.
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simulations, when the two original clouds are away from each other, but starts to develop once the
two touch each other, as specified for the previous figure. The combined cloud travels East showing
a maximum in its eastern section that reaches Mayak just after 12 on the 26th of September. The
maximum is almost stationary in the Mayak region for about 24 hours, and after that time it spreads
North and does not show a single maximum, but a distributed cloud. This is a symptom of the fact
that the two original clouds are now separating.
The combined use of additive (sum) and multiplicative (intersection) combinations, together with
the knowledge of potential release sites, can pinpoint the release zone to the Mayak region with
sufficient confidence. In addition, the residence time of the combination clouds can also establish a
probable duration of the release.
Finally, the magnitude of the measurement at each location can be used to estimate the magnitude
of the release, with what is generally referred to as poor man’s inversion method. With this approach,
the release concentration ck , estimated from a single measurement k , is connected to the measured
value Sijt (where i and j identify the longitude and latitude of the measured value, while t identifies
the time step) via the Source-Receptor-Sensitivity (SRS) Mkijt as

ck = Mkijt · Sijt
The matrix Mkijt is exactly the result of the FLEXPART inverse simulation.
Using this approach, together with findings from other authors in [1, 2, 5], the source term can be
estimated to be between 100 and 200 TBq. In the following simulations it is assumed that it is
150 TBq.

3

FORWARD SIMULATIONS BASED ON BACKWARD ANALYSIS

A way to verify the methodology adopted in the backward simulations is to perform a forward simulation of the estimated release source and duration and compare it to the measured data. The
results of the previous section can therefore be used to set up a forward simulation with a release
point set on Mayak. The source term is fixed at 150 TBq, as estimated in the previous section.
The duration of the release is however not completely determined by the backward simulations:
the release period can be pinpointed by the crossing of the probability cloud over Mayak, and it is
included in the period between the 25th of September at 12 and the 26th at the same time.
In order to assess properly the release period, three possible scenarios are considered:
A) 12 hours release between 2017-09-25h12 and 2017-09-26h00;
B) 6 hours release between 2017-09-25h18 and 2017-09-26h00;
C) 12 hours release between 2017-09-26h00 and 2017-09-26h12;
The three releases are selected in order to establish the duration of the release, by comparing case
A and B, and the starting point, by comparing A and C (that share also the duration of the release)
together with B (that has a shorter release duration but a starting point in-between the other two).
The air concentration of Ruthenium for case C are shown in Figure 5. The cloud develops in the
Mayak region in the early phase and starts to move West while staying compact in the first phase.
During the 29th the spreading of the cloud becomes more consistent, with a clear elongation in the
east-West direction. On the 2nd of October the cloud reaches the measurement points (marked by
a red dot in the figure) of Udine and Prague, in agreement with the measured data. In the following
days the cloud spreads North, reaching the third measurement point in Stockholm. The cloud is
mainly spread in the North-South direction in the final days, with a tail the develops towards East
over the Mediterranean Sea.
The simulation results for case A and B are qualitatively very similar to case C shown in Figure 5
and are not shown in details for the sake of brevity. The overall behavior of the concentration cloud
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Figure 5: Air concentration of Ru-106 over Europe for case C. The time steps visualized starting
from upper left to lower right are: 2017-09-26h12, 2017-09-27h12, 2017-09-28h12, 2017-09-29h12,
2017-09-30h12, 2017-10-01h12, 2017-10-02h12 and 2017-10-03h12.
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Figure 6: Comparison between measured data (colored) and simulation results (black) for the three
cases A, B and C, from top to bottom respectively. When available, measurement uncertainty is
reported as a colored stripe.
is not particularly affected by the release duration or initial point, as we will see in the following
paragraph.
The forward simulation can be interpolated precisely in the three location marked on the map in
order to quantitatively compare the forward simulations with the measured data. The comparison
between simulation results and measurements can be seen in Figure 6. First of all, we can see that
the three cases A, B, C produce concentration values in the three locations that are very similar.
This is a symptom of the fact the meteorological data for the given period lead to a compact cloud
near the source that starts moving West at the same time independently (within the given range) of
the release starting time and duration. The simulation has in fact a very low sensitivity to this two
parameters.
On the other side, we can see that the magnitude of the release, especially for Udine and the first
days with measurements in Prague, is quite accurate. The first measurement in Udine spans multiple days and does not catch accurately the arrival time of the cloud, that seems to be in the last
half a day of that measurement. The simulation predictions for Stockholm underestimate the measured values in the whole range. This is probably due to the fact the trajectory towards Stockholm
is the longest of the ones that have been considered, leading to a larger uncertainty on the result.
Prague has not been used in the backward simulations and it is here introduced as an a-posteriori
verification of the approach. We can see that the forward simulations correctly predict the arrival
time of the cloud, if we take into account the temporal extension of the first measurement. Similarly
to Udine, the arrival time was not accurately captured since in normal conditions the measurements
are done only once a week. It is worth noting that the FLEXPART simulations predict high value of
concentration even after the measured ones. This is also a sign that the uncertainty in the spread
of the cloud becomes larger and larger as the day progress, as we have seen for Stockholm.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented ENEA studies on the Ruthenium-106 unexplained measurements detected
over Europe in the fall of 2017. The approach, based on the backward modeling of the Lagrangian
atmospheric code FLEXPART, is capable of tracing back the measured concentration from multiple
location and recover the point of origin, release interval and magnitude of the source term with a
good degree of accuracy when compared with similar methodologies presented by other authors.
Some direct simulations have also been performed in order to quantify the error in the predicted
source term when compared to measured data. The result show good performance in particular for
the city of Udine, while the results for Stockholm and Prague are not as satisfactory.
These results confirm that the model can be improved, especially in resolution and quality of the
meteorological data, that play a fundamental role in the determination of the cloud trajectory and
dispersion. The future plan is, in fact, to improve the meteorological data leveraging the newly
available ECMWF data with resolutions up to 0.05◦ .
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Abstract:
In this contribution, the challenges in the preparation process of the German federal emergency plans
for radiological and nuclear emergencies will be presented. The implementation of Directive
2013/59/EURATOM into German law by the Radiation Protection Act (StrlSchG) is accompanied by a
reorganization of the structures of emergency preparedness and response. Relevant challenges are
taken into account such as the nuclear power phase-out with an associated long-term decline expected
in competencies in the field of nuclear technology and radiation protection at Länder level due to the
abolition of supervisory duties. Furthermore, the state of the art of science and technology as well as
lessons learned from the reactor accident in Fukushima are included in the process. During the revision
of existing subordinate regulations and newly introduced regulations, various issues must be dealt with.
These regulations include in particular the emergency plans to be drawn up at federal and Länder level.
The federal emergency plans are to be incorporated into German regulation as general administrative
provisions. Examples for the preparation process of such plans on the basis of the drafts of the general
federal emergency plan and the special federal emergency plan "Waste and Sewage" will be presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

The Council Directive 2013/59/Euratom of 5 December 2013 (EU BSS) [1] laid down basic
safety standards for protection against the dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation.
Among the main innovations of the directive requirements for the national emergency management system and increased cooperation between all member states for the purpose of
uniform action in the event of an emergency are detailed. This directive had to be transposed
into national law by the member states within four years.
The transposition of Directive 2013/59/Euratom into German law and the decision to phase out
nuclear power generation in Germany, as a result of which the Länder will substantially reduce
their powers to assess the radiological situation, necessitated the revision of the legal framework and the organization of the German emergency management system. This led to the
enactment announced in June 2017 of the Act on the Reorganisation of the Law on Protection
against the Harmful Effects of Ionising Radiation [2]. In the course of this, several ordinances
and laws in Germany (including the Radiation Protection Ordinance and the Precautionary
Radiation Protection Act) were combined into the Radiation Protection Act (StrlSchG). The
Radiation Protection Act reflects international developments in radiation protection and lessons
learned from the accident in Fukushima. In particular, recommendations of the Radiation Protection Commission (SSK) were implemented [3]. Part of reorganization of the emergency
management system for nuclear and radiological emergencies are the elaboration of federal
and Länder emergency plans and the establishment of a federal radiological situation centre.

2

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN GERMANY

The German emergency management system is characterised by its federal structure. Emergency preparedness and response function as an interplay of federal, Länder and municipal
authorities. According to the German Basic Law, the Federal Government has the exclusive
legislation for protection against dangers arising from ionising radiation [4]. The execution of
the federal laws regarding nuclear safety and radiation protection as part of the emergency
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preparedness and response in Germany is the responsibility of the Länder on behalf of the
Federal Government.
In accordance with Directive 2013/59/Euratom, the framework for external emergency preparedness and response is referred to in the Radiation Protection Act as the emergency management system of the Federal Government and the Länder. In addition to the Radiation Protection
Act and its ordinances, the emergency management system is based on the general legal
provisions of the Federal Government and the Länder, which serve to avert dangers to human
health, the environment or public safety.
A central recommendation of the SSK was to establish a national radiological situation centre.
In accordance with the Radiation Protection Act, the Federal Radiological Situation Centre
(RLZ) commenced operations in October 2017. The RLZ is managed by the emergency organisation of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety (BMU) and is supported by the Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS), the Federal
Office for the Safety of Nuclear Waste Management (BfE), the technical safety organization
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit gGmbH (GRS) and the Federal Office of Civil
Protection and Disaster Assistance (BBK). The tasks of the RLZ include the monitoring, assessment and reporting of the radiological situation, in the area of communication and coordination (protective measures, information of the population, and preparation of recommendations for protective measures). The RLZ coordinates the emergency response within the Federal Government and with the Länder as well as internationally, as long as no other responsibility has been specified.
For supra-regional and regional emergencies, the evaluation of the radiological situation by all
federal and Länder authorities is always based on one common radiological situation report.
The report contains information on the appropriateness of measures from a radiological point
of view, which should result from the information in the catalogue of measures to be drawn up.
The Radiation Protection Act provides for the preparation of coordinated emergency plans of
the Federal Government and the Länder, which represent the processes and responsibilities
during the emergency response. These emergency plans are currently being prepared and will
be reviewed regularly and, if necessary, adjusted to the state of the art in science and technology or a change in the legal situation. In addition to findings from the emergency exercises or
the national and international exchange, experiences from real emergencies in Germany or
abroad are also taken into account. The general federal emergency plan will contain i.a. a
catalogue of reference scenarios including optimised protection strategies to be considered in
emergency planning. In addition, special federal emergency plans are being prepared which
describe the emergency response in the affected legal areas and in administrative areas outside radiation protection. The emergency plans of the federal government are adopted as general administrative regulations.
The general emergency plan is substantiated by special emergency plans for specific administrative and economic sectors (e.g. agriculture, food and feed, contaminated products, objects
and waste, transport). The Länder also establish general and specific emergency plans that
will put the federal plans in concrete terms and complement them as far as the Länder are
responsible for planning or implementing protection measures.
According to a transitional provision, the corresponding provisions and descriptions in general
administrative regulations, SSK recommendations and other planning documents mentioned
in Annex 4 of the Radiation Protection Act are provisionally regarded as federal emergency
plans until these new emergency plans of the Federal Government are enacted or until the
legal ordinances on emergency precautions provided for in the Radiation Protection Act are
passed.
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3

FEDERAL EMERGENCY PLANS

3.1

General Federal Emergency Plan

Pursuant to the Radiation Protection Act, the general and special emergency plans of the Federal Government and the Länder and the external emergency plans, together with their regulations and presentations already coordinated before the occurrence of the emergency, enable
the authorities and organisations involved in the emergency reaction to make coordinated decisions immediately in the event of an emergency and to implement appropriate protective
measures. For this purpose, the emergency plan contains binding administrative regulations
for federal and Länder authorities.
The general federal emergency plan is elaborated by the BMU and coordinated with other
federal and Länder authorities. The plan will contain a catalogue of reference scenarios including optimised protection strategies to be considered in emergency planning. The plan is based
on the principle that the authorities that perform emergency response tasks in everyday business in the implementation of federal laws also retain this responsibility and competence in the
case of radiological emergencies (so-called sector interlinking approach).
The BMU commissioned BfS and GRS to prepare suitable reference scenarios, with BfS taking
the lead. The reference scenarios serve as a common basis for their planning of appropriate
responses to these and other possible emergencies. Ten categories for possible accident scenarios were developed and a risk analysis was carried out [5]. These scenarios will be included
in the current draft of the general federal emergency plan. The following scenarios are covered:
•

German nuclear power plant,

•

Nuclear power plant in neighbouring countries,

•

Nuclear power plant in Europe,

•

Nuclear power plant outside Europe,

•

Nuclear installation or facility other than a nuclear power plant,

•

Terrorist or otherwise motivated offence,

•

Transport accident,

•

Emergency in connection with the handling of radioactive materials,

•

Satellite crash, and

•

Case of defence or state of tension.

Further content of the emergency plan will be a phase classification. This is based on SSK
recommendations on the phase model after a nuclear accident and the phase classification
[6], [7].
The coordination processes between the several Federal and Länder authorities associated
with the preparation of emergency plans provide new insights in connection with the ordering
and implementation of protective measures. Furthermore, the emergency plans will contain
innovations resulting from the SSK recommendations after the reactor accident in Japan and
the associated lessons. This includes among others:
•

Specific planning in relevant subject areas such as waste management, in the food and
feed sector or in drinking water production outside the previous comprehensive disaster
control planning,

•

Extension of emergency planning from planning for an accident event in a national nuclear power plant to reference scenarios for various radiological events,

•

Extension of the planning by taking into account the probability of occurrence and potential effects of an accident with an associated adjustment of planning radii, and
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•

Consideration of the transition from an emergency exposure situation to an existing exposure situation.

Part of the planning is to lay down the decision-making process for measures to protect the
population and the emergency forces as well as a description of the responsibilities in the
federal system.
Optimised strategies for the protection of the population and the emergency forces are described in the general federal emergency plan for each reference scenario. The optimised
strategies include in particular the following topics:
•

Dose levels, which serve as a radiological criterion for the adequacy of certain protective
measures,

•

Criteria for alerting and for taking certain protective measures (triggering criteria),

•

Limit or guideline values relating to specific, directly measurable consequences of the
emergency, e.g. dose rates, contamination levels or activity concentrations.

In addition, the general federal emergency plan includes requirements for reviewing and adapting the protection strategy and measures to the evolving radiological situation and changes in
other relevant circumstances of the emergency, including criteria and procedures for the lifting
of protective measures.
3.2

Special Federal Emergency Plan „Waste and Sewage”

The Radiation Protection Act contains requirements for the management of waste which is
contaminated as a result of emergencies as well as the construction and operation of facilities
to be provided for this purpose. Corresponding regulations are to be presented in a special
federal emergency plan. The implementation of the special emergency plan "Waste and Sewage" poses complex technical and administrative requirements, some of whose bases for assessment still have to be worked out.
At national level, measures for waste disposal after radiological emergencies are summarised
in the "Catalogue of Measures" (SSK recommendation “Overview of measures to reduce radiation exposure after events with not inconsiderable radiological effects” [8]). The focus is on
the disposal or recycling of agricultural products that can no longer be marketed. At the European level, the EURANOS Handbook is an analogue to the German catalogue of measures
[9]. It contains detailed information on decontamination techniques with regard to achievable
decontamination factors and waste produced.
A prototype draft of the plan was prepared by GRS [10]. The following optimisation objectives
have been set out in this draft:
(1)

The radiation exposure of the population and the emergency response forces in areas
affected by the emergency and caused by the handling of waste shall be kept as low as
possible by appropriate measures below the relevant reference values taking into account all circumstances of the respective emergency.

(2)

The disposal of waste from contaminated areas outside these areas should not contribute significantly to the radiation exposure of the local population.

(3)

The uncontrolled spread of contaminated waste from areas affected by emergencies to
other areas should be prevented by appropriate measures.

(4)

The maintenance or restoration of social and economic life in affected areas should be
impaired as little as possible by the measures taken.

These objectives result in balancing principles for the elaboration of the emergency plan. The
current draft foresees the following regulations:
•

The waste resulting from an emergency exposure situation can be treated and disposed
of as normal household or commercial waste if compliance with the 1st optimisation
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target is ensured. Otherwise, it must be classified as contaminated waste and treated
and disposed of separately.
•

Waste that is produced in contaminated areas in households and by industry should
generally be treated and disposed of as ordinary household or industrial waste.

•

The mass and volume of contaminated waste resulting from an emergency exposure
situation shall be kept as low as possible by appropriate measures, taking into account
all circumstances of the respective emergency.

•

Wastes from contaminated areas are generally to be disposed in these areas. They may
only be disposed outside these areas if they are either not significantly higher contaminated than waste that does not originate from affected areas or if their safe disposal
outside the affected areas is ensured by provisions that prevent a significant contribution
to the radiation exposure of the local population. In the latter case, their disposal path
and whereabouts are to be documented.

In the framework of the project 3618S62575 “Development of a detailed waste inventory from
a radiological point of view for all reference scenarios described in the general federal emergency plan for the preparation of the special emergency plan”, extensive databases for conventional waste with regard to a contamination due to nuclear or radiological emergencies are
prepared. The standard classification of waste, such as household, commercial or biodegradable components as well as recyclable fractions, is re-evaluated with regard to the correlation
of land utilization and waste accumulation, as well as links between radioactive contamination
of land and objects. With an increased spatial resolution, data of land utilization from CORINE
(Coordination of Information on the Environment) and test data sets of radiation exposure after
nuclear accidents from RODOS (Realtime Online Decision Support System for nuclear emergency management) will be merged and prepared for a comprehensive database for further
use in geographic information systems. Additional steps include a re-evaluation of decontamination methods and a possible scheme for an estimation technique to evaluate contamination
mechanisms with respect to surface areas and object masses as well as different time factors.

4

CONCLUSION

The implementation of Directive 2013/59/EURATOM into German law is accompanied by a
reorganization of the structures of emergency preparedness and response. The Radiation
Protection Act provides for the preparation of coordinated emergency response plans for
radiological and nuclear emergencies of the Federal Governement and the Länder, which
represent the processes and responsibilities during the emergency response. The federal
emergency plans are to be incorporated into German regulation as general administrative
provisions. In drawing up the plans, particular account is taken of the country’s federal structure
and the consequences of the imminent nuclear phase-out.
The general federal emergency plan is based on the principle that the authorities performing
emergency response tasks in everyday business in the implementation of federal laws also
retain this responsibility and competence in the case of radiological emergencies. This socalled sector interlinking approach requires the involvement of several federal and state
authorities in the development of optimised protection strategies for each of the reference
scenarios. Further challenges in the context of the preparation process of the plan include the
consideration of the recently formed federal radiological situation centre and the content and
structure of the radiological situation report.
The general emergency plan is substantiated by special emergency plans for specific
administrative and economic sectors (e.g. agriculture, food and feed, contaminated products,
objects and waste, transport). The estimation of the amount of conventional waste that has
been contaminated due to the emergencies represents a specific challenge in the preparation
process of the special federal emergency plan “Waste and Sewage”.
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Abstract:
In the last few years, ENEA is improving its skills in the field of Emergency Preparedness and Response
(EP&R) with the aim to be able to provide timely and accurate Source Term and radiological
consequences (RC) information to national stakeholders. The presence at less than 200 km from Italian
national borders of 25 Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) (i.e. the so call neighboring reactors), highlighted
the importance of a reliable estimation of the potential consequences in terms of radiological impact and
its geographical distribution of a hypothetical severe accident within a reasonable time (~ 2 ÷ 6 hours).
Typical best-estimate SA integral codes are not suitable for this aim during emergencies, because the
necessary time and amount of information are definitely too large. The approach currently in use is to
apply so-called “fast-running” codes, which can provide answers in the time-frame of a few minutes and
with a minimum amount of information, allowing then also parametric analyses and/or improvements of
the estimates as soon as new or updated data are available from an NPP. However, the difficulty to
have a reliable assessment of the accident progression due to the different methods and options used
by different dedicated fast-running codes, significantly affect the ability to provide timely, accurate and
coherent information to national stakeholders. Aim of this paper is to perform an intercomparison of the
Source Term (ST) results provided by PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 fast-running codes to evaluate the
possible differences between the answers provided by these two tools. The severe accident sequence
used for the analysis was proposed in a real-time exercise held in Vienna within the FASTNET Euratom
project and is based on a LOCA scenario at a 900 MWe PWR.
After a general description of the accident sequence and the key features of the two codes, three ST
requests are defined. The main calculation assumptions introduced in the two codes for these requests
are then discussed. The results obtained are then compared for both total and time-dependent STs. The
cases of the relevant nuclides I-131 and Cs-137 are also discussed. A rather good agreement between
the two codes has been found for this sequence, also taking into due account the differences in initial
core inventories and in accidental phenomena modeled by the two fast-running codes. In the
Conclusions paragraph, general remarks on the application of the two codes are given.

1

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

Within the frame of the FASTNET Euratom Project, during the Exercise 2 of the WP4 held in
Vienna, IRSN provided information regarding the development of a hypothetical severe
accident at the Gravelines NPP to carry out the exercise. The information has been made
available in the form of periodic messages (i.e., every 1/4 hours) provided by IRSN and derived
from the automatic information acquisition system of SESAME 4.0, the IRSN suite of fastrunning codes and tools for ST evaluation. According to the exercise requests, three ST
evaluations at different times had to be provided.
1.1

NPP information

The affected plant specified in the exercise was the Gravelines NPP located in the north of
France, approximately 20 km from Dunkerque and Calais. The site hosts 6 nuclear reactors of
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900 MWe each, of CP1 type. Gravelines is the most important NPP with regard to the overall
annual electricity production and reactor number. In 2017, the entire reactors fleets of the plant
produced 31.5 billion KWh [1].
1.2

State of the Unit at the beginning of the hypothetical accident

On 22/02/2019 at 07:00 Gravelines Unit 11 1 was in operation at full power (100% NP) since
at least the previous 48 hours, with a boron concentration of 14 ppm and a primary activity of
1 GBq/t I131 equivalent. At 07:15, a fire start was confirmed in the electrical building (fire sector
#L391). Fire reached and destroyed several train B electrical panels; consequently, the
electrical train B was shutdown and all train B safety systems were not available. At this time,
the operators applied the Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs). Two further equipments
were under repair: the train A Containment Spray System (CSS) pump (EAS001PO),
scheduled by the operator to restart at 14:00, and the train A Chemical Volume & Control
System (CVCS) charging pump (RCV001PO), which was disassembled and couldn’t be
restarted. Since 08:27, a pressure increase in the reactor building was observed.
1.3

Core inventory

To evaluate the effect on the ST of the possible differences in the initial core activity between
the two fast running codes, an analysis of the different core inventories used by RASCAL 4.3
and PERSAN 4 is here reported. The core inventory used by PERSAN 4 is that of an optimized
core with the GARANCE MOX fuel hybrid management, based on Blayais NPP Unit 1, Cycle
23, at EOL. The core inventory adopted in the RASCAL 4.3 is a default one for a PWR reactor,
and is obtained through scaling with the thermal power (in this case, 2785 MWth) [2]. Table 1
reports the comparison between the activity of those nuclides included in both PERSAN and
RASCAL inventories.
Table 1: Core activity ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4
Radionuclide

(-)
Ba-139
Ba-140
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144
Cm-242
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137
I-131
I-132
I-133
I-134
I-135
Kr83m
Kr85
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
La-140
La-141
La-142

1

Activity

Activity

(PERSAN)

(RASCAL)

(Bq)
4.95E+18
4.76E+18
4.55E+18
1.77E+17
3.36E+18
2.33E+17
3.42E+17
1.64E+17
2.57E+17
2.68E+18
3.87E+18
5.41E+18
6.01E+18
4.98E+18
3.26E+17
2.46E+16
6.97E+17
1.36E+18
1.86E+18
4.89E+18
4.59E+18
4.41E+18

(Bq)
4.87E+18
4.90E+18
4.52E+18
4.12E+18
3.65E+18
1.15E+17
4.83E+17
1.54E+17
3.35E+17
2.75E+18
4.00E+18
5.59E+18
6.15E+18
5.34E+18
3.14E+17
2.86E+16
6.36E+17
1.27E+18
1.75E+18
5.05E+18
4.46E+18
4.34E+18

Var

Radionuclide

(%)
1.50
-2.90
0.66
-95.71
-8.00
101.88
-29.14
6.72
-23.40
-2.73
-3.31
-3.19
-2.26
-6.69
3.73
-14.27
9.67
7.49
5.94
-3.06
2.96
1.58

(-)
Ru-103
Ru-105
Ru-106
Sb-127
Sb-129
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
Sr-92
Tc-99m
Te-127
Te-127m
Te-129
Te-129m
Te-131m
Te-132
Xe-131m
Xe-133
Xe-133m
Xe-135
Xe-135m
Xe-138

Activity

Activity

(PERSAN)

(RASCAL)

(Bq)
4.31E+18
3.13E+18
1.46E+18
2.51E+17
8.42E+17
2.53E+18
1.77E+17
3.20E+18
3.62E+18
4.52E+18
2.48E+17
3.33E+16
8.06E+17
2.01E+17
4.10E+17
4.00E+18
2.81E+16
5.70E+18
1.84E+17
1.59E+18
1.33E+18
4.55E+18

(Bq)
4.47E+18
3.15E+18
1.60E+18
2.46E+17
8.94E+17
2.48E+18
2.46E+17
3.10E+18
3.34E+18
4.50E+18
2.43E+17
4.09E+16
8.50E+17
1.73E+17
5.57E+17
3.93E+18
3.76E+16
5.60E+18
1.77E+17
1.46E+18
1.19E+18
4.70E+18

“Unit 11” is a fictitious unit at Gravelines, used for the purposes of the exercise.
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Var

(%)
-3.56
-0.62
-8.34
1.91
-5.90
1.68
-28.30
3.23
8.56
0.46
1.99
-18.70
-5.21
15.89
-26.44
1.84
-25.23
1.82
3.88
8.53
12.06
-3.23

Mo-99
Nb-95
Nd-147
Np-239
Pr-143
Pu-241
Rb-86
Rh-105

5.17E+18
4.64E+18
1.82E+18
5.59E+19
4.23E+18
5.46E+17
3.59E+15
2.97E+18

5.08E+18
4.64E+18
1.80E+18
5.86E+19
4.08E+18
4.39E+17
5.45E+15
2.90E+18

1.70
-0.02
0.92
-4.59
3.72
24.33
-34.22
2.57

Y-90
Y-91
Y-92
Y-93
Zr-95
Zr-97
TOT

1.79E+17
3.30E+18
3.60E+18
4.09E+18
4.90E+18
4.65E+18
1.99E+20

2.57E+17
3.27E+18
3.36E+18
2.60E+18
4.58E+18
4.36E+18
2.04E+20

-30.19
1.13
7.04
57.53
7.02
6.79
-2.33

In Tab. 1, the “Var” columns report the relative percentage difference of the radionuclide activity
between RASCAL 4.3 and PERSAN 4 codes with respect to RASCAL 4.3. Table 1 shows that
the difference between the total core activity of PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 – assessed
considering the contribution of the only radionuclides that are both included in RASCAL and
PERSAN initial core inventories – is negligible (i.e. ~ -2.3 %). With the exception of 2-3
nuclides, whose differences amount to about a factor 2, the single isotopic variations are below
about 20-30% and, in the majority of cases, of the order of a few percents. However, it is
necessary to emphasize that the total number of radionuclides included in the full PERSAN 4
database core inventory is much greater (i.e., 720) than that contained in the PWR core
inventory (i.e., 58) of RASCAL 4.3; PERSAN can in any case resort to different sets of initial
inventories with variable number of isotopes. Figures 1 and 2 report a graphical representation
of the radionuclides distribution based on the relative difference between RASCAL 4.3 and
PERSAN 4 less (Fig. 1) or more (Fig. 2) than 20%.
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Figure 1: Core inventory radionuclides with a relative difference lower than 20%.

Figure 2: Core inventory radionuclides with a relative difference higher than 20%.
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1.4

Severe accident sequence

IRSN made available information in the form of periodic reports and exercise messages during
the WP4 Exercise 2 held in Vienna. Based on this information, it was possible to reconstruct
the main events characterizing the accident sequence. Table 2 reports the timetable of the
main events of the severe accident sequence. The table also indicates three instants of ST
evaluation, requested by the real-time Exercise; these are labelled as ST#1, ST#2 and ST#3.
ST#1 and ST#2 had to cover 24 hours since the initial release with information available at
different times (i.e., 2h30 and 4h30 after reactor trip); ST#3 96 hours since the initial release.
Table 2: Timetable of the Severe Accident scenario ─ FASTNET Project Excercise 2

Time since
SCRAM

Real
Time

0

7h32

43
48

8h15
8h20

55

8h27

1h18

8h50

1h28

9h00

1h43

9h15

Start of safety injection (train A)

1h48

9h20

Containment isolation 1st phase

2h28

10h00

2h43

10h15

2h48

10h20

3h43

11h15

4h28

12h00

4h28

12h00

4h43

12h15

Event

Source

Reactor Trip
(as required by procedures)
Total shutdown of Train B
Primary break, cold leg
Pressure increase in the reactor
building
DVN 2 and DVK2 off, DVW 2 in
operation
ECP4 – HPSI in operation (On
site emergency plan)

State of the Unit at the beginning of the
accident (22/02/2019 @ 09:00)
Technical Scenario - IRSN
Technical Scenario - IRSN
State of the Unit at the beginning of the
accident (22/02/2019 @ 09:00)
State of the Containment
(Message #1 22/02/2019 @ 08:50)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #1 19/02/2019 @ 09:00)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #2 19/02/2019 @ 09:15)

State of the Containment

(Message #2 22/02/2019 @ 09:20)

First ST Evaluation Request: ST#1
ECP4, Vessel level, top of the
SESAME 4.0 Acquisition
(Message #6 22/02/2019 @ 10:15)
hot leg
DVN in operation, DVK and
State of the Containment
(Message #3 22/02/2019 @ 09:50)
DVW off
SESAME 4.0 Acquisition
Loss of train A LPSI pump

(Message #10 22/02/2019 @ 11:15)

Second ST Evaluation Request: ST#2
Water makeup to PTR tank
SESAME 4.0 Acquisition
(Message #13 22/02/2019 @ 12:00)
(planned)
SESAME 4.0 Acquisition
Loss of train A HPSI pump

4h56

12h28

Start of core uncovery (3.1 bar
abs)

5h14

12h45

Water make up to PTR tank

5h28

13h20

SAMG – Core Melt Start

5h58

13h50

Restart of RCV

6h08

14h00

6h53

14h45

7h13

15h05

Level 2 alarm on KRT detection
channel, acitivty detected in
environment (gamma dose rate)
RCV (train A) in operation
but low flowrate
Stop of RCV (train A)

(Message #14 22/02/2019 @ 12:15)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #15 22/02/2019 @ 12:28)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #16 22/02/2019 @ 12:45)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #17 22/02/2019 @ 13:20)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #18 22/02/2019 @ 13:50)

State of the Containment

(Message #9 22/02/2019 @ 14:00)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #20 22/02/2019 @ 14:45)

SESAME 4.0 Acquisition

(Message #21 22/02/2019 @ 15:05)

DVN is the auxiliaries buildings ventilation system, DVK is the fuel building ventilation system and
DVW is the connection building ventilation system.
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7h43

15h35

8h08

16h00

8h38

16h30

21h38

05h30

33h08

17h00

First corium slump into the
Exercise #2
vessel lower head
Technical scenario IRSN
Third ST Evaluation Request: ST#3
Exercise #2
Vessel failure – start of MCCI
Technical scenario IRSN
Rupture of lateral walls of the
Exercise #2
cavity
Technical scenario IRSN
Exercise #2
Raft break-through
Technical scenario IRSN

Figures 3-4 report the graphical representations of the time-dependent values of the main
severe accident sequence parameters as reported in the exercise information.
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Figure 3: Vessel level and primary pressure time-dependent values.
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Figure 4: PTR water level and containment pressure time-dependent values.
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Figure 6: Containment dose rate time-dependent values.
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Figure 7: Time-dependent water volumes balance.

The analysis of the information available on the time-dependent water volumes balance from
the PTR tank (Fig. 4) revealed that, before water make up, all the water taken from the PTR
tank was used to feed the emergency core cooling circuit (ECCS) by means of the LPSI and
HPSI pumps (Train A). This is coherent with the fact that CSSs are never used. A discrepancy
is observed between the loss of the LPSI pump of train A and the time of start of water make
up. It is to be noted that, at a certain time in the sequence, an enlargement of the LOCA break
size must be hypothesized in order to explain the sudden and huge change in the timederivative of the primary system pressure (Fig. 3). In fact, before that instant, the rate of
decrease of primary system pressure was indicative of a small-break LOCA; after that, the size
should have increased. The solution to Exercise 2 provided by IRSN effectively indicated an
enlargement from about 0.7 (SBLOCA) inches to about 5 inches (MBLOCA) [3].

2

CODE DESCRIPTIONS AND SEQUENCE MODELING

This section describes the main technical features of the RASCAL 4.3 and PERSAN 4 codes
used in this work to evaluate the Source Term of the severe accident sequences suggested
during the exercise 2 proposed by IRSN whitin the WP4 of the FASTNET project.
2.1

RASCAL 4.3

RASCAL 4.3 is a fast-running emergency response consequence assessment tool developed
by Athey Consulting for the Protective Measures Team of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission’s (NRC’s) Operation Center. RASCAL 4.3 is the U.S. reference tool for the
assessment of the radiological consequences of an hypothetical severe accident that could
occur to any infrastructure related to civilian uses of nuclear energy (i.e., nuclear power plants,
spent fuel storage pools, cask, fuel cycle facilities, and radioactive material handling facilities).
The 4.3 version, released on October 31 2011, among the various improvements, extended
the RASCAL atmospheric dispersion domain to 100 miles, increased the allowed calculation
duration to 96 hours, added the capability to import, merge, and export STs, and included a
revision of the pressure-hole size method of calculating the leak rate from the containment
[4,5]. RASCAL was developed by NRC over 25 years ago to provide a tool for the rapid
assessment of an incident or accident at an NRC-licensed facility and to aid decision-making
such as wheter the public should evacuate or shelter itself in place. Its results are not the only
criterion used by the authorities during an accident, but certaintly an important one [6].
RASCAL uses a simple algebraic expression in which the several terms are multiplied together
to evaluate the time-dependent ST.
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𝑛𝑛=1

were Ii is the initial core inventory of ith radionuclide based on the default RASCAL database
core invetory for the U.S. reactor plant which can be adjusted depending on the fuel burnup
and the power at which reactor was operating; ai is the core release fraction of radionuclide i
that depends on the time progression of the accident through the several accidental phases
(i.e., gap release, early in-vessel, ex-vessel, late in vessel) [7]; RDFi,n represents the
contribution that the nth reduction mechanism has on the ith radionuclide. It is assumed that
95% of the radioiodine and all fission products besides noble gases are in aerosol form.
Therefore, the reduction mechanisms are assumed to affect all fission products equally except
for noble gases, which are consequently only affected by radioactive decay [8]; LFi is the
fraction of the ith radionuclide in the containment that is released to the atmosphere. Source
Term mechanisms considered by RASCAL for a PWR include: radioactive decay, containment
spray, containment natural processes during hold-up, Ice Condenser, plate out for containment
bypass pathway, steam generator tube rupture (case: partitioned, non partitioned, condenser
off gas release, safety relief valve), filters. The reduction factors for natural deposition and
dousing spray are expressed with an exponential decay law (i.e., e-λt) where the decay constant
changes with the time. The other reduction factors have a constant value with the constraint
that the total value of the RDF that includes the overall multiplied reduction factor has to be
greater than 0.001. Filters and containment spray have a lower limit on the reduction factor of
0.01 and 0.03, respectively [4].
The evaluation of the ST was carried out with the Primary tool named “Source term to Dose
(STDose)” which is based on the U.S. experience on PWRs and BWRs nuclear power plants.
The STDose tool requires the specifications of some parameters in order to evaluate the
Source Term; these parameters have to be set as input in the following subtools: Event type,
Event Location, Source Term, Release Path and Metereology [2].
The Event Type sub-module defines the source (i.e., NPP, Spent Fuel, Fuel Cycle/UF6,
Criticality Event, Other type of release) of the radioactive emission; in the case of the scenario
of the Exercise 2, the choice has obvioulsy been an NPP.
The Event Location sub-module locates in space the NPP and defines all the necessary plant
data in order to evaluate Activity inventory. Two options are available: 1) load an event location
from RASCAL database, or 2) define a generic site. The option adopted in this study to
simulate a non-U.S. reactor, is the use of a s.c. surrogate NPP, already available in RASCAL
4.3 database of U.S. plants, which differs from the real plant (i.e. Gravelines) only as regards
actual power and actual core average burnup; this method was effectively tested for the
Fukushima accident case [9,10]. In practice, this means to find among the U.S. fleet some
PWR Westinghouse 3-loop plants (900 MWe, dry containment) which can be used to mockup the Gravelines NPP (905 MWe, CP1). The severe accident analysis has been realized
using Unit 2 of Beavery Valley, which is a U.S. Westinghouse 3-loop reactor currently in
operation. Table 3 gives the BV-U2 main technical specifications.
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Table 3: Beavery Valley U2 data ─ RASCAL 4.3

Parameters

Reactor Type
Thermal Capacity (MWth)
Reference Unit Power
(Net Capacity MWe)
Reactor vendor
Containment
Containment type
Containment volume
Design pressure
Steam Generator
SG type
SG water mass
Fuel
Number of fuel assemblies
Number of fuel rods per assembly
Gravelines-like parameters
Power (MWth)
Core average burn-up (MWd/MTU)

Data
PWR
2900
905
Westinghouse 3-loop
PWR, Dry Ambient
50970 m3
3.72E+05 Pa
U-Tube
42184 kg
157
264 (17x17)
2785
30000

The Source Term module allows to characterize the methods for estimating the ST value for a
NPP accident. Whitin the ST module it’s possible to choose four sub-modules which differ from
each other on the basis of the accident sequence or the containment dose-rate levels (Long
Term Station Blackout, LOCA, Coolant Release Accidents, Containment Monitor). The method
chosen for the RASCAL analysis is LOCA according to the FASTNET Exercise’s initiator event.
This method is based on reactor conditions and the procedures and results described in
NUREG-1228 [11] and its subsequent modifications (NUREG-1465) [12]. Table 4 reports the
options adopted whitin the sub-module LOCA for the analysis of the two ST requests ST#2
and ST#3 of the sequence proposed during the FASTNET Exercise. It should be noted that
the LOCA module of RASCAL version 4.3 cannot evaluate STs prior to core dewatering,
meaning that low releases like that associated to ST#1 request, due mainly to primary water
activity into the containment, cannot be dealt with. It must also be noted that, even if this limits
the code applicability, such releases are not expected to cause important off-site
consequences but only on-site ones.
Table 4: LOCA submodule data ─ RASCAL 4.3 (ST#2, ST#3)
ΔT since
SCRAM
[h] [min]
Reactor shutdown 22/02/2019 07:32 0
00
Core uncovered
22/02/2019 13:00 5
28
Method used for core damage estimate
Core recovered (Yes/No)
No
Event

Data

Time

The “Release path” module defines the release path of the radionuclides inventory from the
release point to the environment and the time-dependent emission events. The three options
available (i.e., Containment leakage/failure, Steam Generator tube rupture, Containment
bypass) differ on the basis of the plant zone (Containment, Auxiliary Building, Turbine Building)
in which the release occurs. The Graveline accident has been modeled with the Containment
leakage/failure option. Figure 8 shows the release path of the severe accident sequence as
modeled by RASCAL 4.3.
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Figure 8. Release path for the severe accident sequence – RASCAL 4.3 (ST#2, ST#3)
Table 5 shows the timetable of the only events that was possible to simulate with RASCAL 4.3
according to the SESAME 4 acquistion system information for ST#2 request.
Table 5: Release path submodule data – RASCAL 4.3 (ST#2)

Event

Data

Time

Spray
Leak Rate

22/02/2019
22/02/2019

13:00
13:00

ΔT since
SCRAM
[h] [min]
5
5

28
28

Value
Off
0.02 %vol /d

In Table 5 the leak rate event defines the leakage of the radionuclides from the containment
to the atmosphere expressed as percentage fraction of containment volume per day. The leak
rate value of 0.02 %vol /d is the RASCAL nearest settable value to that (namely, 0.01624 %
vol /d) adopted by IRSN and EdF for an intact containment of a 900 MWe PWR. Table 6 reports
the timetable of the only events that can be implemented in RASCAL according to the
information available from IRSN SESAME 4 acquisition system for the third request (ST#3).
Table 6: Release path submodule data ─ RASCAL 4.3 (ST#3)

ΔT since
SCRAM
[h] [min]

Event

Data

Time

Value

Spray

22/02/2019

13:00

5

28

Off

Leak Rate

22/02/2019

13:00

5

28

Leak Rate

24/02/2019

17:00

57

28

0.02
Total failure
(100%vol/h)

In Table 6 an total failure event (100%vol/h) has been chosen in RASCAL to model the effects
of a raft breakthrough event reported in the last part of the sequence. RASCAL 4.3, as opposed
to PERSAN 4, does not allow to simulate both the status of the ventialtion systems and the
Molten Corium Concrete Interaction (MCCI) detailed phenomena and their effects on the ST.
2.2

PERSAN 4

PERSAN 4 is a code developed by IRSN as the reference French fast-running tool to evaluate
STs, in particular for LOCA-initiated scenarios to a French NPP. During the FASTNET project,
PERSAN was extended to be able to describe accidents at any type of European NPPs
(namely, PWRs, BWRs, VVERs and CANDUs) [13]. It allows to examine the behaviour of the
3 typical “defense in depth” barriers, taking into account core damage estimation and release
kinetic, retention factor in the primary coolant system, aerosol deposition rates and iodine
chemistry modelization, leak rate between the containment, auxiliary building and the
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atmosphere. The software requires short computation times (i.e., less than one minute to
calculate 24 hours of release). The main input parameters in PERSAN are: building leak rates,
fuel damage, containment pressure evolution, long term availability of containment spray
systems and of ventilation systems in the auxiliary buildings. The measured buildings leak rate
obtained during containment building periodic tests are used as default input assumptions.
STs calculated by PERSAN are realistic but are believed to be conservative in terms of
quantitites released or chemical forms produced in regards with the radiological
consequences. The models implemented in PERSAN has been validated with ASTEC using a
large representative sample of accident scenarios [14]. PERSAN, to the contrary of RASCAL,
keeps distinct the various chemical forms of iodine molecules (like I2, IOx, ICH3, etc.) through
simplified speciation models. The models used in the PERSAN analysis take into account the
CsI, I2 and ICH3 species. In detail, the iodine chemistry model considers that: a) the iodine at
the break constituted by CsI (95%) and I2 (5%), b) a fraction of I2 is adsorbed by Reactor
Buildings (RB) walls painting and released in ICH3 form (ICH3 creation: 10% wt conversion
rate); c) a fraction of ICH3 reacts to form I2 again and that, depending on building conditions,
the CsI can deposit in reactor building; d) I2 concentration in the gas phase can be reduced by
the Containement Spray System (CSS); e) I2 can be filtered by Iodine Traps and ICH3 can not
be dropped by CSS nor filtered. The code include several other models such as: aerosol
deposition, fission produc release, containment dose rate evaluation, releases calculation.
PERSAN can make calculations for more than 3000 isotopes, with real-time filiation decay.
The code splits the element in five families according their physical behaviour (Tab. 7).
Table 7: Families of elements ─ PERSAN 4

Families

Noble gas
Volatile aerosol
Semi-volatile aerosol

Species

Xe, Kr, He, Ne, Ar, Rn
Cs, Te, Mo, Rb, Se, Rh, Tc,...
(21 elements)
Ba, La, Ru, Sr, Sb, U, Np, Pu, Am,…
(71 elements)

Halogen species

I, F, Cl, Br, At

Other elements

H, C, N, O, P, S, Se

Physical state
Atomic

Aerosol
Aerosol
Aerosol (CsI)
Gaseous (molecular, I2)
Gaseous (organic, ICH3)
Aerosol (oxide, IOx)
-

To estimate the time-dependent ST, the code uses a mass balance formula to evaluate, in
each reactor building (containment or auxiliaries building), the time dependent amount of each
radioisotope:
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) = 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) + [𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) − 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)] 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

were Ci is the mass of ith radionuclide in the building over the time; Si is the source of
release of ith radionuclide over time; Di is the amount of ith radionuclide that is removed from
the building over time due to processes such as natural deposition, spray, adsorption and
chemical reactions (e.g. the removal of iodine through the creation of silver iodine in the sump);
Li is the amount of ith radionuclide that leaks out of the building over the time towards two
possible paths: directly from the containment to the atmosphere, or through the auxiliary
buildings. In the first case the leak rate is evaluated on the bases of flow correlations that
depend on the material of the reactor building wall (i.e., linear shielded concrete or simple
concrete); in the second case the leak rate is determined by specific flow correlations that take
into account the airflows in the auxiliary buildings. Fi(t) is the filiation/decay term, which is
calcualted for each isotope at each time step [8]. It is necessary to emphasize that PERSAN
4 was originally not designed as a stand-alone computational code but in connection with
additional tools (SESAME 4, 3d/3p, BRECHEMETRE, SCHEHERASADE, etc.) able to predict
the evolution of the main plant variables such as containment pressure, containment spray
systems, auxiliary building ventilations, which highly impact on the final results. Figure 9 shows
a graphical representation of the release routes into atmosphere as modeled by PERSAN 4. It
is to be emphasized in fact that PERSAN can take into account all possible parallel release
paths during an accident, while RASCAL only the main one.
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Figure 9: Leakage rate for a pressure up to 5 bar in the Reactor Building – PERSAN 4
Table 8 reports an overall analysis of the leakage rates and flow rates from the reactor plant
to the atmosphere according to the values reported in Fig.9 for two situations: with and without
(ON/OFF) the activation of the ventilation building systems.
Table 8: Leak and flow rates from containment and reactor buildings – PERSAN 4

Buildings
(-)

Containment

Auxiliaries
buildings

Stack

BANi
BANni
BW
BK

Volume leakage rate
m

7500
67500
3000
26000

%Vol/h
1.624E-02
2.993E-03
1.995E-03
8.480E-02
9.976E-03
5.00E+00
5.00E+00
5.00E+00
5.00E+00

-

-

-

-

3

51400

Note

(-)
to atmosphere
to BANi
to BANni
to BW
to BK
to atmosphere (Vent OFF)
to atmosphere (Vent OFF)
to atmosphere (Vent OFF)
to atmosphere (Vent OFF)
to atmosphere
(Normal Conditions - Vent ON)
to atmosphere
(Accidental Conditions - Vent ON)

flow rate

m3/h
8.770E-01
1.616E-01
1.077E-01
4.579E+00
5.387E-01
3.75E+02
3.38E+03
1.50E+02
1.30E+03
2.13E+03
2.39E+03

Table 8 analysis shows that, in normal conditions, the total flow rate from the containment to
the atmosphere is 8.770E-1 m3/h and the total flow rate from the auxiliary buildings to
atmosphere is equal to 5.21E+03 m3/h (ventialtion OFF) or 2.13E+03 m3/h (ventilation ON).
Table 9 reports the calculation assumptions adopted whitin PERSAN 4 to perform the analysis
of ST#1, ST#2 and ST#3.
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Table 9: Characteristic times of the calculation assumptions ─ PERSAN 4

Time assumptions

Reactor Trip
Core dewatering
Clad failure start
Core melt start
Core melt end (100%)
Calculation end
MCCI start
Raft breakthrought
Calculation end

Date

22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
23/02/2019
22/02/2019
24/02/2019
26/02/2019

Time
07:32
13:00
13:07
13:17
14:46
13:33
16:30
17:00
08:20

Note

ST#1, ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2
ST#3
ST#3
ST#3

The initial primary activity in equivalent of I-131 was set to 4.0E+9 Bq/t. The primary acitivity
by family was set to: 8.44E+10 Bq/t for NG, 1.75E+10 Bq/t for Iodine and 8.84E+09 Bq/t for
Aerosols.The primary system retention has been set to 0% for all chemical species, chemical
groups and solid suspensions (i.e., I2, IOx, Noble Gases, ICH3, aerosols, etc.). The spent fuel
of the pit was not considered because no accident occurs in the fuel building. Table 10 reports
the main assumptions adopted to perform with PERSAN 4 code the second and third ST
requests of the FASTNET exercise.
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Table 10: Calculation assumptions ─ PERSAN 4 (ST#2, ST#3)
% clad failure
0
0
100
100
100

Core degradation

Date
22/02/2019
22/0272019
22/02/2019
22/0272019
22/02/2019

Time
07:31
13:07
13:16
13:17
14:46

% core melt
0
0
0
0
100

Requests
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3

Date
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
23/02/2019
23/02/2019
24/02/2019
25/02/2019

Time
07:31
07:32
12:28
12:29
16:29
16:30
05:29
05:30
17:00
17:00

Pressure value (abs bar)
1
Automatic
1.325
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.9
2.3
4.7
1.7

Requests
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2,ST#3
ST#2, ST#3
ST#3
ST#3
ST#3
ST#3
ST#3
ST#3

Date
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019

Time
07:31
07:32
12:28

Trains number
0
Automatic
0

Sections
ST#2, ST#3
ST#2, ST#3

Containment pressure

Containment spray system

ST#2, ST#3

Ventilation system

Ventilation: DVN iode (ST#2, ST#3)
Flow
Operation
(E3 m3/h)
VHE
I2
Not switched
18.8
1000
IT
Switchetd IT
18.8
1000
100

Date

Time

22/02/2019

07:31

22/02/2019

08:00

Date

Time

Operation

22/02/2019

07:31

ON

Date

Time

Operation

22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019

07:31
08:00
09:30

Normal
Accidental
OFF

Date

Time

Operation

22/02/2019
22/02/2019

07:31
07:50

Normal
OFF

Date
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019
22/02/2019

Time
07:31
07:32
07:50
09:30

Filtering
ICH3
IOx

NG

Other

1

1

Filtering
ICH3
IOx

NG

Other

Filtering
ICH3 IOx

NG

Other

1

1

NG

Other

10

Ventilation: DVN non iode (ST#2, ST#3)
Flow

(E3 m3/h)

178

VHE
1000

I2

Ventilation: DVW (ST#2, ST#3)
Flow

(E3 m3/h)

12
12
0

VHE
1000
1000

I2
1000

Ventilation: DVK (ST#2, ST#3)
Flow

(E3 m3/h)

30
0

VHE
1000

Stack flow (ST#2, ST#3)

I2

Flow (E3 m3/h)
213
239
209
197

310

100

1

1

Filtering
ICH3 IOx

In Table 10, if Ventilation is set on “Not switched IT” the HEPA filters efficiency is set by default
to 1000 and the traps efficiencies for other species (I2, ICH3, IOx, noble gas and other elemets)
fields are empty and unavailable. If the ventilation system is set “Switched IT”, the HEPA filters
efficiency is set by default to 1000, the I2, ICH3, IOx, noble gas and other elements efficiency
is set to 1000, 100, 10, 1, respectively. If ventilation system is set to “OFF”, the ventilations
flow rate is forced at 0 and filters and traps efficiency for other species (I2, ICH3, IOx, noble gas
and other elements) fields are empty and unavailable. If ventilation system is set on
“Accidental”, a ventilation flow rate derived from PERSAN plant data is entered by default and
filters and traps for other species (I2, ICH3, IOx, noble gas and other elements) efficiencies are
also entered by default according to PERSAN plant data. The HEPA filters efficiencies range
can be set from 1 to 9999 [15].

3

RESULTS

This section reports the comparison between the time-dependent Source Term evaluated by
PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 for the ST#2 and ST#3 requests of the FASTNET WP4 Exercise
2. The intercomparison of ST#1 has not been made because RASCAL 4.3 does not allow a
ST evaluation in a LOCA scenario before any core-dewatering event. The results achieved
from the two fat-running tools have been compared both in terms of overall ST time-dependent
releases and in terms of radionuclide class contribution to the overall ST.
3.1

ST#1: results

Concerning request ST#1, PERSAN evaluates the fraction of primary water activity due to the
LOCA which is released from the containment to the atmosphere, and predicts then the
following values: NG 1.54E9 Bq, Iodine 1E9 Bq, Cesium 1.77E8 Bq, Tellurium 0 Bq.
3.2

ST#2: comparison of results

The ST#2 requests an evaluation of the ST 24 hours after the reactor trip with the information
available at 12h00 of 22/02/2019 (prognosis mode). IRSN made available some information
(i.e. increase of pressure in the reactor building since 08:27) from which it has been
hypothesized a LOCA at 08:00. Moreover, IRSN assumed that the flow rate of the Containment
Spray System (CSS) is set to OFF; this assumption is in agreement with the fact that the typical
nominal values of the CSS rates under severe accident conditions are more than three orders
of magnitude greater (i.e., ~ 0.5 m3/s) than the value reported by the SESAME 4.0 acquisition
system (i.e., 0.5 m3/h). Moreover, a more in depth analysis of the trend of water flow during
the accident sequence revealed that before the PTR water make up and the loss of HPSI and
LPSI pumps, all the PTR tank water flow feeds the high and low pressure pumps (Fig. 8). The
DVN (iode and non iode) system was in operation. Figure 10-13 report an intercomparison of
results of the time-dependent releases of Cs-137, I-131, Te and NG for the ST#2 request
(PERSAN results include also ST#1 up to core dewatering).
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Figure 10: Time-dependent ST (Cs-137) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#2)
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Figure 11: Time-dependent ST (I-131) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#2)
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Figure 13: Time-dependent ST (NG) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#2)

The outcomes reported in Figures 10-13 reveal that RASCAL 4.3 provides a release into
atmosphere of Cs-137, I-131 and NG only after the core dewatering event (i.e., 328 min since
the reactor SCRAM). On the contrary, both RASCAL 4.3 and PERSAN 4 provide a release of
Tellurium (Te) after the core dewatering event. Table 11 reports a RASCAL 4.3 and PERSAN
4 total release intercomparison for some important chemical classes (Noble gas, Cesium,
Iodine, Tellurium).
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Table 11: PERSAN 4 vs RASCAL 4.3 Total Release ─ ST#2

Total Release
Noble Gas
Cesium
Iodine
Tellurium

PERSAN 4
2.70E+15
2.27E+13
3.67E+14
1.09E+14

RASCAL 4.3
1.35E+15
1.81E+13
2.20E+14
6.17E+13

VAR (%)
99.26
25.33
66.55
76.44

In Table 11, VAR is the relative percentage difference of the total release value between
PERSAN and RASCAL with respect to RASCAL 4.3 code. The analysis of Table 11 reveals
that PERSAN 4 slightly overestimates (i.e. about a factor 1.25 ÷ 2) the ST with respect to
RASCAL 4.3 code. Table 12 shows a PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 radionuclide activity
intercomparison for each radionuclide included in RASCAL 4.3 results, except for Kr-83m and
Nb-95m that are not present in the PERSAN output.
Table 12: Intercomparison of the Radionuclide activity ─ ST#2

Nuclide

RASCAL
4.3

PERSAN
4

PERSAN
/RASCAL
ratio

Nuclide

RASCAL
4.3

PERSAN
4

PERSAN
/RASCAL
ratio

Am-241
Ba-139
Ba-140
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144*
Cm-242
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137*
Cs-138
I-131
I-132
I-133
I-134
I-135
Kr-83m
Kr-85
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
La-140
La-141
La-142
Mo-99
Nb-95
Nb-95m
Nb-97
Nd-147
Np-239
Pm-147
Pr-143
Pr-144
Pu-238
Pu-239

2.21E+05
1.28E+11
2.57E+13
1.17E+12
8.08E+11
9.48E+11
2.93E+10
8.66E+12
3.43E+12
5.99E+12
1.59E+09
5.30E+13
6.33E+13
7.33E+13
1.00E+11
3.06E+13
6.39E+11
4.36E+12
1.26E+13
6.32E+11
1.27E+13
3.46E+12
1.33E+11
8.07E+09
7.74E+11
1.18E+12
8.44E+08
3.64E+10
4.42E+11
1.29E+13
1.87E+08
1.03E+12
9.45E+11
3.70E+05
6.30E+05

1.28E+08
7.14E+11
7.45E+13
2.91E+12
2.04E+12
2.16E+12
2.76E+10
1.02E+13
4.77E+12
7.68E+12
1.15E+10
9.28E+13
9.64E+13
1.28E+14
7.16E+11
4.89E+13
2.40E+09
1.83E+13
6.07E+11
1.55E+13
1.82E+13
1.38E+12
1.23E+11
1.16E+14
5.94E+12
1.42E+12
3.81E+11
3.68E+13
1.41E+13
2.71E+12
2.13E+12
1.50E+09
1.45E+08

580.2
5.6
2.9
2.5
2.5
2.3
0.9
1.2
1.4
1.3
7.3
1.8
1.5
1.7
7.1
1.6
0.0
1.4
1.0
1.2
5.3
10.4
15.2
150.4
5.0
39.1
0.9
2.9
75284.7
2.6
2.3
4062.5
229.6

Pu-241
Rb-86
Rb-88
Rh-103m
Rh-105
Ru-103
Ru-105
Ru-106*
Sb-127
Sb-129
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
Sr-92
Tc-99m
Te-127
Te-127m
Te-129
Te-129m
Te-131
Te-131m
Te-132
Xe-131m
Xe-133
Xe-133m
Xe-135
Xe-135m
Xe-138
Y-90
Y-91
Y-91m
Y-92
Y-93
Zr-95
Zr-97*

8.88E+10
1.23E+11
1.09E+13
7.73E+11
4.41E+11
7.75E+11
8.84E+10
2.17E+11
3.00E+12
1.72E+12
1.33E+13
1.03E+12
6.54E+12
9.37E+11
7.29E+11
3.51E+12
5.53E+11
1.53E+12
2.32E+12
1.24E+12
5.52E+12
4.70E+13
7.07E+12
9.99E+14
2.75E+13
2.73E+14
1.70E+13
2.35E+05
1.20E+11
8.54E+11
3.13E+12
6.72E+11
2.70E+11
1.16E+12
6.41E+11

6.50E+10
1.04E+11
1.38E+13
2.63E+13
1.77E+13
2.58E+13
3.13E+12
8.87E+12
5.04E+12
2.85E+12
2.56E+13
1.81E+12
1.28E+13
2.23E+12
1.16E+14
5.46E+12
7.81E+11
6.31E+12
4.67E+12
1.51E+12
7.10E+12
8.28E+13
1.02E+13
2.00E+15
6.05E+13
5.60E+14
2.96E+13
3.03E+06
1.80E+11
8.12E+11
6.34E+12
1.44E+12
3.90E+11
9.93E+11
5.78E+11

0.7
0.8
1.3
34.0
40.1
33.3
35.4
40.8
1.7
1.7
1.9
1.7
2.0
2.4
159.4
1.6
1.4
4.1
2.0
1.2
1.3
1.8
1.4
2.0
2.2
2.0
1.7
12.9
1.5
1.0
2.0
2.1
1.4
0.9
0.9
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Table 12 reveals that the results are in good agreement; some discrepancies can be found in
some actinides (Am-241, Pu-238, Pu-239), probably because PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3
evaluations have been performed starting from a different MOX and UOX core inventory. Other
radionuclides (Mo-99, Nb-97, Pm-147, Rh-103m, Rh-105, Ru-106, Tc-99m) also have not
negligible differences.
3.3

ST#3: comparison of results

The ST#3 requests an evaluation of the ST four days after the reactor trip with the information
available at 16h00 of 22/02/2019 (prognosis mode). For this request it was necessary to extend
the progression of the severe accident sequence to lower head vessel failure, MCCI and raft
breakthrough. The Containment Spray System (CSS) is set to OFF and the DVN (iode and
non iode) is in operation. In RASCAL 4.3 the raft breakthrough event was modeled with a
containment total failure (with corresponding leak rate of 100% vol/h) while the chemistry of
MCCI cannot be modeled, as stated previously. The leak rate due to raft breakthrough is
assumed in PERSAN to be 1000% vol/d, roughly half the value of RASCAL. Figures 14-17
report the intercomparison of time-dependent results for Cs-137, I-131, Te and NG.
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Figure 14: Time-dependent ST (Cs-137) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#3)
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Figure 16: Time-dependent ST (Te) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#3)
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Figure 17: Time-dependent ST (NG) ─ RASCAL 4.3 vs PERSAN 4 (ST#3)

Figures 15 and 17 show that PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 tools are in good agreement with
respect to the dynamics and the total release of I-131 and Noble Gases (NG). This
circumstance confirms that a raft breakthrough event can be modeled in RASCAL 4.3 with a
containment total failure (i.e., leak rate of 100% vol/h)to obtain the same PERSAN results for
these elements. Figures 14 and 16 highlight that Cs-137 and Te dynamics and total release
can not be compared between the two codes, because PERSAN 4 assumptions correctly
foresee, at the time of raft breakthrough, a filtering efficiency of 1000 for aerosols (Cs-137, Te)
by the surrounding ground. A containment total failure in RASCAL is always of the unfiltered
type, and therefore cannot simulate correctly a raft breakthrough release for filtered elements.
Since the ground filtering efficiency for aerosols is very high, the results for these elements
can however be inferred by simply extrapolating horizontally the results of request ST#2. Table
13 reports a RASCAL 4.3 and PERSAN 4 total release intercomparison.
Table 13: PERSAN 4 vs RASCAL 4.3 Total Release ─ ST#3

Total Release
Noble gas
Cesium
Iodine
Tellurium

PERSAN
5.19E+18
2.27E+13
1.58E+16
1.06E+14

RASCAL
4.33E+18
3.76E+15
2.00E+16
1.85E+16

VAR (%)
19.86
-99.40
-21.08
-99.43

Table 13 shows that Cesium and Tellurium elements are two orders of magnitude higher in
RASCAL 4.3 compared to PERSAN 4, because RASCAL does not include the aerosol filtering
option by ground. Table 14 displays a PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 activity intercomparison
for each radionuclide reported in the RASCAL 4.3 outcomes; Kr-83m and Nb-95m are not
included in the PERSAN output.
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Table 14: Intercomparison of the Radionuclide activity ─ ST#3

Nuclide

RASCAL
4.3

PERSAN
4

Am-241
Ba-139
Ba-140
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144*
Cm-242
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137*
Cs-138
I-131
I-132
I-133
I-134
I-135
Kr-83m
Kr-85
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
La-140
La-141
La-142
Mo-99
Nb-95
Nb-95m
Nb-97
Nd-147
Np-239
Pm-147
Pr-143
Pr-144
Pu-238
Pu-239

2.13E+08
1.28E+11
5.21E+15
2.54E+14
7.23E+13
2.14E+14
6.62E+12
1.83E+15
6.59E+14
1.27E+15
1.59E+09
9.28E+15
7.34E+15
3.32E+15
1.00E+11
7.86E+13
6.39E+11
2.22E+16
9.27E+13
6.32E+11
1.39E+13
3.26E+15
1.42E+11
8.07E+09
1.02E+14
2.68E+14
6.79E+11
1.36E+12
8.96E+13
1.70E+15
1.69E+11
2.25E+14
2.14E+14
3.48E+08
4.72E+08

1.26E+08
6.99E+11
7.26E+13
2.85E+12
1.90E+12
2.12E+12
2.71E+10
1.02E+13
4.76E+12
7.72E+12
1.15E+10
1.16E+16
9.42E+13
4.04E+15
7.12E+11
9.57E+13
7.08E+12
9.04E+13
6.28E+11
1.80E+13
2.01E+13
1.28E+12
1.20E+11
1.13E+14
5.81E+12
1.36E+12
3.71E+11
3.49E+13
1.38E+13
2.65E+12
2.09E+12
1.47E+09
1.42E+08

PERSAN
/RASCAL
ratio
0.59
5.46
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
7.25
1.25
0.01
1.22
7.11
1.22
0.00
0.98
0.99
1.29
0.01
9.05
14.83
1.11
0.02
1.00
0.00
0.02
81.80
0.01
0.01
4.24
0.30

Nuclide

RASCAL
4.3

PERSAN
4

Pu-241
Rb-86
Rb-88
Rh-103m
Rh-105
Ru-103
Ru-105
Ru-106*
Sb-127
Sb-129
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
Sr-92
Tc-99m
Te-127
Te-127m
Te-129
Te-129m
Te-131
Te-131m
Te-132
Xe-131m
Xe-133
Xe-133m
Xe-135
Xe-135m
Xe-138
Y-90
Y-91
Y-91m
Y-92
Y-93
Zr-95
Zr-97*

2.01E+13
2.43E+13
1.22E+13
1.58E+14
3.96E+13
1.58E+14
1.02E+11
4.55E+13
4.83E+14
1.96E+12
2.91E+15
2.32E+14
6.02E+13
9.39E+11
9.81E+13
6.55E+14
1.23E+14
3.27E+14
5.02E+14
9.97E+13
4.43E+14
7.11E+15
3.27E+16
4.10E+18
8.22E+16
9.09E+16
4.96E+15
2.35E+05
1.05E+14
2.05E+14
3.71E+13
7.68E+11
3.04E+12
2.58E+14
2.38E+13

6.38E+10
1.04E+11
1.48E+13
2.63E+13
1.69E+13
2.58E+13
2.93E+12
8.89E+12
4.83E+12
2.63E+12
2.50E+13
1.78E+12
1.16E+13
2.12E+12
1.13E+14
5.34E+12
7.84E+11
6.07E+12
4.67E+12
1.44E+12
6.76E+12
8.09E+13
3.00E+16
4.88E+18
1.25E+17
1.45E+17
6.71E+15
3.03E+06
2.25E+11
8.02E+11
5.57E+12
1.25E+12
3.53E+11
9.73E+11
5.28E+11

PERSAN
/RASCAL
ratio
0.00
0.00
1.21
0.17
0.43
0.16
28.85
0.20
0.01
1.34
0.01
0.01
0.19
2.25
1.15
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.92
1.19
1.51
1.60
1.35
12.91
0.00
0.00
0.15
1.62
0.12
0.00
0.02

Table 14 reveals that the RASCAL semi-volatile and volatile aerosol (i.e., Cs, Te, Mo, Rb, Se,
Rh, Tc, Ba, La, Ru, Sb, Np,…) results are roughtly two orders of magnitude higher than those
of PERSAN, again due to the lack in RASCAL 4.3 of aerosol filtration for raft breakthrough
events.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, an intercomparison analysis of the ST results produced by PERSAN 4 and
RASCAL 4.3 fast-running codes has been made. The analysis has been performed using the
severe accident sequence proposed by IRSN during the WP4 of the Excercise 2 held in Vienna
within FASTNET project. The intercomparison with the first ST request (ST#1) of Exercise 2
was not possible, because RASCAL 4.3 does not foresee a release into the atmosphere before
a core dewatering event. The results for the second ST request (ST#2) show that PERSAN 4
and RASCAL 4.3 are in rather good agreement; notwithstanding, PERSAN 4 can be
considered more accurate because it models the effect on the ST of many more accidental
phenomena (containment pressure, ventilation systems, filtering) and because it considers the
contribution to the ST of the effect of auxiliary buildings. The ST intercomparison results of the
third request (ST#3) revealed that PERSAN 4 and RASCAL 4.3 are in good agreement only
for those radionuclides that are not in aerosol form; in fact, although it has been verified by
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comparison with PERSAN results that RASCAL 4.3 can model a raft breakthrough event with
a containment total failure, it does not provide the possibility of ground filtering and then ST
reduction. In summary, this code intercomparison analysis reveals that on one side RASCAL
4.3 – through the use of a few accident information (i.e., containment leakage, sprays) and
before the late-phase accidental phenomena (i.e., MCCI, raft breakthrough) – produces results
that are in good agreement with PERSAN; on the other, PERSAN 4 provides a more precise
and comprehensive time-dependent ST prediction using the information of the whole critical
parameters (i.e., containment pressure, spray, filter, ventilation of auxiliary system, MCCI, raft
breakthrough, clad and fuel melt) of a severe accident event, and is also capable of
differentiating between iodine chemical forms for the improvement of the evaluation of
radiological consequences.

5
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[2]
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Abstract:
Our contribution presents a set of conclusions drawn from the analysis of the Fukushima source term
(ST) which could be useful for the future development and application of ST backward calculation
methods based on radiological measurements. Such a reconstruction has been carried out within the
OECD/NEA project "Benchmark Study of the Accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant”
(BSAF). Our analysis is based on measured local dose rate (LDR) on-site and nearby and activity
measured in soil samples. We employ a deliberately “blind” approach which basically omits the use of
plant information on accident progression. Within this approach, nuclide composition of deposits has
been reconstructed from soil samples. Unexpectedly, during the first days of the accident, the observed
LDR distinctly differs from calculation results based on this composition while the agreement improves
later. An in-depth analysis reveals that only contributions by short-lived nuclides which have already
decayed in the soil samples can explain observed LDR. The consideration of such short-lived iodine
isotopes turns out to be a prerequisite for inclusion of on-site LDR measurements in our reconstruction
approach. This inclusion leads to a striking agreement with ST reconstruction results obtained from the
Japanese WSPEEDI decision support system and enables at the same time a higher temporal resolution
and accuracy. The results provided by both methods have been used for an independent validation of
ST calculations by severe accident (SA) analyses within the OECD/BSAF project and allow for a deeper
understanding of the accident progression. The results and methodology of our analysis are currently
being incorporated into a source term estimation tool based on radiological data which is based on the
use of on-site and nearby radiological measurements. The tool is especially designed to deal with
situations when information is sparse or even contradictory. It is planned to provide an interface for
coupling this tool with fast running ST prediction tools based on plant data.

1

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

On behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), GRS
participated in the OECD/NEA project: "Benchmark Study of the Accident at the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (BSAF)". Within the first phase of this project (2012-2014),
deterministic analyses for the severe accident (SA) progression during the first days for the
Units 2 and 3 of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (NPP) have been provided by GRS.
The second phase of the project (2015-2018) extended the scope of the SA analyses and
added the topic of the comparison of measured local dose rate (LDR) on-site and off-site with
calculated releases of radioactive material to the environment, the source term (ST). Forward
and backward calculations of radionuclide releases have been performed to assess the
appropriateness of the results provided by the SA analyses based on an independent
approach. Within this scope, the main objectives of our backward calculations have been to
reconstruct radioactive releases from measured LDR on-site Fukushima Daiichi NPP or nearby
and to compare our findings with available measured plant parameters as well as with the
results of SA analyses performed [1].
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2

METHODOLOGY AND DATA

Several studies address the reconstruction of radioactive releases from Units 1 to 3 of the
Fukushima Daiichi NPP based on environmental data. Among them, a detailed source term
estimation published in [2] is based on the coupling of the WSPEEDI-II (Worldwide version of
System for Prediction of Environmental Emergency Dose Information) model to an oceanic
dispersion and deposition model. For the reconstruction of atmospheric releases monitoring
data around the Fukushima site (distance: 4 km to 81 km) and over the ocean are used
together with earlier ST estimations and information on specific events during accident
progression in the plant. The focus of our study is on the very local scale, i.e. based on
radiological observations on-site and in the near vicinity of the plant (distance: 300 m to 19
km). The data have been made available within the OECD/NEA BSAF project to the partners.
A deliberately “blind” approach is followed which omits the use of any plant information for
identification of release phases or quantification of releases. As no radiological observations
over the Pacific Ocean have been available to the OECD/NEA BSAF project partners, our
analysis is confined to phases where radioactive releases are dispersed over land. The results
published in [2] are used for comparison (referenced as “WSPEEDI”) as explained later.
2.1

Outline of analysis method

Our reconstruction method aims at the optimized use of available radiological measurements
at or nearby the Fukushima site. It thus focuses on the evaluation of the numerous local dose
rate measurements, while the nuclide composition must be estimated from a limited number
of available soil samples. The reconstruction scheme is based on the following steps:
•

•

•

Step 1: Calculation of surface contamination from local dose rate and specific soil activity:
For this purpose, the measured LDR record is first subdivided into cloud phases when a
radioactive cloud passes by the monitoring point (MP) and ground phases when ground
shine dominates observed LDR. Subdivision is based on characteristic differences in the
change rate of LDR. Nuclide-specific surface contamination is estimated during ground
phases by relating ground shine to the nuclide composition of deposited nuclides. This
composition is determined from soil samples.
Step 2: Calculation of air activity concentration from surface contamination and information
on precipitation: During cloud phases, the difference between measured LDR and
calculated ground shine is assumed as cloud shine. Air activity concentration is calculated
from total increase in surface contamination during the respective cloud phase. Deposition
rates are assumed proportional to cloud shine magnitude and are varied according to
available precipitation information. This method yields estimates for air concentration of
aerosols and gaseous iodine. Noble gas concentration is guessed from the residuum
between total cloud shine and calculated contributions by aerosols and gaseous iodine.
Step 3: Calculation of radioactive releases from LDR, air concentration and modelled
dispersion: For this step, an inverse calculation is carried out for each MP included.
Dispersion parameters are obtained from calculations performed with the Lagrangian
dispersion model ARTM (Atmospheric Radionuclide Transport Model) which has been
developed by GRS [3]. As dispersion parameters, gamma submersion factors are chosen.
These can be directly linked to calculated cloud shine at each MP. The quantity of
radionuclides released is then calculated by an appropriate backward calculation method.
For this purpose, an optimal solution for radioactive releases to be assumed is sought by
minimizing the difference between observed and calculated cloud shine that would result
from the release estimate. This minimization problem is solved by the use of the “NonNegative Least Squares“ (NNLS) algorithm [4].

All dates and times indicated in the remainder of this paper refer to Japan Standard Time
(JST). Source term reconstruction has been performed for the period of March 12 00:00 to
March 26 00:00. Calculations have been processed with a uniform time step of 10 minutes.
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2.2

Observational database

Measurements of LDR on-site Fukushima Daiichi NPP and Fukushima Daini NPP have been
published by Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). They are complemented by a set of
LDR observations at 26 MP in the surroundings which have been made available to the
OECD/NEA BSAF project. Six MP on-site and eight MP off-site have been employed for ST
reconstruction. Details on these MP are summarized in Table 1. Another subset of eight MP in
the surroundings of Fukushima Daiichi NPP with shorter data records has been used for
validation of the reconstructed ST. Some MP in the surroundings have not been included in
the analysis due to either insufficent data or redundancy to neighbouring MP.
Table 1: LDR monitoring posts used for ST reconstruction
Monitoring post

Direction/
distance to
Unit 1/2 stack

Measurement period
available and used

Temporal
resolution used

Kiyohashi

N; 8.2 km

March 12 00:00 - March 14 16:00

1h

Fukushima I NPP, MP 1
Namie
Fukushima I NPP, MP
Main Bld N
Fukushima I NPP, MP 4

N; 1.7 km
NNW; 8.6 km

March 12 11:30 - March 13 18:00
March 12 00:00 - March 25 24:00

10 min
1h

NNW; 0.35 km

March 17 09:40 - March 21 16:30

10 min

NW; 1.1 km

March 12 15:20 - March 14 11:10

sampled to 10 min

WNW, 4.1 km

March 12 00:00 - March 25 24:00

1h

WNW; 0.29 km

March 17 09:40 - March 25 24:00

10 min

Oono

WSW, 4.9 km

March 12 00:00 - March 16 16:40

sampled to 10 min

Fukushima I NPP,
MP Main Gate

WSW; 0.9 km

March 12 00:00 - March 16 16:20
March 21 16:50 - March 25 24:00

10 min

Yonomori
Shoukan
Yamadoaka
Fukushima II NPP, MP 4

SSW; 7.3 km
SSW; 14.2 km
S 18.7 km
S; 12 km

March 12 00:00 - March 15 19:00
March 12 00:00 - March 25 24:00
March 12 00:00 - March 25 24:00
March 12 00:00 - March 25 24:00

1h
1h
1h
10 min

Fukushima I NPP, MP 8

S; 1.2 km

March 12 03:40 - March 13 07:30

10 min

Yamada
Fukushima I NPP,
MP Main Bld S

Samples of specific soil activity for Te-132, I-131, Cs-134, Cs-137, and eight other nuclides
are available at eight locations on-site Fukushima Daiichi NPP from March 21, 2011. This data
set has been complemented by numerous soil samples of I-131 and Cs-137 in the
surroundings of Fukushima Daiichi NPP published by the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) in 2011 and digitally archived by GRS at that time.
Measurements of wind direction and velocity as well as precipitation information at Fukushima
Daiichi NPP published by TEPCO are used. Until the afternoon of March 16, 2011, additional
weather data recorded at Oono MP have been made available to the OECD/NEA BSAF
project, which are combined with measurements at Fukushima Daiichi NPP for dispersion
calculations.
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3

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Nuclide composition of radioactive deposits has been determined using the soil samples
described above. All samples are decay-corrected to the date of the first sample (March 21
00:00). By this time, possible releases in the first few days of the accident of short-lived
nuclides like I-132 would be no longer detectable in the deposits. Comparison of nuclide ratios
relative to Cs-137 shows that the nuclide composition is quite homogeneously distributed over
all samples for all nuclides except for Iodine. Ratios of I-131 to Cs-137, however show a
systematic dependence on dispersion direction. On average, a higher ratio is found where dry
deposition dominates compared to the ratio where deposition is influenced by rainfall. These
systematic differences are used to discriminate between dry and wet deposition of Iodine.
Contributions of short-lived isotopes I-133 and I-135 are then calculated from the respective
reactor core inventory ratios to I-131. I-132, which is continuously produced by decay of Te-132
in the reactor cores after shutdown, is tentatively assumed to be in radioactive equilibrium with
Te-132. With these additional assumptions for Iodine and the respective ratios for all other
nuclides taken from the average over all soil samples at the NPP site, a basic nuclide
composition for the radioactive deposits has been derived.
Calculated ground shine from the basic nuclide composition can thus be directly compared to
measured LDR during assumed ground phases. For this purpose, the amount of deposited
nuclides on the ground is calculated by a least square fit approach which minimizes the
difference between the calculated ground shine and measured LDR. Unexpectedly, this
comparison reveals large discrepancies between calculated ground shine and measured LDR
during the first days of the accident while the agreement improves later. This disagreement is
for example, evident in the mismatch between measured LDR (blue squares) compared to
calculated ground shine (orange crosses) in Figure 1 for MP “Main Gate”. Like in this example,
especially at MPs at or close to the accident site, observed LDR decreases significantly faster
than would be expected from radioactive decay in the basic composition. To explain these
discrepancies, several possible alternative causes have been investigated, such as slowly
passing radioactive clouds, changes in release intensity or reduction of surface contamination
by wind-driven resuspension and/or runoff by rainfall. However, an in-depth analysis of the
characteristic timescales of these processes shows that only radioactive decay can explain the
LDR behavior during the phases in question [5]. Moreover, the distinction between cloud
phases and ground phases seems to be consistent with the observed LDR curves.

Figure 1: Comparison between observed LDR and calculated ground shine with (purple diamonds)
and without (orange crosses) excess release of I-132 for MP “Main Gate”. Calculated ratio
of I-132 to I-131 in deposits is compared to respective ratio in core.

Hence, it seems reasonable to assume additional contributions by short-lived nuclides to
surface contamination. Such nuclides would no longer be detectable in the available soil
samples. Faster radioactive decay of these would explain the observed decrease rates in
ground shine. Such an effect can be qualitatively attributed to higher release fractions of I-132
(with a half-life of 2.3 hr) compared to those of Te-132. Such excess releases would lead to
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the deposition of larger amounts of I-132 than of Te-132 and subsequently to a faster decrease
in ground shine. I-132 is thus chosen as representative for short-lived nuclides which contribute
to surface contamination. Amounts of additional I-132 which are suitable to explain observed
LDR are again calculated by a least square fit approach. Results of this calculation for MP
“Main Gate” are shown in Figure 1. Agreement between observations (blue squares) and
modelled ground shine (purple diamonds) is remarkably improved in contrast to the use of the
basic nuclide composition.
In line with theoretical considerations, calculated peak ratios of I-132 to I-131 (green circles in
Figure 1) agree with the respective core inventory ratio (blue crosses) for nearly all analyzed
cloud phases until March 14, 2011 afternoon. These peak rations seem however unrealistically
high especially in the night from March 14 to March 15, 2011. It seems likely that additional
short-lived fission products contribute to ground shine during those phases. On the other hand,
sensitivity tests show that the actual choice of short-lived nuclides does not significantly affect
the calculated amounts of longer-lived nuclides. Therefore, I-132 has been chosen as sole
representant of short-lived nuclides.
By the inclusion of I-132, surface contamination can be satisfactorily estimated from local dose
rate also at the on-site MP whose employment in our ST reconstruction would otherwise bias
the results of analysis step 1. Air activity concentration and radioactive releases are then
determined for each MP according to steps 2 and 3 described above. The source term is then
reconstructed from the results for the 14 MP included by weighted averaging, considering the
magnitude of dispersion coefficients to reduce the effect of errors in the dispersion modelling.
Results are shown for the accumulated release of Cs-137 in Figure 2. The temporal
development based on the weighted ensemble average as well as the largest and the smallest
ST estimate within the ensemble is illustrated. It is evident that the weighted average provides
a reasonable estimate of the Cs-137 release within the ensemble and that minimum and
maximum estimate within the ensemble converge with time. As mentioned above, source term
reconstruction is confined to time phases when releases are dispersed over land. An
observational coverage of about 50% is obtained for the investigation period.

Figure 2: Accumulated release of Cs-137 reconstructed by GRS for the first two weeks of the
accident. Blue: weighted ensemble average. Red: minimum estimate within ensemble of
MP. Green: Maximum estimate within ensemble. Shaded: no observation by MP ensemble
possible. Dark grey: Number of observing MP.
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Figure 3: Validation results for four selected MP: Comparison between observed and calculated LDR
based on minimum (purple), weighted average (red) and maximum (green) reconstructed
source term. Shaded: No observation by MP ensemble possible.

Validation of the ST reconstruction by independent measurements of local dose rate at 8 MP
generally shows qualitatively good agreement between calculated and measured local dose
rate, too. Pronounced sensitivity to uncertainties in the dispersion calculation at some
measuring points is evident. Nevertheless, at most of the monitoring posts, quantitatively good
agreement is also achieved within a range substantially less than an order of magnitude.
Examples for the correspondence between calculated and measured LDR at four of the MP
used for validation are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Comparison of accumulated releases of Cs-137 (blue) and I-131 (red) by GRS (dashed)
and WSPEEDI (dash-dotted) ST reconstruction methods. Shaded: No observation by MP
ensemble used for GRS backwards calculation possible. Solid lines: Accumulated
releases for combined GRS + WSPEEDI ST (see text).
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The reconstructed source terms obtained from WSPEEDI [2] and GRS backwards calculations
are compared in Figure 4. A clear advantage of the WSPEEDI method is the coverage of the
whole investigation period, including those periods when the radioactive releases are
dispersed over the ocean. On the other hand, the GRS method enables the use of LDR
measurements on-site very close to the location of release. By this, the temporal resolution of
source term reconstruction is enhanced. The agreement between the results of GRS and
WSPEEDI calculations is remarkably evident in the accumulated releases. The calculated
accumulated releases are nearly identical by the afternoon of March 16, 2011. Thereafter, the
GRS ST estimates are lower, due to reduced observational coverage for the GRS calculations.
Because of the striking agreement between GRS and WSPEEDI source term results during
periods covered by both methods, it seems reasonable to combine the source term results.
For periods covered by both GRS and WSPEEDI results, the GRS results are taken as source
term data because of their higher temporal resolution. For periods not covered by GRS data
(wind direction towards the Pacific Ocean) GRS results are completed by WSPEEDI results.
This procedure combines the advantages of both datasets.

4

DEVELOPMENT OF A “LOW END” SOURCE TERM ESTIMATION TOOL

The results and methodology of our analysis are currently being incorporated into a source
term estimation tool based on radiological data for emergency preparedness and response
(EPR). This tool is based on the use of on-site and nearby radiological measurements.
Experience from past accidents clearly shows that, in particlar during the early phase of an
accident, information may be sparse, ambiguous or error-prone and sometimes even
contradictory. The tool which is currently being developed is especially designed to deal with
such situations. For this purpose, it is required to operate at the “low end” of information
avaliability, i.e. minimum, incomplete and even inconsistent information levels should be
interpretable by the tool. At the same time, the limitations and uncertainties of corresponding
conclusions should be clearly marked. The level of sophistication in information processing
should be able to keep pace with increasing complexity of information when available.
In order to meet these requirements, a two-step approch is chosen for information processing:
•

•

The first step consists of a pre-structured qualitative assessment of information. This
step produces one or -if necessary- a set of qualitative interpretations of information and
data available, together with an assessment of underlying assumptions, evidence and
limitations for each interpretation. A structured interface is foreseen to enable the user
to quickly select interpretations, evaluate their plausibility and switch between alternative
conclusions.
Whenever feasible and potentially meaningful, a quantitative source term calculation is
carried out in the second step. This step is based on the methodology developed for
analysis of the Fukushima source term. Methodology will be extended to a broader range
of potentially available radiological data and foresee combination possibilities with
information on the plant state.

The working scheme of the tool is illustrated in Figure 5. Necessary assumptions to fill in
information gaps will be provided by a knowledge base which will serve as complenentary input
to actual information. The results of the tool will be used as feedback to the information base
to provide successive evaluation and improvement of information quality by iterative
application according to the development of available information during the accident course.
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Figure 5: Working scheme of the “low-end” ST estimation tool currently being developed by GRS

The tool is intended to work in a stand-alone version with provisions for manual data input as
well as part of a network with interfaces for automatic data transfer. It will include a simple
dispersion/deposition scheme which can be driven by point weather data as well as an
interface for coupling the backward caculation method to the results of more sophisticted flow
and dispersion/deposition modelling. Moreover, an interface to combine information with
results of fast running ST prediction tools based on plant data such as FaSTPro [6] will be
implemented.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The quality of the results obtained by our source term reconstruction approach crucially
depends on the careful analysis of measured LDR and specific soil activity. This analysis
reveals that only contributions by short-lived nuclides which have already decayed in the soil
samples can explain observed LDR. The consideration of such short-lived nuclides turns out
to be a prerequisite for inclusion of on-site LDR measurements in our reconstruction approach.
In comparison to results obtained from the Japanese WSPEEDI decision support system, the
employment of on-site LDR measurements by GRS enables a higher temporal resolution
during phases covered by both methods. On the other hand, the WSPEEDI results also cover
situations when radioactive releases are dispersed over the ocean. The agreement between
GRS and WSPEEDI results justifies the combination of the ST calculation results provided by
both methods. The blended ST data set combines the advantages of each reconstruction
method. It allows for an independent validation of the ST predicted by SA analyses as well as
for an improved understanding of the accident progression.
The results and methodology of our analysis are currently being incorporated into a source
term estimation tool based on radiological data for emergency situations. This tool is based on
the use of on-site and nearby radiological measurements and especially designed to deal with
sparse or even contradictory data and information.
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Abstract:
In this project irradiated heavy concrete was characterized regarding hard to measure nuclides like Ca41 using Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS). Concrete samples were irradiated with a known
neutron flux and the Ca-41 content was investigated via AMS measurements. The comparison of the
results with calculations shows a very good agreement in the Ca-41 content. The project revealed that
AMS can be used to characterize irradiated concrete and contributes to improve the methodological
basis of the radiological characterization and to extending the validation of nuclide vectors.

1

INTRODUCTION

After planning, construction and operation, the decommissioning is the last phase in the life
cycle of a nuclear facility. Many nuclear facilities in Germany as well as in other countries
around the world will reach the end of their design operational lifetime soon. Those facilities
must be decommissioned on the protection of people and the environment.
In the course of the decommissioning of a nuclear facility the radiological characterization is of
vital importance. Beside the radiation protection measures the information of such a
characterization are required for the planning and selection of the dismantling order, the
planning of decontamination and dismantling strategies as well as the planning of logistic for
residual material. In particular for large structures where radionuclides were produced by
neutron capture, e. g. the biological shield, the on-side measurement procedures are limited.
The amount of so called hard to measure radionuclides is estimated by gamma spectroscopy,
where easy to measure reference nuclides, e. g. Eu-152 and nuclide vectors are used. This
approach is problematic for example, if the used reference nuclide has a short half-life and
becomes unavailable after a longer period of decommissioning, the precise composition of the
biological shield is not sufficiently known or if the reference nuclide is populated from nuclides
which exists only as seed elements. Since usually parts of the biological shield are supposed
for clearance to release them from regulatory control, a precise characterization is of great
importance.
Even if the radioactive activity of concrete can be calculated by modern simulations, validating
measurements are still required. The measurement methods and techniques are associated
with considerable effort for sample preparation and therefore time consuming and expensive.
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2

DETECTION OF HARD TO MEASURE RADIONUCLIDES WITH
ACCELERATOR MASS SPECTROMETRY

The research project presented is supported by the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) and will be investigated by the Gesellschaft
für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) gGmbH in cooperation with the University of
Cologne. The aim is to determine, if Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) is an efficient and
reliable method for the radiological characterization of hard to measure radionuclides in order
to obtain a metrological access to these nuclides, which were up to now estimated
conservatively.
2.1

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS)

In the scientific sector AMS is a common and well-established method to determine isotopic
ratios and quantity shares in the ultra-trace range. In contrast to other methods, where the
radioactive radiation is detected, in the AMS method single atoms are counted. Therefore,
radionuclides with long half-life or missing gamma radiation are in principle unproblematic.
AMS is, regarding the analysis of long-lived radionuclides in the ultra-trace range and with an
ever-growing number of facilities worldwide, state of the art in science and technology. With
respect to C-14 the development of compact and dedicated AMS systems was intensified over
the last years [1]. The institute for Nuclear Physics at the University of Cologne has a 6 MV
AMS system (CologneAMS [2]), where the measurements in the context of the presented
research project were performed at. The used system is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1

6 MV AMS system, as used for the measurements in context to the presented
research project (Picture: GRS).

2.2

Measurement procedure for Ca-41 reactor concrete

In the course of this research project the hard to measure radionuclide Ca-41 was chosen, as
it is produced in a substantial amount by neutron capture in the biological shield of nuclear
reactors and therefore, important for the release of parts of the biological shield.
In a first step heavy concrete (barite concrete) was irradiated at the TRIGA research reactor in
Mainz [3] with a well-defined neutron flux. To this end, six unirradiated heavy concrete cylinders
(height and diameter 1cm) were cut into six segments each and irradiated for a well-defined
time span. These segments were processed into three AMS samples each, in total 108
activated samples could be measured. The aimed isotopic radios of Ca-41 to Ca-40, between
10-9 and 10-12, could be achieved by different exposure times. This procedure was chosen, on
the one hand to activate the samples with a well-known neutron flux and on the other hand to
reduce the administrative effort required to collect samples from a power reactor. An irradiation
time of 1000s at the pneumatic post of the TRIGA Mainz is equivalent to the irradiation at a
power reactor for one year, at the outer part of the biological shield, see Fig. 2.2.
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After the irradiation was finished the samples were investigated, for a common understanding,
with a gamma spectrometer at the Institute for Nuclear Physics at the University of Cologne.
In the next step, the samples were prepared for the AMS measurements by the Institute of
Nuclear Chemistry of the University of Cologne. To this end, a chemical pulping for the
preparation of concrete samples for liquid scintillation according to Hou [5] was simplified for
the AMS measurements. The AMS measurements were performed at the 6 MV AMS
accelerator (CologneAMS [2]), therefore a constant verification of the measurements was
ensured.

1 year NPP, 340 cm distance from core:
-2 -1

-2

5e7 cm s * 3e7 s = 1.5e15 cm
1000
s
TRIGA
irradiation:
-2 -1

-2

1.7e12 cm s * 1000 s = 1.7e15 cm

Fig. 2.2

Comparison of the neutron fluxes at the outer parts of a biological shield [4] and
the neutron fluxes during irradiations at the TRIGA Mainz. The lower right part
shows the segmenting of the heavy concrete cylinders.

3

RESULTS

The results, achieved in this project so far, confirm the suitability of AMS methods for a reliable
radiological characterization, even for hard to measure radionuclides. In the following this is
set out based on the investigated nuclides Ca-41 and C-14.
In addition to the concrete samples irradiated at the research reactor, also real concrete
samples from the biological shields of the prototype reactors KNK-II and MZFR could be
investigated. These samples were kindly provided by Kerntechnischen Entsorgung Karlsruhe
(KTE) and in parts already investigated in terms of Ca-41 and C-14. The analysis and
interpretation of the results is in process.
3.1

Measurement of Ca-41 in reactor concrete

To achieve different isotopic ratios of Ca-41 to Ca-40, the heavy concrete samples were
irradiated for different durations. The exposure times were 30s, 300s, 1000s and 3000s. In
Tab. 3.1 a comparison is given between the measured and the calculated isotopic ratios (Ca41 / Ca-40), which are based on the exposure time, the neutron flux, the neutron capture cross
section and the composition of the samples. In Fig. 3.1 the good agreement between the
measured data and the calculated values is shown. Important for a precise calculation is the
exact knowledge of the neutron flux and the neutron capture cross section. The comparison
shows the efficient and reliable AMS measurement capabilities of the hard to measure
radionuclide Ca-41 in reactor concrete. The requirements for a chemical Ca-41 sample
preparation are unproblematic. Therefore, the suitability of AMS methods for the determination
of Ca-41 in reactor concrete could be demonstrated.
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Tab. 3.1

Comparison of the isotopic ratios (Ca-41 / Ca-40) between the AMS measurement
and the calculations for different exposure times [6]. The CaO content of the
samples was measured with X-ray fluorescence and determined to 8.68 mass
percent.

CaO [%m]

Irradiation
Time [s]

AMS Sample
Batch 1

AMS Sample
Batch 2

AMS Sample
Batch 3

Calculation

30

2.35(25)E-11

1.64(10)E-11

1.59(13)E-11

1.45(2)E-11

300

1.53(3)E-10

1.46(3)E-10

1.49(4)E-10

1.45(2)E-10

1000

4.85(5)E-10

4.69(4)E-10

4.75(6)E-10

4.83(7)E-10

3000

1.48(1)E-09

1.44(1)E-09

1.45(1)E-09

1.45(2)E-09

8.68

1,80E-09
1,60E-09

Ratio (Ca41/Ca40)

1,40E-09
1,20E-09
1,00E-09

AMS Batch 1

8,00E-10

AMS Batch 2
AMS Batch 3

6,00E-10

Calculation

4,00E-10
2,00E-10
0,00E+00

0

Fig. 3.1

500

1000 1500 2000
Exposure Time [s]

2500

3000

Comparison of the results from the AMS measurements and the calculated
isotopic ratios, based on a CaO content of 8.68 mass percent [6].

3.2

Measurement of C-14 in reactor concrete

Beside Ca-41 also the C-14 content of concrete samples was investigated with AMS. The
results also confirmed the suitability of AMS for the characterization of the material. Of
particular importance in this case is that no chemical sample preparation is required. Inside a
gas system, which is linked to the AMS system, the concrete is burned, and the released CO2
gas is directly fed into to the AMS system [7]. The C-14 concentration could therefore be
determined with very limited effort. Furthermore, in the future it will be possible to set defined
dilutions, to prevent a contamination of the AMS system for higher activated samples.
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4

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The measurements performed within this research project demonstrated that AMS is an
efficient and reliable method to measure radionuclides in heavy concrete. In this way, hard to
measure radionuclides like Ca-41 become directly accessible, which often could only be
estimated conservatively in the past. Therefore, by means of AMS the validation of simulated
nuclide vectors could be put on a wider scientific base, which could result in a reduction of
uncertainty and therefore in a reduction of conservatism. This would be of great importance
concerning the optimization of the amount of released material in the field of nuclear
decommissioning. Furthermore, the use of Ca-41 as a reference nuclide is possible since it is
a substantial part of concrete, it is reliable measurable over several orders of magnitude, even
after many years when other radionuclides already may have decayed to the detection limits.
In further projects other hard to measure radionuclides should be investigated with AMS. This
includes e. g. Cl-36 or H-3. During another project, a system for automated content
measurements of H-3, C-14 and Cl-36 in reactor graphite should be developed.
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Abstract:
The Ukrainian strategy for management of radioactive waste (RW) includes its disposal in nearsurface facilities. The long-term safety of such facilities has to be demonstrated by the licensee in the
safety case. Mathematical methods for modelling of radionuclide migration and assessment of
radiation risks in the long-term period are used to address this issue.
The specific site data of the engineered near-surface RW disposal facility (ENSDF) of the Vector
Complex, located in the Chornobyl exclusion zone (ChEZ), were used as an example to set up a
conceptual model for a scenario, which describes the potential contamination of drinking water in
hypothetical wells located at different distances from the ENSDF.
The aim of this paper is to compare the results of modelling approaches using the different codes
SPRING [1] and NORMALYSA [2] and to study their applicability in safety analyses. The modelling by
means of both codes was based on using the same underlying assumptions and input data.
Also, a sensitivity analysis regarding selected parameters, which determine the activity concentrations
of radionuclides in drinking water in the well, was performed. By considering those parameters and
processes with the most significant impact on the modelling results, advantages and disadvantages of
both methods were identified and proposals for further improvement of the models and on the
selection of input data are given.
Keywords: radioactive waste, near-surface disposal facility, safety analysis, sorption, radionuclide
migration, conceptual model, sensitivity analysis, NORMALYSA, SPRING.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental safety principles of RW management is to avoid imposing an undue
burden on future generations [3]. Therefore, the assessment of the long-term safety of nearsurface facilities for the disposal of RW is an important issue that should be addressed by the
licensee in the safety case. The licensee shall provide assurance through the safety case
that workers, members of the public and the environment are and will remain adequately
protected against the hazards associated with the RW envisaged to be disposed [4].
IAEA [5] [6], as well as Ukrainian regulations [7] consider several scenarios to assess the
potential exposure arising in the context of long-term safety analyses for near-surface
disposal facilities. One of these scenarios considers the consumption of drinking water by
residents from a well, located at a certain distance from the disposal facility.
The codes SPRING and NORMALYSA were used to calculate radionuclide concentration in
hypothetical wells which serve as monitors for assessing radiation exposures in the longterm safety analyses. This paper presents the comparison of the calculation results of the
two codes using the same conceptual model. The ENSDF of the Vector Complex in the
ChEZ was selected as an example for modelling.

2

STUDY SITE

Already existing and prospective RW of different origin in Ukraine is intended to be disposed
of at the Vector Complex, if they comply with general criteria for placement in near-surface
disposal facilities. For this purpose, near-surface disposal facilities for RW in containers, for
example ENSDF [8] and SRW-11 disposal facilities and for bulk RW, for example SRW-2
disposal facility, were constructed and specific waste acceptance criteria were developed [9].
ENSDF is mainly designed for the disposal of conditioned and solidified RW and has a
design capacity of 50,210 m3 RW. The ENSDF consists of two parallel rows, each having 11
reinforced concrete compartments (modules). The dimensions of the disposal compartments
are 18,8 m×24,8 m×7,5 m [9]. The dimensions of the whole ENSDF are
206,8 m×49,6 m×7,5 m. The RW is positioned in the ENSDF mainly in KZ-3.0 containers and
in 200 l drums. Containers and drums will be stacked layer by layer. The space between the
drums of each layer of drums is filled with concrete and the layer covered by concrete. After
filling all compartments with RW and concrete, the disposal facility will be capped with clay
and soil layers.
The catchment of the Pripyat and Uzh rivers determines the groundwater flow at the Vector
site. Specific geological and hydrogeological information were taken from geological cross
sections and laboratory investigations [10], [11], [12], [13]. The uppermost Quaternary aquifer
consists of fluvioglacial and alluvial sands of different granulometric composition with layers
of sandy loams and loams. The thickness of the saturated zone is approximately 40 m,
considering a groundwater level of 120 m a.s.l. at ENSDF. As the groundwater level in the
whole modelling area ranges between 115 and 125 m a.s.l., the aquifer thickness varies
accordingly. The marly clays of the Paleogene Kiev suite at 80 m a.s.l. serve as aquitard
[10].

3

CODES

The NORMALYSA and SPRING software tools were used to model the radionuclide
migration.
NORMALYSA (developed by Facilia AB) is a set of models and databases designed to
assess radiological impacts from naturally occurring radioactive materials and "legacy" RW

1

SRW = solid radioactive waste
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disposal facilities. These one-dimensional models are relatively simple and were developed
for assessments at early stages of designing a RW disposal site in order to identify the most
important routes of radionuclide transport and public exposure [2].
SPRING (developed by delta h Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH) sets up mass transport models,
combining information of geographical information systems and numerical modelling based
on the finite element method to calculate the groundwater flow and the advective-dispersive
transport of contaminants [1].

4

CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Previously performed safety assessments of ENSDF [11], [12] showed Am-241 and Np-237
are some of the highest contributors to potential exposure. For this modelling study it was
assumed that ENSDF contains only one radionuclide (Am-241). Both codes consider the
decay of Am-241 and build-up of Np-237 (daughter radionuclide).
Furthermore, the conceptual model (Fig. 1) considers:
–

the failure of all engineered barriers of ENSDF;

–

the infiltration of precipitation water into the disposal facility;

–

the release of dissolved radionuclides from the disposal facility (seepage) through the
unsaturated zone into the saturated aquifer;

–

the mixing of seepage water with groundwater;

–

the advective-dispersive transport of radionuclides to observation wells at distances of
100 m, 1,500 m and 5,000 m from the disposal site.

Fig. 1: Scheme of the conceptual model using NORMALYSA and SPRING and considering local
conditions at the study site.

Simplifications of the conceptual model were made to allow for the comparison of the results
of the codes and consider:
–

only the uppermost Quaternary aquifer;

–

that RW in ENSDF is set up as a homogeneous waste body with a density similar to
the density of cemented waste;
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–

that sorption of radionuclides at RW is neglected.

Input parameters and assumptions regarding the parameters are listed in Table 1.
Tab. 1: Input parameters for NORMALYSA and SPRING.
No.

Assumptions regarding the input parameters

1.

Bulk
densities

RW

2000 kg/m3 [12]

soil (unsaturated and saturated zone)

1600 kg/m3 [12]

RW (NORMALYSA)
2.

Moisture
contents

unsaturated
NORMALYSA)

zone

0.34 [12]
(SPRING,

0.44 [12]
8.67∙104 Bq/m3 [9];

Specific activity of Am-241 in RW;
3.

Value

total RW activity based on waste volume and density

1.35∙1013 Bq

4.

Infiltration recharge rate (R) (infiltration water without
additional activity concentration)

0.2 m/a [12]

5.

Matrix porosity (saturated and unsaturated zone)

6.

Thickness of the unsaturated zone*

14 m (NORMALYSA); 3-48 m (SPRING)

7.

Aquifer thickness**

5 m (NORMALYSA); 20-50 m (SPRING)

8.

Hydraulic conductivity of the matrix

*

0.375 [14]

2∙10-4 m/s [11]

whole modelling area in SPRING according to groundwater level [11] and surface elevation [15]; average
value at ENSDF was used for NORMALYSA.

** 5 m are given as mixing zone in the aquifer according to [16]; for modelling area in SPRING according to
groundwater level [11] and lower boundary of the aquifer [10].

The lateral distribution of the Darcy velocity was calculated in SPRING considering the
groundwater table, hydraulic conductivity (K-value) and aquifer thickness. The NORMALYSA
model used the values of Darcy velocity that comply with the distance of the hypothetical well
from the disposal facility which are taken from SPRING. In SPRING, the values ranged from
3.3 up to 17.1 m/a, whereas in NORMALYSA the fixed values were the following: 3.5 m/a (for
the distance 100 m), 6.4 m (for the distance 1500 m) and 17.1 m (for the distance 5000 m).
NORMALYSA uses fixed values for dispersivity [2]. The longitudinal dispersivity is 1/10th of
the distance from the ENSDF to the well (length of the aquifer) and the transversal
dispersivity is 1/10th of thickness of the unsaturated zone. Therefore, the longitudinal
dispersivities were 10 m, 150 m and 500 m. The longitudinal dispersivity of NORMALYSA
was also employed in SPRING for each well but the transversal dispersivity was 1/10th of the
longitudinal dispersivity.
Calculations with different distribution coefficients (Kd) were carried out using SPRING and
NORMALYSA. Since reliable site-specific values of Kd were not available, a range of values
was used for the investigation of the impact of Kd. The minimum values were assumed to be
0.008 m3/kg (Am-241) and 0.0005 m3/kg (Np-237) and the maximum values were assumed
to be 300 m3/kg (Am-241) and 0.39 m3/kg (Np-237) [12]. The intermediate value for Am-241
was 0.34 m3/kg [17]. Regarding Np-237, the value 0.015 m3/kg was used which is different
from [16] since [11], [18] stated an overestimation of oxidizing conditions.
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5

RESULTS

Selected main results of the calculations for SPRING (cases S1-S6) and NORMALYSA (N1N6) are presented hereafter. Peaks for Am-241 and Np-237 and the associated periods of
time are shown in table 2 and 3.
Tab. 2: Modelled time and peak concentrations of Am-241 using NORMALYSA and SPRING.
Am-241
Kd
Code

SPRING

NORMALY
SA

Peak concentration

N° [m3/kg]

Time

3

[Bq/m ]

[a]

Am241

100 m (a)

S1

0.008

10,700,000

5,970

106

280

1,580

2,250

S2

0.34

4

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

4,990

/

/

S3

300

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

/

/

/

N1

0.008

1,000,000

22,000

5,500

1,200

2,500

2,600

N2

0.34

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

/

/

/

N3

300

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

< 0.4*

/

/

/

1,500 m (b) 5,000 m (c)

100 m (a)

1,500 m (b) 5,000 m (c)

(a)

longitudinal dispersivity of 10 m; (b) longitudinal dispersivity of 150 m; (c) longitudinal dispersivity of 500 m; *
Values below the typical detection limit of measurements for drinking water (0.4 Bq/m3 [19]) are not shown, as
they are considered being negligible.

Tab. 3: Modelled time and peak concentrations of Np-237 using NORMALYSA and SPRING.
Am-241
Kd
Code

SPRING

NORMALY
SA
(a)

N°

Peak concentration

3

Time

3

[m /kg]

[Bq/m ]

[a]

Np-237

100 m (a)

1,500 m (b) 5,000 m (c)

S4

0.0005

1,600

50

6

80

370

560

S5

0.015

820

11

1

800

4,290

6,600

S6

0.39

74

0.5

< 0.4*

14,000

94,600

/

N4

0.0005

4050

1920

675

300

600

600

N5

0.015

860

270

88

3,500

7,500

8,000

N6

0.39

36

11

3

75,000

175,000

190,000

(b)

100 m (a)

1,500 m (b) 5,000 m (c)

(c)

longitudinal dispersivity of 10 m;
longitudinal dispersivity of 150 m;
longitudinal dispersivity of 500 m; *
Values below the typical detection limit of measurements for drinking water (0.4 Bq/m3 [19]) are not shown, as
they are considered being negligible.

For both radionuclides, the modelling results using NORMALYSA and SPRING exhibit
decreasing concentrations and increasing times with increasing distance to the disposal
facility. At distances of 1,500 and 5,000 m to the disposal facility the time of the peaks is
similar for NORMALYSA (N1, N5, N6). The case N4 exhibits an identical time of the Np-237
peak at 1,500 m and 5,000 m.
Compared to Am-241, the peak heights of Np-237 are smaller in case of low Kd-values and
appear earlier at each well (S1, S4, N1, N4). The peak height of Np-237 is higher than Am241 in case of high Kd (S2, S3, S5, S6, N2, N3, N5, N6).
The variation of the Kd shows a high impact on the modelling results. The higher the Kdvalue, the lower is the peak. For high and intermediate Kd-values (S2, S3, N2, N3), all Am341

241-concentrations (except one at a distance of 100 m (S2)) are below the detection limit for
measurements in water. Furthermore, the maximum of the activity concentrations occurs at
later times (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Activity concentration of Np-237 depending on time and Kd at 1,500 m distance to ENSDF; case
numbers refer to table 2.

In all cases, the peak of both radionuclides reaches the well earlier in the SPRING model
than in the NORMALYSA model. The most significant difference between the two models is
observed in case of using a high Kd value (S6, N6). The difference in time between the two
models decreases with increasing distance to the disposal facility (e.g. S4, N4 at 5,000 m).
The Am-241 peak at the 100 m well of the SPRING model (S1) is approximately one order
lower than in the NORMALYSA model (N1). Compared to this at the 1,500 m and 5,000 m
wells a higher peak is calculated by NORMALYSA (N1) than by SPRING (S1).
All Np-237 peaks show a higher concentration for NORMALYSA (N4, N5, N6) compared to
SPRING (S4, S5, S6) except for 100 m distance (N6).
In the frame of this hypothetical study, the radionuclide concentrations of cases S1, N1 and
N4 exceed at some distances the limits for Am-241 of 1,000 Bq/m3 and for Np-237 of
2,000 Bq/m3, applicable to drinking water according to the radiation protection regulation of
Ukraine NRBU-97 [7].

6

DISCUSSION

The results of both models are considered as comparable and no substantial deviations are
observed. A larger distance of the well from the disposal facility contributes to a higher
sorption in total. Therefore, for both radionuclides a decrease of peak height and an increase
of peak time is expected and exhibited by the models. Subsequently, the variation of Kd has
a high impact on the modelling results of NORMALYSA and SPRING.
Because of its higher Kd, Am-241 is more readily adsorbed than Np-237. Therefore, the Np237 peak occurs earlier in the wells than the peak of Am-241. In addition, Np-237 has a
lower decay rate and is the daughter nuclide of Am-241. Therefore, it is expected that the
peak height of Np-237 is smaller than the peak height of Am-241 in case of low Kd-values.
The results for S1, S4, N1 and N4 confirm this expectation.
As the increase of the Kd for Am-241 (S2, S3, N2, N3) is greater than the increase of the Kd
for Np-237 (S5, S6, N5, N6), Am-241 is more strongly adsorbed and migrates less far than
Np-237. But the daughter nuclide Np-237 has a longer half-life than the strongly adsorbed
Am-241 and is accumulated. Since Np-237 is less strongly adsorbed it can more easily
migrate than Am-241. In the end, this leads to higher Np-237 peaks compared to Am-241 at
more considerable distances.
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There are some essential differences in the results of modelling with NORMALYSA and
SPRING, respectively. One crucial difference is the approach to address dispersivity. A
heterogeneous aquifer is described by high dispersivities, resulting in an enhancement of
dispersion [20]. Thus, as SPRING considers finite elements and a horizontal layer the peak
is widened and the peak heights at the wells decrease due to the dispersivity more than in
NORMALYSA. As there may be more preferential flow paths with higher transport velocities
in a heterogeneous matrix than in a homogeneous one [21], the peak reaches the wells
earlier. The impact of the preferential flow paths on the transport time is higher in SPRING
than in NORMALYSA, as the effect is intensified due to the finite elements in SPRING.
Therefore, the peaks in SPRING reach the wells earlier compared to NORMALYSA.
The hydraulic regime has also a significant impact on the modelling results. It is to be noted
that Darcy velocities are depending on the groundwater level and hydraulic properties in
SPRING. Regarding the distances from the disposal facility to the wells, the velocity ranges
from 3 m/a near the ENSDF to 17 m/a at 5,000 m distance. In NORMALYSA, the Darcy
velocity is fixed at each distance of the well (cf. p. 3), which leads to an overestimation of
flow velocity at greater distances compared to SPRING. The peak time of NORMALYSA is
delayed compared to SPRING, since the effect of the dispersivity overcompensates the
effect of the Darcy velocity. But, in NORMALYSA the peak times are levelled in greater
distances to ENSDF due to the Darcy velocities.
Furthermore, the difference in aquifer thickness of the two models, namely a defined
thickness of 5 m in NORMALYSA and a variation of thickness with an average value of 40 m
at ENSDF in SPRING has an impact on the hydraulic regime. Comparing both models, the
increase of dilution processes in the thicker aquifer of the SPRING model results in overall
smaller peak heights than in NORMALYSA.
At 100 m distance, slightly smaller peaks of Am-241 are calculated in NORMALYSA
compared to SPRING. We assume that this is due to the retardation of advective-dispersive
radionuclide transport in the capillary water of the disposal facility itself Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. Therefore, as the moisture content in the
disposal facility is not considered in SPRING, a more significant peak at 100 m distance from
the disposal facility is calculated. At more considerable distances, the difference in aquifer
thickness is considered to have a more significant impact on the results.
It is to be mentioned here that time required and other efforts for modelling are of high
importance in the course of safety analysis. NORMALYSA provides results in a shorter
period of time compared to SPRING, which needs a set-up of a model grid and computation
time (days) due to the finite elements. However, SPRING can provide more detailed results,
e.g. the lateral spreading of the concentration plume. NORMALYSA offers a onedimensional insight in radionuclide transport within minutes of modelling set-up and
calculation.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

It is concluded that similar calculation results were obtained by modelling with the same
basic assumptions and input data of the two codes NORMALYSA and SPRING. The
identified differences between the results can be related to the use of input parameters and
the inherent assumptions in both codes.
Advantages and disadvantages can be determined in both modelling with NORMALYSA and
SPRING. Therefore, the choice of code should depend on the aim of modelling and its
specific application. If results are needed in a short period of time and a one-dimensional
model is considered suitable, NORMALYSA could be a good choice. The higher peaks and
times can be considered as conservative for the conceptual model compared to SPRING. If
more detailed results including consideration of lateral information and of the impact of other
disposal facilities is requested, SPRING should be selected.
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The shown activity concentrations obtained as results of modelling represent only the initial
steps of a safety analysis based on a simplified conceptual model to compare codes and the
impact of Kd-value on the results for two radionuclides. A future safety assessment should
include the analysis of the potential radiation exposure based upon dedicated modelling
approaches for disposal facilities.
Further safety analyses focussing on the relationship of Kd and activity concentrations should
include a sampling campaign to obtain precise and site-specific data on Kd values by
laboratory investigations. A future safety analysis should also consider the total anticipated
activity of all radionuclides of ENSDF and other disposal facilities of the Vector Complex.
Further studies could also include a sensitivity analysis of other parameters (hydraulic
conductivity, porosity, recharge, solubility, inventory, etc.) using NORMALYSA and SPRING
to obtain more detailed and sound results for safety assessments.
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